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A note on transcription

Apart from some early section of the phonology where phonetic symbols
are used, the transcription employed in this grammar is an adaptation of
what has come to be the standard orthography for Lango, modified so as
to show tone, vowel quality, and gemination. Except where phonological
derivations are discussed, the transcription presupposes the application
of tone sandhi and coalescence word internally. The tone sandhi and
coalescence rules are applied in external sandhi in Part I, Phonology, and
Part II, Morphology, so as to provide examples of the application of the
rules, but not in Part III, Syntax, so as not to impede morpheme iden-
tification and to comply with the conventions of Lango orthography. It is
hoped that this will provide no inconvenience to the reader.

The phonetic symbols are discussed in Sec. 1.1 for consonants, 2.1 for
vowels, and 4.1 for tones. The symbols used in the modified standard or-
thography are given in Sec. 1.3 for consonants and 2.4 for vowels.





List of abbreviations

Morphology/syntax

Is first person singular subject
2sa second person singular associative
3po third person plural object

hab habitual aspect
perf perfective aspect
prog progressive aspect
infin infinitive
mid middle voice
ben benefactive
ven ventive
subj subjunctive mood
imper imperative
ger gerund

Su subject
DO direct object
IO indirect object

Tr transitive verb att+part attributive particle
AN activity naming verb comp complementizer
SA secondary argument verb neg negative
Intr intransitive verb

indef indefinite suffix
theme thematic suffix

Sg singular
PI plural

Phonology

Ci first consonant (or consonant glide cluster) or a CiVCg root
V vowel
C2 the final consonant of a CiVCg root
G glide



X V I List of abbreviations

H high tone
L low tone
Ή downstepped high tone
HL falling tone
H'H falling downstepped tone
LH rising tone
H(L) a class of nouns whose citation forms have H, but which generally

behave like H L

Phonological Rules

VH vowel harmony
Coal coalescence
Contr contraction
UFS underlying fall simplification
HS1 high spread 1
RS rise simplification

LS low spread
FSl fall simplification 1
FS2 fall simplification 2
HS2 high spread 2
H(L)S H(L) simplification



Introduction

Lango is a member of the Lwo subgroup of Western Nilotic, a branch of
the Nilotic languages, which in turn are members of the Nilo-Saharan
family (Greenberg 1966). Nilo-Saharan as a whole is a rather poorly
studied group despite the fact that the languages are distributed over a
large area in the Eastern Sahel and East Africa.

Lango is spoken entirely within Uganda. The population is located
primarily in Lango province, north of Lake Kyoga in central Uganda.
Lango is most closely allied, both in grammar and lexicon, to Acholi, and
somewhat more distantly to Luo and Alur. Tucker (1957) and Tucker and
Bryan (1966) have asserted that the Langi originally spoke an Eastern
Nilotic language and, since moving to their present habitat, have taken
up a form of Western Nilotic (but compare Driberg (1923) on this point).
Numerous apparent relics, both syntactical and lexical, can be found which
may attest to this earlier linguistic affiliation, though the evidence needs
to be very carefully assessed to determine whether these are relics or some
sort of adstratum.

The Lango language which is the subject of this study is distinct from
that of two groups of people living in the Sudan who are sometimes also
referred to as 'Lango.' One of these speaks an eastern Nilotic language
closely related to Lotuko; the other, usually referred to as Didinga, speaks
a Surma language.

In recent years, the Langi have been a politically important group
within Uganda. During the period of the Amin regime and the civil war
that followed, the Langi people suffered greatly and many were killed or
went into exile. Estimates of the number of Langi vary from 300,000
(Okello, 1975) to 823,200 (Grimes, 1988). Many Langi have some
knowledge of English.

There is very little published work on Lango. The earliest and most
useful work is Driberg (1923) which contains a short grammar and a dic-
tionary. While this is a most valuable work, it is seriously flawed in a num-
ber of crucial areas. Driberg discusses syntax only incidentally and
sparsely in the course of his treatment of morphology and, in addition,
tends to over-morphologize, i.e. to represent in single words sequences
of independent (and separable) words. The tone system of Lango is al-
most completely ignored. In his transcription of vowels, Driberg fails to
note the distinctions based on advanced versus retracted tongue root,
thereby cutting the vowel inventory in half. The effects of this transcrip-
tional inadequacy extend beyond mere failure to note phonological
processes such as vowel harmony, and differences between lexical items.
For example, Driberg fails to recognize grammatical categories such as
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the aspect distinctions in the verbal paradigms, which are frequently dis-
tinguished only by tone.

Tucker and Bryan (1966) provide the only other grammatical infor-
mation, presenting a few features of Lango grammar in a chapter giving
a general overview of Western Nilotic. Also in a comparative vein is Blount
and Curley (1970) which compares Lango vocabulary, in the form of
Swadesh's 100 and 200 word lists, with other closely related Western
Nilotic languages.

Other literature on Lango is concerned with specific aspects of Lango
phonology and syntax. Tucker (1958) is a valuable discussion of segmen-
tal and tonemic phenomena at word boundaries. Maddieson, Shopen and
Okello (1974), Clifton (1975), and Dwyer (1983) discuss Lango tonemics,
while Okello (1975) discusses both tonemic and segmental phonology. The
last four works are written in a generative framework. Dwyer (1983) and
Bavin (1982) compare Lango with Southern Lwo kin.

Brief mention of Lango is also made in the following works: Tucker
(1955), Hall et al (1955), and Greenberg (1966).

Newspapers, pedagogical materials, and some literary works have
been published in Lango. A complete translation of the Bible has been
available since 1979. There are also radio broadcasts in the language. Per-
sonal correspondence between Langi, however, is likely to be in English,
the language of schools, higher literacy, and the courts in Uganda.

The primary material upon which this work is based was collected over
a period of several years, from 1977 to 1983, from consultants residing in
Buffalo, New York, and Los Angeles. A number of Lango speakers served
as consultants, chief among them were Mary Okello, Jonas Opio, Florence
Monday, and George Ojuk. To all of them I express my gratitude. In ad-
dition to data collected from consultants, textual material collected by
Driberg (1923) was also used, as were short stories written by Langi.

I would also like to take this opportunity to thank Wally Chafe, Bob
Kirsner, Paul Schachter, and Sandy Thompson for helpful comments at
various stages in the production of this work. I would like to give special
thanks first to Chet Creider, whose detailed comments greatly improved
the work, and second, but most importantly, to Edith Bavin, with whom
much of the data were collected and with whom I worked out the prelimi-
nary analysis of the grammar.

And lastly, I would like to thank Dean Andrade, who designed and
typed the final camera-ready version.
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Lango morphophonemes ( = systematic phonemes)

Consonants and glides:

Bilabial
VL Stops
VD Stops
VL Affricates
VD Affricates
Nasals
VDTap
VD Lateral
Glides

P
b

m

Alveolar
t
d

n
r (= r )
1

Palatal Velar Labio-velar
k
g

c(=tp)
j (=Φ)
Γ» 0

y w

Vowels:

Front Central Back

High
Mid
Low

[+ATR] [-ATR]
ι
e

ι
ε

[+ATR] [-ATR] [ +ATR] [-ATR]
u
ο

tr
ο



1. Consonants1

1.1 Inventory of consonants

Phonetically, the following consonants and glides are attested in Lango.

(1)
vl. stops

geminates
vd. stops

geminates

bilabials
P
ρ·
b
b·

alveolars palatals
t
t·
d
d.

velars
k
k·
g
g·

labio-velar glottal stop

vl. affricates tp
geminates tp·

vd. affricates φ
geminates φ·

nasals m n ji η
geminates m· n· n· η·

vl. fricatives φ s q x
vl. tap ς
vd. tap r
lateral l

geminate 1·
glides y w
glottal stop ?

Voiceless stops and affricates are very slightly aspirated. Voiced stops and
affricates are fully voiced, even initially, and are sometimes heard with a
murmured voice quality.

The geminate consonants are in fact, long — they are not rearticulated.
In utterance final position, stops are normally unreleased, which often

makes it difficult to hear whether a final stop is voiced or voiceless. Before
voiced stops, as in dog 'mouth', the vowel is slightly longer than before
voiceless stops, such as in dak 'to go back', though the vowel length ex-
hibited before voiced stops is considerably less than that found in fully
long vowels (Sec 2.2).

The palatal affricates [tp] and [φ] and the palatal fricative [q] are
phonetically prepalatal and resemble the initial consonants in the Polish
words οίς, dzien, and βίς, respectively, and like these are not accompanied
by lip rounding.
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1.2 Distribution of consonants

1.2.1 General patterns

The syllable canon of Lango is relatively simple and can be described by
the following formula:

(1) (C) (G) V (C) C = consonant
G = glide
V = vowel

Consonant final syllables are, with the exception of a few borrowings,
found only morpheme finally.

The glide [w] may follow any non-geminate consonant except for the
fricatives, [ ], and [y]:

(2) pwod 'still' bwogo 'young, unripe'
twol 'snake' dwok*5 'to go back'
kwee 'to cool* gweno 'chicken'
tpwe«yo 'to create' d?wik 'to shrivel*
mwol 'humble' nwarj 'thick'
pwäl 'to give birth' nwe 'smelly'
rwöt 'king' lwok»a 'to wash1

The glide [y] is more restricted in distribution: it, too, does not fol-
low geminates, fricatives, and [ ], and is found only after bilabials and
alveolars:

(3) pyet»o 'to winnow' bye 'termite hill'
tyek«o 'to finish' dyel 'goat'
myen*6 'to stir'
ryek 'wise' lyet 'hot'

Consonants in Cy sequences are phonetically palatalized.
CG sequences occur only root initially. Note that apparent exceptions

like tutwal 'very' are reduplications — see Section 6.
Consonants clusters (i.e. CC) do not occur natively within Lango mor-

phemes. They are, however, found in morphemes borrowed from English
and other languages, e.,g. [tpente] 'money', [gäbmente] 'government'. Edu-
cated speakers tend to preserve these clusters, but in ordinary speech
words such as these are likely to be pronounced in conformity with the
general Lango pattern. [tpentd] may alternately be pronounced [tpen»e]
or [tpene], and [gäbmente] may be heard as [gäbämfentfe], [gäbämfen«e],
or [gäbämen6], the latter with harmonizing vowels.

Consonant clusters occur at morpheme boundaries as a result of
affixation:
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(4) ked+gi
with-3po
'with them'
twöl+cä
snake-yonder
'yonder snake'

In these clusters, the second member is always palatal, velar or [w].
Clusters where the second member would be a bilabial or an alveolar un-
dergo cluster simplification: see Sec. 1.2.3.

The remaing distributional facts are illustrated in (5). In this chart,
CG clusters are ignored, having been described above. Note that word
boundaries (#) and morpheme boundaries (+) play a significant role in
the distribution of consonants and glides in Lango: see table 5. In (5), en-
vironment A describes word initial position:

(6) naxö 'girl'
Tot 'house'

Environment B describes stem initial position in lexical items to which
prefixes have been added (the underlined consonant is in environment B):

(7) ä + v[rx>no] -» äpono
Is hid 'Ihid'

Stem initial syllables receive word stress (Sec. 3):
(8) apono

(In this work, underlined vowels are stressed.) Environment C describes
all other intervocalic positions within words:

(9) Jgulu] 'pot'

N[kit]+a ->
character-lsa 'my character'

N[gw£no] +na ->· gwenona
chicken-lsa 'my chicken'

Environment D is word final position:
(10) twöl 'snake'

lyet 'hot'

First, notice that sound pattern identically in A and B. That is, the same
consonants, are found in, and excluded from, environments A and B.

Second, a number of sounds are found only in C:
1) geminates
2) fricatives
3) [£]
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Table

P
t
tp
k
b

d

dz

g
P*
t·
te·

k·
b·
d.
dz-
g»
m
n

P
0

m·
n·
n·
D·
Φ
s
C
X

£
r
1
1.
y
W

7

Λ
# V

pi 'because of
tog 'spear*
tpo· 'men*
kal 'millet*
bot 'to*

dak 'to go
back*

d?obo 'to
sweep*

got 'mountain*
-
-
-

-
-
-
-
-

mon 'women*
nen 'to be

visible'
pax 'girl'
gee 'back'

-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-

retp 'fish*
leb 'tongue*

-
yitp 'belly*

witpo 'my
head*

75t 'house*

B
V + [ V

{n, v, a}
7apono Ί hid*
7atedo Ί cooked'
^"ϊ V Λ. * ^xatpamo
7akobo 'Isaid'
7abaxo Ί ac-

cumulate'
7adino Ί

threshed'
?ad?obo Ί swept'

7agal Ί delayed'
-
-
-

-
-
.
-

-
7amol Ί float'
7aneno Ί saw'

7apamo Ί chewed'
7aipxere Ί

vomited'
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-,
-

7acego Ί ground*
7alego Ί prayed*

-
7ayx£0 Ί

climbed*
7awalo 'Iboiled*

-
707515 'he coughed'

C
V V

depo 'to collect*
-
-
-

7akobo Ί said*

gedo 'to build

?atodzo Ί beat*

bwogo 'young*
dep*o 'to collect*
ipat-o'tosell*
i)wetp»o 'to run

from*
dak«o 'to transfer'
d?5b*5 'to sweep'
kod*o 'to blow'
todj»o 'to beat up*
jceg«o 'to grind'
7apamo Ί chewed'
gweno 'chicken*

wxpo 'bird*
-

tpam«o 'to eat'
ηέη·ό 'to see'
rwep«o 'to lose'
rii)*o 'to run from*
αέΦο 'to collect*
lose 'man*
lo^d 'man*
dax 'woman*
bof θ 'to me*
nero 'uncle'
Ιέΐό 'to rejoice'
kwal«o 'to steal'
poyo 'to

remember'
-

-

D
V #

bep 'to deflate'
lyet 'hot'
retp 'fish*
d5k 'to go back*
yib 'tail*

bad 'arm*

t d? 'beat!'

dog 'mouth*
-
-
-

-
-
-
-
-

pom 'marriage*
can 'poverty*

pip 'ground*
ciij 'fore-arm'

-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-

poi: 'chain*
dyel 'goat*

-

-

-
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Some sounds are excluded from C:

1) [01
2) [w]
3) [7]
4) voiceless, non-geminate stops and affricates

except [p] (but see below)
Third, some sounds are excluded from D:

υ m
2) the glides [y] and [w]
3) geminates
4) fricatives
5) [£]

The latter three may occur in environment D in external sandhi: see
Sections 1.2.2 and 1.2.3 below.

1.2.2 Fricatives and [f ]

Fricatives and [ς] are in complementary distribution with the non-geminate
voiceless stops and affricates: the former are found only in environment C
(excluding external sandhi from consideration here), whereas the latter
are excluded from this environment. Paradigmatic alternations between
the two sets are a regular feature of Lango morphophonology. The follow-
ing alternations are found:

(1) [p] alternates with [Φ]
[t] alternates with [ς]
[tp] alternates with [p], [s]
[k] alternates with [x]

(2) 2s imperative
αέ.ρ
m »t
d «tp
ti.k

2s perfective
?ιαέΦό
^>N ^ ν7ima{o
?idago
?itexo

'gather'
'drink'
'drop'
'start'

The [t]/[f] and [k]/[x] alternations are quite regular and require no
comment except to point out that [ς] may appear in place of [t] before the
suffixes -wa and -wu,

(1) /5t+wa/ -» [75twa] or [75{wa]
house-1 pa
Our house'
/6t+wu/ -» [7otwu] or [7ofwu]
house-2pa
'your house'
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and that [ ] and [ ] may replace final [t] and [k] respectively in fast speech
in external sandhi when the latter are intervocalic:

(2) /ätet # äwo'ro/ -> [?äte£ äwo'ro]
ls-forge-perf yesterday

forged yesterday'

/ädök # äwo'ro/ -» [Tädox äwo'ro]
ls-go+back-perf yesterday

went back yesterday*

The [ ]/[ ] alternation is not found with all Lango speakers. For some,
it is a regular feature; others used [ ] occassionally; and still others never
use [ ]. I have no data on the social or regional variables affecting this al-
ternation.

The [tp]/[q] alternation is quite regular except that some speakers sub-
stitute [s] for [p], but only in a few very common words. The word most
commonly found with [s] is the word /locä/ 'man', which is pronounced
either [locä] or [losä]. No speaker consistently used [s] for this word, and
some speakers rejected the [losä] pronunciation when it was pointed out
to them, even though the pronunciation had passed unnoticed in free
speech.

Given the distributional facts, the fricatives and [ ] can be viewed as
deriving morphophonemically from lexical voiceless stops and affricates
via a process of consonant weakening, e.g.:

(3) /ä+mät+ö/ -» [Tämäfö]
Is-drink-perf

drank it'

1.2.3 Geminates

Geminates are also restricted to environment C in citation forms, though
as a product of certain rules of external sandhi they may also occur in en-
vironment D. There are three sorts of conditions under which geminates
regularly appear:

(1 ) As a process of cluster simplification, sequences of any con-
sonant C plus an alveolar or bilabial consonant becomes C·.
This commonly occurs when a suffix beginning with an anterior
(alveolar or bilabial) C is added to a root ending in a C:

/5t+na/ -» [?5t«a]
house- Isa
'my house'

house-3sa
'his house'
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/5t+nö/ -»· [?5t-ö]
house-that
'that house'

/t5n + ni/ -*
spear-pl
'spears'
/o+ted+re/ -+ [?oted»e]
3s-cook-mid
'it got cooked'

Velars, palatals, and /w/ do not participate in cluster
simplification:

/öt+wä/ -» [?5twä] (or [?5fwä]; see Sec. 1.2-2)
house- Ips
Our house'
/ot+gi/ -* [?5dgi] (see Sec. 1.4.3)
house-Spa
'their house'
/torj+ca/ -»· [tontpä]
spear-yonder
'yonder spear'

In fast speech, cluster simplification may operate across word
boundaries where the second word is a particle or preposition:

[titp me 5t] or [titp»6 ot]
work for house
'housework'

A similar process of cluster simplification is optionally found in
borrowed words with morpheme internal consonant clusters:
[tpen*e] 'money' is found alongside [tpente].

(2) The final consonant of a verbal root appears as a geminate in
the transitive infinitive and in the progressive aspect, which histori-
cally was built off the infinitive:

/din/ 'thresh'
[din»o] 'to thresh it'
[?ädin»ö] am threshing it'

cf
[Tadino] threshed it'
[di.n] 'thresh it!'

The root final consonant in benefactive and ventive verb stems is
also geminated.
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/kel/ 'bring'
[?okel»o] 'he brought it for me'

/rirj/ 'run'
[? · ] 'he ran to me'

(3) In external sandhi, gemination occurs before:

a) the final consonant of the head of an associative construction
before the attributive particle /a/:9

/buk # ä # däkö/ -> [buk- ä 'däkö]
book att+part woman
'the woman's book'

b) the third person singular of the progressive aspect:

/mon # a+ted+o/ -»· [mon· äted»ö]
women 3s-cook-prog
'the women is cooking it'

cf [mon otedo]
women 3s-cook-perf
'the women cooked it'

(Plural nouns take 3s subject agreement.) Topicalized ele-
ments, including subject pronouns, do not geminate before
3s prog verbs:

[ äted.ö]
he 3s-cook-prog
'he is cooking it'

c) a set of words with so-called 'zero consonants' — the name,
as well as the first description of the phenomenon, is from
Tucker (1955). Like the attributive particle and the third sin-
gular progressive prefix, these words were historically con-
sonant initial, but have since lost these consonants. All agent
nouns fall into this class as well as a number of other words. A
sample follows — Acholi preserves the original consonants:

Acholi Lango
/läpäc/ /äpäc/ 'carpenter'
/läbvör/ /äbwör/ 'lion'
/läco/ /ic5/ 'man'
/lüdüku/ /ödüku/ 'gun'
/rübiä/ /obfä/ 'money'
/läwo'ro/ /äwo'ro/ 'yesterday'
/lätin/ /ätin/ 'child'
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All Lango speakers I've consulted accept sentences like:
[man· oduxu]
this gun
'this is a gun'

but some would say instead
[man odüxu]

without gemination. Some of these words are more likely to
condition gemination than others: generally, the more com-
mon a word is, the more likely it is to exhibit the zero con-
sonant phenomenon. Agent nouns (Sec. 5.2.2), because they
form a coherent class, consistently condition zero consonant
effects.

These zero consonants have phonological effects other than
conditioning gemination. They can block coalescence in exter-
nal sandhi (Sec. 2.7) and they can block tone spreading rules
(Sec. 4.4.2).

There is no need to posit lexical geminates in Lango: all geminates
can be derived morphophonemically from non-geminates via cluster
simplification, as a morphophonemic process affecting transitive infini-
tives and their derivatives, or as a morphophonemic process affecting
word final consonants before zero consonants.

1.2.4 [2]

In words said in isolation and in very slow, deliberate speech, the glottal
stop precedes all word initial vowels. In faster tempi in connected speech,
such glottal stops are omitted except utterance initially. The presence or
absence of a glottal stop in initial position is not a lexical feature, but
rather a low level phonetic one.

Intervocalically in environment B, i.e. between prefixes and root-in-
itial vowels, either [7] in very slow speech or [fi] (murmured voice) in
moderately slow speech is inserted:

[?a?omo] Very Slow
/a+5m+5/ -»
ls-fetch-perf [7afi5m5] Moderately Slow

fetched it'
In moderate or fast tempi, neither is likely to appear:

-» [7aoni5] Moderate or Fast
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Again, word internal glottal stops need not be specified lexically since
their presence is predictable on a combination of morphophonemic and
stylistic considerations.

1.2.5 [w]

[w] occurs in morpheme initial position and in clusters following any con-
sonant morhophoneme except /b/ and the glide /y/ in morpheme initial
position. (This was exemplified in Sec. 1.2-1.) [w] never occurs in other
positions within roots.

1.3 Inventory of consonant morphophonemes

The following inventory of consonant and glide morphophonemes (or sys-
tematic phonemes) can be posited for Lango:

VL Stops
VD Stops
VL Affricates
VD Affricates
Nasals
VDTap
VD Lateral
Glides

Bilabial
P
b

m

Alveolar
t
d

n
r ( = r)
1

Palatal

c(=tp)
j (=Φ)
P

y

Velar
k
g

0

Labio-velar

w
Notice that in conformity with the usual practice of Niloticists, the

symbols V, 'j', and V will substitute for 'tp', 'dV, and 'r', respectively, in
morphophonemic transcriptions.

Even though consonant gemination is predictable (but see endnote
10), geminates will always be indicated since gemination is used to sig-
nal grammatical categories. Gemination will be transcribed with double
consonants:

teddo [ted.o] 'to cook'
rjweccD [nw£tp*5] 'to run from'
rwejipo [rweji»o] 'to lose'

From this point on, all transcriptions of consonants will be
morphophonemic except where square brackets indicate phonetic
transcriptions.
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1.4 Other morphophonemic processes

1.4.1 The lack of a geminate tap

Unlike the other consonant morphophonemes in Lango, there is no
geminate counterpart of the tap /r/, neither [r·] nor a trill [r]. Where a
geminate tap would be expected, a preceding long vowel is found instead
(see below Sec. 2.2):

[7akiJT5] Ί waited' cf [? t<§d ] Ί cooked it'
[kxr»r5] 'to wait' [ted»o] 'to cook it'

Notice that the long vowel in [kxr»r5] corresponds to the morphophonemi-
cally conditioned geminate stop in [ted«o].

1.4.2 Intervocalic

Most Lango verb roots are of the form Ci(G)VC2 (Sec. 5.1.1). C2 can occur
word finally or intervocalically, in geminated or non-geminated form,
depending on which part of the verbal paradigm we consider:

/ted/ 'cook'
[te«d] 'cook it!'
[Tatodo] Ί cooked it'
[ted«o] 'to cook it'

In Sec. 1.2.1, it was noted that [η] does not occur in environment C,
that is, it does not occur intervocalically except root initially — we find
no [q] corresponding to the [d] in [Tatedo] above. When the mor-
phophoneme /n/ is €2 and appears in non-geminated form in environment
C, the flanking vowels are nasalized and the /q/ itself is deleted:

/gen/ 'prevent'
[g£»n] 'prevent it!'
[Tageo] Ί prevented it'
[g£q»o] 'to prevent it'

Vowels are regularly nasalized before and after nasal stops, but the
nasalization in [7ageo] is more pronounced than the slight nasalization
in the corresponding vowels in [geq»o] or [g6«q].

In nouns also, fully nasalized vowels alternate with [n]:

[cfq] 'hand' tc^f] 'hands'
[c5q] 'knee' [coe] 'knees'
[n5q] 'crocodile' [P^e] 'crocodiles'
[ty q] 'durra stalk' [tyi>£] 'durra stalks'

In nouns and verbs like those given above, there is little difficulty in
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positing a morphophoneme /rj/: / / is deleted in environment C when non-
geminate; the flanking vowels are fully nasalized.13 There are instances
of fully nasalized vowels, however, where there is no alternation with [ ]:

'morning sun'
'near'
'sterile (of a young woman)'

^[?og-£ra-]
[?ora"a-]

In such cases, there is always a sequence of two nasal vowels, each of which
constitutes a separate syllable, i.e. there is always a sequence like:

V $ V
In fact, fully nasal vowels do not occur in Lango except in V $ V pairs. It
is always possible, then, to posit a morphophonemic / / in such words,
catching a free-ride on the nasalization and -deletion rules. In mor-
phophonemic transcriptions, /rj/ will be written in such words:

Nasalization
rj-deletion
other rules

/jiarjo/
jiano

*.
jiao

/ögxrrjä/

ogiri

/örärjä/
oräna
oraä
[Toraä]

1.4.3 Devoicing and voicing assimilation

Non-nasal stops and affricates assimilate in voicing to that of following
stops and affricates both across morpheme boundaries within words
(where gemination does not apply — Sec. 1.2.3) and across word boun-
daries:

(1) /yat + gi/ -*
tree-Spa
'their tree'

/dog+ca/ ->
mouth-yonder
'yonder mouth'

(2)

/leb #
'tongue'

[yadgf]

[doktpä]

gwfek/
'gazelle'

two I/
'snake'

'swallow'

romo/
'sheep'

[leb gwek]
'gazelle's tongue'

[lep twol]
'snake's tongue'

[leb m£dä]
'swallow's tongue'

[leb 'romo]
'sheep's tongue'
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(3) gw£k/ -»· [lag gwek]
'gazelle' 'gazelle's teeth'
twöl/ -* [läk twol]
'snake' 'snake's teeth'

/läk #
'teeth' mfcda/ -> [lag m6'da]

'swallow' 'swallow's teeth'
romo/ -» [lag romo]
'sheep' 'sheep's teeth'

Syntactic environments which allow such an assimilation in external
sandhi in moderate tempo include:

(1) noun + modifier
(2) verb + object
(3) proposition + object

In slow deliberate speech no assimilation need take place in external
sandhi; in fast tempo, assimilation is possible in other syntactic environ-
ments.

Word final non-nasal stops and affricates preceding the attributive
particle a are devoiced and, as noted in Sec. 1.2.3, geminated — the lat-
ter applying to all final consonants including nasals:

/pig ä däko/ -> [pik. ä däxo]
juice att+part woman
'the woman's juice'
/bad ä däko/ -» [bat· ä däxo]
leg att+part woman
'the woman's leg (of meat)'

cf /5t ä däko/ -* [?5f ä däxo]
house att+part woman
'the woman's house'
/dül ä däkö/ -> [dül· ä däxo]
log att+part woman
'the woman's log'

Historically the devoicing and gemination found with the attributive par-
ticle ä were simply regular instances of the general processes of voicing
assimilation and cluster simplification (gemination), ä was historically pä,
as recorded earlier in this century by Driberg (1923) and as it still is in
closely related Acholi.
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1.4.4 The 0/y/c alternation

A number of roots in Lango evidence a 0/y/c alternation:
(a) opa-o (b) pa»y-o (c) apac päc

'he carved it' 'to carve it' 'carver' 'carpentry'
owe-o
'he swept it'
V V Vowe-o
'he swept'
wi-e
'my head'16

we*y-o
'to sweep it'
wey-o
'to sweep'

awec owec
'sweeper' 'broom'

wie
'head'

For these roots, C2 is realized as 0 in the (a) set, as /y/ in the (b) set, and
as /c/ in the (c) set. The generalizations governing this alternation are
these:

(1) C2 is realized as /y/ in verbs otherwise requiring a
geminate Cg, such as in the infinitive stem, in forms built off
the infinitive stem like the progressive aspect, before the
middle voice suffix -e, etc.

(2) C2 is realized as /c/ word finally, except in subjunctives
(imperatives are a variety of subjunctive — Sec. 5.3.2 and
Sec. 8.2.7). Compare

vpa.
'carve it!'

with äpäc 'carver' from the same root. An exception involves
nouns which are heads of inalienable associative construc-
tions (Sec. 8.7.2). In such cases, C2 is realized as 0:

wi ögwäij cf wicc a däkö
head merekat head att+part woman
'a merekat's head' 'the woman's (animal) head'

wi ogwar) involves inalienable possession; therefore, the
head noun wlc appears as wi.

(3) C2 is realized as geminate /c/ (i.e. as /cc/) in nouns before
suffixes signalling alienable possession (Sec. 8.7.2):

wi-» wicc-a
'my (own) head' 'my (animal) head'

cf bam-a bämm-ä
'my (own) pelvis' my (animal) pelvis'
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(4) C2 is realized as 0 elsewhere
Roots that exhibit the 0/y/c alternation contrast with those that have

Id in all positions:
opaco pacco apac päc päc
'he peeled it' 'to peel it' 'peeler' 'to peel' 'peel it!'

These non-alternating roots with Id, together with the limitations on the
occurence of [y] (it does not occur word-finally — Sec. 1.2.1), prompted
Okello (1975) to posit morphophonemic /y/ as C2 for the roots exhibiting
the 0/y/c, a position which I will adopt as well.

1.4.5 Epenthetic/y/

When a root has no C2 and the morphological configuration requires a
geminate C2 (as for a transitive infinitive, etc.), an epenthetic /y/ is in-
serted in place of the absent C2- For example, the verb /to/ 'die' lacks Cg.
When the benefactive suffix i is attached to a root, C2 must be geminated,
but since /to/ lacks C2, a /y/ is inserted:

/o+t5+i+ä/ -» [ötb.yä]
3s-die-ben-lso
'it died on me'

(/y/ does not result from i: see Sec. 2.6)
/co+o/ -» [co.yö]
wake+up-stem+vowel
'to wake up (smn)'

This 0/y alternation is different from the 0/y/c alternation discussed
in the last section. Compare the following:

0/y Alternation:
ocoo co«yo co·
'he woke up smn' 'to wake up smn' 'to wake up'

0/y/c Alternation:
ocoo co«yo cöc
'he wrote/sowed stg' 'to write/sow stg' 'to write/sow'

In the 0/y/c alternation, /c/ appears word-finally (see (2) in Sec. 1.4.4),
but Id fails to appear in the 0/y alternation. Otherwise the two alterna-
tion patterns are the same for verbs: the 0/y alternation is found only with
verbs.
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1.5 Non-productive alternations

1.5.1 Alternation of voiceless and voiced stops

There are few non-productive consonant alternations in Lango. Of these,
the most important is the alternation of voiceless and voiced stops.17 This
alternation is found primarily in singular/plural noun pairs:

5t 'house' ikdi 'houses'
rwot 'king' rwode 'kings'
got 'mountain' g°di 'mountains'
Krt 'stick' lüdi/lüde 'sticks'
jak 'spirit' jogi 'spirits'
gwok 'dog' gwoggi 'dogs'

When an alternation occurs, the singular has the voiceless stop and the
plural the voiced stop. Most nouns do not show this alternation,

mot 'gift' mote 'gifts'
buk 'book' buke 'books'

but those that take the plural suffix always do — see Sec. 5.2.5.
This alternation is also found with some verbs and their nominaliza-

tions:

kobbo 'to speak (tr)' kop 'speech, talk'
köb 'to speak (intr)'

Three nouns representing body-parts (and hence ordinarily found in
inalienable associative constructions — see Sec. 8.7.2) devoice their final
consonants when followed by singular alienable associative affixes (see
also Sec. 5.2.4):

Inalienable Alienable
leb 'tongue' leba 'my tongue' lippa 'my animal tongue'
bad 'arm' bädä 'my arm' batta 'my foreleg of meat'
yib 'tail' yibg 'its tail' yippere 'his animal tail'

lebba 'my animal tongue' and baddä 'my foreleg of meat' were also
recorded. The noun 5t 'house', which is exceptional in taking the
inalienable associative suffix (instead of the expected alienable suffix),
changes /t/ to /d/: oda 'my house'. The inalienable associative is found
only in the first person singular with this noun. The expected öttä 'my
house' was also recorded and does not change /t/ to /d/.

Ventive verb stems (Sec. 8.2.3) whose roots end in /k/ show voicing of
/k/ to /g/, along with the expected gemination:
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Root Ventive Infinitive
dak daggo 'to emigrate to'
pik piggo 'to move slightly closer'
dwok/dok dwoggo 'to bring back to'

Other voiceless stops are not affected:

yit yittö 'to climb toward'

1.5.2 Epenthetic /r/

Prepositions take inalienable associative suffixes as pronomial objects
(Sec. 5.5). When the preposition ends in a vowel, an epenthetic /r/ is in-
serted between the root and a vowel initial suffix:

• | ^px+a
me+ä
te+a

pira 'according to me'
mera 'for me'
tera 'under me'

This epenthetic /r/ is also found with a few nouns, e.g. päkö 'girl'18, which
irregularly forms associatives by deleting -ko and changing its tone, and
cwä 'husband':

*· · ·*pa + a
cwa + a

para 'my daughter'
cwara 'my husband'

A few forms show /r/ in the singular but /g/ in the corresponding plural.
For instance, the independent associative pronouns (Sec. 5.6.3) have sin-
gular forms merä 'mine', meri 'yours (sg)', etc., but plural mega, megi, etc.

1.5.3 Miscellaneous alternations

A few other alternations are attested. These are all of minor significance,
affecting a mere handful of roots:

r/d
1/d
dw/d
i/y
d/n
t/n
i/g
r/0
0/g
0/t

ge.ro
cello
dwakka
cwdllo
txdi
yat
dyel
kweri

P»
dwe

'to build it'
'to roast, fry it'
'to send back'
'to send towards'
'little (sg)'
'tree'
'goat'
'hoe'
'water'
'month'

gedö
cedö
dok
cwa»yo
tin»
yen

kwei
pig warj
dwete

'to build'
'to roast, fry'
'to go back'
'to send towards'
'little (pi)'
'trees'
'goats'
'hoes'
'tears' (lit: 'eye water')
'months'
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1.6 'Zero consonants'

At various points in this grammar, reference is made to the so-called 'zero
consonant' phenomenon, instances of initial consonants which, before
their loss, triggered or blocked certain phonological processes, the effects
of which persist into the modern language. The phenomenon was first
described and named by Tucker (1955).

Discussion of the specific effects of these zero consonants can be found
in the places noted below:

Conditioning gemination — Sec. 1.2.3
Conditioning vowel lengthening — Sec. 2.2
Blocking coalescence in external sandhi — Sec. 2.7
Blocking tone spreading rules — Sec. 4.4.2



2. Vowels

2.1 Inventory of vowels

Phonetically, forty distinct vowels must be recognized for Lango. These
forty are composed of a basic set often vowels which, without substan-
tially affecting their other acoustic properties, may also appear in long,
nasalized, and long-nasalized versions. The basic set is, in turn, divided
into two classes, the nature of which we will attend to shortly:

BASIC VOWELS
Class A Class B

i i high, front
e ε mid, front
a a central
ο ο mid, back, rounded
u i_r high, back, rounded

Niloticists have traditionally distinguished two sets of vowels for the
Southern Lwo languages (Lango, Acholi, Alur, and Luo) identical to our
classes A and B. Tucker and Bryan (1966) refer to Class A vowels as
'close* and 'hollow', as opposed to the Class B vowels, which are Open' and
hard'. Tucker (1958), in his discussion of Lango morphophonemics, refers
to the Lango Class A vowels as 'breathy' or 'hollow' and the Class B vowels
as 'hard' or 'creaky'. Ladefoged (1971) reported laryngealized (i.e.
creaky) voice quality for the Lango Class B vowels , his failure to note
any special voice quality for the Class A vowels implies he did not hear
any — the data were included in a discussion of voice quality.

From my own observations, this difference in voice quality, while it
exists, is not auditorily very pronounced. The Class A vowels seem to me
scarcely breathy or murmured at all, while the Class B vowels are only
slightly creaky. * Still, this apparently small difference may be a crucial
one, as we shall see below.

One potential difference between the two classes of vowels is tongue
height, as claimed by Tucker and Bryan (1966) and implied (by virtue of
the IPA symbols he assigned them) by Tucker (1958). In order to deter-
mine the degree to which tongue height is actually involved in differen-
tiating the classes, an acoustic study was done using a sound spectrograph
on a sample of 120 Lango verbs said by one male Lango speaker: each of
the ten vowels occurred as the root vowel in 12 verbs. It was assumed that
tongue height could be correlated with the frequency of the first for-
mant. The fi frequency values (in Hz) are displayed in the histograms
in Figure 1, together with an indication of the mean value for each vowel:
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Figure 1
Vowel height as determined by the values (in Hz) of fi

i + + +
+ + + + +
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+ + +
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u + + + +
+ + + + +
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•LT + +

MEAN: 331

MEAN: 358

e + + + + MEAN: 369
+ + + + +
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+ + + + + +

ε + + + MEAN: 502

ο + + MEAN: 394
+ + + + +
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+ +
+ MEAN: 438

3 + + + MEAN: 652
+ + + + + + +

450 475 500 525 550 575 600 625 650 675 700 725 750 775 800 825 850

+ +
MEAN:729

As the mean values for fi show, there is a tendency for Class A vowels to
be produced with a greater tongue height. T-tests reveal that the differences
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between i/i, e/ε, and a/a are significant, while the differences between u/vr
and o/o are not. The chart below summarizes the statistical data:

2-tailed probability
i/i
u/xr
e/ε
o/o
a/a

.028

.165

.000

.067

.027
Values less than .05 are significant.

When minimal pairs are compared, the e/ε, a/a, and, to a lesser extent,
the i/i contrasts are more discretely separated than in the larger, noisier
sample, yet the back rounded vowels are still very close in fi frequency
values, too close to be considered distinct in this respect. A set of minimal
pairs is provided below.

bi»l 'tame it!'
έ·1 'uncover it!'
b$-p 'deflate it!'
o»d 'pound it!'
ju«k 'pick it up!'

bi-1
έ·1
b *p
5.d

'taste it!'
'spread it!'
'slap it!'
'scoop it!'
'stop it!'

together with their fi and f2 values plotted on the graph in Figure 2:25

Figure 2
fl and f2 values plotted for minimal pairs
(in Hz)
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As the graph shows, the back rounded vowels are bunched together within
a very narrow range. The values for fs do not appear to be significant in
distinguishing the two sorts of vowels.

One additional difference between the two sets has to do with the
width of the pharynx. The Class A vowels are produced with an advanced
tongue root, which results in a relatively wide pharynx and a lowered
larynx; the Class B vowels, on the other hand, have a retracted tongue
root resulting in a relatively narrow pharynx and a raised larynx. This
distinction between vowel sets with advanced and retracted tongue roots
characterizes many Niger-Kardofanian and Nilo-Saharan languages
(Lindau 1978, 1974; Stewart 1967) and has been verified radiographically
by Jakobson (1978) for closely related Luo. For convenience, the Class A
vowels, those with advanced tongue roots, will be referred to as [+ATR]
vowels, and the Class B vowels as [-ATR] vowels.

The fact that [+ATR] vowels are produced with a wider pharynx calls
into question somewhat the conclusion reached above that [+ATR]
vowels are produced with greater tongue height since a wider pharynx
results in lower fi frequencies, the same effect produced by raising the
tongue. The differences in fi frequency could, in principle, result from
either tongue height, pharynx width, or both in combination. Only a
radiographic investigation as done by Jakobson can resolve the issue,
though at present I believe that both factors are at work.^

In sum, we have seen that Lango has two sets of vowels. The first,
referred to as [+ATR] (Class A), are produced with a greater tongue
height and a more advanced tongue root than their [-ATR] (Class B)
counterparts. In addition, the [-ATR] vowels are produced with a slightly
creaky (i.e. laryngealized) voice quality, a factor which may be of great
importance in distinguishing the otherwise very similar back rounded
vowels.

2.2 Vowel length

Phonetically long vowels occur under five sorts of conditions, all of which
are fully predictable:

1) word final stressed vowels in nouns, adjectives, and verbs are
long (underlined vowels in polysyllabic words are stressed):

le· 'axe' a 'attributive particle'
«)u· 'beast of prey' pe 'not'
ye· 'to believe, agree' 'in'
t»· 'to die' okko 'completely'
obo· Obo' ätudu 'duck'
t)we· 'smelly' omato 'he drank it'
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When suffixes are added to such words, the vowels become short:
lena 'his axe' (cf le· 'axe')

The exception to this rule involves head nouns in inalienable as-
sociative constructions (Sec. 8.7.2), whose vowels are generally
short,

wi gwok
head dog
'a dog's head'

though long vowels have also been recorded in this construction:
ma· pirn
oil sesame
'sesame oil'

2) Vowels are long before word final /r/:
ge*r 'ground squirrel'
le»r 'bloodvessel'
obe»r 'mosquito'

3) Phonetically, there is no geminate tap [r·] (or trill [r]) in Lango.
Where /r/ would be expected to undergo gemination (Sec 1.2.3), a
long vowel is instead found preceding /r/ (Sec. 1.4.1). Compare the
following:

ocelo 'she roasted it' ogero 'she built it'
eel·6 'to roast' ge«ro 'to build'

Similarly, where /y/ (see Sec. 1.4.4) would be expected to undergo
gemination, a long vowel precedes /y/, as in the transitive infinitives
below:

ökweyö
kwe · y ö
öweyo
we«yo

'he cooled it'
'to cool it'
'he swept it'
'to sweep it' (cf weyo 'to sweep')

4) Vowels with underlying stressed contour tones, or those whose
stressed contour tones come about through contraction (Sec.
5.1.2.2), are long, especially when prepausal:

ca»m 'eat it!'
ay5»m 'monkey'
ane*n '(that) I see it'

However, when phrase internal, unless said very carefully, they
may become half-long or even short. When such a vowel loses its
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contour tone in tone sandhi, it becomes short: however, a vowel
acquiring a contour tone in tone sandhi does not become long.

5) Vowels are lengthened before 'zero consonants' (Sec. 1.6). Com-
pare the following where the vowel in pe 'not' lengthens to [pe·]
because it is followed by the agent prefix a-, which has a zero con-
sonant (Sec. 5.2.2)

pe· abaija 'it's not a stupid person'

with

pe abaije 'it's not stupidity'

where no lengthening takes place before the nominalizing prefix
a-. Lengthening before zero consonants seems to affect only root
vowels.

Stressed vowels (Sec. 3) are slightly longer than unstressed vowels.

2.3 Nasalization

As noted in Sec. 1.4.2, [rj] does not occur intervocalically except in root
initial position (i.e. as GI in a stressed syllable). In other positions, the
morphophoneme /rj/ is realized as nasalization on adjacent vowels — see
Sec. 1.4.2 for examples and discussion. All nasalized vowels in Lango can
be accounted for in this way.

Phonetically long vowels occur in fast speech when the mor-
phophoneme /η/ occurs between two identical vowels:

/k5n5/ -> [k5·]'beer' ([k35] in moderate speech)

/borp/ -> [bo·]'cloth' ([boo] in moderate speech)

In very slow, deliberate speech, Lango speakers may insert a [?] or a period
of auditorily prominent creaky voice quality, sometimes extending over
the whole of the second vowel, so as to differentiate the two mor-
phophonemically distinct vowels:

/korp/ -»· [k5?5~] or [k55 ] (where [_] represents
creaky voice)

2.4 Inventory of vowel morphophonemes (=systematk phonemes)

The following set of vowel morphophonemes can be posited for Lango:
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[+ATR] [-ATR]
i i
e ε
3 a
ο ο
u \f

Vowel length will be written only when it conveys information about
grammatical categories, e.g. when it occurs in lieu of consonant gemina-
tion (Sec. 2.2) and when it reflects underlying or contracted tones in con-
trast with derived contour tones (Sec. 5.3.2).

Nasalization of vowels will not be transcribed since it is predictable
directly from the transcription — provided one knows when a non-
geminate /rj/ is root initial, i.e. the initial consonant of a stressed syllable
(Sec. 3).

2.5. Distribution of vowels

2.5.1 In roots and affixes

Only non-high vowels can occur root initially.

ell 'to open, uncover'
ello 'to spread, push aside'
ammo 'to make smn yawn'
ammo 'to handle gently'
olio 'to bore smn'
5115 'to make smn cough'

A high front vowel appears root initially only in the preposition i 'in';
high front vowels do appear word initially as prefixes: i-cok 'potato',
i-ηέηό 'you saw it'. High back vowels can be neither root nor word
initial.

All vowels may occur in suffixes, but no prefix contains /ο/, Μ, or /u/.

2.5.2 Vowel harmony

9ftLango has a sort of asymmetric vowel harmony system, where the
presence of a member of a set of dominant vowels changes, under certain
conditions, the vowels of the non-dominant set. The reverse is never true:
underlying dominant vowels are never affected by the non-dominant set.29

In Lango, the dominant vowels are the [+ATR] set (Sec. 2.1):
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Dominant [+ATRJ Non-dominant f-ATRJ
i u i \f

e ο ε ο
a a

The effect of vowel harmony, then, is to change a [-ATR] vowel into
its corresponding [+ATR] vowel. Since both [+ATR] and [-ATR] vowels
occur underlyingly in roots and affixes, vowel harmony in Lango can be
either progressive or regressive:

Progressive
pirn + -»· pim
forehead-Isa
'my forehead'
Regressive
leb + ί -* lebi
tongue-Isa
'my tongue'

Now that the general character of vowel harmony in Lango has been
established, I will set forth a set of conditions which restrict the applica-
tion of vowel harmony (VH).

I. Prefixes are opaque to vowel harmony.

Prefixes do not undergo VH, nor do they condition it. In (1), we see the
failure of the [+ATR] prefix to condition VH,

(1) ϊ + Ivb» -» il rb not *ilub
2s-follow-perf
'you followed'
ϊ + weko -» iweko not *iweko
2s-leave-perf
'you left'
ό + op -» oop not *oop
3s-spill-perf
'it spilled'

and in (2) we see the failure of the [+ATR] root vowel to condition VH
on the prefix:

(2) έ + bito -» ebit not *ebito
3s-lure-perf
'(that) he lured'
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+ tüko -» etuko not *etuko
3s-play-perf
'(that) he played'

+ elo -» eelo not *eelo
3s-open-perf
'(that) he opened'

For some speakers, the first person prefix ä- (or ä-) and the agent noun
prefix ä- are exceptional in undergoing VH:

(3) ä + bitö -» äbitö or »bito
ls-lure-perf

lured'
ä + tet -» ätet or »tet
agent-forge
'blacksmith'

II. Ordinarily, the domain of vowel harmony is one syllable.

This applies to both progressive and regressive harmony:
s \

(1) borp + ni -» boqoni ([bcioni])
dress-2sa
'your dress'

In fast speech, the domain may increase to two syllables:
(2) boqoni

'your dress'
This rule supposes the prior application of coalescence (Sec. 2.6) and con-
traction (Sec. 5.1.2.2). So, when contraction optionally deletes the stem
vowel in (1), resulting in bSg + ni, the only permissible output of the rules
(cluster simplification, tone sandhi, vowel harmony) is borjrji not *borjqi.
That is, in figuring the domain of vowel harmony, only vowels present on
the surface are counted.

In all speech styles, disyllabic suffixes undergo VH in both syllables,
other conditions permitting. So for example, the disyllabic middle voice
suffix -ere undergoes VH on both syllables:

(3) ceg + ere -> cegere
close-mid
'to be closed'

III. Regressive harmony is blocked with suffixes beginning with a con-
sonant or glide unless the vowel in the suffix is high.
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(1) borp -f- ni
dress-2sa
'your dress'

bono + wu
dress-Spa
'your dress'
but:

(2) bogo + no
dress-that
'that dress'

banoni

bogowu

bägonö not "bögonö

For some speakers, the second person plural associative suffix -wu con-
ditions VH only on high vowels when it is suffixed to a stem ending in a
consonant:

(3) ätin + wu
child-2pa
'your child'

*l S l 'atin wu

lütwuIxrt + wu ->
stick-2pa
'your stick'
but:

(4) dek + wu ->
stew-2pa
'your stew'

Stems ending in a vowel are not affected by this exception:

(5) bS + wu -» bowu not *b5wu
new+leaves-2pa
'your new leaves'

dekwu (alongside dekwu, the form
for most speakers)

IV. Progressive vowel harmony is blocked in suffixes beginning with a
consonant or glide.

(1) welo + wa
visitor-lpa
Our visitor'

welo + gi
visitor-Spa
'their visitor'

welo + moro
visitor-some
'some visitor'

welowa

welögi

not *welow»

not *welogi

welomoro not *welomoro
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When there is no stem vowel, or when the stem vowel is deleted by con-
traction (Sec. 5.1.2-2), and gemination results via cluster simplification
(Sec. 1.2.3) of the root final consonant and the initial consonant of the suf-
fix, progressive vowel harmony is not blocked. So, the suffix does not har-
monize in

(2) welo + na
visitor-Isa
'my visitor'

welona not *welona

not *cwipwa

because there is a stem vowel (-0) and no gemination of the root final con-
sonant, but does harmonize when the stem vowel is (optionally) deleted by
contraction, as in:

(3) wel + na -*· well» not *wella
'my visitor'

Note also the following:
(4) cwip + wä ->· cwipwa

liver-1 pa
Our liver'
but:

(5) cwip + na —*· cwipp»
liver-Isa
'my liver'

The combination /ji/ + /w/ does not undergo cluster simplification and
therefore the suffix vowel does not harmonize. But in (5), /ji/ + /n/ does
undergo the rule and the suffix vowel harmonizes with the root vowel.
Note, however, that the determiner suffixes (Sec. 5.2.6) do not undergo
or condition vowel harmony even when their consonant is lost in cluster
simplification:

not *cwippa

(6) out + ni
firefly-this
'this firefly'

X ,\ . . ̂

Otlttl not "otitti

V. The stem vowel -6 (Sec. 5.1.2) does not condition regressive harmony on
root vowels.

wallo 'to boil (tr.)' not *w»llo
walo 'to boil (intr.)'
ryetto 'to winnow (tr.)'
nyiko 'to move slightly away'
dakö 'woman'

Instead, contrary to the general principles governing VH in the language,
the [-ATR] root vowels /o/ and /XT/ require the stem vowel to be -D (or -XT):
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rpkka 'to vomit (tr.)'
txrirro 'to break (tr.)'
boijo 'dress'
rom5 'sheep

Λ
f F 8ρνηδ

Vowel harmony does not apply across word boundaries in compounds
(Sec. 7). Words derived historically from compounds, even though felt now
by Lango speakers to be single words, may contain aharmonic vowels, e.g.
kadi 'even if (kadi was also recorded).

2.6 Adjacent vowels in internal sandhi

When two suffix vowels are adjacent, the first is deleted:

(1) ό-ηέη-6- —»· onena
3s-see-stem+vowel-1 so
'he saw me'

The tone associated with the deleted vowel is incorporated into the tonal
pattern of the root. This matter is taken up in Sec. 4.4.3 below.

The only vowels deleted in internal sandhi are 1) the stem vowel (as
illustrated in (1) above), and the benefactive suffix -τ, which conditions
gemination:

(2) o-wil-i-a -> owilla
3s-bring-ben-lso
'he brought it for me'

These are the only suffixes followed by suffixes beginning with vowels.
It should be noted that when there are two adjacent vowels within a

word and one of them is the root vowel, no deletion takes place:

(3) a-ol-o -> a51o
ls-cough-stem+vowel
Ί coughed'
S f \. fa-or -» aor
agent-send
'messenger'

a-me-5 —»· ameo
1 s-melt-stem + vowel
Ί melted it'

Under certain conditions, the stem vowel may be deleted even when flanked
by consonants. This process, called contraction, is discussed in Sec. 5.1.2.2.
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2.7 Adjacent vowels in external sandhi

Under certain conditions, the final vowel of a word may coalesce with the
initial vowel of the following word:

(1) ötedoäböke -> oteda böke
3s-cook-perf beans
'he cooked beans'

kede abolo -» keda bold
with plaintain
'with plaintain'

kadi abolo -> kadä bolo
even plaintain
'even plaintain'

Not all adjacent vowels may coalesce, however:

(2) pe an -*· pe an not *pa n/*pe n/*pa n
not I
'it's not me'

When coalescence occurs, the final vowel of the first word is deleted
and the initial vowel of the second word assumes the [ATR] value of the
deleted vowel, becoming phonologically a part of the first word:

v 1 v 1(3) . . . I aATRl # V ... =» 0 laATRj #
1 2 1 2

As in internal sandhi, the tone accorded to the lost vowel is not lost but
remains part of the tonal pattern of the word. This matter will be discussed
more fully in Sec. 4.4.3.

Even when the conditions would otherwise be met, coalescence may
not reapply to the same form. So,

(4) rirjo a abwor
meat att+part lion
'the lion's meat'

regularly becomes

(5) rii)9 abwor

but may not coalesce further to become:

(6) *rig» bwor

The conditions under which coalescence occurs are given below. Vi
will refer to the final vowel of the first word, V2 to the initial vowel of the
second.
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I. Neither Vj nor V2 can be stressed.

(Underlined vowels are stressed.)
(1) dye at -» dye 5t not*dyot

middle house
'floor'
ni an -»· nf 'an not *n n
that I
'that Γ

(2) όρίο er -» όρίό 'ero not *opi'e r
Opio 3s-begin-hab
Opio begins it'

(3) wi akelo -*· wi akelo not *wa kelo
head Akello
'Akello's head'

In (1), both Vi and V2 are stressed root vowels. In (2), Vi is an unstressed
stem vowel, but Vg is a stressed root vowel. In (3), V2 is an unstressed
prefix vowel, but Vi is a stressed root vowel. Note that not all words are
stressed (Sec. 3). Some root vowels, therefore, may undergo coalescence,
as we note with the attributive particle below:

(4) riQO a bwor —>· riga abw r
meat att+part lion
'the lion's meat'

II. Vi cannot be a:

a) pronominal suffix (neither object, associative, nor imperative)
b) plural suffix
c) middle voice or ventive suffix
d) demonstrative or thematic suffix

(1) oncnogf awo'ro —*· onenogi a'wo'ro not *onenoga
3s-see-perf-3po yesterday 'woro
'he saw them yesterday'
(-gi is a pronominal object suffix)
olw5ker£ wo'ro -» olwakere awo'ro not *olw5kera
3s-wash-perf-mid 'wo'ro
'she bathed yesterday'
(-ere is the middle voice suffix)

For coalescence to occur, Vi is morphologically quite restricted and can
only represent the stem vowel or the benefactive suffix — notice that these
are the same vowels that can be deleted in internal sandhi.
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III. When Vi is a low vowel, no coalescence occurs unless V2 is also low:

(1) balaopio -> bälä not *bälo
as Opio
'as Opio'
but:

(2) balääkelä -* bala kela not *bälä akelä
as Akella
'as Akella'

The exception to this rule is the attributive particle ä, which regularly
coalesces with following subject prefix vowels regardless of the vowel's
height:

(3) peg ä otoo -»· pagrjo tao
crocodile att+part 3s-die-perf-rel
'a crocodile that died' = 'a dead crocodile'

(For the gemination, see Sec. 1.2.3.) Also irregular is the fact that the
prefix o- does not take on the [ATR] value of ä (i.e. does not become 5-).
A further peculiarity of this particle is that when it is V2, ä, and not Vi ,
deletes:33

(4) wipo a otoo -» wipo o'toa not *wipa o'too
bird att+part 3s-die-perf
'a dead bird'

Unless, exception to the exception, a is followed by a low vowel:

(5) rir)o ä äbwor -* rii)» äbwör
meat att+part lion
'the lion's meat'

IV. Coalescence does not occur when Vi is the final vowel of a topicalized
word (Sec. 8,5.2) and V2 is not part of a topicalized word:

(1) opxo ajwato -*· ajwatö not *opiä jwatö
Opio ls-hit-perf
Opio was hit by me'

V. Coalescence may optionally be blocked if a 'zero consonant' intervenes
(Sec. 1.6):

(1) ätin -» onena tin or atin
3s-see-perf child
'he saw the child'
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tin (latin in Acholi) begins with a 'zero consonant', which for some
speakers blocks coalescence. (Note also that the prefix - does not assume
the [ATR] value of the deleted stem vowel -o: where the root and stem
vowels do not harmonize, as in οηέηο, Vg will keep its [-ATR] value if the
root vowel is [-ATR].)

In fast conversational speech, non-coalescing Vi and Vg in external
sandhi may form a diphthong provided both are not stressed:

(1) kaopio -» kao 'ρίό or ka ό'ρίό
if Opio
'ifOpio'
but:

(2) kaen -* ka en not *kae η
if he
'if he'

In such cases, the glide portion of the diphthong is always derived from
an unstressed vowel. Where neither vowel is stressed, the glide portion is
formed from the highest vowel:

(3) όηέηό tin -* όηέη oatin (or όηέηό tin)
3s-see-perf child
'he saw the child'

The phonological reassignment of a prefix vowel described above,
where the vowel becomes phonologically a part of the preceding word,
may occur even without coalescence. In ordinary conversational style, we
find examples like the following:

(1) pig b lo -*· piga bolo
juice plaintain
'plaintain juice'

(2) dogolwit -* dogolwft
mouth eagle
'an eagle's mouth'

(3) cal tim -* cal 'tim
picture Atim
'Atim's picture'

When the preceding word ends in a consonant, prefix vowels in the
following word are reassigned as shown above. The reassigned vowel is
incorporated into the vowel harmony pattern of the first word, as (1) and
(2) show. One effect of the reassignment of the vowel is that the erstwhile
final consonant of the first word is now intervocalic word-internally
(environment C in Sec. 1.2):
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(4) kitätim — [ki{* 'tim]
character Atim
'Atim's character'

This vowel reassignment is a resyllabification process which, together
with coalescence, results in the maintainance of the preferred C VCV struc-
ture. Vowel reassignment occurs after the operation of the rules of tone
sandhi. This differs from coalescence, which must be taken to apply before
the tone rules (Sec. 4.4.3).

2.8 Non-productive alternations

There are very few vowel alternations in Lango that are not obviously
conditioned by vowel harmony. A summary of these is provided below:

2.8.1 [+ATR]/[-ATR] alternations in transitive and intransitive verb
pairs

For some transitive/intransitive verb pairs (Sec. 5.3.1, Sec. 8.2.1.2),
where the transitive stem has a [-ATR] vowel, the intransitive stem as a
[+ATR] vowel:

Transitive Intransitive
(1) bäkkö b4kö 'to accumulate'

cDoyo cöc 'to write, sow'
rommo rom 'to be sufficient'
but:

(2) rirjgo rino 'to run'
pwotto pwät 'to smooth'
jiiro jirö 'to sneeze'

There are no instances of the reverse, i.e. where the transitive stem has a
[+ATR] vowel, but the intransitive has a [-ATR] vowel.

For the examples in (1), there is no obvious conditioning factor for
the [+ATR] in the intransitive form. At this stage in the history of the lan-
guage, both the transtitive and intransitive stem must be lexicalized since
the intransitive cannot be predicted from the transitive (or vice-versa).

2.8.2 Varying forms of the stem vowel

As noted in Sec. 2.5.2, the stem vowel -o has some harmonic irregularities:
it takes the form -o following the root vowels /o/ and /IT/, but appears as
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/ / elsewhere, even following the [-ATR] root vowels /a/, /i/, and / /. One
additional peculiarity of the form is that it may optionally appear as /u/
or l\fl:

(1) teddo teddu 'to cook'
rigo riqu 'meat'

The u/xr form of the stem vowel -o was not often encountered in the speech
of my informants (though all accepted forms like those above); some
speakers never produced them. The one exception to the latter generaliza-
tion occurred where the root vowel is /u/ or /\ff, in which case some verbs
in particular were habitually produced with the u/xr stem vowel:

(2) guuru 'to drive in (e.g. a nail)'
mükkü 'to break off
nüürü 'to make drowsy'
cxrddxr 'to hunt'

Other, apparently similar, verbs seldom if ever appeared with u/xr:

(2) kxrttä

tükko
jxrkko

'to blow on'
'to break'
'to play'
'to stop'

In these cases, information about the preferred form of the stem vowel
(otherwise predictable for verbs) will have to be lexical. However, all
nouns with u/xr root vowels favor the u/xr stem vowel. Some, like gulu'pot'
were rejected when pronounced *gulo; others, like ödüku 'gun' and
mxrnxir were accepted with o/o, and even pronounced that way spon-
taneously on occasion, but the u/xr form was preferred.

See Sec. 5.1.2 for further discussion of the stem vowel.

2.8.3 Miscellaneous alternations

A few other alternations are attested. These are of minor significance,
affecting only single words:

(1) o/u 5t 'house' üdi 'houses'
al/o kwallo 'to steal (tr)' kwo 'to steal (intr)'
a/ cammo 'to eat (tr)' cem 'to eat (intr)'
a/ye a-par 'ten' pyer 'tens'
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Primary stress in Lango is invariably placed on the root vowel (underlined
vowels are stressed):

6d5

äneni
mxrmjr
münni
äbolö
otit

'she scoops'
'meat'

saw you'
'white man'
'white men'
'plaintain'
'fireny'

Root
3d
rig

mv
nru-n
bol
tit

Where the root is longer than one syllable — only possible in nouns —
the first vowel receives stress:

(2) makäc
doggola

scissors
'door'

Stressed vowels in Lango are somewhat louder and slightly longer than
unstressed vowels. The difference between stressed and unstressed vowels
is not as pronounced as in English; instead, the relation between them is
closer to that found in syllable timed languages such as Spanish.

Particles (e.g. the attributive particle ä, the subordinator ni), preposi-
tions with noun objects, and certain prepositions following verbs are not
stressed. Instead, they cliticize to the adjacent stressed form:

(3) okobonl -^ okobbi
3s-say-perf that
'he said that'

otedo pi —> oteddi
3s-cook-perf for
'he cooked it for'

* *>. *. <rino a abwor —* r
meat att+part lion
'the lion's meat'

bötdakö ^ [böd»äxo]
to woman
'to the woman'

(with contraction
and gemination)

(with contraction
and gemination)

äbwor (with coalescence)

(with voicing
assimilation)

Except for the attributive particle, the vowels in these clitics do not con-
dition nor undergo vowel harmony.

In reduplicated words, stress is placed on the last, unreduplicated
syllable:
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(4) rärac 'sort of bad'
tütwal \ , ,
twätwal J ^

In borrowed words, stress is placed either on the same syllable as in
the source language,

(5) m5t5ka 'car'

or, more commonly, on the penult:

(6) gab me n te 'government'
bulu 'blue'

In a few words ending in /!/, stress is placed on the last syllable:

(7) daktal 'doctor'
cukul 'school'

In compounds and NP's consisting of inalienable associative construc-
tions, the root vowel of the rightmost word receives primary stress, the
root vowel of the other words receiving secondary stress (primary stress
is underlined once, secondary twice):

(8) dogwtpo
mouth bird
'bird's mouth'

pig abolo
juice plaintain
'plaintain juice'

rg yag mxirnv
meat cow whiteman
'European beef



4. Tone

Lango is a tone language, exhibiting level tones, contour tones, and
downstep. In addition, there are a number of tone sandhi rules which may
have the effect of radically altering the underlying tonal contour of a word
in particular contexts.

4.1 Inventory of tones

There are two level tones in Lango, which will be referred to as 'high'
(and marked with an acute accent [ä]) and 'low' (marked with a grave
accent [ä]). When said in succession, the difference between them is ap-
proximately that of a musical third (slightly greater when the succession
is high-low):

(1) wipo [_-]
'bird'

In addition to these, there is a third level tone, referred to as a
'downstepped high' and transcribed ['a]. The downstepped high can always
be viewed as a product of the tone sandhi rules (Sec. 4.4) and therefore
need never be posited in underlying tone representations. The
downstepped high is pronounced about a musical tone lower than the
preceding high — all downstepped highs follow high tones.35

In addition to these level tones, the following contour tones can also
be observed:

(1) gwök 'dog' [ \]
(2) dakd 'woman' [~ "N
(3) anen '(that) I see' [_~^]
(4) cam 'eat it!' [ /]

Falling tones are exemplified in (1), (2), and (3) (the former two marked
with the circumflex [ä], the latter with a special sign [ä]) and a rising tone
in (4) (marked with a wedge or 'hacek' [ä]). The difference between the
falling tones in (1) and (2) is that in (1) there is a relatively long period
of high pitch followed by a rapid fall, whereas in (2) the period of high
pitch is of relatively short duration, and though it, too, is followed by a
rapid drop in pitch, the pitch does not fall quite as far in (2) as it does in
(1), where the drop in pitch is to a level just at that of a following low. In
(2) the pitch drops to just above the level of a following low. The two
falling tones are in complementary distribution: the sort exemplified in
(1) occurs in stressed syllables whose contour tones are underlying or
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which come about as a result of contraction (Sec. 5.1.2.2), whereas the
kind in (2) occurs in unstressed syllables or in stressed syllables whose
contour tones come about as a result of the tone sandhi rules (Sec. 4.4).36

The third falling tone, exemplified in (3), differs from the other two
in that instead of falling to the level of a following low tone (as (1) and
(2) do), this tone falls only to the level of a following downstepped high.
This tone, which will be referred to as a 'falling downstep' (as opposed
to the falling tone exemplified by (1) and (2)), occurs only as a product
of tone sandhi and, except in fast speech, is found only in stressed syll-
ables in verbs in the subjunctive mood. It is not found in monosyllables.
Phonetically, it consists of a period of high tone, approximately equal to
that of an ordinary stressed high, followed by a relatively slow fall to the
level of a downstepped high.

The rising tone exemplified by (4) above is of more limited distribu-
tion than the falling tones in that it only occurs in stressed syllables, almost
exclusively in subjunctives. The rising tone is characterized by a period of
low pitch, approximately equal in length to a stressed low followed by a
rapid rise to the level of a high.

There are thus the following significant tonal distinctions in Lango:
Tone Transcription Abbreviation

low [ä] L
high [ä] H
downstepped high ['ä]
falling [ä] HL
falling downstep [ä] H
rising [ä] LH

Some minimal pairs follow:
(1) käl 'millet'

käl 'kraal'
käl 'step over it!'

(2) lek 'dream'
lek 'dream!'

(3) neu 'to be visible'
nen 'see!'

(4) äneni saw you'
aneni '(that) I see you'

(5) gulu 'pot'
gulu 'it sprouts'
gulu 'Gulu'
gulu 'disease of goats'
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(6) jul Ί made it prosper by giving it special care'
ajulu Ί make it prosper by giving it special care'
aju'lu 'kind of domestic fowl'

(7) akuri Ί guarded you'
aku'ri 'dove'

4.2 Downdrift and downstep

The existence of a downstepped high tone and a falling downstep tone in
Lango were noted in the last section. Downstepped highs and falling
downsteps arise as a result of the intonational phenomenon of downdrift,
which is found in Lango.

Downdrift is a gradual sinking of the pitch as the sentence proceeds.
It manifests itself in Lango where phonologically like tones are separated
by a different tone. So, for example, in the sentence

(1) nen bim
1 s-see-perf baboon
Ί saw the baboon'

there is a phonetic tone melody roughly like the following:

(2)

ne no him

The first L is about a musical note higher than the second L no; the first
H ne is also about a musical note higher than the second bim. Both H's
and L's at the beginning of a sentence will thus be higher than their
counterparts at the end — provided that breaks in the tonal sequence
occur. An unbroken string of H's or L's in Lango are said more-or-less on
the same pitch without any significant drop, differentiating Lango in this
respect from its close relative Luo (Tucker and Creider 1975). While both
H's and L's exhibit this gradual sinking of the pitch, H's drop somewhat
more than L's so that by the end of a long sentence the distance between
a H and a L is rather less than at the beginning.

Downstepped H's arise when, for whatever reason, a L is deleted be-
tween two H's: downdrift lowers the second H, which remains lowered
even after the L is lost:

(3) [-_-] - I"-]
H L Η Η Ή

The second H is, in a real sense, already downstepped before the L is lost.
Since a H following a L is always downstepped, we neither provide a
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special notation for it nor even refer to it as a 'downstepped high',
reserving the notation and the name for those that follow H's.

From the standpoint of downdrift (and the tone sandhi rules, too), the
contour tones HL and LH are treated like ordinary sequences of H's and
L's. Thus, in the sequence HL H, the second H is lower than the first:

(4) [~Λ -]
HL H

The falling downstep Η Ή is likewise treated as a sequence of Η and Ή
so that a H following H'H is said at the same pitch as the coda (the Ή) of
the falling downstep:

(5) Γ— -]
H'H H

Downstepped L's do not occur in Lango as H is the dominant tone and
is never lost from the tonal contour in sandhi — though it may be dis-
placed to the right.

4.3 Tone patterns in citation forms

Monosyllabic words in Lango may occur with any of the freely occurring
tonal contours when said in isolation — recall that Ή can only follow H
and that H'H occurs only as the stressed second syllable of certain sub-
junctives:

(1) H
L
HL
LH

dog
at
gwok
kel

'mouth'
'house'
'dog'
'bring it!'

The LH tone is restricted to monosyllables and third singular subjunc-
tives, and even with these it is found only in words with alternative L H
pronunciations:

(2) kok or k ki 'cry!'
ogik or ogiki '(that) he stop'
rik or riki 'a long time ago'
k5ij or kogi 'just a minute'

Words exhibiting this elision of the final vowel (with the concommitant
compression of the word's tonal contour into the remaining syllable) are
restricted to singular imperatives, third singular subjunctives, and a few
adverbs. ' Apart from these, there are no instances of surface LH in
Lango, whether in monosyllablic or polysyllabic words, even as a product
of tone sandhi.38
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Excluding compounds and borrowings, words in Lango have a max-
imum of five syllables, and even this length must be achieved through
affixation39 — there are no roots longer than three syllables. Trisyllabic
roots are not common, and are almost always decomposible diachroni-
cally into compounds.

There can only be one syllable preceding the stressed syllable. With
one exception, in surface citation forms this syllable must be L. The ex-
ception involves the subject prefixes of the progressive aspect, which
(apart from the third person singular) surface as H. The latter are always
followed by a stressed syllable that is L or, rarely, Ή.

The following tone patterns are found in polysyllabic words: the stressed
root vowel of a polysyllabic word may be either L, H, or HL. HL cannot be
followed by L; Ή must be preceded by H; and H'H is, for all practical
purposes, restricted to the stressed vowel of a verb in the subjunctive mood:
it is always preceded by L and may be followed by H or L, the latter only if
a geminate stop intervenes. LH can only be preceded by L and is either word
final or followed by L. All other combinations are possible.

Some examples of surface tone patterns in citation forms follow.
Stressed syllables are underlined:

(3)

L
L
L
L
L
L
L
L

L
L
L

H
L
HL
LH
H
L
HL
Η Η
H L
H HL
Η Ή
H'H
L H
L L
L HL
L L
L H
L HL
Η Η
H L
H HL
Η Η Η
Η Η HL

him
d l
le
wek
όρί
ogw rj
abic"
muru

okelo
okelo

kwe'ce
c m

remo
pala
w|le
bol
d ku
jag

gulu
kona
dak
dokolo
doggol

'baboon'
'log'
'animal'
'let!'
'slave'
'merekat'
'five'
'leg'
'he brought it'
'he brings it'
'bitch'
'(that) I eat'
'blood'
'knife'
'visitors'
'plaintain'
'gun'
'cat'
'pot'
'corner'
'woman'
'Dokolo'
'door'

The H L tonal contour is restricted to recent, not fully assimilated bor-
rowings. As these words become assimilated, they conform to Lango
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phonotactics and assume a H HL contour:40

(4) pämmä or pämä 'cotton' (from Swahili pamba}
debbe or debe 'can' (from Swahili debe)
koppo 'cup' (from English)
cäwä 'time, clock' (from Swahili

The gemination in many of these words is a further sign of their anomalous
character,41 as is the /w/ in the last example, which is exceptional in its
role as Cg (Sec. 1.2.5).

4.4 Tone sandhi

4.4.1 General principles

One remarkable characteristic of tone sandhi in Lango is that, with almost
no exceptions (Sec. 4.5), the underlying arrangement of highs and lows is
preserved without loss despite considerable changes in the association
links between tone and segment. Under certain conditions, underlying L's
may surface as downstep on an adjacent H, but this is really the only dis-
ruption of the tonal contour (and a relatively minor one since a signals
the presence, either synchronically or diachronically, of a L).

As an example of what the above means, consider the following:
(1 ) ögwäg -+ nen ogwärj

see-imper merekat
'look at the merekat!'

On the left is the underlying tonal pattern corresponding, in this case, to
how each word would be said in isolation. On the right is the actual pronun-
ciation which results from applying the tone sandhi rules to the underly-
ing pattern. In order to make more apparent what has happened during
the course of the derivation, we will make use of some of the conventions
of autosegmental tone analysis, " according to which tone is regarded as
an independent layer or tier associated with the segmental level by general
principles and language specific rules. In our adaptation of this approach,
(1) is represented as (2):

(2) L H L L HL
V /\ V

nen ogwag -» ogwärj

In examining (2), we see that while the association between tone and seg-
ment undergoes considerable change, the basic L H L pattern remains un-
disturbed. Autosegmental analysis makes this aspect of the tone sandhi
rules much clearer.
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The following conventions are observed in notations like (2):
(a) L H (b) H L (c) Η Ή

V = [ ] V = [ ] V = [ ]
a a a

(d) A single L or H is associated with any unbroken string
of vowels with low or high tones, including the L or H
component of contour tones:

L H Lι /ντκzmaji dokkz rac
im ji d kki rac
liver cow-this 3s-bad-hab
'this beef liver is bad'

[Note: These conventions are adopted for descriptive convenience only.]

4.4.2 Rules

Tone rules have the effect, then, of altering the association between the
tonal and segmental tiers, changing the underlying or lexical association
between tone and segment into that which obtains in actual utterances.
What follows is a list of Lango tone sandhi rules, which are taken to apply
in the order given:

I. Underlying Fall Simplification (UFS)

A HL L sequence simplifies to Η Ή:

(1) H L H H Ή
N l U_f Λ I (tigo'n )

tzgona txgona
beads-Isa
'my beads'

LH LH L H Ή
\ V/ T I I / ( yi'ta)
ayxta ayrta
agent-climb
'squirrel'

L H L H L H Ή
WW l UFS \ A | becomes ne'ni by
aneni ~* aneni a later rule, RS
ls-see-hab-2so
Ί see you'
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This rule differs from FS1 (Fall Simplification 1: see below) in that FS1
applies to both derived and underlying HL's (under somewhat different
conditions), but UFS applies only to basic, underlying HL's. Compare the
last example with the one below:

(2) L H L H
W /
aneni
ls-see-perf-2so
Ί saw you'

Two rules given below, HS1 and RS, will apply to this underlying form,
yielding aneni. Since aneni contains a derived HL (produced by HSl), it
does not undergo UFS.

II. High Spread 1 (HSl)

Following a H, L'$ become H's up to and including the next stressed L, or
until a H is encountered, the last L to be affected becoming HL. The rule may
apply across word boundaries. (Underlined vowels are stressed.)

HSl
(1) H L

dog dyag ~*
mouth cow
'a cow's mouth'

HSl
H L

.1 Λ _dog gweno
mouth chicken
'a chicken's mouth'

HSl
H

a1
dog ogwag
mouth merekat
'a merekat's mouth'

HSl
H L H

J ' ' -dog wipo
mouth bird
'a bird's mouth'

H L
Ι Λ. HSl

pig abolo
juice plaintain
'plaintain juice'

H L

dog dyarj

H L
^\ Λ becomes dog gweno

doggwino byala ter ruTe, FS2

H L

d^\ldog ogwarj

H L H
/\J I becomes dog wi'jio

dogwijio byala terruTe, FS l

H L
/Τ\Λ becomes pig bolo

pig abolo by a later ru^e' FS2
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Contour tones consist of an onset and a coda:
LH

- — HL —
\ H'H /

Xonset - — HL — coda

With regard to the application of rules, when the environment for applica-
tion is from the left, a contour tone behaves according to the character of
its onset; when the environment from application is from the right, the
coda determines the behavior. So, it is the coda of a contour tone that
determines whether tone can be spread by spreading rules such as HSl
since the direction of the spread is rightward. Therefore, H does not spread
from HL because the coda is L. So, while bim räc becomes bim räc via
HSl,

(2) H L H L
I I Hsi X\|

bim räc ~" bim räc
baboon 3s-bad-hab
'the baboon is bad'

gwök räc cannot become *gwok räc, but remains unaffected by the rule:
(3) H L

|/\ (no change)
gwok rac
dog 3s-bad-hab
'the dog is bad'

The H in a LH tone, however, is spread by HSl because the coda is H:
(4) L H L L H L

W | HSl X/XJ becomes nen porj by
~* , a later rule, RS

see-imper crocodile
'look at the crocodile'
L H L L H L
\/ yTv HS l l S\\ becomes äbolö
tJnabolo - nsnilÄ by later rules, RS

— . — , . . andsee-imper plamtain
'look at the plaintain'

III. Rise Simplification (RS)

A LH tone becomes L everywhere except as the root vowel of a subjunctive
(including imperatives). With subjunctives, a LH simplifies to L when fol-
lowed by a H:
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(1) L H L L HL L H L
HSl

tyen p»rj ~ tyen pag ~ tyen parj
leg crocodile
'a crocodile's leg'

LH L H
_

tyen gor tyen gor
leg ground +squirrel
'a ground squirrel's leg'

Because tyin is a noun, RS is obligatory in all contexts following HSl .
Below are examples of subjunctives (of which the imperative is a subtype),
whose LH's simplify only if followed by a high tone:

(2) L H
\/ (no change)

nen
see-imper
'look at it!'
L H LHL
^/ I V (no change)
nen atin
see-imper child
'look at the child!'

HSl cannot apply to tin because the word begins with a 'zero-consonant'
(see Sec. 1.6 and below this section). Since the LH is not followed by H, it
does not simplify. But now consider:

(3) L H L H
JA. ™ I I

ηεη bim ~* nen bim
see-imper baboon
'look at the baboon!'
L H L L H L L H L
V I ™ VN ™ I V
nen dyel nen dyel ~* nen dyel
see-imper
'look at the goat!'

As the last example shows, HL is equivalent to H for the purposes of
RS. Since the relevant direction for simplification is from the left, it is the
onset of the contour tone that determines its behavior, not the coda.
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IV. Low Spread (LS)

An unstressed H becomes L when following a stressed L provided another H
follows. The rule continues to apply to any contiguous string of unstressed
H's. The rule applies across word boundaries.

0)

LS

L H
I I

wipo
'bird'

L H
Ι Λ

wxpona
bird-lsa
'my bird'

LH L
I I I

wipo rac
bird 3s-bad-hab
'the bird is bad'

(no change)

HS1

HS1
L H L
V A

tyen ogwarj
leg merekat
'a merekat's leg'

LS

L H
Λ l

wxpona

L HL
l AI

wipo rac

L H L
IXlSJ

tyen ogwarj

L H L
K V

tyen ogwarj

LS

RS

L H L
Λ V

wipo rac

L H L
l /M

tyen ogwarj

A stressed HL can substitute for a stressed L in the application of LS
(according to the principle discussed earlier). To demonstrate this, con-
sider the following derivation:

( 2 ) H L H L H L H L
ι Λ I I ™l /1V A/

pig oduku rac ~* pig oduku rac
fruit fun 3s-bad-hab
'bullets are bad'

LS can now apply since in oduku we have a stressed HL followed by an
unstressed H:

LS
the rule FS2 will
apply to yield
pig oduku rac

H L H L
_ /ΝΛ V

pig oduku rac
However, a HL cannot substitute for the unstressed H since then the H
would not be followed by another H:
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(3) L HL H L H L H L H LH
V l l ™l l/V! ^ l V ]
nen emir ~* neu emir ~* nen emir
see-imper hippo
'look at the hippo'

LS does not apply to create *ηέη emir; to do so would be to lose the first
Η from the tonal contour. Instead, a later rule, FS1, converts the output
of RS to ncn e'mir. Similarly,

(4) LH L
11X1

wele pol
guests 3s-many-hab
'there are many guests'

is not affected by LS because the potentially affected syllable is HL and,
in any case, is followed by L. It also follows that the unstressed H cannot
be followed by Ή. Consider the following:

(5) LH LH L H'H\y / u_r π ι
welena welena
guests-Isa
'my guests'

Without the restriction noted above, LS would go on to convert wele'na
into the unacceptable *wele na.

The effect of LS, then cannot be to delete a H at the tonal tier, but
only to dissociate the leftmost syllable from H. That is, given

(6) L H L
Ι Α Ι

The circled association link may be shifted to the preceding L, but the H
itself cannot be lost. The other tone spreading rules behave in a similar
fashion.

In rare instances where the contour

i /k
V V V V_

is found (i.e. two unstressed H's preceded by a stressed L and followed by
a stressed H), LS applies to both unstressed H's — i.e. continues to apply
to any contiguous string of unstressed H's until a stressed H (or final H)
is reached:

( 8 ) L H L L H L L H L
I j /f^ coal y /K 1S1 L-7M

rigo a abwor rirj» abwor ~* rirj» abwor
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RS
L H L
! /INJ

rirj» abwor

H L
LS

nrj» abwor

('Coal' refers to 'coalescence' — Sec. 2.7, 4.4.3.)
There is one ad-hoc restriction on LS, namely that the affected un-

stressed H cannot be the first syllable of a disyllabic suffix, e.g. middle
voice -eri, thematic -mere:

(9) L H L
/\ Λ/ (no change)
olwakere
3s-wash-perf-mid
'she washed herself

Because of the middle voice suffix -ere, LS cannot apply to create
*olwokere.

V. Fall Simplification l (FS1)

A HL followed by α Η simplifies to a H followed by α Ή under the following
conditions:

(a) The HL is word initial:

(1) H
HSl

L H

dog wrpo "*
mouth bird
'the bird's mouth'

H L H
I I J ™l

dog emir "*"
mouth hippo
'the hippo's mouth'

HSl
L HL H
V I I _

tyen emir
leg hippo
'the hippo's leg'

FSl

H L H
H/N I
dog wijio

HL H
„ΛΙ ι
dog emir

L H L Η
ΙΛΙ l

tyen emir

L H'H
I I !tyen emir

FSl

FSl

RS

Η Ή
/\ I

dog wijio

Η Ή
ΛΛ Ι
dog emir

L HLH
I V.I

tyen emir
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HL H L H Ή L
l/ N ™ I N
akworo akworo
ls-sift-prog
'I'm sifting'

(b) The HL is word final and the following H is word initial.45

(2) H L H H Ή
V Λ Fil l /l

gwok tzdz gwok tzdx
dog 3s-small-hab
'the dog is small'

HL H H Ή
N l «' Λ l

ηεηο bim ηεηο bim
3s-see-hab
'he sees a baboon'

There is one sort of exception to FSl(b): monosyllabic L nouns which
become HLasa result of HS1 do not simplify their HL to H. Consider the
following:

( 3 ) H L H L H L H L
I I V HSi /\| V

dog flag dit ~~*" dag peg dit
mouth crocodile 3s-big-hab
'a crocodile's mouth is big'

The underlying L in jiai) becomes HL as a result of HSI. Apparent-
ly, the structural description of FSl(b) is met, and we would thus expect
dog jiaij 'dit, but dag ji ij dit is instead correct. The one speaker who
was asked explicitly about this accepted dog peg dit while producing dag
paq dit himself spontaneously. However, the same informant had the op-
posite reaction to derived stressed HL in a disyllabic word, definitely
preferring dog ogw g 'tidi to *dog ogw g tidi. The derivation of the
former proceeds as follows:

(4) H L H H L Η Η Ή
I /\ Λ isl /VvJ A Fil /\\ Λ

dog ogwat) tidi dog ogwarj tidi dog ogwag tidi
mouth merekat 3s-small-hab
'a merekat's mouth is small'

A similar restriction on simplification of monosyllabic derived HL's ap-
plies to FS2 (see below).
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(c) When, as a result of tone sandhi, a HLH configuration is assigned to a
single segment, FS l applies to create for that segment the falling downstep
ΗΉ. Both the HLH configuration and the resulting falling downstep
occur only in the subjunctive.

(5) LH LH LHLH LHLH
M l / USI VM/ ™ \W
anen anen anen
1 s-see-subj
'(that) I see'

LH'H
FS l | y
~* anen

VI. Fall Simplification 2 (FS2)

A HL followed by a L becomes H. This rule may apply across word boun-
daries.

( 1 ) H L H L H L
! <I> 1S1 /ΙΝΛ Fi2 /TS.Ipig abolo pig abolo pig abolo

juice plaintain
'plaintain juice'

H L H L
l^\ Fi2 l A
ateddo ateddo
ls-cook-prog
Tm cooking it'

H L H H L H
ΝΛ l Fi2 A l l

ηεηο wipo ηεηο wijio
3s-see-hab
'he sees a bird'

Just as with FS1 (b), monosyllabic L nouns which become HL as a result
of HS1 do not undergo FS2 to become H, as we note from the following
example:

(2) H L H

dag pf*Q rac dag parj rac
mouth crocodile 3s-bad-hab
'a crocodile's mouth is ugly'

The application of FS2 to produce *d6g par) r c is blocked by this con-
straint on derived monosyllabic HL's: the correct form is dog peg r c.
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Note, however, that underlying HL in monosyllabic nouns does undergo
the rule:

( 3 ) H L H L
V\ Fi2 I I

gwok rep gwok rep
dog 3s-thin-hab
'the dog is thin'

Derived HL's undergo the rule, provided that they are not in monosyl-
labic nouns:

( 4 ) H L H H L H H L H
Ι Λ Λ 1S1 /\Λ Κ F_f /\ I A

cxi) welo tidi cig welo tidi cuj welo txdx
hand visitor 3s-small-hab
'the visitor's hand is small'

VII. High Spread 2 (HS2)

A word initial L becomes H when preceded by a H and followed by a stressed L:

( 1 ) H L H L H L
M\ F_i2 l f\ ™8 A I

man ogwar) man ogwag man ogwarj
this merekat
'this is a merekat'

A list of rules follows:

I UFS Underlying Fall Simplification
II HS1 High Spread 1
III RS Rise Simplification
IV LS Low Spread
V FS1 Fall Simplification 1
VI FS2 Fall Simplification 2
VII HS2 High Spread 2

There is one remaining issue regarding the application of the tone
rules which remains to be discussed, namely the fact that geminate con-
sonants block the application of the three tone spreading rules: HSl, HS2,
and LS. Consider first HSl: given an underlying L followed by a H, HSl
would be expected to apply converting the L to LH (if the L were word
final), as we see in the following:
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(1) H L
A 1guluni

pot-this
'this pot'

H L
HSl /N

guluni

However, if a geminate consonant intervenes, the high tone is not spread.
In the following example, when -ni is suffixed to rec 'fish', cluster
simplification converts the /en/ cluster to fee/ (Sec. 1.2.3). HSl is then
prevented from applying:

(2) H L
I I

recni
fish-this
'this fish'

cs
H L
I I

recci
(no change: cannot
derive *recci)

Similarly, HS2 is prevented from applying across a geminate consonant.
Compare (3), where no gemination is found, with (4), where gemination
blocks HS2:

(3)
FS2

H L
I/IXman ogwarj

this merekat
'this is a merekat'

H L
1 /\

man ogwarj
HS2

H L
/\ 1

man ogwai)

(4) H L FS2
mann abwor
this lion
'this is a lion'

H L1 Λmann abwor
HS2 cannot apply
we cannot derive
*mann abwor

(The gemination in (4) results from a 'zero-consonant' — see Sec. 1.6 and
below this section.) The application of LS is also blocked by gemination.
Compare (5) and (6) below:

(5) L H L
I I I ™

wiponi
bird-this
'this bird'

L HL
Ι /Ί L4

wiponi

L HL
ΛΜ

wiponi

(6) L H L
I I I

cugguni
black+ant-this
'this black ant'

HSl
L H L
I N

cugguni
LS cannot apply — we
cannot derive
*c gg ni

The simplification rules UFS, RS, and FS1 are unaffected by the
presence of a geminate consonant. FS2 becomes optional when a geminate
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occurs between the HL and the L. So for

( 7 ) H L H Lι Α ™· κν̂ .
dog punni dog punni
mouth pigs
'pigs' mouths'

FS2 may fail to apply, resulting in dog punni, or, optionally, may apply,
resulting in dog punni. Plural nouns, e.g. ayitti 'squirrels' (sg yi't ), do
not usually undergo the rule. With verbs, too, there are many more in-
stances in my notes of the rule not being observed before a geminate con-
sonant, e.g. ro c tto 'sell it quickly!'.

'Zero-consonants' (Sec. 1.6) behave like geminates in blocking the
spreading rules, though speakers are less consistent in the case of zero-
consonants than in the case of geminates. As an example of blocking,
awo'ro 'yesterday' begins with a zero-consonant — the Acholi counterpart
is l wo'ro. Given the configuration

(8) L H L H ' H
Λ I I I I
onena aworo
3s-see-perf-lso yesterday
'he saw me yesterday'

we would expect HS1 to apply, creating (after the application of FS1) the
ungrammatical *onena a'wo'ro. In fact, HS1 does not apply to form the
latter: the correct form is onena awo'ro, with HS1 failing to apply. Notice
that coalescence fails to apply as well. The word awo'ro consistently ex-
hibits the zero-consonant phenomenon.

4.4.3 The interaction of tone sandhi and coalescence

Coalescence, both internal (Sec. 2.6) and external (Sec. 2.7), takes place
prior to the operation of the tone sandhi rules discussed in the last sec-
tion. Contraction (Sec. 5.1.2.2) also applies before the tone sandhi rules.
In both cases, the tone associated with the lost vowel is incorporated into
the root. Some derivations follow:

( l ) L H L L H L L H L
| | /^ Coal V /K ™! VW\

kede abolo ked abolo ked abolo
with plaintain
'with plaintain'

L H L L H L
ΛΛΛ „AVNked abolo ked abolo
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FS l
L HL

A I I
ked abolo

Resl

VH

L HL
Λ l l

keda bolo

Resyllabification (Resl), discussed at the end of Sec. 2.7, with its con-
comitant vowel harmony (VH) applies after the tone rules.

( 2 ) L H L H
I M !

rxrjo emir
meat hippo
'hippo meat'

Coal

(3) H L

.idako onino

RS

Resl

Coal

HS2

L HL H
V I l
rnj emir

LHLH
Ι Μ ι

rig emir

L H Ή
I I !nge mir

H L

HS1

FS1

L H L Hw/
nij emir

L ΗΉ
I I \.nq emir

.dak onino

H L
„Λ Λdak onino

FS2

Resl

H L

Λ/Ν
dak onino

H L
„Λ Λdako nino

(Notice that when resyllabification applies in (3), /o/ does not harmonize
with the root vowel /a/: when the underlying form of a word is aharmonic,
as in the case of dako, a vowel replacing the lost stem vowel -o via resyl-
labification will not change its [ATR] value to harmonize with the root.)

Unusual tonal contours may arise as a result of coalescence and con-
traction. For example, when the noun bvra 'cat' receives the plural suf-
fix -e, the stem vowel is deleted and its tone is absorbed into the root in
the usual way. The result, however, is to produce a very complex tonal
contour for the root vowel:

(4) LHLHL
\ M I /

bxrrae
Coal

LHLHL
V I/

bvre

The rules as given above can be used to derive the correct surface tone
from this complex configuration. The derivation would proceed as fol-
lows:

(5) LHLHL
W If

bvre
UFS

LH'HL
\l Vbvre

RS
L HL

. 1 Vbvre

The Ή is simply reinterpreted as Η following L — recall that all H's are
redundantly downstepped following a L.
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4.5 The irregular H(L) class nouns

There are remarkably few irregularities with regard to the Lango tone
sandhi rules. The only notable irregularity involves a class of monosyl-
labic nouns whose citation forms have H but which behave tonally as
though they were HL. We will refer to these nouns as the H(L) nouns to
differentiate them from ordinary monosyllabic H nouns like d6g 'mouth'
and monosyllabic HL nouns like gwök 'dog'. A list of H(L) nouns follows:

(1) em 'thigh' yit 'ear'
düd 'buttocks' yib 'tail'
tik 'chin' wum 'nose'
pirn 'forehead' leb 'tongue'
wök 'gap in teeth' kör 'breast, chest, middle'
tök 'nape' man 'this'

With the exception of man 'this', all H(L) words are body part nouns, and
ordinarily occur as heads of inalienable associative constructions (Sec.
8.7.2).

Compare the behavior in tone sandhi of the H noun dog 'mouth* and
the H(L) noun wum 'nose'. Despite the fact that both nouns have H in cita-
tion forms, wüm must be represented as HL underlyingly to account for
its behavior:

(2) H
/\ (no change)

dog gor
mouth ground+squirrel
'the ground squirrel's mouth'

H L H L
I I HSi

dog peg dog
mouth crocodile
'the crocodile's mouth'

(3) H L H H
V l F^ I I

wum gor wum gor
nose ground+squirrel
'the ground squirrel's nose'

H L H L
L/ ™ I I

wum pat) wum peg
nose crocodile
'a crocodile's nose'

Compare wüm with gwok 'dog', whose behavior in constructions like those
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above is identical, differentiating both from dog:

(4) H L H H
\y l FS l I I becomes gwog 'gor

gwokgDr - gwokgDr with voicing
° — °- , . ,B B assimilationdog ground+squirrel
'ground squirrel dog' (i.e. one for hunting ground

squirrels)

H L L H L
\ / | FS 2 | | becomes gwog ji»g

gwokpaij -* gwokpi«) with voicing
j — — ... assimilationdog crocodile
'crocodile dog' (i.e. one for hunting crocodiles)

However, unlike gwök, when wum is utterance final it has a H, not a HL:

(5) H L
/ % J (no change)

dog gwok
mouth dog
'a dog's mouth'

H L H
/N l /\

dog wum dog wum
mouth nose
'nostril'

H(L) nouns differ from HL nouns in one further respect. When
alienable associative suffixes (Sec. 5.2.4, 8.7.2) are added to H(L) nouns,
they behave as though their tonal contours were H and not HL. Compare
the following:

(6) Underlying
Tone

L wäg + na —> wägga 'my (animal) eye'
H cwip+nä -*· cwippa 'my liver meat'
HL gwok + na -» gwok'ka 'my dog'
H(L) leb+na -* lebba 'my tongue meat'

As the examples in (6) show, the H(L) noun leb behaves like the H
noun cwip, and not like the HL noun gwök, with alienable associative suf-
fixes. This applies also to all the plural associative suffixes, whose form
does not vary with an alienable or inalienable interpretation. So, for ex-
ample, for yit + wa Our tail' we have yiwa, not the expected yit'wa. This
contrasts with the regular behavior of HL nouns, where gwök+wä be-
comes gwok'wa.

A special rule, which we will refer to as H(L) Simplification [H(L)S],
applies to just the H(L) class when they are prepausal and when they are
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followed by single alienable associative suffixes and alienable/inalienable
plural associative suffixes:

(7) H L
V

wum
'nose'

H L

H(L)S

H(L)S
dag wum
'nostril'

H L H
V l
lebwa
tongue-lpa
Our tongue'

H(L)S

H
1

wum

H

dag wum

H

lebwa

This rule does not apply to ordinary HL words like gwök, as we saw in (5)
above.

H(L) nouns have a further irregularity, but one that they share with
ordinary HL nouns. Inalienable associative suffixes have an underlying
high tone, as the following examples show:

(8) warj+a
cwip+a

warja
cwijia

'my eye
'my liver'

However, when these suffixes are added to H(L) nouns, the suffixes take
on a HL contour, which is not predicted by the tone rules:

(9) wum-t-a
leb + a

wum»
lebä

my nose
'my tongue'

HL nouns share this irregularity — see Sec. 5.2.4. The normal application
of the tone sandhi rules would predict:

(10) H LH
FS1

H'H

JJ *Ie'ba

[There are some other irregularities with singular inalienable associative
suffixes. See Sec. 5.2.4.]





PART TWO:
MORPHOLOGY





5. The structure of Lango words

5.1 General considerations

5.1.1 Roots

In Lango as in other Lwo languages, roots are archetypically of the form
CiVC2-47 Some roots lack GI or Cz, but, apart from the preposition i 'in'
and the attributive participle ä, no root lacks both GI and C2- There are
very few roots without GI, almost all of them basically verbal in sense.

Noun, adjective, and prepositional roots have inherent lexical tone,
though when nouns and adjectives are inflected for plurality, their tone
may change in synchronically unpredictable ways:

(1) SG
tag
jok
Ivt
gwök
dit
dworj
räc

PL
togqi
J0g£

lüdi
gwoggi
dito
dogo
racu

'spear'
'spirit'
'stick'
•dog'
'big, old'
•large'
'bad'

For this and for some other reasons discussed below, both singular and
plural forms of these roots must be listed in the lexicon.

The tone of verbs - the effect of tone sandhi rules apart - is totally a
function of aspect and mood (Sec. 5.3.2). Intransitive infinitives, however,
have idiosyncratic tone (see Sec. 5.3.1) as do nominalizations (Sec. 5.2.1),
but the two are not always in agreement,

(2) kop 'speech' kob 'to speak (intr)'
cam 'eating, food' cem 'to eat (intr)'
pwop 'teaching' pwöp 'to teach (intr)'

arguing against the assignment of lexical tone to the verbal root. Even
apart from tone, the form of both intransitive infinitives and nominalizations
is not predictable and so both must have their own lexical entries in any case.

5.1.2 The stem vowel

5.1.2.1 General characteristics

Under conditions to be described in the sections below, Lango roots are
often followed by a 'stem vowel', a suffix which, as far as the modern
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language is concerned, has no discernable meaning. Nonetheless, the
stem vowel is obligatory with certain roots and in certain grammatical
configurations.49 The root plus the stem vowel together constitute the
'stem'. In the absence of a stem vowel, the stem, of course, consists only
of the root.

The usual form of the stem vowel is o/o, with harmonic peculiarities
discussed in Sec. 2.5.2:

(1) camm-6 'to eat (tr)'
dak-o 'woman'
rem-0 'blood'
rom-5 'sheep'
dit-o 'big, old (pi)'

The stem vowel may appear as u/vr, as discussed in Sec. 2.8.2:

(2) ρνη-ΐτ 'pig'
duk-ύ 'gun' (also: d k-ό)

amur-ύ 'leg'
rirj-ύ 'meat' (also: riq-o)

'lion' (also: egat-o)

Further, the stem vowel may be a copy of the root vowel:

(3) p l- 'knife'
tid-ί 'small'
oker-έ 'baby'
alib-ί 'beer pot'
deb-e 'can'

Finally, the stem vowel may be a/a or i/i. a/a is common with deverbal
nouns:

(4) dig- 'strained beer' (< dig 'strain')
dw l- 'confusion' (< dwal 'confuse')

i/i is often found with instruments:

(5) kwer-ί 'hoe'
pag-ί 'main support post for a hut'

Neither suffix, however, belongs exclusively to these classes:

(6) tul-a Owl'
bwo'r-ί 'eland'

Nor are they required to express these notions:

(7) tarn 'thought, idea' (< tarn 'think')
pal- 'knife'

e/ε is uncommon as a stem vowel, being found always [?] either as a copy
of the root vowel
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(8) oker- 'baby'
or in borrowings:

(9) äreg- 'distilled spirit' (< Arabic)
While the back rounded stem vowels are more-or-less freely interchan-

geable (with some qualifications based on vowel harmony and idio-
syncratic lexical selection), the others are not, neither with each other nor
with the back rounded set. That is, while a Lango speaker will accept either
rigo or riiju as meaning 'meat', he/she will not accept *rirja as having the
same meaning. It should be noted, though, that one does not find, rare
exceptions apart, different words from the same root which differ only in
stem vowel.

Stem vowels share a number of characteristics:
I. They always immediately follow the root.
II. They are deleted through coalescence when followed

by any suffix that begins with a vowel (Sec. 2.6)
III. They are subject to deletion via coalescence in external

sandhi (sec. 2.7).
IV. Under certain conditions, they may be deleted via

constraction when followed by suffixes beginning with
consonants (Sec. 5.1.2.2).

Only stem vowels have these characteristics. The benefactive suffix is also
subject to coalescence, but still leaves a trace in the form of gemination
of 02 of the root:

(10) o-ted-o-i-a -» otedd»
3s-cook-stem-t-vowel-ben-1 so
'she cooked it for me'

Deletion of the stem vowel leaves no trace apart from absorption of its
tone into the root.

5.1.2.2 Contraction

Contraction occurs when the stem vowel is deleted between two con-
sonants, either word internally or at the end of a word before a clitic. One
effect of contraction is that the tone carried by the stem vowel is absorbed
into the root. For example, when singular associative affixes are added to
disyllabic nouns, the stem vowel may optionally undergo contraction (Sec.
5.2.4):

(1) bäq-6-na -»· b5rpnä or böijrja
dress-1 sä
'my dress'
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kwer-x-na -* kwerxna or kweerä
hoe-lsa
'my hoe'

bärjrjä and kweerä have undergone contraction (as well as cluster
simplification and, in the latter, vowel lengthening).

Contraction may also occur in external sandhi. The only common in-
stance of this is found with the verb kobbo 'to say' followed by the com-
plementizer ni. The form

(2) okobo ni
3s-say-perf that
'he said that'

occurs alongside the more common

(3) okobbi
'he said that'

which involves deletion via contraction of the stem vowel and simplifica-
tion of the resulting /bn/ cluster (Sec. 1.2.3). In principle, this can occur
with any complement taking predicate followed by ni, but in my data it is
only really common with kobbo.

Just as with coalescence, contraction is taken to apply prior to the ap-
plication of the tone sandhi rules (see Sec. 4.4.3).

5.1.3 Other affixes

Compounds aside, Lango words may consist of a bare root or, in any com-
bination, a root plus one prefix and up to three suffixes:

(1) ä-yit-ö-i- -* äyitti
ls-climb-stem+vowel-ben-2so

climbed it for you'

In the above example, notice that the stem vowel and the benefactive suf-
fix are deleted. In fact, there are at most two suffixes if none are deleted
via coalescence or contraction:

(2) bärj-6- -> borpno
dress-stem+vowe!-that
'that dress'

lud-i-na -> lüdinä
stick-pi-Isa
'my sticks'

All affixes in Lango have lexical tone. This applies also to the stem
vowel, best viewed synchronically as having lexical tone which is absorbed
by the root vowel following coalescence or contraction. The tone assigned
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to the stem vowel is an idiosyncratic property of each lexical item except
for verbs, where the tone is predictable.

All prefixes in Lango consist of a vowel only. All suffixes are of the form

(3)

where C stands for either consonant or glide. In disyllabic suffixes, the
vowels are always identical.

5.2 Nouns

5.2.1 Deverbal and deadjectival nouns

There are several morphological classes of nominalizations in Lango. In
general, the connection between form class and meaning seems arbitrary
from the standpoint of the modern language.

I. The nominalization consists of the bare verbal or adjectival root. In
deadjectival nouns, the tone is the same as the adjective. In deverbal
nouns, the tone is not predictable from the verb, even from the tone of
intransitive infinitives, which themselves have idiosyncratic tone. (When
two verbs are given, the first is transitive, the second intransitive.)

(1) Fro m A dject ives
rep 'thinness' rep 'thin'
bit 'sharpness' bit 'sharp'

From Verbs
päc 'carpentry' paayo 'to carve'
pom 'marriage' p5mmo/pomo 'to marry'
kop 'speech, talk' kobbo/kob 'to say, speak'
cwec 'pottery, wicker- cweeyö 'to form, shape'

work, weaving'
kwo 'theft' kwallo/kwo 'to steal'
cam 'food' cammo/cem 'to eat'
tic 'work' tiiyo 'to do, work'
mar 'love' maaro 'to love, like'
pwop 'teaching' pwoppo/pwop 'to teach'

II. The nominalization consists of the root followed by the stem vowel -o.
The tone of the root is H; the tone of the stem vowel is HL, or, less com-
monly, H:
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(2) Fro m A dject ives
teko
ryeko

päpö
lyeto

gerö
mwolo

From Verbs
jiro
deo
mero

'strength'
'wisdom, intelli-
gence'

'laziness'
'heat, warmth'
'cold'
'ferocity'
'humility'

tek
ryek

pap
lyet
QIC
ger
mwol

'strong
'wise, p

'lazy'
'hot'
'cold'
'fierce'
'soft'

sneezing
Ornament'
'intoxication'

jürö/jirö
deeyo
meero
mcr

'to sneeze'
'to adorn'
'to intoxicate'
'to get drunk

'bitter'

III. The nominalization consists of the root with the prefix a-. A variety
of stem vowels can be found with this prefix:

( 3 ) Fro m A dject ives
akeca 'animosity, anger' kec

From Nouns
äolä 'cough' old
äpoyä/äpöä 'madness, depravity' pooyo

'sleeping sickness'ani'no nxno

agcc

ägiki/ägik
abaqe

aate-cwip

(cwin

'measles'

suspicion gee co

'end' gikko/gik
'ignorance, stupidity' bagere

'bitterness'

'liver')

atto

'to cough'
'to spoil'
'to sleep'
'to be rotten,
soft, weak'

'to gossip about,
suspect'
'to stop'
'to act or speak
stupidly'

'to make a deep
gash'

The last two examples have the stem vowel e/ , and, coincidentally, have
a reflexive sense. It is possible that there is a connection, though both stem
vowels have the wrong tone and, from the standpoint of modern Lango,
abarje should have the middle voice suffix -ere, not - (reflexive is ex-
pressed as middle voice - see Sec. 8.2.2).

IV. The nominalization consists of the root with the prefix o-. The stem
vowel o/o is found with a few members of this class:
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(4) From Verbs
ogwec 'mashing stick'
öwec 'broom'
oyeno/oyeyei) 'earthquake'
odur 'dung heap'

This class lacks purely abstract nouns.

gweeyö/gwec 'to kick, lash out'
weeyö/weyo 'to sweep'
yengo 'to shake'
düüru 'to accumulate'

V. The nominalization consists of the root with the prefix i-. A variety of
stem vowels can be found with this prefix:

(5) From Verbs
iwuku 'lung(s)' wukku
iole 'boredom, tiredness' M15/515

'to pump, pour'
'to tire, bore'

I have not yet found a verb or adjective with more than one nom-
inalization - agent nouns apart.

5.2.2 Agent nouns

Agent nouns are formed by prefixing to the root ä- for the singular and
o- for the plural. Both prefixes condition zero-consonant effects - see Sec.
1.6. (The nominalizing prefixes a- and o- discussed in the last section do
not condition zero-consonant effects.) A variety of stem vowels can be
found with agent nouns; some have no stem vowel at all.

Agent nouns are formed from roots whose basic sense is verbal, adjec-
tival, adverbial, and even nominal. They can refer to people, animals, or
objects, though with an instrumental cast to the sense of the latter. They
can be made from compounds and even from phrases containing con-
jugated verbs - for the latter, see Sec. 7. Agent nouns are commonly en-
countered in spoken Lango.

(1) Fro m A dject ives
ämwolo 'humble person' mwol
ädwÖQ 'elder' dwoq
odänö 'elders' däip
adit 'important person' dit
odito 'important people' dito
äpät 'stranger' pat
opat 'strangers'

'soft, humble'
Old, large (sg)'
Old, large (pi)'
'big, old, important (sg)'
'big, old, important (pi)'
'different, separate'

Those adjectives which have different singular and plural forms (sec. 5.4.2)
employ them in their nominalizations, along with the appropriate sg/pl
prefix. The tone found in the root of the agent noun is usually the same
as in the corresponding adjective, but note ämwolo above, which also adds
a stem vowel. The noun ätin 'child' (< tin 'small') has the irregular plural
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xtino, with the otherwise unattested i- plural prefix (the expected plural
otino/otrno is also heard).

(2) From Verbs
atic
akwac
acoc
N faor
äpäc
äcwec
äten
ädäji

'worker'
'beggar'
'sower, writer'
'messenger, sender'
'carpenter'
'potter'
'support'
'stool'

atedo
akoko

'cook'
'crier'

arnero 'drunkard'

äole 'boring person'
äkäbe 'translator, agent'
äki>rä 'spear sheath'
abaqa 'stupid person'
ayi'ta 'squirrel'
apämä 'wall'

awula 'whisk'
abili One who performs

sacrifice'

tiiyi/tic
kwaayo
coäyä/coc
ooro
paayo
cweeyo
tenno
dappo

teddo
kokko/kok,
kokö, koko
meero
mer
ollo/ol
kobbakobo
kxrurvr
hagere

^_4. A. ^ t V ^yitto/yito
pammo

wüllü
billo

'to work'
'to ask, pray for'
'to write, sow'
'to send'
'to carve, trim, whittle'
'to form, shape'
'to support, prop up'
'to spread out' (one
spreads one's legs
sitting on these stools)
'to cook'

'to cry'
'to intoxicate'
'to get drunk'
'to tire, bore'
'to transfer'
'to guard'
'to act, speak, stupidly'
'to climb'
'to join, pile up, fit
side-by-side'
'to stir up'
'to tame, domesticate'

As these examples show, the tone on the root of deverbal agent nouns is
quite variable. A variety of stem vowels is possible.

(3) Fro m A dverbs
akwene 'a person from where?
atin
ay am
äce n

'something modern'
'something ancient'
'last one'

kwene
tin
yam
cen

'where'
'today'
'long ago'
'behind, back'

In these agent nouns found from adverbs, the root tone is always the same
as that of the adverb. No stem vowel is added.

(4) From Nouns
\ V V i ' t ·. m. / · ·arora gossip
akolo 'bad tempered person'

aj5'ka 'shaman'

roro
kolo

jok

gossip
'anger, rage
irritation'

'spirit'
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äpäco 'villager' paco 'home, village'
adobo 'leper' dobo 'leprosy'
awag 'someone temporarily warj 'eye'

in charge'
awok 'someone with gaps in wök 'gap in teeth'

his/her teeth'
The tone on the root and stem vowel is the same as that of the source noun.

5.2.3 Personal names

Personal names in Lango generally consist of the prefix o- for masculine
names and a- for feminine names added to a root that refers to some cir-
cumstance attending the birth of the individual bearing the name. Some
of these names are analyzable from the standpoint of modern Lango,
others are not:

(1) /äpio 'first of twins'
ocen/acen 'second of twins' (from cen 'behind, back')
okelö/äkelo 'born after twins'
6t5/at5 'born after mother (from tao 'to die')

had miscarried'
otim/atim 'born in the bush' (from tim 'bush, wild

or atima counrty')
6d5k/ad5k 'mother threatened (from dok 'to go back')

to go back home'
olira/alfra 'born in Lira' (from lira 'Lira')

Other sorts of personal names include agent nouns,
(2) alobo One born after pre- (from lobo 'earth')

vious children died'
and simple, unmodified nouns:

(3) gem One whose parent (from g«m 'stinginess')
is stingy'

bäpä One born before the (from bäpä 'debt')
bride-price is paid'

5.2.4 Associative paradigms

In this section we are concerned with the suffixation on nouns of associa-
tive pronouns, both alienable and inalienable. For the alienable/in-
alienable distinction, see Sec. 8.7.2.

The singular associative suffixes can be divided into two groups, the
plural associatives showing no such distinction:
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(1) A B
first person singular (Isa) -a -na
second person singular (2sa) - -
third person singular (3sa) -e or e -mere
first person plural (Ipa) -wa
second person plural (2pa) -wu
third person plural (3pa) -gf

The A set are suffixed to consonant final nouns in inalienable associative
constructions. The set are attached to vowel final nouns in inalienable
associatives and to all nouns in alienable associatives:

(2) Inalienable Alienable
tyin 'leg' tyin + ä ty£n + na

'my leg' 'my (animal) leg'
[tyfenä] [tyfcnna]

re mo 'blood' remo + na remo + na
'my blood' 'my (animal) blood'
[remönä] [remönä]

The plural affixes are used for both alienable and inalienable associative
constructions:

(3) tyfcn + wa52 tyin + wa
Our legs' Our (animal) legs'
[tyfenwa] [ty nwä]

In general, the suffixation of these forms involves simply the applica-
tion of the ordinary tone sandhi (Sec. 4.4.2), cluster simplification (Sec.
1.2.3), and vowel harmony rules (Sec. 2.5.2) already discussed. There are,
however, a number of irregularities, particularly as regards the suffixa-
tion of the A set. Let us first consider the more regular cases involving the
suffixation of the B set and the plurals.

Below are some paradigms illustrating the suffixation of the B set and
the plurals to nouns exemplifying the various tonal possibilities. All the
following involve alienable possession, but recall that an inalienably pos-
sessed noun with a final vowel would inflect in exactly the same way. Un-
derlined vowels are stressed:

(4) rec 'fish' kul 'wart hog' gwok 'dog' tule Owl'
Isa recca kulla gwok'ka tula'na
2sa recci külli gwok'ki tula'ni
3sa r EC cere kullere gwok'kere tula'mere
Ipa recwä külwa gwok'wä tula'wa
2pa recwu kulwu gwok'wu tule'wu
3pa recgi kulgi gwok'gi tula'gi

[gwo'g-f]
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Isa
2sa

3sa
Ipa
2pa

3pa

Isa
2sa

3sa
Ipa
2paΓ

3pa

bogo 'dress'
f_ χ ν sbogana
bogoni
bogoni
bagomere
b ijDw
b gOWU

bogowu
barpgi

Ιέ 'axe'

lena

lent

lemere
lew

lewu

legi

pal 'knife'
ν ν ν fpalana

palani
* 1 ̂  ·*palam

palamere
p l w
palawu
pal wu
palagi

icok 'sweet
potato'

icokka

icokki

ic6kkere
icokwa
icokwu

icokgx
[icog.f]

gulu 'pot'
gulun

-» 1 * ^guluni

gulumer€
guluwa

guluwu

gulugi

okwe'ce 'bitch'

okwe'cen
N \ * ι χ ·*okwe cent
% 1 ' 1 * *okwe ceni
okwe'cemere
okwe'cewa
okwe'cewu
okwe'cewu
^ V ·* 1 > 'okwe cegx

apwo 'hare
apwo'na
V * | fapwo ni

apwo' mere
apwo'wa

pwo'wu

apwo'gi

When a disyllabic noun with a stem vowel is followed by the Β set suf-
fixes, the word may optionally undergo contraction (sec. 5.1.2.2), whereby
the stem vowel is deleted. The resulting cluster consisting of the final con-
sonant of the root and the initial consonant of the suffix undergoes cluster
simplification. As with coalescence, the tone of the stem vowel is absorbed
into the root.

(5) L H
. 1 Λboipna
dress-1 s
'my dress'

Cntr

RS

L H

ΛΑbagna

L H

CS
L H
ΛΑ

HL H
N l

till ana
owl-1 s
'my owl

Cntr

FS l

H L H

Χ ιtulna

H Ή

es

VH

H L H

H Ή

,ίπΐ
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(Cntr = contraction, CS = cluster simplification, VH = vowel harmony)
Note that since the final vowel of äpwö 'hare' is a stressed root vowel, not
a stem vowel, the word may not undergo contraction. Paradigms for two
words showing contraction are provided below. Note that only the sin-
gular forms are given since the plural forms do not undergo contraction
and are thus the same as the forms given in (4):

(6) bäip 'dress' tula Owl'
Isa b5qqa tul'la
2sa bOQiji tul'li
3sa boQQere tu 1'ere

Inalienably possessed nouns that end in vowels take the B set suffixes,
as noted above:

(7) remo 'blood' nero 'uncle (i.e. mother's
brother)'

Isa
2sa
3sa
Ipa
2pa
3pa

remona
remoni
remo mere
remowa
remowu
remogi

neronä
neroni
neromei
nerowa
nerowu
nerogi

These forms may also undergo contraction. However, once the stem
vowel is lost, these words are treated like consonant final inalienably
possessed nouns and so take the A set suffixes. This means that there is
no gemination since there is no consonant in the suffix:

(8) Isa rema nera
2sa remi neri
3sa reme nere

Notice again that contraction does not occur before the plural suffixes
so the plural forms given in (7) are the only ones possible for these
words.

The A set suffixes occur only with inalienably possessed, consonant
final nouns. The chart below lists the tone taken by these suffixes:53

(9) Root Tone lsa/2$a 3sa
HLVH(L) HL HL

H H H

L H L

LH H HL

Nouns with final HL include:



(12)
Isa
2sa
3sa

dog 'mouth'
doga
dogi
doge

pig 'name

P"!»
1

JUflC
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(10) tüg'home' gul'bad luck' atm'child'
Isa tuga gula atrna
2sa tugi guli ätini
3sa tuge gule atrne

The H(L) class nouns were discussed in Sec. 4.5. They include:

(11) em'thigh' lib'tongue' yit'ear'
Isa ema Icba yita
2sa em! lebi yiti
3sa erne lebe yite

Nouns with final H include:

imap'liver'
imäpä
imapi
imäp«

Nouns with final L:

(13) gut'neck' del'skin' pen'navel'
Isa güta del» pena
2sa güti deli peni
3sa gute dele

Nouns with final LH include a class of nouns listed in footnote 44 and
nouns like remo which become rem- following contraction:

(14) ty|n'leg, foot' lak'tooth' remo'blood'
Isa tyena laka rema
2sa tyeni laki remi
3sa tyene lake reme

Again, with the plural associative suffixes, there is no difference between
alienable and inalienable possession. We have, therefore, forms like:

(15) Ipa emwä dogwa gutwa tycnwa

These words can be interpreted as either alienably or inalienably pos-
sessed nouns.

With the plural suffixes, H(L) nouns behave like ordinary nouns.
So, for em 'thigh' we have emwä, but not em'wa. However, with a HL
noun like gwok 'dog', we have the expected gwok'wä.

wie 'head', yic 'belly', and gee 'back', words which exhibit the 0/y/c
alternation (Sec. 1.4.4), have the 0 alternant before inalienable associa-
tive suffixes. However, because of the presence of the morphophoneme
/y/ in root final position, these forms take the A set suffixes, not the B
set:
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(16) /wly/'head' /ney/
Isa wia gea
2sa wii gei
3s a wie gee
1 pa wiwa gewa
2pa wiwu gewu
3pa wigi gegi

However, the [c] alternant is found (and geminated) in alienable possession:

(17) Isa wicca gecca
etc. etc.

Certain nouns which, on semantic grounds, Ought' to take alienable
or inalienable suffixes, take suffixes from the wrong set. For example, cer-
tain nouns expressing familial relationships, e.g. 'mother' and 'brother',
are found with alienable suffixes:

(18) tot 'mother' töttere 'his mother'
omin 'brother' omin'ere 'his brother'

Driberg (1922, p. 303) records omin'ere, so the phenomenon is not recent.
Most nouns expressing blood relations take the expected inalienable
possession:

(19) nero 'uncle' nere 'his uncle'
papo 'father' pape 'his father' (note

the irregular tone)

On the other hand, we find nouns which ought to take alienable suffixes
taking inalienable ones. The words 6t 'house' and tug 'home' illustrate this:

(20) uda 'my house' (note also the irregular tone
on the suffix)

tuga 'homeward, to my home*

at, however, does appear on occasion with the expected alienable affixes:

(21) ottä 'my house'

Certain nouns exhibit irregularities when inalienable associative suf-
fixes are attached to them. For example, pi 'water' can refer to body mois-
ture (sweat, tears, urine) and so can be inalienably possessed. Contrast the
forms in inalienable and alienable possession:

(22) Inalienable Alienable
1 sa pig9 pinä
2sa pigi pini
3sa pigc pimere
1 pa piwä piwä
2pa piwu piwu
3pa pigi
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The form pig is also used in inalienable constructions with nominal
associa lives:

(23) pig wäg
water eye
'tears'

Alienably possessed forms for this word are regular. The word cul 'penis'
is also irregular in inalienable possession:

(24) Inalienable Alienable
Isa cuna culla
2sa cuni culli
3sa cune cullere

Many speakers have cun in place of cul: cun is treated as a regular H
noun.

Under certain conditions, associative pronominal suffixes may be
attached to words other than nouns. See Sec. 8.7.2.

5.2.5 Plurals

Not all nouns in Lango have distinctive plurals. Plurals regularly appear
only with human or animal nouns and with nouns denoting common tools
and implements. There are several classes of plurals:

I. -e

This seems to be the most productive of the plural suffixes. New words
and borrowings use it. When a Lango speaker is asked to produce a plural
of a word not ordinarily given a distinctive plural, he/she will usually
choose -e to oblige his/her interrogator.

The formation of plurals with -e is also the most regular. The tone
pattern of the singular is preserved in the plural, -e replaces the stem
vowel whose tone is absorbed into the root.

(1) Singular Plural
buk büke 'book'
motakä motakae55 'car'
däktäl däktale 'doctor'
kwac kwäce 'leopard'
kam kome 'chair'
odilö Odile 'ball'
rec rece Tish'
b-irrä büre 'cat' (see Sec. 4.4.3

for derivation)
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puc puc£ 'cat'
welö wele 'visitor, guest'
idike idike 'leech'
par) page 'crocodile'

Only a few irregularities are found with this class:

(2) dwe dwete 'months'
äwobi awobe 'boy'

II. -ni

This is also a common pluralizer. The stem vowel is deleted and, when the
root ends in a consonant, cluster simplification results in the gemination
ofC2:56

(1) Singular Plural
lao lani 'cloth'
romS rommi 'sheep'
tog torjrji 'spear
jagö j^ggi 'chiefs assistant'
pürniur pünni 'P1S'
papo p»ppi 'father'
kul kulli 'wart hog'

There are a number of irregularities in tone, as the examples above show,
as well as other irregularities:

(2) gwök gwoggi 'dog'
dyel dyeggi 'goat'

III. -i

This suffix also replaces the stem vowel. The tone is uniformly high in the
plural:

(1) Singular
twön
lärjö
Iwägo

paco
päla
Ixrt
dyaij
yät
got

Plural
twoni
legt
Iwaiji
leyi

S fpaci
pali
ludi
dyai)i
yadi
godi

'bull'
'Lango'
'fly'
'axe'
Village'
'knife'
'stick'58

'cow'
'tree'59

'mounta
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With plural -i, root final ft/ voices to [d]. Some irregularities have also
been observed, especially as regards tone:

(2) ot üdi 'house'
kweri kwei 'hoe'

IV. 0-

Agent nouns form their plurals by exchanging the plural prefix o- for the
singular agent noun prefix ä- (See. 5.2.2):

(1) amero omero 'drunkard*
adwoq odorp 'elder'

As the last example illustrates, for adjectives displaying distinct sin-
gular/plural forms, the plural form of the adjective must accompany o-.

V. Miscellaneous

In this class we find a miscellany of forms, some involving suppletion,
others rare plural suffixes:

(1) dakö
pako
ICD

dänö
dyag
gweno
gin

ägäk
äkäl
ämuru
* ·* I_A ·*ayi ta

mon
ajiir»
CO
• ^

J°
dok60

gwen
gig«
agakan
akalag
ämurutä
v * sayitag

'woman, wife'
'girl'
'man, husband'
'person, people'
'cattle'
'chicken'
'thing'

'crow'
'reed-buck'
'thigh'
'squirrel'61

(2)

Examples like those in (2) were used by Tucker and Bryan (1966, p.416)
as illustrations of the Teso substratum in Lango speech. These affixes are
clearly not native to Western Nilotic.

When plural and associative affixes combine in a single word, the
order is:

(1) Root + Plural + Associative

The plural and associative affixes combine in the usual way, subject
to the ordinary rules of tone sandhi and vowel harmony. The plural suf-
fixes are not deleted by contraction:
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(2) torjni 'spears' wele 'visitors'
Isa tonnina wele'na
2sa tognini wele'ni
3sa torjnimsrS wele'mere
1 pa tonrjiwa wele'wä
2pa tonniwu wele'wu
3pa torjnigx wele'gx

5.2.6 Spatial deixis and topicality: determiners

The remaining nominal affixes are all suffixes and express spatial deixis
or topicality and are referred to collectively as determiners. The deictic
affixes express three relations of spatial deixis:6^

(1) -ni 'this: near the speaker'
-no 'that: near the hearer'
"ca 'yonder: remote from speaker and hearer'
-ka

As in many other languages, the essentially locative reference of these
forms may be extended metaphorically into temporal or psychological
dimensions. The syntax of these forms is discussed in Sec. 8.7.1 and 8.7.4.
See Sec. 1.2.3 for discussion of cluster simplification vis-ä-vis these forms
and Sec. 2.5.2 for their role in vowel harmony.

-ni has a little used plural counterpart -gi. Its use seems confined to
nouns which lack distinctive plurals, thereby insuring for them a plural
interpretation. It is not obligatory with these forms, however, and it was
never recorded spontaneously on any noun otherwise marked for
plurality. So, guluni can mean either 'this pot' or 'these pots' since gulu
has no distinctive plural; however, gulugi can only mean 'these pots'. The
noun gwoggi 'dogs' is distinctively marked for plurality (the singular is
gwök): both gwoggini and gwoggigi therefore mean 'these pots', but only
the former is likely to be heard.

-no also has a plural counterpart -go, but this form was never spon-
taneously offered, even with words like gulu. Nonetheless, gulugo was un-
derstood as meaning 'those pots' though one informant complained it
sounded more like Luo than Lango.

-cä and -ka are synonymous, but -ka is quite rare. -ca/-ka have a little
used plural counterpart -ica, which is found only after words ending in
consonants. Like -cä itself, the initial / / in this form is not subject to vowel
harmony, -icä conditions gemination of preceding consonants.

(2) Sg PI
pala 'knife' pali 'knives'

this palani palini/paligi
that pala no palinö/paligö
yonder palaca palica
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this
that
yonder

this
that
yonder

this
that
yonder

kül 'wart hog' külli 'wart hogs'
kullinx/kulligi
küllino/külligö
küllicä

külli
küllö
külca
yät 'tree'

* *·yattz
yättö
yätcä
gulu 'pot
guluni
gulunö

yen 'trees'
yenni/yengi
yenno/yengö
yencä/yennxcä
gulu 'pots'
guluni/gulugi
gulunö/gulugö
gulucä

[ye"ngi]

PI

gulucä
The thematic suffix -mere (see Sec. 8.7.4) has no plural counterpart.

It is phonologically identical to the 3sa alienable affix -mere so that forms
like gwenomere can mean either 'the aforementioned chicken' or 'his/her
chicken'.

The indefinite suffix is -moro, which has a plural counterpart -mogo
(Sec. 8.7.4). As with the deictic suffixes, the plural form is not obligatory
with nouns with a plural sense.

(3) Sg
pala 'knife'
palamero
pälämoro

yat 'tree'
yattere
yattoro

The determiners do not occur in the same word with the associative
suffixes. The determiners do not condition nor do they undergo vowel
harmony.

thematic
indefinite

thematic
indefinite

li 'knives'
polimere
pelim5r5/palim5g5
yen 'trees'
yennere
yennoro/yennogo

5.3 Verbs

5.3.1 Transitive and intransitive forms

The distinction between transitive (Tr) and intransitive — activity
naming (AN) and secondary argument (SA) — verbs is discussed in Sec.
8.2.1. What follows is an extended list, by no means exhaustive, of Tr
infinitives and their corresponding AN and SA forms. Phonological
relations between the forms have been discussed earlier: Sec. 1.5.3 lists
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consonant alternations, and Sec. 2.8.1 discusses [ATR] differences in
vowels. The gemination characteristic of Tr forms is discussed in Sec.
1.2.3, and vowel lengthening in lieu of gemination is discussed in Sec.
2.2.

( l ) List of Transitive/Intransitive Pairs

Tr oddo 'to pound' AN odo
Tr olio 'to bore' AN öl
Tr olio 'to cause to cough' SA old
Tr ammo 'to cause to yawn SA amo
Tr oppb 'to drop, spill' SA op

Tr bäkko
Tr bökko
Tr bappo
Tr bitto
Tr coddo
Tr cakko
Tr cello
Tr cämmo
Tr carjrjo
I"·-! X S. NTr ceero
Tr cättö

Tr cööyo
Tr cooyo
Tr dakko
Tr dinno
Tr deqgo
Tr dorjrjD

Tr deppo
Tr dwekko
Tr dwäkkä
Tr gikko
Tr gallo
T r gömmo
Tr geero
r-f-i N N NTr guuru
Tr g55yo
Tr gweeyo
Tr jobbo
Tr jxrkko
Tr jappo
T> · ^ vTr Jirjrjo

'to accumulate'
'to redden'
'to deflate'
'to unshell'
'to break'
'to collect, gather'
'to roast, fry'
'to eat'
'to heal'
'to raise from dead'
'to sell'

'to wake up'
'to write, sow'
'to transfer'
'to thresh'
'to swell'
'to grow'

'to collect, gather'
'to break up (fight)'
'to bring back'
'to stop'
'to delay'
'to bend'
'to build'
'to drive in (nail)'
'to beat'
'to kick'
'to sweep up'
'to stop'
'to emaciate'
'to harden'

AN boko
SA bök
SA bap
AN bitö
SA cod
AN cokö
AN cedö
AN cem
SA cärj
SA cer
AN cat

S A coo
AN coc
SA dak
AN dinö
SA derj
SA dorjo
SA dwö
AN depö
AN dwek
SA dak
SA gik
SA gal
SA gom
AN gedö
AN gur
AN g5c
AN gwec
AN jobö
SA jirk
S A jäp
SA jirj

'to pound'
'to be tired of
'to cough'
'to yawn'
'to drop, spill'

'to accumulate'
'to redden'
'to deflate'
'to unshell'
'to break'
'to collect, gather'
'to roast, fry'
'to eat'
'to recover'
'to rise from dead'
'to engage in
business'
'to wake up'
'to write, sow'
'to migrate'
'to thresh'
'to swell'
'to grow'
'to be big'
'to collect, gather'
'to break up (fight)'
'to go back'
'to stop'
'to delay'
'to bend'
'to build'
'to drive in (nail)'
'to beat'
'to kick'
'to sweep up'
'to stop'
'to be emaciated'
'to harden'
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Tr jixro
Tr jwikko
Tr köbbo
Tr köbbo
Tr köddo
Tr kakkö
Tr kokkö

Tr kxrppo
Tr ketto
Tr kvttö
Tr kaäyö
Tr koäya
Tr kwällö
Tr kwanno
Tr kwöäro
Tr kwääyo
Tr kweeyo
Tr Uggo
Tr lekko
Tr lällo
Tr
Tr Iboyo
Tr Iweerö
Tr Iwoqrjo
Tr lyellö
Tr mokko
Tr mükkü
Tr möllo
Tr meppo
Tr meero
Tr mättö
Tr meeyö
Tr my
Tr nennö

f~w-* \. \ \Tr neero
Tr nüürü
Tr pikkö

Tr
Tr

~·Tr

pammo
pammo

^ \ \.peero
Tr pwällö
T r

'to cause to sneeze'
'to stunt'
'to speak'
'to transfer'
'to blow'
'to split'
'to weep over'

'to dig'
'to destroy'
'to blow on'
'to gather, harvest'
'to pick out among'
'to steal'
'to read, recite'
'to sift'
'to beg'
'to cool'
'to pray to'
'to dream'
'to scatter'
'to rejoice over'
'to defeat, exceed'
'to slash, clear'
'to call'
'to shave'
'to make sickly'
'to break off
'to float'
'to light'
'to intoxicate'
'to drink'
'to cause to glow'
'to dance'
'to see'

'to wither, wilt'
'to make drowsy'
'to move away
slightly
'to chew'
'to marry'
'to laugh at'
'to give birth to'
'to vomit'

SA
SA
AN
SA
AN
SA
AN

AN
SA
AN
AN
AN
AN
AN
AN
AN
SA
AN
AN
SA
AN
AN
AN
AN
AN
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
AN
SA
AN
AN
SA

SA
SA
SA

AN
AN
AN
AN
AN

jzrö
jwik
köb
kobo
kodo
kak

'to
'to
'to
'to
'to
'to

kok, kokö,
kökö 'to
kupo
ket
küto
käc
koo
kwo
kwän
kworö
kwac
kwee
lego
lek
lal
lelö
löc
Iwerö
IwOQO

lyedö
mök
mük
mol
mep
mer
matö
meö
myel
nenö
nen

ner
nur
pikö

p»mö
pömo
perö
pwal
nok

'to
'to
'to
'to
'to
'to
'to
'to
'to
'to
'to
'to
'to
'to
'to
'to
'to
'to
'to
'to
'to
'to
'to
'to
'to
'to
'to
'to
ap

'to
'to
'to
eliall

'to
'to
'to
'to
'to

'to sneeze'
'to be stunted'
'to speak'
to migrate'

'to fall apart'
'to blow'
'to gather, harvest'
'to pick out among'
'to steal'
'to read, recite'
'to sift'
'to beg'
'to cool'
'to pray'
'to dream'
'to scatter'
to rejoice'
to rule'
'to slash, clear'
'to call'
'to shave'
'to be sickly'
'to break off
'to float'
'to flash'
'to get drunk'
'to drink'
'to glow'
'to tremble'
'to see'
'to be visible,
appear'

'to wither, wilt'
'to become drowsy'
'to move away
slightly
to chew'
'to get married'
'to laugh'
'to give birth'
to vomit'
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Tr rjweccö
Tr gweddo

Tr gweeyo
Tr paced
Tr
Tr pitto
Tr potto
Tr pyettö
Tr pwojijio
Tr pwatto
Tr reggo
Tr remmo
Tr remmo
Tr rommo
Tr rirjrjo
Tr rweppo
Tr ryetto
Tr teddo
Tr tokko
Tr tükko
Tr temmo
Tr toppo
Tr txrvro
Tr tetto
Tr tiiyö
Tr täöyo
Tr tweeyo
Tr twooyo
Tr twooyo
Tr weeyo
Tr wallo
Tr willo
Tr yecco
Tr yekko
Tr yitto

'to run from'
'to collect (vege-
tables)'
'to smell'
'to peel'
'to hide from'
'to plant'
'to fail'
'to winnow'
'to teach'
'to smooth'
'to grind'
'to hurt'
'to be insufficient for' AN
'to be sufficient for'
'to run from'
'to lose'
'to winnow'
'to cook'
'to ladle out'
'to play'
'to try'
'to rot'
'to break'
'to forge'
'to work, do'
'to numb'
'to tie, bind'
'to sicken'
'to dry out'
'to sweep'
'to boil'
'to lose'
'to tear'
'to sieve'
'to climb'

AN
AN

SA
AN
AN
AN
SA
AN
AN
SA
AN
SA
AN
AN
AN
SA
AN
AN
AN
AN
AN
SA
SA
AN
AN
SA
AN
SA
SA
AN
SA
SA
SA
AN
AN

Qwec
rjwedo

rjwee
poco

pito
pötö
pyetö
pwoji
pwät
regd
rem
rem
rom
rxgo
rwepo
ryeto
tedö
toko
tükö
temo
top
tirr
tet
tic
too
twee
twoo
twoo
weyö
wälö
wil
yec
yekö
yxto

'to run'
'to collect (vege-
tables)'

'to be smelly'
'to peel'
'to hide'
'to plant'
'to fail, fall'
'to winnow'
'to teach'
'to be smooth'
'to grind'
'to be painful'
'to be insufficient'
'to be sufficient'
'to run'
'to get lost'
'to winnow'
'to cook'
'to ladle out'
'to play'
'to try'
'to rot'
'to break'
'to forge'
'to work'
'to die'
'to tie, bind'
'to be sick'
'to dry'
'to sweep'
'to boil'
'to be lost'
'to tear'
'to sieve'
'to climb'

The tone of transitive infinitives is L throughout as the examples above
amply illustrate. These forms all have a stem vowel and a geminate C2,
or, if C2 is III or /y/, a long root vowel.

The intransitive forms all lack geminate Cg- They are about equally
divided as to whether they have a stem vowel, which with verbs is always
a back rounded vowel (see Sec. 2.8.2). The tone patterns are H, L and HL
with monosyllables, and L L or H HL with disyllables. The tonal pattern
of the intransitive infinitive is not predictable phonologically or semanti-
cally and so the form of the intransitive infinitive must be entered in the
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lexicon. When they are conjugated for aspect and mood, the tone is pre-
dictable for all but a very small class of irregular verbs, regardless of the
tone of the infinitive.

5.3.2 Aspect, mood, and person

The meaning and use of the aspects is discussed in Sec. 8.2.4 and the moods
in Sec. 8.2.7. Argument inflection is discussed in Sec. 8.2.4 and 8.2.5. In
this section we are concerned only with the morphological aspect of the
verb conjugation.

The three indicative aspects and the subjunctive mood (which includes
the imperative as a subtype) each have a distinctive basic tonal pattern.
The tonal pattern of any given verb results from the application of the
tone sandhi rules to the combination of the basic aspect/mood tone pat-
tern and the underlying tone of the pronominal and other affixes. The
basic tonal patterns of disyllabic stems (those with a stem vowel) and
monosyllabic stems (without a stem vowel) are given below:

(1) Disyllabic Monosyllabic
root V stem V root V

Perfective L L L
Habitual H HL HL
Progressive same as infinitive same as infinitive
Subjunctive L H LH

The progressive aspect originated as a periphrastic construction
consisting of the verb ya- 'to be in a place' followed by the infinitive. In
modern Lango the shape of the verbal stem in the progressive still reflects
perfectly its infinitival origin, while the subject prefixes for this aspect are
unique and can be traced back to the original inflected main verb. Below
is a list of the two sets of subject agreement affixes, the B set for the
progressive and the A set for the rest (perfective, habitual, and subjunctive):

(2) A B
Is a- a-
2s Ϊ- i
3s f 6- (perf, subj) a-

\ 0(hab)
3s pro S, rel o-
3s non-switch έ- e-
Id δ- (subj only)
Ip δ- 0-
2p i- -w nu i· -wunu
3p o- -
3p non-switch i- i-
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For the non-switch reference affixes, see Sec. 2.3.2. The perfective
alone distinguishes a form used with the 3s pronoun en and with
relativized subjects (Sec. 2.2). The 2p has both a prefix and a suffix.

In the subjunctive, for all persons save Ip and 2p, the stem vowel
is replaced by -i, which harmonizes with the root vowel. In the Ip and
2p, -i is in turn replaced by -u, which conditions harmony on [-ATR]
root vowels, -i can, and usually is, deleted, its tone being absorbed by
the root. In the Ip, -u is obligatory, distinguishing the Ip from the first
person dual (Id), 'we two', the only instance of dual number in Lango.
In the 2p, either -u or -wunu must be present; in the latter case, the H
of -u is absorbed into the root. The suffix -i (but not -u) has the
peculiarity that it is never affixed to a root ending in a resonant, i.e. a
vowel, nasal, /r/, /!/, or /y/.

The imperative is simply a prefixless subjunctive, having optionally
the suffix -i in the singular and obligatorily -u in the plural.

For the transitive verbs gikko 'to stop something' and kwannö 'to
read, recite something', we have the following paradigms:

(3)
Is
2s
3s
3s rel, pro
3s non-switch
Id
IP
2P
3p
3p non-switch

V f f Vagiko
igikö
ogiko
ogiko
egikö

ogiko
igikowunu
V *\ Vogiko
igikö

Is
2s
3s
3s rel, pro
3s non-switch
Id
IP
2?
3p
3p non-switch

Perfective Habitual

agikö
igikö
gikö

egikö

ogiko
igikowunu
ogiko
igikö

Subjunctive Imperative

ägik/ägiki
igik/igiki gik/giki
ögik/ögiki

n n

egik/egiki
ögik/ögiki
ögiku
igikwunu/igiku giku
ögik/ögiki
igik/igiki

Progressive

ägikko
igikko
ägikko

egikkö

ogikko
i gikko wunu
ogikko
igikko
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(4) Perfective

Is
2s
3s
3s rel, pro
3s non-switch
Id
IP
2p
3p
3p non-switch

akwano
ikwanö
okwano
okwano
ekwano

-
okwano
ikwanowunu
okwano
ikwanö

Habitual

äkwanö
ikwäno
kwänö

n

ekwäno

Progressive

akwanno
ikwanno
akwanno

n

ekwänno

Is
2s
3s
3s rel, pro
3s non-switch
Id
IP
2P
3p

Subjunctive
akwan
ikwan
okwän

ekwan
okwän
okwanu
ikwanwunu
okwän

okwano okwanno
ikwanowunu ikwännowünu
okwänö okwanno
ikwano ikwanno

Imperative

kwän

kwanu

3p non-switch ikwän

Notice that kwänno lacks the -x suffix option in the subjunctive because
its root ends in a resonant, i.e. /n/. Note also that the subjunctive paradigms
of both verbs contain the falling downstep tone (Sec. 4.1).

A few sample derivations follow:

(5) LH L

akwano
ls-perf

HSl

L HL

FS2

RS
akwano
ls-hab

HL L
FS1

akwanno
ls-prog

LH L

akwano

L H L
l. l lakwano

L H L

akwano

H L

akwanno

RS
L H L
I. V\akwano
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LHLH
Vfi
agiki
ls-subj

HSl
LHLHl/y/
agiki

RS
LHLH
| V /
agiki

In the last example, -i replaces the stem vowel and carries its H. In
the next example the suffix -f is not possible because the root ends
in a resonant; the tone of the deleted stem vowel is absorbed by the
root.

LH LH

•i vakwan
ls-subj

HSl

FS1

LH LH
LAI/
akwan

L H'H

',vakwan

RS
LHLH
I.Vakwan

In the following example, again, the stem vowel is lost and its tone is
absorbed into the root:

LH LH L Hγ ν ι ι
ikwanwunu
2p-subj

HSl

FS1

LH LH L HΙΛΙ/Μ l
ikwanwunu

L H 'HL H
ι V\l I
ikwanwunu

RS
L H L H L Η
l VM I
ikwanwunu

For the intransitive verbs gik 'to stop* and kw n 'to read, recite', we
have the following:

(6)

Is
2s
3s
3s rel, pro
3s non-switch
Id
IP
2P
3p
3p

Perfective

gik
igik
ogik
ogik
egik

-
ogik
igikw nu
gik

igik

Habitual

giik
igiik
giik

n

egiik
-

ogiik
igikowunu
ogiik
igiik

Progressive

gik
igik
gik

n

egik
-

ogik
igikw nu
ogik
igik
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Is
2s
3s
3s rel, pro
3s non-switch
Id
IP
2p
3p
3p non-switch

(7)
Is
2s
3s
3s rel, pro
3s non-switch
Id
IP
2P
3p
3p non-switch

Is
2s
3s
3s rel, pro
3s non-switch
Id
IP
2P
3p
3p non-switch

Subjunctive

ägik/äglki
igiVigiki
ogik/ogiki

n n

egik/egiki
ogik/ögild
ögiku

Imperative

gik/giki

igikwunu/igiku giku
ogiVogiki
igik/igiki

Perfective

äkwän
ikwän
ökwän
okwän
ekwän

.
okwän
ikwänwunu
okwän
ikwän

Subjunctive

äkwän
ikwän
okwän

n

ekwän
okwän
okwanu
ikwänwunu
okwän
ikwän

Habitual

äkwään
ikwään
kwään

n

ekwään
-

6 kwään
ikwänwunu
ökwään
ikwään

Imperative

kwän

kwanu

Progressive

ä'kwän
i'kwän
äkwän

n

e'kwän
-

o'kwän
i'kwänwiinu
o'kwän
i'kwän

Notice that the subjunctive suffixes - and - and found even with monosyl-
labic verbs like gik; kwän, since C2 is a resonant, can not take -i, but does
take -u.

The most interesting aspect of these last paradigms is the form taken
by suffixless verbs in the habitual aspect. As noted in Sec. 4.1, underlying
stressed contour tones are associated with long vowels, but derived con-
tour tones are not. As a result, the difference between Is perfective ägik
and Is habitual ägiik is one of vowel length. The derivations of the two
forms follow:
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(8) LHL LHL L HL
γ I MSI ^v RS | V
agik ~* agik ~* agik
ls-perf
LH L L H L
ΙΛΙ R_! I V
ag£*k agi*k
ls-subj

In the perfective, the HL contour comes about through the application
of the tone sandhi rule HS1, but in the habitual the HL is underlying, a
feature of the basic tonal pattern of a monosyllabic habitual. The
transcription [il] is meant to characterize the tonal contour [ S]
described in Sec. 4.1. In the 2p habitual, the underlying HL simplifies to
H via FS2, and as a result the vowel is not long:

( 9 ) L H L H L H L H L H L H
l/p\ | RS I l^\ | FS2 M I I
igi^kwunu ~~*" igi»kwunu ~* igikwunu

In (9), the vowel length is lost along with the contour tone.

We must now consider the affixation of the pronominal object suf-
fixes. These suffixes are listed below:

(10) Iso -
2so -i
3so -e
l po -w
2po -wu/-wunu/-u
3po -gi

The behavior of these suffixes in vowel harmony was discussed in Sec.
2-5.2.

The suffixation of the pronominal object forms presents in general
no special problems. The singular forms replace the stem vowel. The
plural forms follow the stem vowel save for the -u option of the 2po,
which like the singulars replaces the stem vowel. When the stem vowel
is replaced by an object suffix, its tone is absorbed into the root. In the
subjunctive, the suffix -i65 is not found before the pronominal object
suffixes; the stem vowel is likewise not found in the subjunctive. With
objects suffixes, subjunctives take the tone for monosyllabic verbs, i.e.
LH.

Below are the pronominal object suffixes with the Tr verb nenne»
'to see' illustrating the various aspects and moods, all with a 3s subject:
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Habitual
ne'na
ne'ni
ne'ne
neno'wa
neno'wu
nenowunu
ne'nu
neno'gi

Progressive
änennä
änenni
ä nenne
änennöwä
änennowu
anennowunu
änennu
änennögi

Subjunctive
ön£nä
öneni

önenwä
önenwu
onenwunu
onenu

)

(11) Perfective
l so onena
2so oneni
3so önene
l po önenowä

" onenowu
2po ·< önenöwünu

onenu
3po onenogi

When the subject is 2p, the suffix -wünu is detached from the verb if
there is an object suffix:

(12) inenawunu
2p-see-lso 2p
'you (pi) saw me'

The subjunctive suffix -u is obligatory in the Ip and the plural impera-
tive. In the 2p, with pronominal objects the -u option is not used; instead,
we find only -wünu, illustrated in the last paragraph. When -u is present,
pronominal objects can be suffixes to the verb; rather, we find independent
pronouns in their stead:

(13) ögikuyin
lp-stop-subj 2s
'(that) we stop you'

giku en
2s-stop-imper 3s
'stop him!'

A few sample derivations follow illustrating forms not given above:

LHL H
HSl

(14) LHL H
VI!aneni
ls-see-perf-2so

saw you'

LHL
[ ] I UFS

aneni ~*
ls-see-hab-2so

see you'

RS

FS1
H L H
M ! _änenni
ls-see-prog-2so
Tm looking at you'

aneni

LH'H
M !
aneni

H L H
l l !änenni

RS

LH LH
l V/
aneni

L H'H
l l /aneni
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LHL H LHL H LHL H
V I/I Hsi yyj/| ^ |\|/1
aneni aneni ~* aneni
ls-see-subj-2so
'(that) I see you'

L H'HF_ll I L/!
~* aneni

The transitive infinitive is inflected for object suffixes in the same
manner as the verb. The forms given above to illustrate the progressive
aspect will serve for the infinitive (with the deletion of subject prefix) since
the progressive is built off the infinitive.

There are few irregular verbs in Lango. kwiyä 'to not know' and dagi
'to refuse, not want' are irregular in the form of their stem vowel and in
not taking object suffixes — they must be followed by independent
pronouns. The stem vowel of dagi is lost when the verb is followed by a
nominal direct object — exceptionally, its tone is also lost, bind 'to come'
is irregular in retaining its H HL tone configuration in the perfective
aspect:

(15) bino
3s-come-hab
'he comes'
obinö
3s-come-perf
'he came'

For the latter, we would expect *öbinö. The subjunctive/imperative is also
irregular:

(16) bin
2s-come-imper
'come!'

*bin is the expected form.

5.3.3 Benefactive and ventive

For the use of the benefactive ventive stems, see Sec. 8.2.3.
The benefactive suffix is -i and, like vowel initial suffixes in general,

it displaces the stem vowel causing the stem vowel tone to be absorbed
into the root. The benefactive suffix conditions gemination on Cg of the
root. It may attach to transitive or intransitive verbs. The benefactive suf-
fix -i is not subject to progressive vowel harmony.
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Below are some examples of benefactive verbs:

(1) Infinitive 3s Perfective Benefactive
nekko 'to kill' onekkx 'she killed it for'
kello 'to bring' okellx 'she brought it to'

'tosend' 'she sent it to'cwallo ocwallx
teddo 'to cook' oteddi 'she cooked it for'
too 'to die' ötööyi66 'it died on'
bind 'to come' obinni67 'she came at'

The pronominal object suffixes in the benefactive are the same as those
described for direct objects in the last section, -i is lost in coalescence
before suffixes beginning with vowels, but is retained before those begin-
ning with consonants. In all cases, the gemination remains. Below are
some paradigms illustrating this affixation. All verbs are 3s habitual:

(2) teddo 'to cook' too 'to die' kello 'to bring'
Iso ted'da too'ya kel'14
2so ted'di too'yi kel'li
3so ted'de too'ye kel'le
Ipo teddxwa tooyiwa kellxwa
2po teddiwu tooyiwu kelliwu
3po teddigi tooyxgi kelligi

Forms like teddxwa, teddiwu, etc. are also possible (Sec. 4.4.2). Notice the
regressive vowel harmony conditioned by -wu on benefactive -i (e.g.
kelliwu).

In the subjunctive benefactive, both -i and -u are deleted, their tones
absorbed into the root and C2, as usual for benefactives, is geminated:

(3) okellx
3s-bring-subj-ben
'(that) he bring it for'

(Recall that the tone sandhirule HSl is blocked by gemination (Sec. 4.4.2),
so we do not get *okelli.) Pronominal objects are affixed normally:

(4) äkelli
ls-bring-subj-ben-2so
'(that) I bring it for you'

akelligi
ls-bring-subj-ben-3po
'(that) I bring it for them'

The ventive suffix is -o. Before it the stem vowel deletes, its tone is
absorbed by the root, and C2 geminates, -o conditions regressive vowel
harmony on the root.

Ventives can be constructed from transitives or intransitives, but
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they do not take pronominal suffixes, nor are benefactive ventives pos-
sible. When the sense requires either objects or benefactives, ventives
are usually avoided, but if they are used, independent pronouns or
prepositional phrases are used to supply the additional argument:

(5) ocwallo pi däkö
3s-send-perf-ven for woman
'he sent it towards/to me for the woman'

Ventives inflect normally for aspect and mood:

(6) icwällo
2s-send-perf-ven
'you sent it toward me'

icwal'lo
2s-send-hab-ven
'you send it towards me'

icwallo
2s-send-prog-ven
'you are sending it toward me'

cwallo
2s-send-imper-ven
'send it toward me!'

A few examples of ventive infinitives and their transitive/intransitive
counterparts are provided below:

(7) TR/INTR Infinitive Ventive Infinitive
dwokka/dak 'to send back/ dwoggo 'to bring back'

go back'
yitto/yito 'to climb' yittö 'to climb toward me'
jiikko/pikö 'to move away piggö 'to move slightly

slightly' toward me'
m5115/m51 'to float' mollo 'to float toward me'
cwällo 'to send' cwallo 'to send toward me'
riggo/rxgo 'to run away' rirjrjo 'to run toward me'
mwomere 'to rush away' mwommö 'to rush toward me'

I have one example of a ventive verb derived from an adjective root:
(8) lyet 'hot' lyetto 'get heated'

The last example also illustrates the fact that ventives can acquire
idiosyncratic meanings. As a further example, consider:

(9) matto/mato 'to drink, matto 'to score (e.g. at soccer)'
suck in smoke,
get beat up'
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5.3.4 Middle voice

The meaning and use of the middle voice is discussed in Sec. 8.2.2.
There are two middle voice suffixes: -fi, which geminates C2 of the

root, and -ere, which does not. -έ is suffixed to roots whose C2 is alveolar
or /y/; -ere is used in all other cases:69

(1) Root
mer
ted
pon
kel
yey
wuc
toj
kob
nek
rwej»
ceg

'intoxicate'
'cook'
'hide'
'bring'
'carry on head'
'throw'
'beat up'
'transfer'
'kill'
'lose'
'close'

Middle Voice Infinitive
meere
tedde
ponne
kelle
yeeyfe
wucere
tojere
kabere
nekere
rwepere
cegere

There are no separate middle voice affixes for different persons or
numbers:

(2) c gere
1 s-heal-perf-mid
Ί healed myself
icagere
2s-heal-perf-mid
'you healed yourself

ocagere
1 p/3p-heal-perf-mid
Ve/they healed ourselves/themselves'

There are no benefactive or ventive middles.
The middle voice inflects regularly for aspect and mood:

(3) aponne
1 s-hide-perf-mid
Ί hid myself
apon'ne
ls-hide-hab-mid
Ί hide myself
aponne
1 s-hide-prog-mid
Tm hiding myself
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äponne
ls-hide-subj-mid
'(that) I hide myself
pönne
2s-hide-imper-mid
'hide yourself!'

The subjunctive suffixes -i and -u delete before the middle voice affixes,
their tone being absorbed into the root.

Both transitive and intransitive verbs have middle voice counterparts.

5.3.5 Gerunds

The syntax and meaning of the gerund is discussed in Sec. 8.10 and 9.1.5.
The formation of the gerund is quite straightforward: a root — either

transitive, intransitive, or adjectival — is assigned a H tone and prefixed
with ä- and suffixed with -ä. The latter harmonizes with the root:

(1) Root Gerund
ted 'cook' ateda
nek 'kill' aneka
mat 'drink, smoke, amatä

get beat up'
cam 'eat' acamä
wot 'go, walk' äwotä
to 'die' atoä
her 'good' äberä
keg 'thin' akega

(Recall that adjective roots, unlike verbal roots, have underlying tone.)
When an adjective has a stem vowel, the stem vowel is lost in forming the
gerund:

(2) bwogo 'young, unripe' abwoga
tidi 'small' ätida™

The underlying tone of the suffix must be L, the H L resulting from
HS1. The proof of this is that if the falling tone were lexical, it would un-
dergo UFS in words like

/o \ N ' ^ '(3) acama-na
eat-ger-lsa
'my eating'

which are pronounced acamana not *äcäma'na, which is what one would
expect if the suffix were *-a and the HL simplified via UFS.

Associative affixes with gerunds present no special difficulties.
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5.4 Adjectives

5.4.1 Adjectives and verbs

In many respects, adjectives behave like verbs in Lango. The most impor-
tant of these are:

I. They take subject agreement prefixes appropriate to verbs in the
habitual aspect, which, given their sense (they express states), is precise-
ly what we would expect. (The perfective and progressive aspects are prag-
matically possible only for actions.)

(1) äräc
ls-bad-hab
'I'm bad'

iräc
2s-bad-hab
'you're bad'

räc
3s-bad-hab
'he's bad'

II. Associative constructions aside, there is no grammatical construction
in Lango which is attributive and does not involve embedding. To trans-
late an attributive adjective from English to Lango, it is necessary to resort
to a relative clause construction, i.e. adjectives are always predicates in
Lango. Compare

(2) kull a pwe
wart+hog att+part 3s-smelly-hab
'a smelly wart hog (= 'a wart hog that's smelly')

and:

(2) küll ä owöpa
wart+hog att+part 3s-follow-perf-lso
'that warthog that followed me'

The interpretation of
(3) kul pwe

wart+hog 3s-smelly-hab
'the wart hog is smelly'

is only predicative. Thus, adjectives are exactly like verbs in this respect
since verbs, too, require relative clause construction in order to modify
nouns.
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III. Adjectives form nominalizations, agent nouns, and gerunds in the
same manner as verbs.

There are three respects in which adjectives differ from verbs:
I. A few adjectives have different stems for singular or plural subjects:

(1) twol räc
snake 3s-bad-sg-hab
'the snake is bad'
twöle racü
snakes 3s-bad-pl-hab
'the snakes are bad'

Plural noun subjects take 3s agreement: 3p is restricted to anaphoric sub-
jects. No verb has different stems for singular and plural subjects.

II. As we have seen (Sec. 5.3.2), the tone of verbs — intransitive infini-
tives apart — is determined by aspect and mood. Adjectives, on the other
hand, have independent tone. The tone for habitual aspect in verbs is H
HL for disyllables and HL for monosyllables (Sec. 5.3.2):

(2) neno
3s-see-hab
'he sees it'
cem
3s-eat-hab
'he eats'

But with adjectives, even though they take habitual aspect prefixes, they
do not take habitual verb tone. Rather, they each have an individual lexi-
cal tone, subject, of course, to the tone sandhi rules:

(3) p»rj räc 'the crocodile is bad'
päp 'the crocodile is lazy'
dworj 'the crocodile is large'

p»rj tek 'the crocodile is strong'
parj kerj 'the crocodile is thin'
peg tidf 'the crocodile is small'
p»rj bwogo 'the crocodile is young'

In forming gerunds, however, adjectives do lose their underlying tone
(Sec. 5.3.5). For instance, the gerund of ber 'good' is äberä; in the latter
the underlying L or the root is replaced by the gerundal H, just as in verbs.

III. Adjectives lack infinitives and subjunctives. When the sense requires
these forms, a copular verb (e.g. bedö 'to sit, stay, be' or doko 'to become')
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must be used along with the adjective, which assumes its base form, i.e.
does not agree with the matrix subject:

(4) aber
ls-good-hab
'I'm good'
amitto dokb ber
ls-want-prog become-infin good

want to be good'

omitto dökö ber
lp-want-prog become-infin good
'we want to be good'

Notice that the plural form beco (Sec. 5.4.2) is not used since the adjec-
tive cannot agree with its notional subject. (The grammatical status of this
'base' form is unclear. It is, in a sense, like the infinitive in that it is neces-
sarily subjectless.)

There is certainly reason to set up adjectives as a class separate from
verbs even though they have many characteristics in common with verbs,
more certainly than their English counterparts.

5.4.2 Singular and plural forms

A few adjectives have distinct forms for agreeing with singular and plural
subjects:

(1) SG PL
dit dito 'big, old, important'
dwoq dago 'large, old'
räc r»cü 'bad'
ber beco 'good'
cek cegu 'short'
txdx txno 'small'
bor boco 'l°ng» high, far away'

The plural forms all have low tone and have stem vowels: only tfdi among
the singulars has a stem vowel.

On the use of these forms, see Sec. 8.7.7.

5.4.3 Conjugated forms

Because they express states, adjectives can only be used in the habitual
aspect. They take the usual subject prefixes for habituals, but because



rac 'bad'
aräc
iräc
rac, racu*
eräc
oracu
iracüwunu
oracu
iracu

tek 'strong'
atek
itek
tek
etek
otek
itekwunu
otek
itek

kerj 'thin'
äkeij
ikerj
keij
ekerj
okeij
ikerjwunu
okerj
ikerj
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adjectives have independent lexical tone (they do not assume the habitual
aspect H HL or HL pattern — Sec. 5.4.1), the tonal contours vary
depending on their basic tones. Below are some representative paradigms
for adjectives:

(1)
Is
2s
3s
3s non-switch
IP
2P
3p
3p non-switch

(*Recall that 3s agreement is found with plural noun subjects; even so,
the adjective stem agrees with its plural subject.) Subjunctives are provided
by copular verbs like bedo 'to sit, stay, be' and doko 'to become':

(2) bed ber
2s-be-imper good
'be good!'

Since nouns, like adjectives, have independent lexical tone, the con-
jugation of predicate nouns is precisely like that of adjectives: the tonal
countour is the product of the tone of the subject prefix and the inherent
tone of the noun.

For the syntax of predicate noun and adjective constructions, see
Sec. 8.3.

5.4.4 Deverbal adjectives

Deverbal adjectives can be formed from verbs by prefixing a- and suffixing
-a to the verbal root, which takes on a HL contour (simplified by UFS
before the following H of the suffix -ä. The suffix is subject to vowel
harmony.

(1) Infinitive Deverbal Adjective
jiwallo 'to bear (a child)' ajiwä'lä Own begotten'
paddo 'to flatten' apa'da 'flat'
ryebbo 'to turn upside arye'ba 'upside down'

down'
jiäkkö 'to grind coarsely' ajia'ka 'coarse'
dillo 'to sqeeze toge- ädi'lä 'squeezed toge-

ther, pack' ther'
dwoayo 'to twist' adwo'a 'askew, twisted'
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These forms have the peculiarity that they are not conjugated for per-
son, unlike ordinary adjectives. Further, they usually occur with a copular
verb like bedö 'to sit, stay, be' or doko 'to become':

(2) bokcinz ärye'ba
box-this upside+down
'this box is upside down'
bokcxnx bedö arye'ba
box-this 3s-sit-hab upside+down
'this box is upside down'

A copular verb is always used (at least in my data) when the subject
agreement is not 3s:

(3) adoko arye'ba
ls-become-perf upside+down
'I'm upside down'

5.5 Prepositions

Lango has a small set of true prepositions, i.e. words that can express loca-
tive and relational senses without forming complex phrasal units with i
On, at, in, about, to, from' — see Sec. 8.8 for discussion. Even the true
prepositions are transparently related to (or derived from) nouns. For ex-
ample, te 'under' also has the nominal meaning 'end, side, back' and can
be found with this sense in many nominal compounds: te poto 'the bound-
ary of a field', te wie 'the back of the head', te "yit 'the back of the ear'.

Most prepositions take their pronominal objects as inflections. These
inflected prepositions take object suffixes which are identical to those used
in inalienable possession of nouns (Sec. 5.2.4). However, those preposi-
tions ending in a vowel do not use the expected nasal initial affixes (-na
'my' as opposed to -ä), but instead insert an epenthetic /r/ between the
preposition and the suffix (Sec. 1.5.2). Tonal patterns in general follow
those for inalienable possession, but there are some idiosyncracies.
Paradigms follow:

(1) mi'for' bot'to' tfc'under' pi'for, ac-
cording to'

Is mera böte terä pirä
2s meri böti teri piri
3s mere böte tere pire
Ip mewa bötwä tewa prwä
2p mewu botwu tewu piwu
3p megi botgi tegx pigi

[bodgi]
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kä'instead of tu'under' kede/kede'with'
Is kara tura keda
2s kari turi kedi
3s kare ture kede
Ip käwä tuwä kedwa
2p kawu tuwu kedwu
3p kagi tugi kedgi

As noted above, some prepositions are not inflected. For example, bäla
'as, like' is followed by independent pronouns:

(2) bala an 'like me'
bala yin 'like you'

etc.

5.6 Pronouns

5.6.1 Personal pronouns: independent forms

The affixal personal pronouns have already been discussed (Sec. 5.3.2,
5.2.4).

The syntax of the independent, or free-standing, personal pronouns
is discussed in Sec. 8.7.6. Below is a list of these forms:

(1) an T
yin 'you (sg)'
en 'he, she, it'
wan 'we'
wun 'you (pi)'
gin 'they'

5.6.2 Demonstrative pronouns: independent forms

The affixal demonstratives were discussed in Sec. 5.2.6.
The independent, or free-standing, demonstrative pronouns are built

off a stem ma- to which are suffixes the affixal demonstratives:

(1) SG PL
'this' man magi
'that' mänö mägö also: mano/mago
'yonder' mäcä

man is irregular: the expected form is *mani. Just as with the affixal
demonstratives, the singular forms often substitute for plurals.
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5.6.3 Asociative pronouns: independent forms

The affixal associative pronouns are discussed in Sec. 5.2.4.
The independent associative pronouns, i.e. free-standing forms, are

in origin prepositional phrases based on the preposition me 'for' con-
jugated for person. In the singular, these associatives are exactly like the
conjugated forms of the preposition (see Sec. 5.5), but they differ in having
a separate plural paradigm used to agree with plural antecedents:

(1)
'mine'
'yours (sg)'
'his, hers,
its'

Ours'
'yours (pi)'
'theirs'

SG
mera
meri
mere

mewa
mewu
megi

PL
mega
megi
mege

megwa
megwu
meggx

These forms are used in constructions like:

(2) man 'mera
this mine
'this is mine'

magi 'mega
these mine
'these are mine'

The singular forms are sometimes used in place of the plurals.
See Sec. 8.4 for the syntax of these forms.

5.6.4 Interrogative pronouns

The syntax of the interrogative pronouns is discussed in Sec. 8.9.
The interrogative pronouns, like other pronouns in Lango, distinguish

singular and plural forms:

(1) SG PL
'who' rja
'what' no
'which' mene

The plural is formed by suffixing the 3p associative (or object) suffix -gi
onto the singular forms, mene has no plural counterpart and can be used
to refer to either humans or non-humans. It follows the nouns it modifies
and does not occur with the attributive particle a, differentiating mene
from ordinary adjectives:
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(2) ätin
child which
'which child?'
twole 'mene
snakes which
'which snakes?'

5.7 Numerals

5.7.1 Cardinal numerals

The basic cardinal numbers are:

(D 1
2
3
4
5

acel
aryo
adele
änwen
able

6
7
8
9
10

abicel
abiryo
aboro
abonwen
apär

100
1000
1,000,000

mi»
tutumia
milion

All other cardinal numbers are formed from combinations of the numbers
given above.

The numbers 1 through 10 have a prefix a-. It might seem that this
prefix is the attributive particle (or some combination including the at-
tributive particle) now conventionally prefixed to these numerals. Regard-
less of its origin, it is now used even when these numerals are said in
isolation and when they are used as predicates: in neither case would one
expect the attributive particle.

6 through 9 were originally compounds:

HSl FS1 70
(2) ä-bic # eel -̂  abic eel -» abic eel73

In contemporary Lango, it would be impossible to derive the rest in any
straightforward fashion (8 in particular has an idiosyncratic base for 3).
Lango speakers, in any case, claim that these are unitary forms, not com-
pounds.

Numbers 11 through 19 are formed by combining the unit numeral
to 10 apär by means of wie, literally 'its head', but here meaning some-
thing like Over it':

(3) l l apär wie acel
12 apär wie äryo
1 0 v ' x ^ ^ l * l3 apär wie adek
l 4 apär wie ärjwen

etc.
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Despite the fact that -e in wie is a pronominal suffix, it is lost in coales-
cence with the following ä- prefix (Sec. 2.7),

(4) 18 apärwiäborö

except in careful speech. In fact, wie can be omitted altogether in infor-
mal styles:

(5) 19 äparäbonwen

Numbers above 19 do not begin with the ä- prefix. 20, 30, 40, etc. are
formed by counting 10's. The plural of äpär is pyer:75

(6) 20 pyer aryS
30 pyer adek
40 pyer agwen
90 pyer abonwen

Units are added with wie as described above:
(7) 21 pyer aryS wie äcel

34 pyer adek wie änwen
57 pyer äbic wie äbiryö
95 pyer abonwen wie äbic

mia 100, tütümia 1000, and müiön 1,000,000 have no plural forms:
(8) 100 mi a acel

400 mia anwen
1000 tütümia äcel
6000 tütümia äbicel

" 24,000 tütümia pyer änwen
9,000,000 milion äbonwen

Units are added to these numbers in the usual way:
(9) 108 mia äcel wie äboro

However, larger numbers are added with i 'with' (r and wie are not inter-
changeable):

(10) 146 mia äcel i pyer ärjwen wie äbicel
72,468,396 milion pyer äbiryö wie aryS, i tütumia

ärjwen pyer äbicel wie äboro, i mia
ade k i pyer äborjwcn wie äbicel

Numbers follow the words they quantify:

(11) dok aryo 'two head of cattle'
dok mia äcel i pyer

äbic wie äboro ' 158 head of cattle'

The system of cardinal numbers described above corresponds in al-
most all details to that of Acholi. Earlier in this century, this was not the
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77case. Driberg (1923) has 1-4 the same as in present day Lango/' but the
higher numbers are different — Driberg's orthography is used below:

(12) 5 kany
6 kany kape
10 tömon
11 tomon ape
20 atömon aryö
100 atömon tömon, tolgag, or tol

These numbers are probably Southern Nilotic in origin and have been
used as evidence for the Southern Nilotic origins of the Lango people.
Compare Teso 5 a-kapx.

These numbers survive only among old people and are only imper-
fectly known among younger people. The following Old-style' numbers
have been recorded:

(13) 5 käp
6 käp ape
100 ätumüro äcel

5.7.2 Ordinal numbers

Ordinal numbers (or, at least, the translations of English ordinal num-
bers) are formed by either of two methods:

(1) dyän mera'cel 'the first cow'
(2) dyäi) äcellere 'the first cow'

In (1), the prepositional phrase mere, 3s of mi'for', is placed between the
head noun and the numeral. (Exceptionally, the pronominal suffix is lost
in coalescence.) In (2), the alienable associative suffix -mere is attached to
the numeral. (2) can also mean 'his/her one cow'.

5.7.3 Distributive numerals

Distributive numerals are formed either by doubling the number,
(1) äcel äcel One by one, one at a time'

apar apar 'by tens, ten at a time'
ädi ädi 'how many at a time?'

or by placing the preposition kede between the doubled numbers:
(2) äcel ked äcel One by one, one at a time'

ädi ked ädi 'how many at a time?'
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5.7.4 Multiplicative numerals

There are two methods for forming multiplicatives. The first involves
simply quantifying the noun wäg 'eye':

(1) wäq äcel Once; one eye*
wäg äboro 'eight times; eight eyes'

The other method, more commonly used, involves placing the preposition
i before the nominal: if the numeral has the prefix ä-, the prefix is deleted:

(2) i eel Once'
i bic 'five times'
i bicel 'six times
i pyer ary5 'twenty times'



6. Reduplication

True morphological reduplication (as opposed to repetition) is not much
used in Lango. The odd lexicalized reduplicated noun apart, productive
reduplication is only found with adjectives. On the syntax of reduplicated
and repeated forms, see Sec. 8.10.

In adjective reduplication, GI and V of the root are reduplicated. If V
has a contour tone, only the onset is found on the reduplicated syllable.
The unreduplicated syllable is stressed:

(1) Adjective Reduplication
bfcr
rac
räcü
pwe
dwog
tck
bülu

'good'
'bad (sg)'
'bad (pi)1

'smelly'
'big'
'strong'
'blue'

bsbfcr
raräc
rarecü
jiwejiwe
dwodwog
t€t£k
bübülu

The only irregular reduplication in my data is tutwal 'very': the more
regular twätwäl is heard, but it is not as idiomatic.



7. Compounds

Compounds in Lango can be constructed from nouns and infinitives in
any combination of two or more words. The leftmost member is the head;
the interpretation is one of any contextually reasonable association be-
tween the component elements, though some compounds have taken on
idiosyncratic lexical meanings. The elements are simply juxtaposed in a
syntactic configuration like that of inalienable associative constructions.
The rightmost member receives primary stress:

(1) wag ot
eye house
'window'
5t cem
house eat-infin
'restaurant'
pig wag
grain eye
'eyeball'
dog bo1 go
mouth dress
'hem'
dog del
mouth skin
'lips-
dye at
middle house
'floor'
dye tyen
middle leg/foot
'sole of foot'
gwok 'romo
dog sheep
'sheep dog'

Some words lose their final consonant in compounds when they are
not the rightmost member, e.g. wie 'head' and gin 'thing':

(2) wiat
head house
'roof
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gi wie
thing head
'hat'

Notice that in the last example, wie is compound final and so retains its
final consonant.

Ordinarily, only singular nouns participate in compounds.
Associative pronominal suffixes can be affixes to compounds:

(3) Dt cemmä
house eat-infin-lsa
'my restaurant*

(4) yom cwipe
softness liver-3sa
'his happiness'

(5) ewer cwijie
drip-infin liver-3sa
'his sadness'

Whether the associative affixes are alienable or inalienable depends on the
sense of the item they are suffixed to: (4) and (5) above show inalienable
possession, but (3) shows alienable possession.

Compounds are an idiomatic and productive means of expression in
Lango.

There is another sort of compound in Lango, consisting of the agent
noun prefixes (Sec. 5.2.2) followed by a clause describing a physical con-
dition, almost always, it seems, a physical disability. For example, to say
'he is blind' one says:

/ 1 \ v »( 1 ) wage
eye-3sa 3p-die-perf
'he's blind' (lit = 'his eyes died')

To this expression can be affixed either of the agent noun prefixes, ä- sin-
gular and o- plural to form:

(2) äwäqeötoo
'a blind person'

owärjgiotoö
'blind people'

Notice that in the latter, the 3pa -gi replaces the 3sa -e.
Unlike the first sort of compound described in this section, these com-

pounds do not seem to be fully productive.
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8. The syntax of simple sentences

8.1 Basic order of the sentence

Lango is an indirect role marking language (Noonan 1977), which is to
say it uses grammatical roles such as subject (Su) and direct object (DO)
as part of its strategy for indicating semantic roles, such as agent and
patient. Nouns are not marked for case, nor are there particles (ä la
Japanese, Korean, Persian) to indicate Su or DO roles. Word order, which
is fairly rigid, is the primary device used to indicate grammatical roles in
simple sentences. To the extent that word order permits, the order topic
first, comment last is also fairly rigidly adhered to. The unmarked order
of elements is:

(topic) (Su) verb (benefactive) (DO) (prepositional phrases) (adverbials)

The topic slot may be filled by a noun playing any grammatical role in the
sentence (including associative NP's and NP's from subordinate clauses —
Sections 8.5.2 and 9.9.1). In the unmarked case, the subject is also the
topic.

The subject is an obligatory component of the Lango sentence: Lango
has no impersonal constructions. However, it is reference to a subject that
is obligatory, not an overt subject NP, and an overt subject NP need not
be present:

( 1 ) a. an äcämo dek
I ls-eat-perf stew

ate stew'

b. äcämo dek
ls-eat-perf stew

ate stew'

(2) a. loca öcämo dek
man 3s-eat-perf stew
'the man ate stew'

b. öcämo dek
3s-eat-perf stew
'he ate stew'

Benefactives [and antibenefactives] (ben) immediately follow the verb,
which takes the benefactive stem (Sec. 8.2.3):

(1) a. anadbk
I ls-go+back-perf

went back'
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b. n d kkxd ko
I ls-go+back-ben-perf woman
Ί went back for the sake of the woman'

(2) a. gwokotoa
dog 3s-die-perf
'the dog died'

b. gw k otooyi loca
dog 3s-die-ben-perf man
'the dog died on the man'

DO's follow the benefactive if one is present:
(1) a. dako ted rigo

woman 3s-cook-perf meat
'the woman cooked the meat'

b. dako oteddi loce rino
woman 3s-cook-ben-perf man meat
'the woman cooked the meat for the man'

The order ben-DO is invariable in post-verbal position.
Verbs are both inflected for DO (but not necessarily when followed by

a DO NP) and marked for transitivity (Section 8.2.1):
(1) an aneno ocako

I ls-see-perf O.
Ί saw Ochako'

/C\ \ ·* ** * I *(z) an ane ηε
I ls-see-perf-3s
Ί saw him'

(3) loca onena
man 3s-see-perf-ls
'the man saw me'

(4) loca onena an
man 3s-see-perf-ls me
'the man saw me'

(5) an aneno
I ls-see-perf
Ί saw' (Ί was not blind')

Non-human DO's are not pronominalized; the transitive verb alone suffices:
(1 ) aneno buk

ls-see-perf book
Ί saw the book'
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(2) aneno
ls-see-perf

saw it'
Datives, referred to here as indirect objects (IO), may occur either as

the object of the preposition bot 'to', in which case they follow the DO,
(1 ) loca omxyo buk bot dakö

man 3s-give-perf book to woman
'the man gave the book to the woman'

or without bot, in which case the IO must precede the DO:

(2) loca omiyö dakö buk
man 3s-give-perf woman book
'the man gave the woman the book'

If both ben and IO occur in the same sentence, the IO must be expressed
with bot:

(3) loca omiiyx ätin buk bot dakö
man 3s-give-ben-perf child book to woman
'the man gave the book to the woman for the child'

When an IO immediately follows the verb, it and not the DO conditions
verb agreement:

(4) loca omiya buk
man 3s-give-perf-ls book
'the man gave me the book'

If both are pronominalized, the transitive verb suffices for a non-human
DO:

(5) loca ömiyä
man 3s-give-perf-ls
'the man gave it to me'

If the DO is human and pronominalized, the IO must be expressed as an
object of bot:

(6) loca ömiye bota
man 3s-give-perf-3s to-Is
'the man gave him (e.g. a slave) to me'

A pronominalized ben, IO, and DO can be accommodated by inflecting
the verb ( with a ben stem) for the ben argument, inflecting bot 'to' for
the IO; the transitive stem suffices for the DO if non-human:

(7) loca omriye bota
man 3s-give-ben-perf-3s to-Is
'the man gave it to me for him'
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If a ben is present, a human DO cannot be pronominalized unless it is
made the topic (Section 1.5.2):

(8) en loca okella
he man 3s-bring-ben-perf-ls
'he was brought by the man for me'

But even this strategy is not available if the DO is first or second person.
In such cases, an alternative sentence type is used, e.g.:

(9) loca okele pira
man 3s-bring-perf-3s because+of-ls
'the man brought him because of me'

Prepositional phrases, whether complements or adjuncts, must follow the
ben, DO, or IO (formed with or without bot):

(1) loca ömiiyi ätin buk bot däkö pi rwot
man 3s-give-ben-perf child book to woman because

of king
'the man gave the book to the woman for the child

because of the king'
Adverbial adjuncts are placed either at the beginning or end of the sentence:

(2) awo'ro loca ogweo gwök
yesterday the man 3s-kick-perf dog
'yesterday, the man kicked the dog'

(3) loca ögeö gwök awo'ro
man 3s-kick-perf dog yesterday
'the man kicked the dog yesterday'

The significance of the word order variations described above will be dis-
cussed in later sections, for instance Sec. 8.5.

The negative particles pe and the more conservative mom (~ mam)
are normally placed between the subject and verb:

(1) loca öbinö päco
man 3s-come-perf home
'the man came home'

(2) loca pe obinö päco
man neg 3s-come-perf home
'the man didn't come home'

When the negative appears at the beginning of the sentence, the inter-
pretation may be one of 'external' negation, versus the 'internal' nega-
tion of the post subject position. This interpretation is possible only with
an intonational contour which does not drop normally, but stays high
throughout the subject NP, accompanied by a lengthening of pe:
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(3) pee rwott a yügända wie ötal
neg king att+part U. head-3sa 3s-wither-perf
'the King of Uganda isn't bald (because there is no King

of Uganda)1

Compare (3) with (4), which has ordinary internal negation:
(4) rwotta yUganda wie pe ötal

king att+part U. head-3sa neg 3s-wither-perf
'the King of Uganda isn't bald'

Qf\(4) presupposes that there is a King of Uganda. The usual situation0" il-
lustrated by (3) is perhaps made possible because pe doubles as a verb
meaning 'tobe not present, not exist' (Sec. 8.4). It should be emphasized
that preposed pe does not always have this interpretation.

8.2 Verbal complex

8.2.1 Transitivity

In Lango, any difference in the presence of nuclear arguments (and even
some non-nuclear arguments, as in the case of benefactives) necessitates
a change of verb stem. In Sections 8.2.1 through 8.2.3, we will examine
these stems.

Most non-nuclear arguments, however, can be added without affect-
ing the verb stem in any way. Non-nuclear arguments (aside from the
benefactive) will always be objects of prepositions.

8.2.1.1 Introduction

In presenting information about a situation that involves several par-
ticipants, many languages make use of devices that allow one to orient
the situation on one or the other of the participants, making it the sub-
ject, and to focus attention on some subset of the participants, eliminat-
ing overt reference to the others. In English, for example, changes in
orientation are frequently accomplished by choice of morphologically un-
related lexical items. In English, the verbs, learn and teach, and please and
like may be used in this way. learn and teach may both encode information
about a situation involving three participants: a source argument (the
teacher), a goal argument (the learner), and a patient argument (the thing
learned or taught). But in encoding this information, they take the point
of view of (or are oriented on) different arguments, learn is oriented on
the goal argument, making it the subject, while teach is oriented on the
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source argument:

(1) Floyd learned Flemish from Florence
(2) Florence taught Flemish to Floyd

Similarly please and like both have an experiencer and a patient argument,
but differ in orientation:

(3) leeks please Zeke
(4) Zeke likes leeks

learn and teach are identical in valence, both having a valence of three,
as are please and like with a valence of two. Further, these pairs of predi-
cates have identical 'valence sets', or arrays of arguments, since they take
the same sorts of arguments (i.e. learn and teach both take source, goal,
and patient arguments), learn and teach, however, are associated with dif-
ferent 'valence schemes', which is to say they differ in the packaging or
presentation of their arguments, choosing different arguments for their
subject orientation, etc.please andlike also have different valence schemes
since please requires an experiencer direct object while like requires an
experiencer subject, buy and sell have a similar relation, having the same
valence sets, but employing different valence schemes. The verb rent
presents a somewhat different situation. With a vale nee set which includes
source, goal, and patient arguments, rent can employ two different
valence schemes:

(1) Dudley rented the horse from Nell
(2) Nell rented the horse to Dudley

The verb eat has a valence of two and a valence set which includes an
agent and a patient argument. Like rent, eat can be associated with two dif-
ferent valence schemes — one where the patient is overt, as in

(1) Roscoe ate his dinner

and one where overt reference to the patient is not made:

(2) Roscoe ate

Notice that not all verbs with transitive valence schemes like eat have in-
transitive counterparts.Jmnc/ί, for example, seems to lack such an intran-
sitive valence scheme:

(3) Zeke punched Clyde
(4) PZeke punched

With eat, reference to the agent can also be deleted via passive. Passive
can be viewed in this context as a class of valence schemes productively
related to classes of transitive valence schemes. We can refer to such clas-
ses of valence schemes as 'generalized valence schemes', making no judge-
ments about their productivity.
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8.2.1.2 Transitive, activity naming, and secondary argument stems

In Lango, a verb root frequently has two (very rarely three) stems that
represent generalized valence schemes whose characteristics can be sum-
marized as follows:

1) Transitive (tr): Tr stems refer to an action or state as it
affects a direct object, which may be definite or non-definite,
specific or non-specific.
2) Activity Naming (AN): AN stems express a potentially
transitive notion, but without any reference to a DO. They
refer solely to a subject's participation in an activity, but not
activity directed toward any particular object.
3) Secondary Argument (SA): SA verbs are defined relative
to their corresponding transitives. The argument that would
be the DO of a transitive is the Su of the corresponding SA
form.85

Any given verb stem in Lango is specified for valence scheme so that a Tr
verb cannot be given an AN use, and vice versa. This, of course, repre-
sents a difference between Lango and English, since Lango has no verbs
like English eat, which can be given either a Tr or AN sense.

It is very rare for a Lango verb root to have stems representing all
three generalized valence schemes. In fact only one verb root nenp 'see'
(illustrated below (la)) clearly has all three. Many two place predicates
have only a Tr valence scheme; many others contrast a Tr with an AN or
SA. A few examples follow. The infinitive is used as the citation form,
blank spaces indicate that no form exists:

Tr

(1) a.
b.

c.
d.
e.
f.
g-

ηεηηο
5115

meero
dakko
gommo
kakko
wallo

'to see'
'to cause to
cough'
'to intoxicate'
'to transfer'
'to bend'
'to split'
'to boil'

AN
nen 'to see'

h. jiammo 'to chew'

SA
nen 'to be visible'
515 'to cough'

mer 'to get drunk'
dak 'to migrate'
gom 'to be bent'
k k 'to split'
wal 'to boil,

become angry'

I.

j-
k.
1.

tukko
rirjrjo
cammo
rommo

'to play'
'to run from'
'to eat'
'to be suf-
ficient for'

jiomo
tuko
rinp
cem
rom

'to chew'
'to play'
'to run'
'to eat'
'to be suf-
ficient'

Some examples illustrating these forms follow:
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(2) a. loca ätin Tr
man 3s-see-perf child
'the man saw the child'

dako binö neno AN
woman 3s-come-hab see-infin
'the woman will see'

atinn änen SA
child 3s-be+visible-prog
'the child is visible'

b. äpuä OD!D loce Tr
dust 3s-cause+cough-perf man
'the dust made the man cough'

locaa äolS SA
man 3s-cough-prog
'the man is coughing'

c. körp omero loca Tr
beer 3s-intoxicate-perf man
'the beer intoxicated the man'

loca orner SA
man 3s-get+drunk-perf
'the man got drunk'

d. gävmente odako äpwop Tr
government 3s-transfer-perf teacher
'the government transferred the teacher'

äpwop ödäk SA
teacher 3s-migrated-perf
'the teacher changed residence'

e. däkö ogomo yät Tr
woman 3s-bend-perf tree
'the woman bent the tree'

yät ogöm SA
tree 3s-bend-perf
'the tree bent'

f. mäc okäko Ivrt Tr
fire 3s-split-perf stick
'the fire split the stick'

Ixrt okäk SA
stick 3s-split-perf
'the stick split'
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g. äwällöpi Tr
ls-boil-prog water
Tm boiling water'
pii äwälö SA
water 3s-boil-prog
'the water is boiling'

h. gwök märö pammo riqo Tr
dog 3s-like-hab chew-infin meat
'the dog likes to chew meat'
gwök märö pamo AN
dog 3s-like-hab chew-infin
'the dog likes to chew'

i. ätükköödilo Tr
ls-play-prog football
'I'm playing football'
ätüko AN
ls-play-prog
'I'm playing'

j. gwok märo rippo ätin Tr
dog 3s-like-hab run from-infin child
'the dog likes to run from the child'
gwök märö ripo AN
dog 3s-like-hab run-infin
'the dog likes to run'

k. äcämmo dek Tr
ls-eat-prog stew
'I'm eating stew'
acern AN
ls-eat-prog
'I'm eating'

1. oroma loc» Tr
3s-be+sufficient for-perf man
'it was sufficient for the man'
röm AN
3s-be+sufficient-hab
'its sufficient'

Lango verb roots are basically of the form CiVC2- In the infinitive,
the transitive is distinctive in having a geminate C2 (if C2 is r, the vowel
is lengthened instead), a final -o, and low tones on root and final
vowels. AN and SA forms do not have a geminate Cg, may or may not
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have a final -o, and exhibit a variety of tonal contours.87

For any transitive relation expressed verbally, a Tr form exists, so that
there are no ΑΝ/SA pairs without a corresponding Tr.

Tr and AN forms do not differ simply in the presence or absence of
an expressed DO. In fact, there need not be an overt DO with a Tr verb;
in such cases the Tr will differ in meaning from its corresponding AN:

(1 ) camo dek Tr
ls-eat-perf stew
Ί ate stew'

(2) acamo Tr
ls-eat-perf
Ί ate it'

(3) acemo AN
ls-eat-perf
Ί ate'

Notice that the form of the verb does not differ in (1), with a nominal
DO and (2), with a pronominal DO indicated here by the plain Tr verb.
Nevertheless, even without an overt DO, (2) still expressed a transitive
notion, referring to the effect of an action on a DO. (2) would only be
felicitous if the unexpressed DO were known to the hearer, obvious from
the surroundings, or mentioned previously in discourse. (3), on the other
hand, refers solely to an activity without reference to its effect on an ob-
ject, and would be felicitous where the act of eating itself was the object
of communication and the logically inferable object was irrelevant to the
discourse.

SO forms resemble passives in that the DO of the corresponding Tr is
the Su of the SA verb. They are, however, best not viewed as passives for
a variety of reasons. First, as mentioned above, SA forms are not freely
available for all transitive notions, even those that involve activities. For
example, the Tr verbs αέρρό 'to collect, gather', geero 'to build', kwallo
'to steal', and ryetto 'to winnow' do not have SA counterparts (though each
has an AN counterpart). Further, sentences with SA predicates are not
morphologically or syntactically marked relative to their Tr counterparts;
SA verbs may in fact be considerably simpler, consisting only of the un-
embellished root while Tr verbs always have final -o (except in the sub-
junctive). Compare Tr c gg 'to heal' with SA cag 'to recover':

(1) d kt l ocaijo loca Tr
doctor 3s-heal-perf man
'the doctor healed the man'

(2) loca ocag SA
man 3s-recover-perf
'the man recovered'
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Lack of productivity and markedness relationships are important but not
decisive factors in considering SA verbs not to be passives. The most im-
portant factor is simply that SO verbs lack a true passive sense. They are
not necessarily stative, and may have agent Su's. For example, SA »mo
'to yawn' (cf Tr ammo 'to cause to yawn') and SA dok 'to go back' (cf Tr
dwökkö 'to bring back') are active verbs with agent Su's:

(1) locaa aarno SA
man 3s-yawn-prog
'the man is yawning'

(2) däkö ödäk SA
woman 3s-go+back-perf
'the woman went back'

There is no sense in which (1) or (2) suppose some external agency that
is, for whatever reasons, non-overt. In other words, (2) does not mean 'the
woman was brought back', where there is a clear sense that some non-
overt agency was responsible for the action. A gloss like this would be ex-
pected if dak were the passive counterpart of dwokkd.88

In sum, any verb root in Lango with a transitive valence scheme may
have, together with its Tr stem form, another stem representing an in-
transitive valence scheme, whose Su corresponds to the Tr Su (AN) or the
transitive DO (SA). The relations between the valence schemes these stems
represent can be schematized as below, the arrows indicating a correspon-
dence between the arguments:

Tr: Su V DO
AN:
SA:

8.2.1.3 Productivity

As indicated above, not all verb roots distinguish a Tr from an intran-
sitive stem. For unpaired verbs, the form follows the function. Unpaired
intransitive verbs in the infinitive take the form CVC or CVCo without
gemination of Cg, thus resembling AN and SA forms: dwogo 'to come
back, return', yaä 'to leave, go away', wot 'to go, walk', binö 'to come'.
Unpaired transitive verbs are morphologically identical to paired tran-
sitives: mitto 'to want', cwallo 'to send', jwatto 'to hit', keddo 'to braid,
scarify'. So, the form of any verb provides no indication of whether the
root is also represented by another valence scheme, but instead con-
forms to the transitivity of the valence scheme itself.

Easily the majority of Lango verb roots with a valence of two or more
distinguish a Tr valence scheme from an AN or SA valence scheme and
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thus are represented by more than one stem. The question now arises as
to which roots with transitive valence schemes will have an AN or SA
counterpart. Before proceeding, it is of interest to note that the English
translations of Tr verbs that lack AN counterparts almost always require
either an overt DO or have an SA interpretation when intransitive. For
example, the unpaired Tr verbs noted in the paragraph above all require
overt DO's in English. The verbs want, send, hit (apart from a baseball con-
text), and braid would almost invariably be accompanied by an overt DO,
as opposed to, say, eat or cook, which can frequently be found without one.
In other words, the lack of an AN stem in Lango corresponds to difficul-
ty in detransitivizing in English. Similarly, the presence of a TR/SA op-
position in Lango frequently implies an English counterpart whose
intransitive has an SA interpretation. So the Lango Tr verbs dakko 'to
transfer', gommo 'to bend', kakko 'to split', and wällö 'to boil' all have SA
counterparts. The English translations of these verbs all have SA inter-
pretations when intransitive:

the man transferred (they transferred the rnan)
the metal bent (they bent the metal)
the wood split (the fire split the wood)
the water boiled (the boy boiled the water)

In other words, whether semantic/pragmatic factors are in operation in
Lango to produce the various stems, similar factors are also operative in
English regulating the valence schemes available to English verbs.

Whether any given Tr verb will have an AN, SA, or no intransitive
counterpart depends on its meaning and the details of its valence
scheme. If the Tr has a subject that is necessarily animate and a DO that's
necessarily inanimate, it will have an AN counterpart provided that the
verb describes activities like the following: mundane day-to-day ac-
tivities such as eating, reciting/reading, shaving, sweeping, preparation
of food, physiological functions such as vomiting, or economic activities
such as those relating to the planting, care, and preparation of millet or
other crops, building, or business activities such as trading. In all these
cases, the DO of any of these predicates would be eminently predictable
in the context of traditional Lango society, so its omission would not
result in information loss. The activity itself, not the activity as applied
to a particular object, is what is communicatively significant. So, with a
berb like Tr dinno 'to thresh', the DO could only be kal 'millet' except
under circumstances that would be familiar to everyone with whom one
would have day-to-day contact. Even with predicates like Tr deppo 'to
collect, gather (fruits or vegetables)' whose objects are potentially more
various, the sort of fruit or vegetable that would be collected would be
obvious from the subject, time of year, etc. Both these verbs then have
AN counterparts, dinö and depo. But a verb like mitto 'to want', for ex-
ample, would not have an object predictable out of context and there-
fore has no AN counterparts. So, two factors are relevant for a Tr/AN
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pair: animacy considerations and predictability of DO. When the DO is
not predictable and/or is of some interest or is relevant in the context
of a discourse, the Tr is always available.

A few Tr/AN pairs fall outside the above generalizations. Verbs of emo-
tion, whose English counterparts are all intransitive, form Tr/AN pairs.
Tr kokko 'to cry over', Tr lello 'to rejoice over', Tr peero 'to laugh at' all
have AN counterparts. A few other isolated roots have exceptional Tr/AN
valence schemes: these also have English intransitives as counterparts: Tr
riggo 'to run from' (AN riijo 'to run'), Tr pwallo 'to give birth to', and Tr
leggo 'to pray to'. Also exceptional is Tr ηέηηό 'to see', whose AN nen
has no counterpart in any other sensory verb.89

In the case of Tr/SA pairs, the Tr typically describes the causation of
physical functions with the SA describing the act itself (e.g. Tr ammo 'to
cause to yawn', SA onto 'to yawn'; Tr jiiro 'to cause to sneeze', SA jir 'to
sneeze'), or the Tr may describe a change of state, with the resulting state
described by the SA (e.g. Tr kweeyo 'to cool', SA kwee 'to be cool'; Tr nfeero
'to wilt', SAner'to wilt'; Tr dogrp 'to grow', SAdwog 'to be big'; Tr mokko
'to make sickly', SA mok 'to be sickly'). The agency with such predicates
is often the elements or an act of nature, difficult to specify and often ir-
relevant in ordinary day-to-day situations. When the agency is relevant,
a Tr verb is used; when it isn't, the SA verb is used.

For a few Tr/SA pairs, the Tr Su is necessarily animate: Tr's dakko 'to
transfer', dwokko 'to bring back' and kobbo 'to transfer*. For these mo-
tion verbs, the corresponding SO has an obligatorily animate Su which is
also agentive. The Su of the SA corresponds to both Su and DO of the Tr
counterpart.90 That is, a sentence with SO dok 'to go back',

(1) adok SA
ls-go+back-perf
Ί went back'

is more-or-less equivalent to the reflexive middle with Tr dw kk 'to bring
back':

(2) adwokere Middle
ls-bring+back-middle-perf
Ί brought myself

All these pairs have in common that the DO of the Tr is not
stereotyped or predictable, unlike the Tr DO of Tr/AN pairs. When an
SA verb is used, the logically inferrable agency is communicatively ir-
relevant or, in the case of motion verbs, can be inferred to be the same
as the SA Su. Verbs like jwatto 'to hit', cwallo 'to send', etc. don't have
AN or SA counterparts because neither the Su nor the DO is stereotyped
or irrelevant in ordinary communicative situations. Tr/AN and Tr/SA
pairs are not present idiosyncratically in the lexicon, but rather are, in
general predictable on the basis of the semantic/pragmatic considera-
tions mentioned above. This is true despite the fact that the form of the
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intransitive is (synchronically) unpredictable and each stem must be
separately lexicalized.

The similarity in form noted above of AN and SO verbs is never like-
ly to be communicatively disfunctional, i.e. they are not likely to be con-
fused, because the pragmatics of each verb would determine conclusively
which it had to be.

8.2.2 The middle voice

The basic function of the middle voice in Lango is to signal that the sub-
ject is affected by the action of the verb. The middle includes reflexive
and reciprocal senses, as well as an SA sense. ' All uses of the middle
include the sense of the subject as an 'affected entity' (Klaimann 1988).
Like passive, middle voice presupposes an active, transitive counterpart,
and also like passive, middle sentences are intransitive.

The intransitivity of the Lango middle is evident even in its reflexive
use, in contrast to the English reflexive, which is syntactically transitive.
In English, the reflexive pronouns, myself,yourself, etc., function as DO's.
The Lango middle is formed by adding a suffix to a Tr verb stem: - if
C2 is alveolar or zero, and -ere if C2 is non-alveolar. The suffix -e is
accompanied by gemination of C2 throughout the verbal paradigm. (See
Sec. 5.3.4 for details.) These suffixes simply code middle voice and do
not agree with the Su, as do the cognate reflexive pronoun affixes in
closely related Luo:

(1) Luo Lango
älwokarä älwokere washed myself
ilwokori ilwakere 'you washed yourself
61w6kore olwikcre 'she washed herself

Many verb roots that lack an SA stem construct an SA valence scheme
with the middle voice (Sec. 8.2.1):

(2) a. atin ocego doggala Tr
child 3s-close-perf door
'the child closed the door'

b. doggola ocegere SA-Middle
door 3s-close-med-perf
'the door closed'

(3) a. locä otedo rirjo Tr
man 3s-cook-perf meat
'the man cooked the meat'

b. rigootedde SA-Middle
meat 3s-cook-mid-perf
'the meat cooked'
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(4) a. an ämeo Tr
I ls-melt-perf ice

melted the ice'
b. peeameeye SA-Middle

ice 3s-melt-mid-prog
'the ice is melting'

When an SA stem exists, it, and not the middle voice, is used for an SA
valence scheme. As in the case of SA stems, the SO use of the middle does
not constitute a passive. (4b), for example carries no more implication of
an external agency than does its English translation.

The middle is used also for a reflexive when the subject is coreferen-
tial with the logical direct object:

(1) gwokokaaye
dog 3s-bite-med-perf
'the dog bit itself

The reflexive pronoun ken- (Sec. 8.7.6) is optional in such cases:
(2) gwök okaaye kene

dog 3s-bite-mid-perf self-3sa
'the dog bit itself

The middle is not used when the subject is coreferential with an argument
other than the direct object:

(3) okelo okobbi äläba pire kenfe
O. 3s-say-ben-perf A. about-3s self-3sa
Okelo talked to Alaba about himself

The middle also has a reciprocal sense:
(4) gin ogooye

they 3p-beat-mid-perf
'they are beating each other'

(4) could also mean 'they are beating themselves'. However, if this latter
meaning is intended, ken- would likely be used as this reinforces the
reflexive sense:

(5) gin ögoöye kengi
they 3p-beat-mid-perf self-Spa
'they're beating themselves'

The middle voice is only possible with non-stative predicates, so predi-
cates like mitto 'to want', tie 'to be present', tammo 'to think', etc. will not
form middles. For non-stative predicates, the distribution of reflexive and
SA senses with the middle is not random, but rather is based on the valence
scheme of the Tr predicate. When the Tr has an inanimate DO, the mid-
dle will take this inanimate argument as Su and have an SA interpretation.
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When the Tr DO is animate, the middle will take this argument as its Su
and have a reflexive interpretation. The generalization here is that if the
Tr Su can be interpreted as the DO also, there will be a reflexive inter-
pretation. But if the Tr Su cannot be interpreted as coreferential with the
DO because the Su is animate and the DO inanimate, there will be an SA
interpretation and the inanimate Tr Su will be the subject of the middle.
Recall that the significance of the middle is that the Su is affected by the
action of the verb. So, the middle of Tr teddö 'to cook' and Tr pyetto 'to
winnow' will have an SA interpretation because their DO is inanimate, but
the middle of TR likko 'to struggle with' and Tr gweppo 'to scratch' will
have a reflexive interpretation:

( 1 ) rirjo otedde
meat 3s-cook-mid-perf
'the meat got cooked'

(2) käl opyette
millet 3s-winnow-mid-perf
'the millet is winnowed'

(3) ocaka olikere
O. 3s-struggle+with-mid-perf
Ochaka struggled with himself

(4) ogwepere
O. 3s-scratch-mid-perf
Opio scratched himself

The middle is occasionally used in contexts where one might expect
an AN verb. In such cases, the middle seems to be chosen because of the
sense of the subject of the middle as an affected entity. For example, the
Tr verb pwallo 'to give birth to' has an AN counterpart pwäl. The middle
can be seen to contrast with the latter in the following pair:

(1) dakö ogiko pwäl AN
woman 3s-stop-perf give+birth-infin
'the woman stopped bearing children'

(2) dakö ogiko pwalle Middle
woman 3s-stop-perf give+birth-mid-infin
'the woman stopped bearing children'

(1) simply states the fact, but (2) contributes also the sense of the woman
as being affected, perhaps adversely, by this.

8.2.3 Benefactive and ventive stems

In completing our survey of Lango verb stems representing different
valence schemes, mention should be made of ventive and benefactive
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stems. Ventive stems are available only for a small number of motion verbs
and are formed by adding the suffix -o to the root, geminating C2- The
sort of valence scheme represented by a ventive stem varies with each verb
root, but always refers to motion toward the speaker. For example, ven-
tive cwällö 'to send (to me)' has a valence scheme like its corresponding
Tr cwallo 'to send' with the addition of the first person reference:

(1) dakö ocwalo buk botgi Tr
woman 3s-send-perf book to-3p
'the woman sent the book to them'

(2) däko ocwallo buk Ventive
woman 3s-send-ven-perf book

Oft'the woman sent the book to me

Similarly ventive küttö 'to blow (to me)' has a valence scheme more like
Tr k-irtto than AN küto:

(3) yamo öküttö apüa Ventive
wind 3s-blow-ven-perf dust
'the wind blew dust at me'

But when comparing ventive riggo 'to run (to me)' to other stems from
the same root, AN rirjo 'to run' and Tr riggo 'to run from', the ventive
resembles the AN stem:

(4) ätin origgo Ventive
child 3s-run-ven-perf
'the child ran to me'

And comparing mollo 'to float (to me)' with Tr rnMlo 'to float' and SA mol
'to float', the ventive most resembles the SA verb:

(5) yät omollö Ventive
wood 3s-float-ven-perf
'the wood floated toward me'

Benefactive stems can be formed corresponding to any valence scheme
with an agent subject. In addition to the arguments specified by the non-
benefactive valence scheme, the benefactive references a benefactive (or
antibenefactive) argument. For example, Tr cwallo 'to send' has a
benefactive counterpart cwälli 'to send for'. Compare (6) with (1) above:

(6) dakö ocwalli atin buk botgi Tr-ben
woman 3s-send-ben-perf child book to-3p
'the woman sent the book to them for the child'

The benefactive is formed by geminating Cg of the verb root. The suffix
-i is attached to the root when the benefactive argument is a noun or a
third person singular non-human pronoun. In other cases, the appropriate
DO pronoun suffix is substituted:
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(1) a. okelo Tr
3s-bring-perf
'he brought it'

b. okelli däkö Tr-ben
3s-bring-ben-perf woman
'he brought it for the woman'

(2) a. ökela Tr
3s-bring-perf-ls
'he brought me'

b. okella Tr-ben
3s-bring-ben-perf- Is
'he brought it for me'

Benefactive stems may correspond to both transitive and intransitive
valence schemes. The verbs Tr leggo 'to pray to' and AN lego 'to pray'
both have benefactive counterparts:

(3) olegga obana Tr-ben
3s-pray-ben-perf-ls God
'he prayed to God for me'

(4) olegga AN-ben
3s-pray-ben-perf-ls
'he prayed for me'

8.2.4 Expression of tense and aspect

The Lango verb is inflected for three aspects, perfective, progressive, and
habitual, but is not inflected for tense. Out of context, however, the aspects
will be given a pragmatic tense assignment and tense distinctions can be
made by use of various auxilliaries, as we shall see.

The three aspects are clearly distinguished inflectionally. Paradigms
are provided below for Tr cämmo 'to eat' (See Sec. 5.3.2 for an extensive
discussion of verb conjugation):

perfective progressive habitual
Is
2s
3s

pron., rel. 3s
non-switch 3s

IP
2p
3p

non-switch 3p xcamo

acamo
icämo
ocämo
ocämo
ecamo
ocamo
icamowunu
ocamo
xcamo

acammo
ic ammo
acammo

n

ecammö
ocämmo
icämmowünu
ocämmo
i cämmo

acamo
icämo
cämö

n

ecämö
ocämö
icamowunu
ocämö
icämo
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(Notice that the subject prefixes function as part of the aspect inflection.)
The use of non-switch reference forms is taken up in Sec. 9.3.2. The per-
fective alone distinguishes a form used with the pronomial subject en 'he,
she, it' and with relativized subjects (Sec. 9.2) from a form used with noun
subject and zero subjects:

(1) a. ocämo
he 3s-eat-perf
'he ate it'

b ^ * ^ V ^. loca ocamo
man 3s-eat-perf
'the man who ate it'

(2) a. loca ocamo
man 3s-eat-perf
'the man ate it'

b. ocamo
3s-eat-perf
'he ate it'

When the subject is a plural noun, the ordinary 3s form of the verb is used:
(3) mon camo

women 3s-eat-hab
'women eat it'

(4) *mon ocämö
women 3p-eat-hab
'women eat it'

See Sec. 8.7.7.
The perfective is non-durative or bounded; that is, it is used to

describe completed activities bounded in time. It describes a single
dynamic event or process where something, either the subject or direct
object is affected by the action of the verb. Events coded in the perfec-
tive are viewed as a whole, whose completion is a necessary prerequisite
to a subsequent event.

The progressive shares with the perfective that it describes a single
event or process affecting an entity. It differs from the perfective in that
the event or process is not viewed as completed or bounded. Rather it takes
the perspective of an ongoing process or event, whose completion is not a
necessary prerequisite for a subsequent event in a narrative discourse.

The habitual contains both a true habitual and a stative sense. The
habitual like the progressive is durative and unbounded by fixed reference
points in time. The states or events described may be single or multiple
(true habitual). The attributive is fundamentally attributive, whereas the
progressive and perfective are applicative, describing events. A large
number of stative predicates are only inflected in the habitual.
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The characteristics of the aspects are summarized below:

perfective
non-dura live/
bounded

progressive habitual
durative/unbounded

applicative/process attributive/
non-process

Out of context, the perfective will be assigned a past interpretation,
the habitual a present, and the progressive either a present or future.
These interpretations are purely pragmatically based, and it is important
to emphasize that these aspects have no intrinsic tense. They can be as-
signed any tense with which they are semantically compatible. The
progressive and the habitual can, in the appropriate discourse context, be
assigned a past, present, or future interpretation. The perfective cannot
on logical grounds be assigned a present interpretation, but may receive
a past or future interpretation. Of course, a particular temporal inter-
pretation for any of the aspects can be insured through use of the ap-
propriate temporal adverbial, e.g. cwäji 'long ago', diki 'tomorrow', etc.
The discourse use of the aspects will be taken up in Section 3.2.

A number of auxiliary verbs can be used to create definite tense inter-
pretations. A syntactically unique construction is formed with the 3s per-
fective of Tr nworjrjo 'to find'. In this construction, the verb onworjo 'he,
she, it found it' is typically placed initially in the sentence — though it may,
as in (1) below, be preceded by a topicalized NP — and is always conjugated
in the 3s perfective regardless of the person or aspect of the main verb:

(1 ) an onworjo abwöte
I 3s-find-perf ls-deceive-perf-3s

had deceived him'

(2) önwörjö loc» acem
3s-find-perf man 3s-eat-prog
'the man was eating'

(3) onworjo äkwänö i leb lärjö
3s-find-perf ls-study-hab in tongue Lango

used to study Lango'

With the progressive and the habitual, onworjo results in a simple past.
With the perfective, the interpretation is of a secondary or relative past
analogous to the English past perfect. The onworjo construction resembles
in certain respects the paratactic construction (Sec. 9.1.3) in that there are
two fully inflected verbs juxtaposed, but differs in certain crucial respects,
for instance in meaning, in the possibility for a nominal subject for the
second clause, etc.

Two other verbs may be used as auxiliaries to indicate future, binö 'to
come' conjugated in the habitual aspect forms a simple future with the
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semantic main verb in the infinitive:
(1 ) bino cem

3s-come-hab eat-infin
'he'll eat'

With the progressive and perfective aspects, a motional or ingressive sense
is added. The progressive retains a future connotation, while bino in the
perfective yields a perfect or secondary past:

(2) abino cem
3s-come-prog eat-infin
'he'll come to eat'

(3) obi no cem
3s-come-perf eat-infin
'he's come to eat'

The verb mitto 'to want' forms an immediate future, again with the seman-
tic main verb in the infinitive:

(4) mitö cem
3s-want-hab eat-infin
'he's about to eat'

In this construction, mitto is always conjugated in the habitual. When
mitto is used to express desire, it is conjugated in the progressive:

(5) amittö cem
ls-want-prog eat-infin

want to eat'
A special truncated form of bino 'to come' without the final -o also

figures as an auxiliary verb. This form is always conjugated in the perfec-
tive aspect and is followed by the semantic main verb also conjugated in
the perfective. It functions to mark contrastive affirmatives (like English
do) in the non-recent past:

(1) an abin akwalo gwenö
I ls-come-perf ls-steal-perf chicken

did steal the chicken'
(1) takes the form of a serial construction (Sec. 9.1.4).

The verb tie 'to be present' conjugated in the habitual in a paratactic
construction followed by the semantic main verb in the progressive func-
tions to emphasize the in-process nature of the progressive:

(1) onwönp tie aöyö mac
3s-find-perf 3s-be-l-present-hab 3s-warm-prog fire
'he was warming himself by the fire'

This construction is used in certain set expressions such as:
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(2) kec tie anekke tutwal
hunger 3s-be+present-hab 3s-kill-prog-3s very+much
'he was very hungry'

bedo 'to sit, stay' expresses iterative aspect when followed by the
semantic main verb in the infinitive:

(1 ) äbedö I wörjgo loca
ls-stay-perf call-infin man

kept on calling the man'

bedo can be conjugated in any aspect.
The auxiliaries are summarized in the table below:

gloss

onwörjö he, she,

bino to
come

bin come

tie to be
present

mitto to
want

bedo to sit,
stay

conjugated
in
3s-perf
it
found
it

hab
prog
perf

perf

hab

hab

vari-
able

main verb
in
variable

infin
infin
infin

perf

prog

infin

infin

meaning

past with
hab, prog;
past per-
fect with
perf
future
will come
to
has come
to
contras-
tive
affirma-
tive
in non-
recent
past
rein-
forces
in-pro-
gress sense
of prog
immed-
iate
future
iterative
aspect

remarks

may occur
before or
after Su

truncated
form of
bind;
forms
serial
construc-
tions
forms para-
tactic con-
structions
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8.2.5 Argument inflection

The Lango verb can be inflected for two arguments. Subject inflections
are prefixes and are obligatory for all verbs inflected for aspect and for
the subjunctive. The infinitive is inflected neither for aspect nor for sub-
ject. Subject inflections for the three aspects were illustrated in Sec. 8.2.4
All remaining verb agreement affixes are suffixes.

The verb is inflected for one additional argument, though which ar-
gument will trigger verb agreement depends on the stem used and the
valence of the verb. If a benefactive stem is used, only the benefactive
can trigger agreement:

(1) okella
3s-bring-ben-perf-ls
'he brought it back for me'

(2) ädökki
ls-go+back-ben-perf-2s

went back for your sake'

With a transitive stem, a non-human 3s direct object does not trigger
agreement — the stem itself marked as transitive is sufficient. Sentence
(1) above with a transitive benefactive stem illustrates this. In addition,
nominal DO's and lO's do not trigger agreement; instead the plain tran-
sitive stem is used. With non-benefactive stems, either pronomial DO's or
lO's may trigger agreement. They are not distinguishable from the
benefactive because of the stem difference. Compare (3) with (1) above:

(3) okela
3s-bring-perf-ls
'he brought me'

DO's trigger agreement preferentially over lO's; if both have human
referents and are pronomialized, the DO will agree with the verb and the
IO will be an object of bot 'to':

(4) rwot ocwale bota
king 3s-send-perf-3s to-Is
'the king sent him to me'

Sentences with a pronomial DO (other than a non-human 3s) and a
benefactive argument are avoided — independent pronouns are very rare
in postverbal position and are not used without a coreferential inflection
on a verb or preposition (Sec. 8.7.6).

Infinitives are inflected for benefactive, DO, and IO arguments in the
same manner as verbs.

A list of DO inflections is given below; IO inflections are identical:
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όηέηό lyec 'he saw an elephant'
onena 'he saw me'
oneni 'he saw you (sg)'
όηέηέ 'he saw him/her'
όηέηό 'he saw it'
onenowa 'he saw us'
ν ν ν ν , ·~\onenowunu I
onenowu > 'he saw you (pi)'
V V X Ionenu J
onenogx 'he saw them'

With the benefactive stem, the inflections are as follows:
owilli tin 'he bought it for the child'
owilla 'he bought it for me'
owilli 'he bought it for you (sg)'
owille 'he bought it for him/her'
owilliwa 'he bought it for us'
owilliwunu |

williwu V 'he bought it for you (pi)'
owillu _J
owilligi 'he bought it for them'

8.2.6 'Floating' subject inflections

A small number of particles, including pe 'not', mom (~ mam) 'not',
and pwod (~ pud) 'still, just' can take suject agreement in addition to
the subject agreement on the main verb. These forms always take
habitual subject prefixes regardless of the aspect of the accompanying
verb:

( 1 ) an ape awoto k mp l
I ls-neg ls-go-perf K.
Ί didn't go to Kampala'

(2) apwod mom rt> awoto abor
ls-still neg yet ls-go-perf along
'before I go along'

The effect of this optional agreement is to emphasize a subject in contrast.
For instance, if one were to assert

/ ο \ v ·* K '(3) icamo rec
2s-eat-perf fish
'you ate the fish'

an emphatic response might be:
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(4) an ape acamo rec
I ls-neg ls-eat-perf fish

didn't eat the fish' (someone else did)
(4) represents an emphatic denial. This agreement is also found when
there are a number of preverbal particles, as in (2) above.

The reason these particles and not others take subject agreement is
that all three are derived from verbs, pe and mom also function as nega-
tive existential predicates meaning 'to not exist, not be present* (Sec 8.4).
pwod seems to be derived from a verb also: pwvddvr 'to give sparingly'.

8.2.7 Expression of mood in simple sentences

Lango contrasts three grammatical moods: the indicative, the subjunctive,
and the imperative. The imperative has distinct forms only in the second
person:

(1) däc (or däcf)
2s-drop-imper
'drop it!'

(2) dacu
2p-drop-imper
'drop it!'

Informally, the imperative can be treated as an independent mood, but it is
probably best considered a sort of prefixless subjunctive. See Sec. 5.3.2.

Unlike the indicative, the subjunctive does not distinguish aspect. A
subjunctive paradigm follows for dacco 'to drop' — see Sec. 5.3.2 for more
discussion and examples:

Is adac ~ ädäci
2s idäc ~ idaci
3s odäc ~ odaci
3s non-switch edäc ~ edaci
Id odac ~ odaci
l p ödäcu
2p idäcwunu ~ idacu
3p odac — odäci
3p non-switch idäc ~ zdäci

The subjunctive is unique in Lango in distinguishing a first person dual.
The subjunctive is used in negative imperatives together with a spe-

cial negative particle restricted to these forms:
(1) kur icarn

neg 2s-eat-subj
'don't eat it!'
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The subjunctive is also used to form first person dual and plural impera-
tives:

(2) öyep cent
ld-look + for-subj food
'let's (the two of us) look for food'

Apart from these uses, the subjunctive in main clauses expresses obliga-
tion or necessity, just as though it were the complement of myeero 'to be
obliged, suitable, necessary':

(3) myero ibin
3s-be+obliged-hab 2s-come-subj
'you should come'

(4) ibin
2s-come-subj
'you should come'

The subjunctive finds its main use in complementation (Section 2.3). The
main clause examples above either alternate with complement construc-
tions, as (4) alternates with (3), or show signs of having developed from
them. (2) can also be expressed as a subjunctive complement to wekko 'to
let, allow', kvr, the negative imperative particle, developed from the im-
perative of kxrirro 'to guard, wait for'.

8.3 Predicate nominal and predicate adjective constructions

Predicate nominal constructions normally consist of the subject followed
by the predicate nominal without a copula. The predicate nominal is in-
flected for subject agreement, taking, as one would expect on semantic
grounds, habitual aspect inflections:

(1) an ädäktäl
I ls-doctor-hab
'I'm a doctor'

(2) yin idäktäl
you 2s-doctor-hab
'you're a doctor'

(3) däktäl
he 3s-doctor-hab
'he's a doctor'

In response to a question such as
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(4) danö ijä?
person who
'who's that?'

the response could be either

(5) en okelo
heO.
'it's Okelo'

or
(6) okelo do

O. part
'it's Okelo'

do is an affirmative particle indicating friendly assurance.
When a past time reference is indicated, the construction can be left

as in (1) through (3), with context or a time adverbial sufficing, be made
past with onwOQO, or, most likely, have bedo 'to sit, stay' conjugated in
the perfective functioning as a copula. In the latter case, the predicate
nominal no longer functions as syntactic predicate and therefore is not
inflected for subject agreement:

(1) an abedo daktal
I ls-stay-perf doctor

was a doctor'

When a future time reference is indicated, bedo is also used, this time with
the binö periphrastic future:

(2) okelo binö bedo rwot
O. 3s-come-hab stay-infin king
Okelo will be king'

When predicate nominale occur in contexts that syntactically require in-
finitives, bedo is obligatory:

(3) amttto bedo rwot
ls-want-prog stay-infin king

want to be king'
In identification sentences, the third person singular independent

pronoun en is frequently interposed between the subject and the predi-
cate nominal when the predicate nominal has a definite interpretation:

(1) man en gwökk ä däkö ökwalö
this it dog att+part woman 3s-steal-perf
'this is the dog that the woman stole'

When the predicate nominal has an indefinite or generic interpretation,
en cannot be used:
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(2) man gwök
this 3s-dog-hab
'this is a dog'

can be inserted even when the subject is not third person singular
(cf. Hebrew (Berman and Grosu 1976) and Wappo (Li and Thompson
1977)):

(3) an en adäktäl
I he ls-doctor-hab

am the doctor'

Predicate nominals can be modified in the usual way (Sec. 9.2):

(1 ) an adäktäl ber
I ls-doctor-hab rel + part 3s-good-hab

am a good doctor'

(2) rwöttä
he 3s-king-hab-lsa
'he is my king'

Predicate adjectives, like predicate nominals, are inflected in the
habitual aspect, and do not require a copula when given a present time
significance:

( 1 ) an äräc
I ls-bad-hab

am bad'

(2) äjärjä rac
cat 3s-bad-hab
'the cat is bad'

As with predicates nominals, onworjo or bedo can be used to indicate past
time reference (bedo being the most frequent):

(1 ) an onworjo äräc
I 3s-find-perf ls-bad-hab

was bad'

(2) an abedo rac
1 ls-stay-perf bad

was bad'

bedo is used in future contexts (with the bino periphrastic future) and in
contexts requiring an infinitive:

(1) an äbinö bedo räc
I ls-come-hab stay-infin bad

will be bad'
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(2) an amxtto bedo rac
I ls-want-prog stay-infin bad

want to be bad'
Notice that the adjective does not agree with the matrix subject (Sec. 5.4.1).
Predicate adjectives may also occur with doko 'to become':

(1) äläbä odoko dwdij
A. 3s-become-perf fat
'Alaba became fat'

One quirk of adjectives, both predicate and attributive, is that they
sometimes require stem (synchronically idiosyncratic) changes when as-
sociated with a plural subject (or plural head):

(1) an äräc
I ls-bad-hab
'I'm bad'

/ f \ \ S ^ S *.(2) wan oracu
we lp-bad-hab
'we are bad'

See Sec. 5.4.2 for a discussion of these forms. No verb (or predicate
nominal) exhibits changes of this sort.

See Sec. 5.4.3 for the conjugation of adjectives and predicate nouns.

8.4 Existence, location, and possession

Existential and presentative constructions are formed with tie 'to exist,
be present' when affirmative and pe or mom 'to not exist, not be present'
when negative. The subjects in existential sentences are almost always ac-
companied by -moro, the indefinite affix (Sec. 8.7.4):

(1) gwok'karo tie i 5t
dog-indef 3s-be+present-hab in house
'there's a dog in the house'

(2) cennoro pe
ghost-indef 3s-be + not-t-present-hab
'there are no ghosts'

Locative expressions are formed in the same manner:
(1) tiekan

3s-be+present-hab here
'it's here'
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(2) kwac mom
L. 3s-be+not+present-hab
'Leopard wasn't there'

Possessive sentences are also formed with these existential predicates.
Three patterns have been observed, differing primarily in thematic struc-
ture. When the possessor is topic, the following is likely to be used:

(1) okelo tie gwok
O. 3s-be+present-hab with dog
Okelo has a dog'

This structure contrasts with (2), used when the possessed item is topic:
(2) gwök tie bot ökelo

dog 3s-be+present-hab to O.
'the dog is Okelo

Both patterns are negated by substituting pe or mom for tie. When the
possessor and possessed are topics as a unit, the following syntagm involv-
ing topicalization (Sec. 8.7.3) of the possessor is commonly encountered:

(3) okelo gwok'kere pe
O. dog-3sa 3s-be + not+present-hab
Okelo doesn't have a dog'

In translating the English absolute possessive pronouns (mine, yours,
etc.), two constructions are possible. One can either use the usual posses-
sive sentence construction,

(1 ) gwokki tie bota
dog-this 3s-be+present-hab to-ls
'this dog is mine'

or one can use the preposition me 'for, in order to' conjugated for person
— see Sec. 5.6.3 for paradigms and discussion:

(2) gwokki rnera
dog-this for-Is
'this dog is mine'

(3) gwokki meri
dog-this for-2s
'this dog is yours'

This construction is also available for nouns,
(4) gwokki me ojisk

dog-this for O.
'this dog is Ojuk's'
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8.5 Deviations from basic order

Lango permits remarkably few deviations from the basic order outlined
in Sec. 8.1. Aside from some variation in the placement of indirect ob-
jects and adverbiale, only topicalization can affect the simple linear
order of constituents in the simple sentence.

8.5.1 Variation in the placement of the indirect object

The syntax of lO's was discussed in Section 1.1 and will only be summarized
here. The IO can be placed immediately after the verb, in which case it,
and not the DO, conditions object verb agreement. Alternately, the IO can
be made the object of bot 'to' and placed after the DO:

( 1 ) rwot omiya dyarj
king 3s-give-perf-ls cow
'the king gave me a cow'

(2) rwot ömiö dyärj bota
king 3s-give-perf cow to-Is
'the king gave the cow to me'

There are fewer constraints on datives assuming the advanced posi-
tion (and hence making anaphora on the verb) than in English.101 For in-
stance there is no general constraint restricting advanced lO's with
pronominalized DO's, as in English:

(3) *the king gave me it
In Lango non-human third person anaphora is indicated by transitive
verb alone: Both advanced and non-advanced (i.e. with bot) lO's are
possible:

(4) rwot omiya
king 3s-give-perf-ls
'the king gave it to me'

(5) rwot omio bota
king 3s-give-perf to-ls
'the king gave it to me'

However, if a human third person DO pronoun is present, only the non-
advanced IO is possible:

(6) rwot ocwale bota
king 3s-send-perf-3s to-ls
'the king sent him to me'
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(7) *rwot öcwälä en
king 3s-send-perf-ls him
'the king sent me him'

This, however, simply reflects the more general constraint that object
pronouns must be attached to their head (either verb or preposition); inde-
pendent pronouns (like en) can only be used in addition to the suffixed
pronouns for contrastive emphasis in post-verbal position. Advanced and
non-advanced lO's do not differ semantically in the sense that there will be
no truth value differences between them, but they do differ pragmatically.
Lango has no system of articles for indicating definiteness, and though cer-
tain nominal affixes such as the demonstratives can be used for this pur-
pose, they are not regularly employed in this way. Definiteness must be
inferred from previous discourse and background knowledge, aided by
placement of the NP within the sentence. Generally speaking, the closer an
NP is to the front of the sentence, the more likely it is to be interpreted as
definite. Since indirect objects, on straightforward pragmatic grounds, are
highly likely to be definite anyway, ' it is the placement of the DO that is
most affected by the possibilities illustrated in (1) and (2) above. When the
DO is last, as in (1) it is more likely to receive an indefinite interpretation
than when it is followed by the IO as in (2). The glosses provided for the
sentences reflect this.

8.5.2 Topicalization

Topicalization involves the displacement of an NP from its usual position
to the beginning of the sentence.103 A topicalized NP is always inter-
preted as definite or generic. Further, it is interpreted as the topic or
orientation of the sentence, a role otherwise played by the subject. 4

Only one NP per sentence can be topicalized. This NP can be a DO or
IO, an object of a preposition, an associative NP, or even an NP in a sub-
ordinate clause:

(1) abwor rwot tamo ni eneko
lion king 3s-think-hab comp 3s-kill-perf
'the lion, the king thinks that he killed it'

When the topicalized NP is an object of a preposition, a benefactive, or an
associative NP, a pronominal copy must be left in the original position:

(2) an rwot omiyo dyag bota
I king 3s-give-perf cow to-Is

was given the cow by the king'
(3) okelo aneno palamerS

O. ls-see-perf knife-3sa
Okelo, I saw his knife'
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If the topicalized NP is a first or second person pronoun, a pronominal
copy must be left in the original position regardless of what syntactic posi-
tion the topicalized NP originates:

(4) an kec änekka tütwäl
I hunger 3s-kill-prog-ls very+much

Tm really hungry' (lit: 'hunger is killing me very much')
(5) yin däkö omiyi dyel

you woman 3s-give-perf-2s goat
'you were given a goat by the woman'

When the topicalized NP is a human third person DO or IO, it need not
leave a pronominal copy:

(6) locä kec anekko tutwal
man hunger 3s-kill-prog very+much
'the man is very hungry*

(7) locä kec änekke tutwal
man hunger 3s-kill-prog-3s very+much
'the man is very hungry'

However, non-human third person DO's never leave a pronominal copy:
/C\ \ V A \ j A ^ V *(8) apwo atxn oncno

hare child 3s-see-perf
'the hare was seen by the child'

There is a special construction available for topicalizing noun subjects.
This is invariably found in discourse contexts where an old topic is
reintroduced (Sec. 10.1). In this construction, the pronoun en 'he, she, it' or
gin 'they' is placed in sentence initial position followed by the noun subject:

(1) gin rwodi tetek
they kings 3p-strong-hab
'kings are very powerful'

(2) okelo ödök
he O. 3s-go-fback-perf
Okelo went back'

This is referred to as the reinforced subject construction in Sec. 10.1.
In terms of the typology suggested by Li and Thompson (1976), Lango

is a subject prominent language. One effect of this is that Lango does not
have sentences like the following:

Mandarin
(1) nei-chang huo xingkui xiaofang-dui lai de kuai

that-classifier fire fortunate fire-brigade come adv-part quick
'that fire (topic), fortunately the fire brigade came quickly'
(Li and Thompson 1976, p. 462)
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Japanese
(2) sakana wa tai ga oisii

fish part red-snapper part delicious-is
'fish (topic), red snapper is the most delicious'
(Kuno 1973, p. 62)

where NP's that are neither arguments of the verb nor associatives are
topicalized. Note, however, that topics from subordinate or parallel
clauses are possible (Sec. 9.9.1, 11.2). Topics that are not subjects play a
much larger role in Lango syntax than in English, having certain proper-
ties normally attributed to subjects (Noonan and Bavin 1978, Sections
9.10and 11.1).

Notice that question words (Sec. 8.9) can never be topicalized be-
cause they are not, by definition, definite and cannot be the sentence
orientation.

Right dislocation seems to occur only as an afterthought phenomenon
in Lango, and not as a part of a regular strategy for rightmost placement
of topics (unlike other Nilotic languages, such as Nandi).106

8.5.3 Variation in the placement of adverbiale

In Sec. 8.1, it was noted that adverbials may be placed either at the begin-
ning or end of the sentence:

(1) awo'ro akelo odwogo
yesterday O. 3s-come+back-perf
'Yesterday, Okelo came back'

(2) okelo odwogo awo'ro
O. 3s-come-i-back-perf yesterday
Okelo came back yesterday'

(1) is appropriate when the adverbial is background and the rest of the
sentence, or at least odwogo, is being asserted. (2) is appropriate when
the adverbial is being asserted. (1) is a felicitous response to (3), and (2)
to (4):

(3) awo'ro okelo otimo go?
yesterday O. 3s-do-perf what
'yesterday, what did Okelo do?'

(4) okelo odwogo awene?
O. 3s-come+back-perf when
'when did Okelo come back?'

The placement of adverbials, then, serves the same pragmatic function as
the placement of DO's.
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8.6 Expression of passive senses

Lango has no morphological passive. However, the pragmatic function of
a passive, which is essentially to create a new sentence orientation out of
a patient in a transitive relationship, is taken over in part by secondary
orientation verbs (Sec. 8.2.1) and the middle voice (Sec. 8.2.2), and in part
by topicalization (Sec. 8.5.2).108

While SA verbs and the middle voice fulfill the function of permitting
patients in transitive relationships to be subjects, they do not allow for the
expression of the transitive agent and lack the true semantic aspects of
the passive. That is, they lack the sense of the transitive patient acted upon
by the transitive agent. Topicalized sentences come closer to passives in
this regard. Notice that sentences with SA verbs or verbs in the middle
voice are never translated as passives, but topicalized sentences frequent-
ly are. Our bilingual Lango-English informants would usually translate
sentences like the following with the English passive:

(1 ) an rwot onen
I king 3s-see-perf-ls
Ί was seen by the king'

Notice, however, that not all topicalized sentences can be translated with
the English passive, e.g. sentences where the topicalized element is not
the DO. Further, topicalization remains fundamentally different from pas-
sive — the topicalized NP does not become subject (see Sec. 11.1).

It should also be noted that Lango has no impersonal construction.
To a certain extent, the sense of an impersonal can be rendered by an in-
definite subject,

(1 ) gattoro ojwato όρίό
person-indef 3s-hit-perf O.
'someone hit Opio'

or a subjectless verb conjugated in the third person singular:
(2) ojwato όρίο

3s-hit-perf O.
'he/someone hit Opio'

8.7 The organization of the noun phrase

Nouns are not marked for case and are not lexically specified for concord
class. They may, however, be inflected for singular and plural number
(Sec. 8.7.7). Pronouns and agreement inflections on verbs reflect only the
categories of number and person.
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8.7.1 Order of elements within the noun phrase

The head noun is always first in the Lango noun phrase. It is followed by,
in order, associative NP's, quantifiers, adjectives, and relative clauses.
Determiners normally occur last in the NP, but may precede relative
clauses. The order of elements is summed up as follows:

head-N ass-NP quant adj det rel-cl det
t f

or

An example employing all the above elements follows:

(1 ) gwoggi a loca adekk a doip äme dakö
dogs att-part man att-f part-three att-f part big rel + part

woman 3s-see-perf-this
'these three big dogs of the man that the woman saw'

All classes of noun modifiers can occur with the 'attributive particle'
ä, which is morphologically fused onto numerals and the relative particle
äme. If the final sound of the word preceding ä is a consonant, the con-
sonant is geminated (if the final consonant is r, the preceding vowel is
lengthened instead). Final vowels are unaffected — see Sec. 1.2.3, 2.2.

(1) gwökk a loca (gwök 'dog')
dog att+part man
'the man's dog'

(2) dyäijrj ä dwog (dyärj 'cow')
cow att+part big
'the big cow'

(3) äbwoor ä räc (äbwor 'lion')
lion att-f-part bad
'the bad lion'

(4) päkö ä dit (jiäkö 'girl')
girl att+part big
'the big girl'

With the exception of the determiners and some peculiarities relating
to the associative constructions, the order in the NP is invariable. The syn-
tax of the associative construction will be dealt with below in Sections 8.7.2
and 8.7.3. Relative clauses will be treated in Section 2.2.

Attributive adjectives always occur with the attributive particle (ex-
cept when the latter is deleted phonologically as when followed by a
word beginning with a vowel (Sec. 2.7) the adjective agrees with the noun
it modifies in number, even if the noun itself displays no singular/plural
distinction:
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(1) a. gwokkaber
dog att+part good-sg
'the good dog'

b. gwoggi ä beco
dogs att+part good-pi
'the good dogs'

(2) a. guluaber
pot att+part good-sg
'the good pot'

b. gulu a beco
pot att+part good-pi
'the good pots'

Quantifiers also occur with the attributive particle. The numerals ten and
below have fused with the attributive particle so that the particle is part
of the numeral even when not used attributively:

(1) aryStiebota
two 3s-be+present-hab to-ls

have two'
In this syntactic environment, when the head is not overt, other quan-
tifiers do not take the attributive particle:

(2) pol tie bot»
many 3s-be+present-hab to-ls

have many'
(cf gwoggi ä pol

dogs att+part many
'many dogs')

The quantifier ducu 'all, both' exceptionally never takes the attributive
particle:

(3) dok ducu
cattle all
'all the cattle'

The determiners (which include the demonstratives) normally occur
as suffixes on the last word of the NP:

(1) gwokkx
dog-this
'this dog'

(2) gwokk a dwoggi
dog att+part big-sg-this
'this big dog'
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(3) gwoggi ä doip aryoni
dogs att+part big-pi att+part-two-this
'these two big dogs'

(The demonstrative -ni 'this' and -no 'that' lose their -n-, geminating final
consonants according to the usual consonant cluster simplification rules
of the language. When the NP includes a relative clause, the determiner
may be attached to the last word before the relative, be suffixed to the last
word in the relative, or occur in both positions at once:

(4) gwoggi ä dona aryoni äme loca onekoni
t f

dogs att+part big two-this rel+part man 3s-kill-perf-this
'these two big dogs that the man killed'

The longer the relative clause, the more likely the determiner is to be
positioned before it.

Nouns may be also modified by prepositional phrases, whose posi-
tion within the NP is like that of the relative clause, i.e. last but for the
determiners:

(1) jo ipäco
people in village
'people in the village'

(2) Dt ä dwoi) me bütü
house att+part big for sleep-infin
'a big house for sleeping'

8.7.2 Associative constructions

An associative construction consists of a noun head followed by an associa-
tive NP. The range of semantic relations that can be coded by associative
constructions include possession, but includes also a wide range of other
relationships. What is communicated by the construction per se is just an
association between two nouns; the exact relation is left to inference:

(1) gwokkäloca
dog att+part man
'the man's dog'

(2) beer a kwän
good att+part read-infin
'the good of reading'

(3) kwann ä okelo
read-infin att+part O.
Okelo's reading'
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(4) okwänn a buk
readers att+part book
'the readers of the book'

There are two sorts of associative constructions: The first codes inalienable
possession, the second codes all other associative relationships. The in-
alienable construction codes 'part-of relations, i.e. situations where the head
of the construction is interpreted as part of the noun coded as the associative,
as in the case of body parts. The inalienable associative does not take the at-
tributive particle a — but other associatives do. Contrast the following:

inalienable alienable
(1) wi rwot wicc ä rwöt

head king head att+part king
'the king's head' 'the king's (animal) head'

(2) pyen äjägä pyenn a dako
skin cat skin att+part woman
'the cat's skin' 'the hide belonging to the woman'

(3) bad daktäl batt ä daktal
arm doctor hand att+part doctor
'the doctor's arm' 'the doctor's foreleg of meat'

(4) leb loca ^PP * loca
tongue man tongue att+part man
'the man's tongue' 'the man's tongue-meat'

Pictures, personal character, and anything else relating to the individual's
selfhood are inalienable:

(1) cälloca
picture man
'the man's picture'

(2) kit IOC9
character man
'the man's character'

Locative relationships are treated as inalienable,

(3) i läget mac
in side fire
'beside the fire'

(4) i pirn bakci
in head chair
On the chair'

(5) i wi kom
in head chair
On the chair'
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as are descriptive associatives and compounds in general (Sec. 7):
(6) 5t cem

house food
'restaurant'

Associative constructions with won 'father of, owner' as head are inalienable,

(7) won poto
owner field
'the owner of the field'

as are blood relationships: sister-of, uncle-of, etc. (but see Sec. 5.2.4).
Familial relationships acquired through marriage are not considered in-
alienable in Lango:

(8) dako ä okelo
woman att+part O.
Okello's wife'

However, some examples of inalienable possession with marriage rela-
tions have been recorded. Expressions of origin (in geography, manufac-
ture, etc.) are inalienable:

(9) mon lira
women Lira
'the women of Lira'

The inalienable associative is also used in a partitive sense:

(10) guludek
pot stew
'a pot of stew'

(11) m55 jiim
oil sesame
'sesame oil'

Pronominal associatives have a number of peculiarities. First, though
they too distinguish alienable from inalienable, both kinds are suffixes
and do not use the associative particle. Instead, the difference is indicated
by gemination (alienable) and its lack (inalienable) — see Sec. 5.2.4 for a
more complete discussion of associative affixes:

inalienable alienable
(1) pyena pyenna

skin-lsa skin-lsa
'my skin' 'my (animal) hide'

(2) wiya wicca
head-lsa head-lsa
'my head' 'my (animal) head'
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(3) tyena tyenna
leg-lsa leg-lsa
'my leg' 'my leg (of meat)'

When the head noun ends in a vowel, alienable and inalienable possession
cannot be distinguished, as we see with remo 'blood':

(4) remomere remomeri
blood-3sa blood-3sa
'his blood' 'his (animal) blood'

(5) remona remona
blood-Isa blood-Isa
'my blood' 'my (animal) blood'

When contraction takes place (Sec. 5.1.2.2, 5.2.4), the forms can be dis-
tinguished:

(6) reme remmere
blood-3sa blood-3sa
'his blood' 'his (animal) blood'

The second peculiarity of pronominal associatives is that, though the
position of associative nouns is fixed (they immediately follow the head
noun), the position of pronominal associatives is variable. They occur
either suffixed to the head noun or the last element of the NP. Compare
the following sets:

(1) a. bukkaadwOQ
book-lsa att+part big
'my big book'

b. bukk a dwoq'Qä
book att+part big-lsa
'my big book'

(2) a. bukke me akwänä
book-lsa for read-gerund
'my reading book'

b. buk me akwana'na
book for read-gerund-Isa
'my reading book'

8.7.3 Complex associatives

In referring to an individual, when it is the physical body not the per-
sonality that is at stake, it is usual (in some cases obligatory) to use a con-
struction with kom 'body' as the head noun, with reference to the
individual expressed as an associative NP:
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( 1 ) kom loca gwe
body man 3s-be+smelly-hab
'the man stinks'

(2) äjägä obedö i körn loca
cat 3s-sit-perf on bocy man
'the cat sat on the man'

With predicates like ijweyo 'to be smelly', kom is obligatory, kom is almost
always found after the ubiquitous preposition i, even when reference to
the physical body is not intended:

(3) otito i koma
3s-tell-perf about body-lsa
'he told something about me'

r, unlike the other simple prepositions (Sec. 8.8), cannot take human pronom-
inal objects and requires kom as a place to attach these object pronoun affixes.

When referring to emotional states, it is usual not to refer to the ex-
periencer directly, but rather to attribute the emotion to the stomach yic
or liver cwip. The experiencer is expressed as an associative NP:

(4) yia a war) ni gwok'ka okao rwot
stomach-lsa 3s-burn-prog comp dog-lsa 3s-bite-perf king
'I'm upset that my dog bit the king'

Other body part nouns are used in similar constructions.
When ko, yic, cwip, etc. are found in such constructions, a special sort

of associative is frequently encountered. This involves placing the associa-
tive noun first, and leaving a pronominal copy in its place. Compare (1)
above with (5):

(5) locä körne gwe
man body-3sa 3s-be+smelly-hab
'the man stinks'

This 'complex associative', though most common with body part head
nouns in subject position, can be found elsewhere:

(6) loca gwok'kcre" obelo itinö
man dog-3sa 3s-frighten+away-perf children
'the man's dog frightened away the children'

(7) gwök OQweo loca körne
dog 3s-smell-perf man body-3sa
'the dog smelt the man'

The effect of the complex associative is to increase the prominence of the
associative NP, analogous to topicalization. In fact, when complex associa-
tives appear in subject position, as in (5) and (6), they are indistinguish-
able from topicalized associatives.
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8.7.4 Use of determiners

As noted above in the discussion on topicalization, a noun is normally not
marked as definite or indefinite. Its definiteness is a matter of interpreta-
tion, but the first noun in a sentence (either the subject or topicalized NP)
is necessarily definite (but see below). The likelihood of a definite inter-
pretation decreases toward the end of the sentence.

The grammar, however, provides a few ways to insure a definite in-
terpretation. Any noun marked with a demonstrative will be given a
definite interpretation. There are three demonstratives, listed below, each
with a different deictic interpretation:

Sg PI
-ni -gi 'this/these'
-no -go 'that/those'
-ca/ka -ica 'that/those over there, yonder'

The morphology of these forms is discussed in Sec. 5.2.6.; their syntax was
discussed in Sec. 8.7.1. Impressionistically, they are used rather more fre-
quently than their counterparts in English, perhaps because of their func-
tion as definitizers.

In addition to the demonstratives, Lango also employs a thematic
affix. This affix, whose form is -mere, can be attached to a noun
reintroduced from previous discourse (Sec. 10.1) or otherwise known
to the discussants, but not in the forefront of consciousness of the
hearer. It could in some cases be translated by 'the aforementioned',
'the . . . we know'. Nouns marked in this way are topics and occupy in-
itial, topic position. Proper nouns may be marked with -mere. Any noun
marked with this suffix will, of course, receive a definite interpretation.
The use of -mere is not obligatory for such topics and tends to be used
in dialogs rather than extended narratives. Time expressions frequent-
ly use -mere:

(1) τ dikkomere gin ducu obi no rwatte
in morning-theme they all 3p-come-perf meet-mid-infin
'in the morning, they all came to meet each other'

A noun can receive an indefinite, and frequently non-specific, inter-
pretation with the suffix -moro, pi. -moga:

(1) nattSro
person-indef
'someone, somebody'

(2) gwok'koro
dog-indef
'some dog, a dog'
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(3) gwoggi'marä \
gwoggi'mogS J
dogs-indef
'some dogs, dogs'

-moro may be used in place of -mogS with plural nouns. The only way a
subject can receive an indefinite interpretation is if it is marked with
-moro:

(4) twollord ökäö ätin
snake-indef 3s-bite-perf child
'a snake bit the child'

The indefinite marker is almost always found with subjects in existential
constructions:

(5) puno'morS tie i qe it
pig-indef 3s-be+present-hab in back house
'there's a pig behind the house'

Not all indefinites are marked with -maro; in fact, the majority are not.
Except for its use with generic nouns, such as gat 'person', gin 'thing', which
when -maro is suffixed onto them form the Lango equivalent of English in-
definite pronouns (cf (1) above), -maro is almost always found in subject
position. The reason for this is that the Lango sentence is organized rough-
ly on an old-new continuum. Subjects are always interpreted as definite
unless specifically made indefinite with -more (hence the association with
subjects in existential constructions). In other sentence positions, NP's are
assigned definite or indefinite interpretations pragmatically, and do not
require an explicit indefinitizer like subjects.

See Sec. 9.11 for the expression of negative indefinite senses.

8.7.5 Conjunction of NP's and adjectives

There is no true symmetric conjunction of NP's in Lango. Instead, as-
symetric coordination with prepositions is used. The usual preposition is
kede 'with' (rarely ke) whose other uses include expression of instrument:

(1) okelo kede ojuk ocamo dek
O. with O. 3s-eat-perf stew
Okelo and Ojuk ate the stew'

The verb is conjugated for third person singular, agreeing with the true
subject Okelo rather than the plural sense. When a first person singular
reference is included among the conjuncts, it is usual to use the first
person plural pronoun as the head, in a sense summing up the totality
of the conjunction:
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(2) wan kedi oca mo dek
we with-2s 1 p-eat-perf stew
'you and I ate the stew'

The verb in such cases takes first person plural concord. Notice that kede
like other prepositions, is conjugated for person. The object of kede may
be topicalized (or relativized on — Sec. 9.2):

(3) yfn wan kedi ocamo dek
you we with-2s 1 p-eat-perf stew
'you and I ate the stew'

When more than two NP's are coordinated, kede need not be repeated
before each conjunct, only before the last, though such repetition is more
frequent than the analogous repetition of and in English:

(4) wan okelo kede l b ocamo dek
we O. with A. 1 p-eat-perf stew
Okelo, Alaba, and I ate the stew'

Note the ambiguity of the following:
(5) okelo omato c y kede c k

O. 3s-drink-perf tea with milk
Okelo drank tea with milk' or
Okelo drank tea and milk'

Another preposition in this class is ginni 'with'. A peculiarity of this
form is that the NP's linked with it cannot be pronouns, but must be nouns:

(6) apwo ginni kwac nwoijo obedo owote
H. with L. 3s-find-perf 3s-stay-perf friends
'Hare and Leopard were friends'

kede, ke, and ginni can all be used to express accompaniment; ginni can-
not be used for instruments. See Sec. 8.11.3 for the relation between NP
conjunction and accompaniment.

Disjunction is accomplished with όρο, which is the third person singular
perfective of poo 'to be possible', όρο is frequently used as a parenthetical
meaning 'maybe, perhaps', and this use seems to underlie its role in disjunction:

(1 ) d koopoobino
woman 3s-be+possible-perf 3s-come perf
'maybe the woman came'

(2) d k ορό loca obin
woman 3s-be+possible-perf man 3s-come-perf
'either the woman or the man came'

(3) an όρο yin abino
I 3s-be + possible-perf you ls-come-perf
'either you or I came'
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Example (3) shows that the noun before όρο is the grammatical subject,
determining subject agreement. Neither disjunct can be felicitously
topicalized.

The interpretation of the disjunction with ορό, which can occur in all
sentential positions,

(4) tin oc mo rec όρο riijo
child 3s-eat-perf fish 3s-be-t-possible-perf meat
'the child ate fish or meat'

is that one or the other, but not both holds. So in (4), the child ate either
fish or meat, but not both. Despite its origin as a verb and its additional
meaning of'maybe, perhaps', όρο is a true conjunction, as examples like
(4) clearly show. If όρο were not a conjunction, one might expect (4) to
assert that fish had been eaten, and to leave open the additional possibility
of meat as well. As it is, the interpretation of rec is within the disjunction
created by ορό.

In comparing όρο with kede, όρο creates true symmetric coordinate
structures whereas kede (and ginnf) does not. Compare, for example, their
behavior vis- -vis topicalization noted above. Constructions with όρο obey
Ross' (1967) Coordinate Structure Constraint, where those with kede do
not (see also Sec. 9.6).

There is no Lango equivalent of
(1) Okelo, but not Opio, came

entS 'but' can only be used to coordinate full sentences. (1) would have to
be translated as (2):

(2) okelo obino Ento όρίό pe obino
O. 3s-come-perf but O. neg 3s-come-perf
Okelo came, but Opio didn't come'

Adjectives are coordinated by simple juxtaposition, both in their
predicatival and attributive functions:

( 1 ) yin itek iryek
you 2s-strong-hab 2s-wise-hab
'you are strong and wise'

(2) ageo loca tek a ryek
ls-know-hab man att+part strong att+part wise
Ί know a strong and wise man'

Disjunction is accomplished with όρο:
(3) yin itek όρο iryek

you 2s-strong-hab 3s-be + possible-perf 2s-wise-hab
'you are strong or wise'
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(4) arjeo loca tek όρο a ryek
ls-know-hab man att+part strong 3s-be+possible-perf

att+part wise
Ί know the man who is strong or wise'

8.7.6 Pronominale

Independent personal pronouns basically occur only as subjects and topi-
calized NP's; in other positions, personal pronouns appear as suffixes on
verbs, prepositions, or nouns (when associatives):

(1) an akvpo bur (subject)
I ls-dig-perf hole
Ί dug a hole'

(2) an loca onena (topic)
I man 3s-see-perf-ls
Ί was seen by the man'

However, independent pronouns may occasionally occur in other positions
in addition to the suffixed pronouns when indicating emphatic contrast,

(3) loca oncna an
man 3s-see-perf-ls I
'the man saw me!'

though the cleft construction is more usual in this function (see Sec. 10.1).
Independent subject pronouns are, like other subject NP's, not obligatory,
the inflection on the verb clearly marking person and number:

(4) kijrji bur
ls-dig-perf hole
Ί dug a hole'

They are always present when some contrast is intended or when there
is a change of topic. First or second person pronouns are used frequently
in other contexts as well and are much more frequent than, say, their
Spanish counterparts, even though the Lango verb is equally well
inflected for subject.

Demonstrative pronouns, together with their use as true pronominals,
(1) man odoko a tek okko

this 3s-become-perf att+part hard completely
'this has become hard'

may also substitute for the demonstrative affixes:
(2) a. okelo okwano bukki

O. 3s-read-perf book-this
Okelo read this book'
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b. okelo ökwänö buk man
O. 3s-read-perf book this
Okelo read this book'

Indefinite pronouns do not, per se, exist in Lango. In their place,
generic nouns are used:

(1 ) aneno rjat
1 s-see-perf person

saw someone'

Negative indefinites are discussed in Sec. 9.11.
The reflexive pronoun is ken- to which inalienable associative affixes are

added. This is optionally used together with middle voice morphology when
the subject is interpreted as coreferential with the notional direct object:

(1) onekere
3s-kill-mid-perf
'he killed himself

(2) onekere kene
3s-kill-mid-perf self-3sa
'he killed himself

(3) onekere kengi
3p-kill-mid-perf self-Spa
'they killed themselves'

Its use is obligatory, however, when the subject is coreferential with the
object of a preposition or benefactive. In such cases, both the preposition
(or verb) and ken- are inflected for person and number:

(4) öbote olego obarja pire kene
O. 3s-pray-perf God because+of-3s self-3sa
Obote prayed to God about himself

(5) äläbä öwille kene buk
A. 3s-buy-ben-perf-3s self-3sa book
'Alaba bought herself a book'

When not associated with the middle voice, an inflected preposition, or
the benefactive, k«n- means 'alone':

(6) äbinö kena
1 s-come-perf self-1 sa

came alone'

8.7.7 Expression of number; number concord

Many Lango nouns, particularly those referring to humans and animals,
have distinctive plural forms. There is no regular plural formation in
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Lango, so each singular/plural pair must be individually lexicalized:
(1) a. däko mon

woman women
b. äwobi awobe

boy boys
c. dyäg dok

cow cows
d. gwök

dog dogs
e. buk buke

book books
f. gweno gwen

chicken chickens
g. ägäk ägakan

crow crows
Recently borrowed nouns tend to form their plurals with the suffix -e. See
Sec. 5.2.5 for a discussion of the formation of plural nouns.

A large number of nouns do not have distinctive plural forms. Most
nouns referring to body parts, implements, location, fruits, trees and
vegetables are in this class. These nouns can still be quantified, however:

(1 ) gulu äcel
pot one
One pot'

(2) gulu aryo
pot two
'two pots'

(3) gulu a nok
pot att+part few
'few pots'

(4) gulu a pol
pot att+part many
'many pots'

Even when a noun has a distinctive plural, as subject it takes third per-
son singular concord. The third plural forms are used only with zero sub-
ject and with the pronoun gin 'they':

(1) otoo
3p-die-perf
'they died'
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(2) gin ötoö
they 3p-die-perf
'they died'

(3) gwok otoo
dog 3s-die-perf
'the dog died'

(4) gwoggi oto5
dogs 3s-die-perf
'the dogs died'

(5) gulu otoo
pot 3s-die-perf
'the pot/pots broke'

(6) gulu ädek otbä
pot three 3s-die-perf
'three pots broke'

However, adjectives, whether predicate or attributive, agree with the sense
of the noun:

(1) gulu rac
pot 3s-bad-hab
'the pot is no good'

(2) gulu recu
pots 3s-bad-pl-hab
'the pots are no good'

With a topicalized subject, the pronoun, not the noun, determines the form
of the verb:

(3) rwodi gin ömäro k5tp
kings they 3p-like-hab beer
'kings, they like beer'

Even when nouns have distinctive plurals, they are not always used.
For example, one hears

(1) gwökkäpol
dog att+part many
'many dogs'

alongside the expected:

(2) gwoggi a pol
dogs att+part many
'many dogs'
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8.7.8 Floated quantifiers

The quantifier ducu 'all, both', when modifying a subject of an intransi-
tive verb, can be placed immediately after the verb instead of its usual
position within the NP:

(1 ) awobe ducu odok pi rwot
boys all 3s-go+back-perf because+of king
'all the boys went back because of the king'

(2) awobe odok ducu pi rwot
boys 3s-go+back-perf all because+of king
'the boys all went back because of the king'

The quantifier in (2) is a 'floated' quantifier.
Another unique property of ducu is its ability to be 'stranded' by

relativization, cleft, and topicalization:
(3) a. d k o l kede xtin ducu

woman 3s-be+tired-hab with children all
'the woman is tired of all the children'

b. itin dak o l kedgi ducu
children woman 3s-be+tired-hab with-3p all
'the children, the woman is tired of them all'

(4) a. rwot οηέηό gwoggi ducu
king 3s-see-perf dogs all
'the king saw all the dogs'

b. gwoggi rwot όηέηό ducu
dogs king 3s-see-perf all
'the dogs were all seen by the king'

Other modifiers may not be stranded, ducu may, of course, be part of the
topic NP:

c. gwoggi ducu rwot όηέηό
dogs all king 3s-see-perf
'all the dogs were seen by the king'

When ducu is floated, as in (2), or stranded, as in (4b), it is always be-
cause it and not its head is within the scope of assertion. For instance, (1)
would be an appropriate answer to (5), where w be ducu is topical in-
formation in both sentences:

(5) awobe ducu odok pirjo?
boys all 3s-go+back-perf why
'why did all the boys go back?'

But (2) would be an appropriate answer to (6):
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(6) äwobe adi adok pi rwot
boys how-I-many 3s-go+back-perf because+of king
'how many boys went back because of the king?'

In (2), ducu is what is asserted.

8.8 Prepositional phrases

Lango has a very small set of true prepositions, which include the
following:

i On, at, in, about, to, from'
bag 'to'(somewhat archaic)
bot 'to'
me 'for'
pi 'because of
te 'under'
tu 'toward'
kä 'instead of
kede (or ke) 'with'
ginni 'with'

Each of these prepositions except i and ginni has a characteristic set of
object pronoun affixes; the plain form is used with noun objects:

Is
2s
3s
IP
2P
3p

El
pxra
piri
pire
pxwa
piwu
Pig*

bot
bot»
boti
böte
bötwä
bötwu
bötgi

ginni does not take pronominal objects (Sec. 8.7.5). i takes noun and
pronominal objects that refer to non-humans,

(1) iye 'in, about, on, etc. it'
i buk 'in, about, on, etc. the book'

but cannot take objects that refer directly to humans. When such nouns
or pronouns are the logical object of i, the noun kom 'body' is used as the
object of i, with the appropriate noun or pronoun as its inalienable pos-
sessor (cf Sec. 8.7.3):

(2) i kom däkö 'in about, on, etc. the woman'
i koma 'in about, on, etc. me'
i kömi 'in about, on, etc. you'
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Prepositional phrases normally consist of a preposition followed by its
NP object, or a preposition inflected for pronominal object. There are two
sorts of complications both involving i. First, prepositional phrases may
consist of i (rarely some other preposition) followed by a second preposi-
tion followed by the object:

(1) loca owoto ökko i bot däko
man 3s-walk-perf completely at to woman
'the man walked after the woman'

(2) dako öbeö i te yat
woman 3s-move-perf at under branch
'the woman walked under the branch'

(3) loca owoto tu bot dako
man 3s-walk-perf toward to woman
'the man walked toward the woman'

Combinations of prepositions plus preposition must be individually listed
in the lexicon because all combinations are not possible and the meaning
resulting from such combinations is not always predictable, e.g. i bot
'after, from'.

Second, i combines with body part nouns and locational nouns to form
locative expressions:

(1) i wi bäkci
on head box
On top of the box'

(2) z dog kulu
on mouth river
On the edge of the river'

(3) kor ot
on chest house
'against the house'

(4) i yi at
at stomach house
'into, out of the house'

(5) i kin pern aryo
in space ̂ between bridge two
'between two bridges'

Notice than an inalienable associative relationship is established between
the nouns. Constructions consisting of i, a preposition, and a body part
noun are also possible:
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(6) i ka wag dako
in instead+of eye woman
'instead of the woman'

8.9 Interrogative constructions

Yes/no questions are distinguished from their corresponding declaratives
by intonation only — there are no interrogative particles, no word order
changes, etc. Interrogative sentences of all types have a rising intonation
contour that peaks sharply on the last two syllables.

Information questions contain interrogative words; they otherwise
possess no syntactic properties that distinguish them from their cor-
responding declaratives. The interrogative word occurs in whatever syn-
tactic slot is appropriate to its grammatical use. It is not possible to simply
front interrogative words — simple fronting is interpreted as topicaliza-
tion and interrogative words cannot be topics (Sec. 8.5.2). Initial position
may be (optionally) achieved via clefting (Sec. 9.8). Compare the declara-
tive and interrogative sentences below:

(1) a. okelo όηέηό όρίό
O. 3s-see-perf O.
Okelo saw Opio'

b. t)a όηέηο όρίό?
who 3s-see-perf Ο.
'who saw Opio?'

c. n ante όηέηο όρίό?
who rel+part 3s-see-perf O.
'who saw Opio?'

d. na έη me όηέηο όρίό?
who it rel+part 3s-see-perf Ο.
'who saw Opio?'

Note: sentence (b), where the subject is questioned directly, is a some-
what unusual sentence in Lango and may simply be a product of English
influence.111 In my notes, such constructions only occur as transla-
tions of English sentences. In context, (c), which consists of the inter-
rogative pronoun followed by a relative clause, is the usual mode of
questioning subjects, but (d), a cleft construction, is also possible. The
reason for the (apparent) unacceptability of (b) as a fully native con-
struction is that in (b) the interrogative pronoun rja is found in clause-
initial position and therefore should receive a definite, topical
interpretation, which it cannot, (c) as a relative clause and (d) as a focus
(i.e. contrastive) cleft construction do not violate the aforementioned
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topic-first principle. In questioning the direct object, as we see in (e),
the interrogative pronoun is not frontal.

e. ökelö ijä?
O. 3s-see-perf who
'who did Okelo see?'

(2) a. loca omio pa la bot rwöt
man 3s-give-perf knife to king
'the man gave the knife to the king'

b. Ioc9 omio palä bot ga?
man 3s-give-perf knife to who
'who did the man give the knife to?'

(3) a. äbwor tie kän
lion 3s-be+present-hab here
'the lion is here'

b. äbwor tie kakwene?
lion 3s-be+present-hab where
'where is the lion?'

(4) a. dokkapol
cows att+part many
'many cows'

b. dokkadi?
cows att+part how+many
'how many cows?'

(5) a. aneno dyänni
1 s-see-perf cow-this

saw this cow'

b. aneno dyannene?
1 s-see-perf cow-which
'which cow did I see?'

'which' shares with its English counterpart the capacity to be
both a pronoun and a noun modifier: in the latter capacity, it does not
occur with the attributive particle a:

(1) mene ä ikwäpo?
which att+part 2s-get-perf
'which one did you get?'

(2) ätin mene a ineno?
child which att+part 2s-see-perf
'which child did you see?'
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As a noun modifier, it may function either as an independent word or
as an enclitic. In the latter case, the initial /m/ is subject to cluster
simplification (Sec. 1.2.3):

(3) kül ?
warthog which
'which warthog?'

(4) kullene?
warthog-which
'which warthog?'

Notice that when it functions as a clitic, rnene is not subject to vowel
harmony.

The interrogative word go 'what' shares the same ambiguity as its English
counterpart, referring both to things describable by nouns and verbs:

(1) okelo ocamo rp?
O. 3s-eat-perf what
'what did Okelo eat?'

(2) okelo otimo go?
O. 3s-do-perf what
'what did Okelo do?'

Information questions frequently begin with kärä 'then, so', which is
not itself an interrogative word:

(1) kärä itie ikwänno go?
so 2s-be + present-hab 2s-read-prog what
'so what are you studying?'

8.10 Reduplicative constructions and gerunds

Both verbs and adjectives can occur in reduplicative constructions. There
are two sorts of reduplication. The first is restricted to adjectives. The syll-
able initial consonant and the following vowel (together with its tone) are
reduplicated (see Sec. 6):

plain reduplicated
räc 'bad' rarac 'sort of bad'
ber 'good' beber 'sort of good'
cek 'short' cecek 'sort of short'
c51 'black' c6c51 'blackish'
bulu 'blue' bübülu 'bluish'
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These forms can have attributive or predicate function:
(1) twollx raräc

snake-this 3s-bad-hab
'this snake is sort of bad'

(2) twoll ä raräc
snake att+part bad
'the sort of bad snake'

This reduplication has a diminutive sense.
The second sort of 'reduplication' in fact involves a special sort of

repetition of the verb. For the repetition, the verb root is given a high
tone and preceded by ä- and followed by -a. (See also Sec. 5.3.5.) The
resulting forms are frequently referred to by Niloticists as gerunds. 12

gerund infinitive
äcamä cammo 'to eat' Tr
acema cem 'to eat' AN
awota wot 'to walk, go'
änekä nekko 'to kill'
äbedä bedo 'to sit, stay'
äberä ber 'to be good'

The meaning of the gerund in this construction is one of mild emphasis,
and is often used in opposition to a contrary opinion:

(1) abino abina awo'ro
ls-come-perf come-ger yesterday

did come yesterday'
It can also have the additional sense that the activity so described is simply
or merely carried out:

(2) päkö omyelo amyela
girl 3s-dance-perf dance-ger
'the girl just danced'

The gerund usually appears after the verb or adjective and its com-
plements, but before adverbials and sentence particles — it never precedes
the predicate:

(1) loc» odok ädokä
man 3s-go+back-perf go+back-ger
'the man went back'

(2) loca önekö gwok änekä okko
man 3s-kill-perf dog kill-ger completely
'the man killed the dog'
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(3) rwot olima älzmä
king 3s-visit-perf-lso visit-ger
'the king visited me'

(4) kobba äkob» bä
2s-speak-ben-imper-lso speak-ger please
'please speak to me'

(5) awoto kampala äwota
ls-go-perf K. go-ger

went to Kampala'
The gerund may also reduplicate infinitives:

(6) bedo abeda räc
sit-infin sit-ger 3s-bad-hab
'idleness is bad'

Compare the following set:
( 1 ) cemmi räc

food-this 3s-bad-hab
'this food is bad'

(2) cemmi rarac
food-this 3s-bad-hab
'this food is sort of bad'

(3) cemmi räc äräcä
food-this 3s-bad-hab bad-ger
'this food is really bad'

Gerunds have some other important functions which will be discussed
in Sec. 9.9.4.

In addition to adjective reduplication and the gerund, there is a form
of reduplication restricted to nouns. This form of reduplication is not
productive. When a reduplicated form exists, there is usually no non-
reduplicated form. Phonologically, the entire noun usually reduplicates:

(1) m5t5-m5to tie i tyene
elephantiasis 3s-be + present-hab in leg-3sa
'he has elephantiasis'

8.11 Expression of adverbial notions

8.11.1 Instrument

Instruments are expressed as the object of the preposition i and less com-
monly as objects ofkede 'with* or ke 'with':
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(1 ) loca oneko twol «e kede f- pala
Lke J

man 3s-kill-perf snake with knife
'the man killed the snake with the knife'

Some consultants reject kede and ke in this construction, but all accept i:

(2) ätin öcelö dyärj i gwerj
child 3s-hit-perf cow with stone
'the child hit the cow with a stone'

(3) däkonx cemo i malaga
woman-this 3s-eat-hab with fork
'the woman eats with a fork'

(4) loca owoto i motaka
man 3s-go-perf in car
'the man went by car'

8.11.2 Location and direction

With the exception of expressions formed with tc 'under', locational ex-
pressions formed with prepositional phrases all involve the preposition i.
These expressions with i may be simple prepositional phrases when they
mean 'in' or 'at',

(1) an dar) atie i cükul
I also ls-be+present-hab in school
'I'm also at school'

(2) wan ocemo i at cem
we 1 p-eat-perf in house food
'we ate in a restaurant'

or complex phrases with body part or locational nouns (Sec. 8.8) when
they specify a more specific locative relationship:

(1) bedo i wi k6m her
sit-infin in head chair 3s-good-hab
'it's good to sit in a chair'

(2) rwöt ocürj z rje at
king 3s-stand-perf in back house
'the king stood behind the house'

(3) dakö obedo i larjet mac
woman 3s-sit-perf in side fire
'the woman sat beside the fire'
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Deictic pro-forms and adverbials may also be used to indicate location:

(1) tiekan
3s-be+present-hab here
'he's here'

(2) kwäc tie abedo pip
L. 3s-be+present-hab 3s-sit-prog ground
'Leopard is sitting on the ground'

(3) adak cen
ls-go+back-perf back

went back'

(4) en
it here
'here it is'

Where the sense of the verb supplies the direction, or where the direc-
tion is supplied from previous discourse or known to the discussants,
simple prepositional phrases with i are used:

(1 ) apwö odwogo i bug
H. 3s-come+back-perf from forest
'Hare came back from the forest'

(2) yito äbinö iye
smoke 3s-come-prog from-3s
'smoke is coming from it'

(3) gin öwoto i dog näm
they 3p-walk-perf to mouth river+bank
'they walked to the edge of the river-bank'

(4) ico orirjo i ot
man 3s-run-perf to house
'the man ran to the house'

(5) däkö öbinö i päco
woman 3s-come-perf < *° > village

l^f romj
'the woman came < ° > village'

\ from / g

(6) däkö öbeo i 5t
woman 3s-move-perf through house
'the woman moved through the house'

If the object of i is a familiar place name or päco 'home, village', i may
be omitted:
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(1) loca owoto päco
man 3s-go-perf home
'the man went home'

(2) loc» owoto lira
man 3s-go-perf L.
'the man went to Lira'

(3) loc» owoto gülu
man 3s-go-perf G.
'the man went to Gulu'

But if the place so named is unfamiliar, i must be used:
(4) loc» owoto i tue son

man 3s-go-perf to T.
'the man went to Tucson'

When a more specific direction needs to be specified for clarity, tu
'toward' or combinations of prepositions are possible:

(1) däkö obeo tu at
woman 3s-move-perf toward house
'the woman moved toward the house'

(2) loc» owoto tu bot rwot
man 3s-walk-perf toward to king
'the man walked toward the king'

(3) loca owoto okko z bot rwot
man 3s-walk-perf completely at to king
'the man walked after the king'

(4) en onwono cem i boti
he 3s-find-perf food at to-2s
'he received food from you'

(5) abwor obeo z te yät
lion 3s-move-perf at under branch
'the lion walked under the branch'

Deictic pro-forms and adverbials are also possible:

(1) binkän
2s-come-imper here
'come here!'

(2) atin öyucü ödilö pip
child 3s-throw-perf ball ground
'the child threw the ball down'
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(3) däko odopo 5ko
woman 3s-go+out-perf out
'the woman went out'

Two directional phrases can occur together:
(4) ädok paco i yuganda

ls-go+back-perf home to U.
went back home to Uganda'

Ventive verbs (Sec. 8.2.3) code direction toward the speaker:
(1 ) rwot ocwallo lyec

king 3s-send-ven-perf elephant
'the king sent the elephant in my direction'

8.11.3 Accompaniment

Accompaniment is indicated by prepositional phrases with i, or when greater
clarity is desirable (since the meaning of i is only that some relation exists
between its object and the predicate), with kede, ke, or ginni 'with':

(1) loca obino< x vdäkö
\ kede /

man 3s-come-perf with woman
'the man came with the woman'

(2) rwöt ocwalo däko i wärägä
king 3s-send-perf woman with letter
'the king sent the woman with the letter'

(3) äpwö obinö rwätte ginni kwäc
H. 3s-come-perf meet-mid-infin with L.
'Hare came to meet with Leopard'

Accompaniment and NP conjunction are indicated by the same
prepositions. But the essential difference between them in sentences
like the following,

(1 ) atin kede gwok odäk
child with dog 3s-go+back-perf
'the child and the dog went back'

(2) atin odök kede gwok
child 3s-go+back-perf with dog
'the child went back with the dog'

is the thematic status of the object of kede. If gwok 'dog' is a joint topic
with atin 'child', then (1) would be used; otherwise (2) is used. (2) could
also receive the gloss 'the child went back with a dog', but the gloss 'the
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child and a dog went back' is not available for (1). That meaning would
have to be rendered by (2), or by (3):

(3) ätin kede gwok'koro odak
child with dog-indef 3s-go+back-perf
'the child and a dog went back'

Nouns in preverbal position are interpreted as definite unless made in-
definite with the indefinite suffix.

8.11.4 Manner and degree

There are two common ways to form manner expressions. The first invol-
ves adjectives (always in their singular forms) and the atrributive particle
ä. They may be reduplicated (as in (1) and (2)) and always follow the verb
they modify:

(1} kom ätin tie ädok a beber
body child 3s-be+present-hab 3s-go+back-prog

att-f part good
'the child is becoming well'

(2) loca otiyo a cecek
man 3s-work-perf att+part short
'the man worked briefly'

(3) ajwate ä tek
ls-hit-perf-3s att+part hard

hit him hard'
There is no difference, then, in the form of adjectives used adverbially
and their form as modifiers of nouns. The attributive particle is used for
both; they both follow the forms they modify.

The second method involves 'descriptive adverbs'. Descriptive adverbs
are always preceded by the particle ni. Unlike the adjectives described
above, which can be used attributively, predicatively, and adverbially,
descriptive adverbs never have another grammatical function. Further,
they appear to be lexically isolated in the sense that they are not deriva-
tively related to nouns, verbs or adjectives. There are a large number of
descriptive adverbs, and they are frequently encountered:

(1) obedo ni Iwaje
3s-sit-perf part clumsily
'she sat clumsily'

(2) pämo cem ni mw»k-mw»k
3s-chew-hab food part noisily
'he chews food noisily'
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(3) kome my el ni beg-beg
body-3sa 3s-shake-hab part with-embarrassment
'he shakes with embarrassment'

(4) opoto i pi ni cabul
3s-drop-perf in water part with+a+plop
'he dropped it in the water with a plop'

(5) odxlo böno ni gig
3s-pack-perf clothes part full
'she packed the clothes to the rim'

Some descriptive adverbs appear to be onomatopoeic (e.g. mwak-mwak
'noisily'). The vowel , otherwise rather rare in Lango, frequently oc-
curs in these words. Notice that their manner of reduplication is dif-
ferent from the CiV- reduplication of adjectives, resembling instead
reduplicated nouns, the forms given as reduplicated always appear in
that form.

Descriptive adverbs often occur with bedo 'to sit, stay' as their main
verb, in which case they may translate English predicate adjectives:

(1) obedonigog
3s-sit-perf part thin
'he was thin, emaciated'

(2) ädwög obedo ni gog
old-person 3s-sit-perf part stiff
'the old one was stiff, dried up'

They cannot, however, function as predicate adjectives without bedo, un-
like true adjectives.

Prepositional phrases can also be used to express manner in simplex
sentences, but they are of much less frequency in this role than the two
constructions discussed above. An example:

(1) yin itimö kede kumu
you 2s-do-perf with grief
'you did it with a grieving manner'

The manner preforms are amanno and amanni, which consist of the
attributive particle a, the demonstrative proform man 'this', and the
demonstrative suffixes -no 'that' and -ni 'this':

( 1 ) ja ducu temö amänno
people all 3s-try-hab like+that
'all people try like that'

The primary degree adverb is tutwal. It can modify verbs or other
adverbs:
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1l ) ämarö entebbe tütwäl
ls-like-hab E. very+much

like Entebbe very much'
(2) ade änwoggo tek tütwäl

ls-be+present-hab ls-find-prog hard very
'I'm finding it very hard'

(3) an kec anekkä tütwäl
I hunger 3s-kill-perf-ls very
Tm really hungry'

Another common degree expression is pe tweeri, the negative particle and
the third singular middle habitual of tweero 'to be able'. It translates the
English 'very much, really' and is used only to modify actions:

(1) atin akok a pe tweere
child 3s-cry-prog att+part neg 3s-be+able-mid-hab
'the child is really crying'

Gerunds can also translate English degree expressions:

(1) yo bor
way 3s-long-hab
'the way is long'

(2) yo bor äborä
way 3s-long-hab long-ger
'the way is really long'

Similarly, reduplicated adjectives have the sense of a degree expression:
(3) yo bobor

way 3s-long-hab
'the way is pretty long'

Other degree expressions are formed by complex constructions with
verbs such as rem 'to be insufficient' (Sec. 9.9.3).

8.11.5 Probability

Probability judgements are frequently made via matrix verbs in complex
sentences. However, a number of adverbials are used for this purpose too:

(1) ico okwalo gwenö äteni
man 3s-steal-perf chicken certainly
'certainly, the man stole the chicken'

(2) bind turn gite
3s-come-hab be + finished-infin for+sure
'it'll be finished for sure'
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(3) kom malaria on ru loca
certainly malaria 3s-make+drowsy-perf man
'certainly, malaria made the man drowsy'

(4) d k όρο ot rjo
woman 3s-be+possible-perf 3s-chop-perf sugarcane
'maybe the woman chopped sugarcane'

These adverbs come first or last in their clause, except for όρο Or,
maybe, it is possible', which normally comes immediately before the
verb, but may come sentence-initially. Its syntax is very like that of
onwogo (Sec. 8.2.4), and like onwoqo it is morphologically a third per-
son singular perfective verb, remaining third person singular regard-
less of the person or number of the subject, όρο in this sense is often
accompanied by kono 'if (Sec. 9.7):

kono όρο wot( l ) kono όρο wot
if 3s-be+possible-perf 3s-go-perf
'maybe he's walking'

8.11.6 Commitment or completeness

One adverb of frequent occurence is okko, whose function is to indicate
that the action or state described is irrevocable and complete, or that the
subject has committed himself to it completely:

(1) abi no yaa okko
ls-come-hab go-infin completely
Ί will go away'

(2) d k oc mo okko
woman 3s-eat-perf completely
'the woman ate it up'

(3) tin owoto okko i bot rwot
child 3s-walk-perf completely at to king
'the child walked after the king'

okko invariably occurs with a verb in the perfective aspect (or at least one
interpreted as perfective as with verbs in the te construction, Sec. 9.6,
10.2). It usually comes last in the sentence, but may precede other adver-
bials. okko almost always accompanies certain verbs, e.g. nekko 'to kill'
and t 'to die', whose actions or states are intrinsically irrevocable and
complete:

(1) adworj otoo okko
old + person 3s-die-perf completely
'the old one died'
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(2) a wöbe önekö two l ökko
boy 3s-kill-perf snake completely
'the boy killed the snake'

8.11.7 Time

Time adverbials may be simple adverbs or prepositional phrases.
These time adverbials always occur at the beginning or end of the
sentence:

(1) an äbinö yekkö kal diki
I ls-come-hab sieve-infin millet tomorrow
'I'll sieve the millet tomorrow'

(2) i dikkomere gin oyaa
in morning-theme they 3p-go-perf
'in the morning they went'

(3) onwono ineo can
3s-find-perf 2s-know-hab long-ago
'you knew it long ago'

(4) okx/po bür näka-naka
3p-dig-perf hole for+a+while
'they dug a hole for a while'

/1 \ · * ^ « *· 1 ' ^ ' f '(5) jo ogik gulu awo ro
people 3s-stop-perf G. yesterday
'the people stopped at Gulu yesterday'

Other time expressions may have a more complex syntax. The par-
ticle rx> 'ever, yet' is basically a second position particle (Sec. 8.12), which
is to say it follows the first stressed word:

(1) icamo rur rigo?
2s-eat-perf ever meat
'have you ever eaten meat?'

(2) rwot rur owoto kampala?
king ever 3s-go-perf K.
'has the king ever gone to Kampala?'

However, nur follows all other sentence particles and may occur initially
if the sentence otherwise consists of a single word:

(3) purd pe rur ötöö
still neg yet 3s-die-perf
'it is not yet dead'
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(4) ru ?
ever 2s-see-perf
'have you ever seen it?'

pwod (~ pud) 'still, not yet' may modify predicates and attributive
adjectives. As a modifier of predicates, it precedes all other sentence par-
ticles (sentence (3) above). As a modifier of attributive adjectives, it im-
mediately follows the attributive particle a:

(1) borjo ä pwod leg
cloth att+part still clean
'a still clean cloth'

Because the aspect system is essentially neutral with regard to time
reference, time auxilliaries or time adverbials may be necessary to estab-
lish temporal reference (Sec. 8.2.4).

8.12 Sentence particles

In this section I will discuss a miscellaneous collection of particles. I will
be concerned primarily with their syntactic properties. These particles can
be divided into four classes: preverbal particles, second position particles,
sentence final particles, and variable position particles.

Preverbal particles include pwod 'still' and the negative particles
pe and mom. These particles precede the verb and may precede the sub-
ject as well, though if more than one is present, only one may precede
the subject. These particles may also be inflected for subject agreement
(Sec. 8.2.6).

There are a number of particles that are almost invariably found after
the first stressed word of a simple sentence. These are the second position
particles and include ru· 'yet' (Sec. 8.11.7) and korj 'first of all':

(1) myerö korj item
3s-be +necessary first-of-all 2s-try-subj
'it's necessary for you to try'

(2) ikwäpö kor) kal
2s-pick+up-hab first-of-all millet
'first you get millet'

(3) okelo korj okwapo kweri
O. first-of-all 3s-pick+up hoe
Okelo first of all picked up a hoe'

Sentence final particles include do 'friendly assurance' and bä 'please;
used in exclamations'. These particles almost always appear in sentence
final position:
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(1) kobbaba
2s-speak-ben-imper-ls please
'speak to me, please'

(2) gwoggi dago kono ba
dogs 3s-big-hab how excl
'how big the dogs are!'

(3) yin dok itie ikoko do?
you again 2s-be+present-hab 2s-cry-prog assurance
'you're crying again?'

Variable position particles include the particle dag 'also' which follows
the syntactic unit put in focus:

(1) okelo dag ocern
O. also 3s-eat-perf
'also Okelo ate'

(2) okelo ocem dag
O. 3s-eat-perf also
Okelo ate also'

The meaning is the determining factor in the syntax of these particles.
Preverbal and sentence second particles relate the sentence to other sen-
tences in discourse. Sentence final particles have a meaning which is pure-
ly sentence internal, and so do not serve to relate the sentence to other
sentences. They refer to the manner in which the content of the sentence
is to be interpreted by the hearer. Variable position particles focus or con-
trast individual words.

There are some words that do not fit neatly into this classification.
The ubiquitous particle dog, translated variously as 'then', 'quite',
'already', 'anyway', etc. may occur either first in the sentence or follow-
ing the first accented word, as in the following example where it is both
sentence initial and follows the first accented word, gin 'they' in the sub-
ordinate clause:

(1) dog χ kare gin dog owoto bug
then in time rel-part they then 3p-go-perf forest
'by the time they went to the forest'

8.13 Weather expressions

Weather expressions are not impersonal in Lango. Rather, the subject
is either the name of the kind of precipitation, e.g. kot 'rain', ρε 'hail,
snow', or ikuna 'mist', or, in cases where the ambience is the reference,
the noun pip 'ground, world, weather'. For precipitation, the verb is
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cwee 'to precipitate, swarm'; for sentences about the ambience, tie 'to
be present':

( 1 ) ikuna acwee
mist 3s-precipitate-prog
'there's a mist'

(2) kot ocwee
rain 3s-precipitate-perf
'it rained'

(3) ρε ocwee
hail 3s-precipitate-perf
'it hailed'

(4) pijitie r c
weather 3s-be + present-hab att+part bad
'the weather's bad; it's a nasty day'

(5) pip tie dok a r c
weather 3s-be+present-hab 3s-become-prog att-part bad
'the weather's getting bad; it's getting nasty'

k5t 'rain' can also be used as the generic name for precipitation, allowing
constructions like the following:

/ Λ* \ ϊ ν ,Α *· ^ ν ^ *(o) kot ocwee ι ρε
rain 3s-precipitate-perf in hail
'it hailed'

8.14 The pro-predicate

The predicate pro-form is timmo 'to do, make'. This verb is used both
where the nature of the activity is unknown, as in interrogative sentences
where the activity is questioned,

(1) itimo rp?
2s-do-perf what
'what did you do?'

and in situations where the activity is known:

(2) itimo piijo?
2s-do-perf why
'why did you do it?'

(3) atimo me akka
ls-do-perf for reason
Ί did it on purpose'
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timmo can refer only to active predicates. Despite the fact that timmo is
transitive, it can refer to both activity naming and secondary orientation
verbs.

There is no pro-predicate for stative predicates.

8.15 Body-part imagery

While in English one is likely to attribute an emotion or personal charac-
teristic to the whole person,

(1) He is dispirited
(2) She is agile

in Lango one attributes emotions and personal characteristics to specific
parts of the body which are taken to be the seat ofthat particular emotion
or characteristic. For example,

(!') cwipe ewer
liver-3sa 3s-drip-hab
'he's dispirited' (lit: 'his liver drips')

(2') wieyöt
head-3sa 3s-light-hab
'she's agile' (lit: 'her head is light')

Below is a list of relevant body parts and some sample expressions.
This is a rich and expressive part of Lango idiom and what follows is only
a brief sample:

I. cwip 'liver': seat of emotions
cwipe tek
liver-3sa 3s-strong-hab
'he is courageous'
cwipe kec
liver-3sa 3s-bitter-hab
'he is callous, hard'
cwipe tär
liver-3sa 3s-white-hab
'he's honest'
cwipe yom
liver-3sa 3s-soft-hab
'he's happy'
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X f V V * *olemo cwipe
3s-sicken-perf liver-3sa
'it sickened him'

II. yic 'belly': seat of emotions
All the examples for cwip 'liver' would work also
for yic 'belly', e.g.:
yie yom
belly-3sa 3s-soft-hab
'he's happy'

III. wag 'eye': intellectual state, perception of frame of mind
wage tar
eye-3sa 3s-white-hab
'he is lewd'
wäge tek
eye-3sa 3s-strong-hab
'he is quick, alert'

IV. kom 'body': physical condition, fate
körne yöt
body-3sa 3s-light-hab
'he's well'
körne kec
body-3sa 3s-bitter-hab
'he's unlucky'

V. wie 'head': character

wie tek
head-3sa 3s-strong-hab
'he's bold, brazen'
wie pek
head-3sa 3s-heavy-hab
'he's clumsy'

VI. dog 'mouth': will, desire; language skill

doge pek
mouth-3sa 3s-heavy-hab
'he's a poor speaker'
doge tek
mouth-3sa 3s-strong-hab
'he's strong-willed, stubborn'



9. The syntax of complex sentences

9.1 Introduction

Lango makes regular use of four distinct structures in complex sentences:
1) hypotaxis, which is used in sentential complementation (hereafter simp-
ly 'complementation'), relativization, focus constructions, and various ad-
verbial constructions; 2) coordination, relatively little used in Lango; 3)
parataxis (a special sort of juxtaposition), of widespread occurence in
various syntactic contexts; and 4) serialization, used only in a few contexts.
In addition, there are two types of reduced clauses, represented by infini-
tives and gerunds.

In this section we will examine the syntax of each of these in turn,
giving special attention to parataxis and serialization because of their rela-
tive unfamiliarity.

9.1.1 Hypotaxis (subordination)

Hypotaxis is the syntactic state of affairs where one clause is subordinate
to another. There are various types of hypotactic constructions in Lango.
In hypotaxis, one clause is referred to as the main or matrix clause, the
other as the subordinate clause. Asubordinator specifies the syntactic (and
semantic) relation between the clauses. The two clauses are bound
together into a syntactic unit so that the entire construction constitutes a
single assertion.

Hypotaxis is prominent in complementation (Sec. 9.3). Two types
of hypotactic complements are employed, one with indicative and the
other with subjunctive morphology. Both types of complements share
the same subordinator ni, referred to as a complementizer. The com-
plementizer is generally obligatory (Sec. 9.3.1) and comes first in the
complement clause:

( 1 ) arjeo ni loca dägö tic
ls-know-hab comp man 3s-hate-hab work

know that the man hates work'

(2) amxtto ni däkö öwilli ätin buk
ls-want-prog comp woman 3s-buy-ben-subj child book

want the woman to buy the child a book'

Notice that the word order of the complement clause is the same as that
of the main clauses.

The complement obligatorily follows all elements of the matrix clause.
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So, if the complement is the logical subject of the matrix verb, it is
obligatorily extraposed:

(1) myerö äyek käl
3s-be + necessary-hab ls-sieve-subj millet

must sieve millet'
(2) ber ni rwot omio loca dyär)

3s-good-hab comp king 3s-give-perf man cow
'it's good that the king gave the man the cow'

Subject complements, even when extraposed, are unidiomatic in Lango
except in the case of modals like (1). The meaning of (2) would likely be
expressed by something like (3):

(3) yia yöm rwot omio loca dyär]
stomach-lsa 3s-soft-hab because + of it king 3s-give-perf

man cow
Tin glad that the king gave the man a cow'

Impersonal constructions like (1) and (2) are notably rare in Lango (see
Sec. 11.1); judgements are likely to be rendered personally, as in (3).

Noun complements are possible in Lango, though of infrequent oc-
curence:

(1) rwot omio cxk ni äkwäl gweno
king 3s-give-perf order comp ls-steal-subj chicken
'the king gave an order that I steal the chicken'

(2) cik ä rwot ni äkwäl gwenö öyomo yia
order att + part king comp ls-steal-subj chicken
'the king's order that I steal the chicken pleased me'

Sentences such as (2) are highly unnatural in Lango, judging by speakers'
reactions, and it is difficult to assess their grammatically.114 As with verb
complements, noun complements are more natural when they occur last
in the sentence. The meaning of (2) would likely be rendered by a para tac-
tic construction:

(3) rwot omia ni äkwäl gweno oyomo yiä
king 3s-give-perf-ls comp ls-steal-subj chicken

3s-soften-perf stomach-lsa
the king ordered me to steal a chicken, it pleased me
'that the king ordered me to steal a chicken pleased me'

It is only in hypotactic complements that switch reference morphol-
ogy is available (Sec. 9.3.2).

Relative clauses are also formed by means of subordination in
Lango. The relative clause follows the antecedent, or head, which is an
argument of the matrix clause. The details of the word order of rela-
tive clauses vis-ä-vis other members of the noun phrase was described
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in Sec. 8.7.1. Relative clauses are usually preceded by the attributive
particle a and the particle me merged together as ante and referred to
as the relative particle. The complementizer ni is not used with rela-
tive clauses. Details of the syntax of relative clauses will be found in
Sec. 9.2.

Adverbials may also be formed with subordinate constructions. Their
syntax will be discussed in Section 2.9.

9.1.2 Coordination

Syndetic coordination, that is coordination involving an overt conjunction
such as English and, or, etc., is much less used in Lango than in English.
The words that translate English coordinating conjunctions either are, or
derive from, verbs. For instance, te 'and then' is a verb, is always con-
gujated in the habitual, and takes infinitive complements, όρο Or' is the
third person singular perfective of poo 'to be possible' and is also used as
a sentence adverbial meaning 'maybe, perhaps', (Sec. 8.11.5). And enta
'but' consists of έη, the third singular pronoun, and to, which is related to
te.115

tc is clearly not syntactically a conjunction (Sec. 9.6), but όρο and ento,
whatever their origins, function as true conjunctions:

/ ι \ V 1 X 1 V * ^ . ^ J V x ^ * s * * *·(1) okelo otedo nrjo opo acamo
O. 3s-cook-perf meat or 3s-eat-perf
Okelo cooked the meat or he ate it'

(2) okelo otedo rino entS pe ocamo
O. 3s-cook-perf meat but neg 3s-eat-perf
Okelo cooked the meat but he didn't eat it'

The syntax of the two coordinated clauses is the same as that of the main
clauses.

The use of όρο as a marker of disjunction is distinct from its use as a
sentence adverbial. Compare (1) and (2) below:

(1) ogwarj odwako apwo cen όρο okelo oneko
O. 3s-bring+back-perf hare back or O. 3s-kill-perf
'either Ogwang brought the hare back or Okelo killed it'

(2) ogwaq odw k pwo cen. όρο okelo oneko
O. 3s-bring+back-perf hare back, maybe O. 3s-kill-perf
Ogwang brought the hare back. Maybe Okelo killed it'

Structurally (1) represents a single conjoined sentence, and has an
intonation contour differentiating it from two sentences in sequence, as
in (2). In (1), there is no full stop after cen, όρο is lengthened and the
intonational contour rises through it to okelo where the normal downdrift
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intonation resumes. In (2), there is a full stop after cen and normal
downdrift intonation begins with .

9.1.3 Parataxis

Parataxis, technically asyndetic parataxis, is very frequently encountered
in Lango. It involves the juxtaposition of two clauses forming a single
sentence without any marker of subordination or coordination specifying
the relation between the two clauses. Some examples:

complementation
(1) dako odio ic5 opyeto kal

woman 3s-pressed-perf man 3s-winnow-perf millet
the woman pressed the man, he winnowed millet
'the woman forced the man to winnow millet.1

/ C\ \ V J _ A *· V .* X · A ·>* ·* ^ 1 ' ^ j.(2) atin onena ajerjere kor ot
child 3s-see-perf-ls-ls-lean-mid-perf on side house
the child saw me, I leaned against the house
'the child saw me lean against the house'

(3) loca opoyo öcegö dagdlä
man 3s-remember-perf 3s-close-perf door
the man remembered it, he closed the door
'the man remembered to close the door'

(4) päkö öcäko odepo
girl 3s-begin-perf 3s-gather-perf orange
the girl began it, she gathered oranges
'the girl began to gather oranges'

(5) ocaka onworjä ätek
O. 3s-find-perf-ls ls-strong-hab
Ochaka found me, I am strong
Ochaka found me strong'

directional
(6) loca oyito gat ol-irba dako

man 3s-climb-perf mountain 3s-follow-perf woman
the man climbed the mountain, he followed the woman
'the man climbed the mountain toward the woman'

effective cause
(7) atek äcämö rirjo

ls-strong-hab ls-eat-hab meat
I am strong, I eat meat
'I'm strong because I eat meat'
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consequential
(8) ätiyö tic a tie i cenne

ls-work-hab ls-be+present-hab with money
I work, I have money

work so I have money'
(9) ticci tek oola

work-this 3s-hard-hab 3s-tire-hab-ls
this work is hard, it tires me
'this hard work tires me'
circumstantial

(10) adSk cen anworje paco
ls-go+back-perf back ls-find-perf-3s home
I went back, I found him back
'when I went back, I found him home'
simultaneous events

(11) däkö onorjo myelö werö myelö werö
woman 3s-find-perf 3s-dance-hab 3s-sing-hab

3s-dance-hab 3s-sing-hab
the woman danced, she sang, she danced, she sang
'the woman danced and sang'
evaluative

(12) ömiä dek örema
she 3s-give-perf-ls stew 3s-be+insufficient-perf
she gave me stew, it wasn't sufficient for me
'she didn't give me enough stew'

In the following sections, I will discuss the morphological, syntactic,
and semantic characteristics of parataxis in Lango. I will try to relate the
distribution of paratactic constructions to the general meaning of
parataxis in the language.1

9.1.3.1 General characteristics of paratactic constructions

In this section, I will discuss some general characteristics of paratactic con-
structions. In particular, I will show that paratactic constructions are single
sentences consisting of two (or more) syntactically independent though
parallel clauses forming a single phonological unit. The second clause can-
not have an overt nominal subject and no marker of subordination or coor-
dination links the two clauses.

The phonological status of paratactic constructions as single sentences
is shown first of all by the fact that paratactic constructions form intona-
tional units like simple sentences and not like compound sentences. In the
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case of true conjoined sentences, for instance those conjoined with
'but, as for', there is a pause before the conjunction and each conjunct ex-
hibits a left-to-right falling intonation contour (cf Sec. 9.1.2). Paratactic
constructions, like simple sentences, exhibit a single left-to-right falling in-
tonation contour with no characteristic pause at the clause boundary. In
this way, paratactic constructions differ from other sorts of juxtaposed
clauses in Lango and other languages, where the intonation pattern reveals
a division into two clauses. The English juxtapsed construction,

(1) it's not cheap, it's expensive

exhibits this pattern while

(2) go tell your brother to come in

is the English counterpart of the Lango paratactic construction. Downdrift,
as well as downstep, phenomena in Lango operate in the normal way across
clause boundaries in paratactic constructions. For example, the word däkö
'woman' conditions downstep on any high tone following it, as in:

(1) dako kedo akeddi -^ [däxo_^kedo äked'i]
woman 3s-braid-hab grass
'the woman braids grass'

dakö also conditions downstep across clause boundaries in parataxis:

(2) ätin önwörjö dxö däkö tedde dek —>
[ätin önwörjö dio däxo_^t£d«e dek]

child 3s-find-perf 3s-press-hab woman 3s-cook-ben-hab
3s-stew

the child used to press the woman, she used to cook
for him

'the child used to force the woman to cook for him'

In true coordinate constructions, the conjunction begins a new in-
tonation contour and can not register downstep. Similarly, other rules of
external sandhi such as those converting /k/ to [x] and /t/ to [ ] (a voice-
less tap) operate across clause boundaries in parataxis, so that the word
final /k/ in gwök 'dog' in

(3) äwipo gwök ogweo
ls-hear-perf dog 3s-bark-perf
I heard the dog, it barked

heard the dog bark'

is pronounced [x], whereas in sentence final position, even when followed
by a conjunction, as in

(4) awijio gwök, ento pe aneno
ls-hear-perf dog, but neg ls-see-perf

heard the dog, but I didn't see it'
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it is pronounced as a velar stop.
Each clause in the paratactic construction contains a fully inflected

verb so that each clause could stand by itself as an independent sentence,
as indicated by the glosses provided for paratactic constructions. The
verbs need not agree in aspect. 8 Each clause may be independently
negated. Only the first verb in the series can have an overt nominal
or pronominal subject; any verbs following the first are inflected for sub-
ject agreement but have as their subject some referent that is either sub-
ject or object of the first clause in the series. In the case of sentences like

(1) loca odio atin okwano buk
man 3s-press-perf child 3s-read-perf book
the man pressed the child, he read the book
'the man forced the child to read the book'

the noun atin 'child' is notionally the direct object of the first verb odio
'pressed' and the subject of the second verb okwano 'read', but syntactical-
ly, it functions only as the object of odio. There is one simple demonstra-
tion of the syntactic status of atin in (1). When atin is pronominalized, the
verb odio is inflected for third singular object, as in (2):

(2) loc» odie okwano buk
man 3s-press-perf-3s 3s-read-perf book
the man pressed him, he read the book
'the man forced him to read the book'

Pronominalized direct objects in Lango appear as object affixes as in (2)
(Sec. 8.2.5), but pronominalized subjects can either be non-overt, appear-
ing only as inflections on the verb or can appear as a subject pronoun ac-
companied by the subject agreement inflection. If atin in (1) is
pronominalized by either of the techniques available for subjects, the
result is ungrammatical:

(3) *loc» odio okwano buk
man 3s-press-perf 3s-read-perf book
'the man forced him to read the book "

(4) *loc» odio en okwano buk
man 3s-press-perf he 3s-read-perf book
'the man forced him to read the book'

(5) *loca die en okwano buk
man 3s-press-perf-3s he 3s-read-perf book
'the man forced him to read the book'

It might be maintained, however, that (2) is simply some sort of phonological
reduction of (4). There are good semantic reasons why this could not be the
case given the respective functions of έη and the paratactic construction, as
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will become evident in what follows, but an additional problem with this
analysis involves the tone on the second verb. When a third person singular
perfective verb in Lango has an overt pronomial subject, as in

(6) en okwano buk
he 3s-read-perf book
'he read the book'

the verb assumes the relative clause tonal pattern (Sec. 8.2.5, 9.2) of low-
high-low, the same as we find in the relative construction in

(7) Ioc9 okwano buk
man 3s-read-perf book
'the man who read the book'

When the verb has no overt subject or when the subject is a noun, the tonal
pattern in the perfective is low-low-low, as in

(8) okwano buk
3s-read-perf book
'he read the book'

(9) loca okwano buk
man 3s-read-perf book
'the man read the book'

This tone alternation is a grammatically conditioned feature, and is not a
matter of tone sandhi. If (2) did in fact arise through phonological reduc-
tion of some construction like (4), where en was the subject of okwano,
then we would expect the second verb in (2) to have the relative tone. This
relative tone can occur in subordinate clauses when the pronoun is sub-
ject, as in

(10) ätämö ni en omato korp
ls-think-perf comp he 3s-drink-perf beer

thought that he drank beer'

We do not find relative tone on okwano in (2), even as an option. Note
also that when the subject of the first verb in

( 1 ) loca odio ätin okwano buk
man 3s-press-perf child 3s-read-perf book
the man pressed the child, he read the book
'the man forced the child to read the book'

is relativized, as in

(2) loca ame odio ätin okwano buk
man rel + part 3s-press-perf child 3s-read-perf book
'the man that forced the child to read the book'

the relative tone appears on the first verb. But if ätin 'child' is relativized
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on, the relative tone does not appear on the second verb:
(3) ätinn äme l ocä ödio okwano buk

child rel-i-part man 3s-press-perf 3s-read-perf book
'the child that the man forced to read the book'

But the relative tone may appear in subordinate clauses:
(4) ätinn äme loca ötamo ni okwano buk

child rel+part man 3s-think-perf comp 3s-read-perf book
'the child that the man thought read the book'

This, then, constitutes additional proof that ätin in (1) is not the gram-
matical subject of the second verb in the series.

Another indication of the syntactic status of paratactic constructions
comes from a comparison of paratactic complements with hypotactic com-
plements. A hypotactic complement is a subordinate clause, whereas a
paratactic complement is not. With hypotactic complements, both indica-
tive and subjunctive, a verb inflected for third person must have a prefix
indicating whether the subject of the subordinate clause is the same or dif-
ferent from the subject of the main clause. In the third person singular per-
fective, the prefix indicating same subject (non-switch reference) is -, and
the prefix indicating different subject (switch reference) is o-. These forms
are illustrated below:

non-switch reference
(1) rwot opoyo ni ecego dogola

king 3s-remember-perf comp 3s-close-perf door
'the kingi remembered that hei closed the door'
switch reference

(2) rwot opoyo ni ocego dagola
'the kingi remembered that he/shej closed the door'

i * j
In (1), the subject of ecegö must be interpreted as rwot 'king', while in (2)
the subject ofocegö must be interpreted as being someone other than the
king. This is available only in subordinate clauses. Since the switch
reference prefix o- is the same as the orcinary main clause third person
singular perfective prefix o-, (3) is a possible sentence,

(3) ocegö dogalä
3s-close-perf door
'he/she closed the door'

whereas (4) is not:
(4) *ecego dogalä

The non-switch reference prefix e- is possible only in hypotactic sub-
ordinate clauses, and is not available in adjacent sentences in discourse or
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in paratactic constructions. So, the paratactic construction

(5) rwot öpöyö ocegö dogola
king 3s-remember-perf 3s-close-perf door
the king remembered it, he closed the door
'the king remembered to close the door'

does not have a counterpart in
(6) *rwot öpoyö ecegö dogolä

even though the subjects of both verbs in (5) are taken to be coreferen-
tial, which in the case of a true hypotactic complement clause would re-
quire the non-switch reference prefix e-, as in (1).

We can sum up the characteristic features of paratactic constructions
discussed so far as follows:

1. the two clauses form a phonological unit like simple
sentences and unlike conjoined clauses

2. each clause contains a fully inflected verb
3. the verbs need not agree in aspect; auxiliaries may occur

on either clause
4. each verb may be independently negated
5. only the first verb in the series has an overt subject NP
6. hypotactic switch reference morphology is not available

to the second clause
7. no overt marker of coordination or subordination links

the clauses
8. the subject of the second clause must be an argument of

the first

9.1.3.2 Semantics of parataxis

Having considered some aspects of the syntax of parataxis, it remains now to
consider its semantic aspects and to try to relate the syntax to the semantics.

The twelve sentences given in the introduction to this section are a
representative sample of the sort of semantic relations that can be coded
with the paratactic construction in Lango. It might seem on first inspec-
tion, given the diversity of the sample, that any sort of relation between
two propositions can be coded paratactically. This is, in fact, not the case.
The relationships that can be expressed by means of parataxis include
only those that are compatable with a separate assertion of each of the
juxtaposed clauses, where, moreover, both clauses must be taken as true,
a situation that resembles that of ordinary conjunction with 'and'. The
exact nature of the relationship between the two clauses in inferred from
the set of relationships compatable with the meaning of the construction
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on the basis of real world knowledge. In this way, more than one inter-
pretation of a paratactic construction is often possible. For instance,

( 1 ) ryek pe m to koip
ls-wise-hab neg ls-drink-hab beer
'I'm wise, I don't drink beer'

can be interpreted as either

(2) I'm wise because I don't drink beer

or

(3) I'm wise therefore I don't drink beer

In cases of real ambiguity, a more exact meaning can be specified by resort-
ing to a non-paratactic construction, so that the meaning of (2) can be
rendered by

(4) ryek pi έη pe m to
ls-wise-hab because+of it neg ls-drink-hab beer
I'm wise because I don't drink beer

The characterization of the semantics of parataxis given above makes
certain predictions about non-occurring interpretations of paratactic con-
structions. A few of these will be mentioned here:

(i) Because each of the clauses is asserted to be true, paratactic construc-
tions cannot receive a conditional interpretation. Therefore the sentence

( 1 ) όηέηέ omiye buk
3s-saw-perf-3s 3s-give-perf-3s book
he saw him, he gave him the book

can be interpreted as

(2) he saw him give him the book

or

(3) when he saw him, he gave him the book

but not as

(4) *if he saw him, he gave him the book

The reason, of course, is that in the conditional interpretation neither
clause is asserted to be true.

(ii) Similarly, paratactic constructions cannot be interpreted disjunctive-
ly, because this interpretation would require that one of the clauses be in-
terpreted as not true. For instance, the paratactic construction
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(1) däko otedö riijo omyeno kwan
woman 3s-cook-perf meat 3s-cook-perf millet+meal
the woman cooked meat, she cooked millet meal

can mean any of the following:

(2) the woman cooked meat and millet meal

(3) the woman cooked meat because she cooked millet meal

(4) the woman cooked meat therefore she cooked millet meal

but cannot be interpreted disjunctively:

(5) *the woman cooked meat or millet meal

(iii) A paratactic construction consists of a pair of assertions united within
a single sentence, and in this way resembles clauses conjoined by 'and' in
English. Such clauses are normally arranged in a linear order that accords
with their order in real time, so that

(1) Zeke got sick and he died

is acceptable, but

(2) *Zeke died and he got sick

is not. Conjoined clauses may also describe simultaneous actions as in:

(3) he ate and he drank

A similar situation holds in parataxis. Where the two clauses represent
events, their order will correspond to real time order or be interpreted as
being roughly simultaneous. In this way,

(4) an ädSk paco pe anworjo ginnoro
I ls-go+back-perf home neg ls-find-perf thing-indef
I went back home, I didn't find anything
'after I went back home, I didn't find anything'

can't be interpreted as

(5) when I didn't find anything, I went back home

since that would require that the event coded by the second clause be in-
terpreted as occurring before that of the first clause.

(iv) As complements, the second, complement-like clause of a paratactic
construction may only occur where the semantic relation between the
clauses is compatable with the two-assertion aspect of parataxis. The
paratactic complement is a member of a system of oppositions that in-
cludes a hypotactic indicative, a subjunctive, and an infinitive (see Sec. 9.3
and Noonan and Bavin 1978a for more detailed discussion of this). The
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indicative is used with complements with independent time reference, the
subjunctive and infinitive with clauses with determined time reference,
the infinitive being further specified for equi-subject conditions; it is not
marked for subject agreement. The paratactic complement only occurs in
semantic environments where both the clause containing the complement
taking predicate and the complement clause itself can be interpreted as
separate assertions. This contrasts with the situation in hypotaxis, which
affects all the other complement-types in Lango, where there is a single
assertion involving both the complement taking predicate and the com-
plement, allowing the complement taking predicate to act as a sort of
semantic filter qualifying the interpretaion of the complement.

The system of oppositions in complementation involving the paratac-
tic construction will be illustrated briefly. First, the paratactic complement
and the hypotactic indicative complement:

paratactic complement
(1) ätin änenö loca opajio palä

child 3s-see-perf man 3s-blunt-perf knife
the child saw the man, he blunted the knife
'the child saw the man blunt the knife'

(2) jiäkö yd odino käl
girl 3s-remember-perf 3s-thresh-perf millet
the girl remembered it, she threshed the millet
'the girl remembered to thresh the millet'
hypotactic indicative complement

(3) ätin ni loca ojiajio palä
child 3s-see-perf comp man 3s-blunt-perf knife
'the child saw that the man blunted the knife'

(4) jiäkö opöyö ni edino käl
girl 3s-remember-perf comp 3s-thresh-perf millet
'the girl remembered that she threshed millet'

(5) rwot binö tämmö ni loca odok
king 3s-come-hab think-infin comp man 3s-go-back-perf
'the king will think that the man went back'

(6) ape aye ni okelo ocämö rec
ls-neg ls-believe-hab comp O. 3s-eat-perf fish

don't believe that Okelo ate the fish'
The paratactic and hypotactic indicative complements share indicative
verb morphology, differentiating both from subjunctive and infinitive
complements. As mentioned above, (hypotactic) indicative complements
are used where the complement has independent time reference vis-ä-vis
the matrix clause, and where the entire sentence constitutes a single asser-
tion. (5) provides an illustration of a case where the time reference of the
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complement taking predicate and the complement differ. (3-6) also con-
stitute single assertions; the interpretation of the complement predication
as true or false follows from the meaning of the complement taking predi-
cate, so that the complements in (3-4) are interpreted as true, while those
in (5-6) are interpreted as false. That is, the logical status of the comple-
ment is provided by the matrix predicate. In parataxis, there are limita-
tions in time reference possibilities (cf (iii) above) and both clauses must
constitute assertions regardless of the meaning of the first predicate. The
logical status of the second clause is not in any way qualified by the first.
If poy- 'remember' is negated in (2), the meaning is not the negation of
the English gloss, 'the girl didn't remember to thresh millet', since the
only interpretation possible with this gloss is that the girl didn't thresh
the millet. In parataxis each clause is a separate assertion, so negating the
first clause cannot affect the truth value of the second. In fact, the nega-
tion of the first clause in (2)

(2) °jiäkö pe opoyo ödinö kal
girl neg 3s-remember-perf 3s-thresh-perf millet
the girl didn't remember is, she threshed millet

results in a semantically anomalous sentence because it makes no sense
to assert that the girl didn't remember something but then did it anyway.
(Note: Anomalous sentences are marked with < 0 > . ) Notice that the nega-
tion of (4)

(4) jiako pe opoyo ni edino käl
'the girl didn't remember that she threshed millet'

is not semantically anomalous.
Both subjunctive and infinitive complements have determined time

reference, which is to say that the time reference of such complements fol-
lows from the meaning of the matrix predicate. For example, in

(1) ämittö läkko tic
ls-want-prog change-infin work

want to change jobs'
(2) amitto ni olSk tic

ls-want-prog comp 3s-change-subj work
want him to change jobs'

both in the infinitive complement in (1) and the subjunctive in (2), the
time reference of the complement must be future relative to the matrix.
The infinitive only occurs where its implied subject is the same as the
matrix subject. Neither subjunctive nor infinitive is marked morphologi-
cally for tense or aspect (Sec. 8.2.4).

The subjunctive contrasts with the paratactic complement with a few
predicates. For example, with di- 'press',
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(3) rwot odxa ni akvp bur
king 3s-press-perf-ls comp ls-dig-subj hole
'the king pressed me to dig a hole'

(4) rwot odxa äkupä bikr
king 3s-press-perf-ls ls-dig-perf hole
the king pressed me, I dug a hole
'the king forced me to dig a hole'

the subjunctive (3) receives a 'non-realized' interpretation (Sec. 9.3.1),
hence the gloss with 'press', while the paratactic complement (4) has a
'realized' interpretation, so 'force' is used in the gloss. The realized inter-
pretation in (4) results, of course, from the fact that the second clause is
separately asserted.

In sum the difference between hypotaxis and parataxis can be
diagrammed as in (1):

(1) hypotaxis
(complement taking predicate (complement))

ASSERTION
parataxis
(complement taking predicate) (complement)

ASSERTION ASSERTION
Those matrix-complement relations whose interpretation is not com-

patable with an assertion of both clauses do not occur with paratactic com-
plements. For example, complements do desiderative predicates like
mitto 'want' are not coded paratactically since the second clause cannot
be taken to be a realized event. The same holds for gennö 'hope, trust'.
Utterance predicates like kobbo 'say' also do not take paratactic comple-
ments since the use of these predicates does not imply the truth of the
complement, as in

(2) Roscoe said that the Earth is flat
Such complements, except when the matrix verb is present and the sub-
ject of the matrix is first person singular, are reports of assertions, not
assertions themselves. Complements to commentative predicates (fac-
tives) are similarly not assertions, though they are taken to be true. Their
status as discourse backgrounded material is incompatable with the func-
tion of the paratactic construction to display two connected assertions.
Further, modal predicates like tweero 'to be able' and myeero 'to be
necessary' cannot occur as complement taking predicates with paratactic
complements because, like desideratives, their complements do not rep-
resent realized events and cannot in themselves constitute assertions.

Paratactic complements do occur in the following environments, all of
which are compatable with an interpretation of each clause as an assertion:
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(a) as complements to immediate perception predicates.
In the sentence

(1) aneno loca omako gweno
ls-see-perf man 3s-catch-perf chicken
I saw the man, he caught the chicken
Ί saw the man catch the chicken'

both the first clause
(2) aneno loca

Ί saw the man'
and the second clause

(3) omako gweno
'he caught the chicken'

can be uttered as separate assertions without damage to the immediate
perception sense of the whole since both the act of perception and the
thing perceived must be real events in order for the sentence as a whole
to be true. Notice also that when the first clause in (1) is negated, the result
is not like the negation of its English translation:

(4) pe aneno loca omako gweno
neg ls-see-perf man 3s-catch-perf chicken
I didn't see the man, he caught the chicken

(4) could mean something like Ί didn't see the man therefore he caught
the chicken', but it can't mean Ί didn't see the man catch the chicken', at
least with the more usual (or unmarked) set of presuppositions. (5),
however, could provide one translation, depending again on what is in-
terpreted to be under the scope of negation:

(5) aneno loca pe omako gweno
ls-see-perf man neg 3s-catch-perf chicken
I saw the man, he didn't catch the chicken
Ί didn't see the man catch the chicken'

Notice that in (5) the first clause is not under the scope of the negative
particle pe, so the sentence asserts that I saw the man, but denies that he
caught the chicken.

(b) as complements to positive propositional attitude predicates when used
assertively.
Positive propositional attitude predicates, especially with a first person sin-
gular subject and the verb in the habitual aspect, can be used both to make
an assertion about the speaker's belief and to make an assertion about the
content of the complement clause. In Lango, this difference is made
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manifest in the use of the hypotactic indicative complement when making
an assertion about speaker belief and the paratactic complement when as-
serting the content of the complement proposition. So the sentence

(1) ätämo ni rwotwä räc
ls-believe-hab comp king-1 pa 3s-bad-hab

believe that our king is bad'
using the hypotactic indicative with its complementizer ni, involves
making an assertion about belief. The corresponding paratactic construc-
tion, however, asserts that I believe something, but at the same time as-
serts the content of the complement proposition:

(2) ätämö rwotwä räc
ls-think-hab king-1 pa 3s-bad-hab
I think of our king, he is bad

believe our king is bad'
The difference between the two constructions is brought to sharp relief
when they are negated. The hypotactic construction (1) can be negated
with no contradiction,

(3) pe ätämö ni rwotwä räc
neg ls-thing-hab comp king-lpa 3s-bad-hab

don't believe that our king is bad'
since it is belief that is being asserted. In the case of the paratactic con-
struction, where both belief and the badness of the king is being asserted,
its negation

(4) ° pe ätämö rwötwä räc
neg ls-think-hab king-lpa 3s-bad-hab
I don't think of the king, he is bad

produces an unacceptable sentence since it is anomalous to assert that you
have no thoughts about the king and then assert that the king is bad. Sen-
tences with prepositional attitude predicates containing paratactic com-
plements have a great deal in common with sentences in other languages
containing parenthetical uses of these predicates (Noonan 1985).

(c) as complements to positive achievement predicates (implicatives).
Achievement predicates like pooyo 'to remember' also take paratactic
complements as in

(1) loca opoyo olwero modo
man 3s-remember-perf 3s-clear-perf compound
the man remembered it, he cleared the compound
'the man remembered to clear the compound'

since an interpretation of the whole is compatable with the assertion of
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the two component clauses. Here again, negation of the first clause
produces an anomalous sentence,

(2) ° pe loc» opoyo olwero moda
neg man 3s-remember-perf 3s-clear-perf compound
the man didn't remember it, he cleared the compound

since it makes no sense to assert that the man forgot something and then
to assert that he subsequently did it.

(d) as complements to causative predicates.
When paratactic constructions occur as complements to causative predi-
cates, the complements are always implied to be realized events, as in

(1 ) däkö odiö atin öjäbo käl
woman 3s-press-perf child 3s-scoop-perf millet
the woman pressed the child, she scooped up millet
'the woman forced the child to scoop up millet'

since both clauses are individually asserted. When the complement is not
taken to be a realized event, another complement-type, the subjunctive,
must be used:

(2) dakö odio atin nz ojäb käl
woman 3s-press-perf child comp 3s-scoop-subj millet
'the woman pressed the child to scoop up millet'

(e) as complements to phasal predicates.
Phasal predicates like cäkkö 'to begin' take paratactic complements be-
cause they too are compatable with an interpretation where each clause
is an assertion:

(1) jiako ocako otedo dek
girl 3s-begin-perf 3s-cook-perf stew
the girl began it, she cooked the stew
'the girl began to cook the stew'

Notice, however, that the paratactic construction cannot occur as comple-
ments to tyekko 'to finish, cease' because a sentence like

(2) päkö otyeko 6k5p5 tottere
girl 3s-finish-perf 3s-help-perf mother-3sa
the girl finished it, she helped her mother

cannot mean 'the girl finished helping her mother' since (2) asserts that
the girl helped her mother and the sequence implied in (2) requires that
the helping follow the finishing. (2) can only mean something like 'when
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the girl finished it, she helped her mother'. Complements to tyekko are
coded in the infinitive:

(3) päkö otyekö koppo tottere
girl 3s-finish-perf help-infin mother-3sa
'the girl finished helping her mother'

One further characteristic of paratactic constructions should be noted.
Sentences that consist of paratactically linked clauses can only be em-
bedded as relative clauses (some examples were given above) and as com-
plements to factive predicates where they clearly constitute backgrounded,
not asserted material, and where they constitute reports of assertions, as
in complements to utterance predicates like kobbo 'to say'. Elsewhere,
they are quite unnatural when embedded and it is difficult to assess their
grammaticality. " This issue is touched on again in Sec. 9.1.4 and 11.2.

In the course of this section, I have referred on a couple of occasions
to the similarity of the paratactic construction to clauses conjoined with
'and' in English. I mentioned, for example, that in both constructions
certain temporal relations between the clauses are normally observed.
A further similarity lies in the sort of logical relations that may be in-
ferred to hold between the clauses. For example, the relation of cause
and consequence can be found in parataxis and in clauses conjoined
with 'and', as in (1):

(1) she took arsenic and (in consequence) fell ill
As Dik (1968) points out, the semantic value of 'and' as a conjoiner of
clauses is only that the clauses 'should be taken as combined in some way'
(p. 266). The exact nature of the relation between the clauses is left to in-
ference, which, as I have indicated above, is the same for clauses in
parataxis.

Lango has no word that functions like English 'and' (Sections 8.7.5
and 9.1.2). The 'and' relation in Lango can be served by parataxis, which
like 'and' in English, functions only to indicate that clauses are to be taken
as combined, without indicating anything further about their semantic
relationship. Note, however, that not all clauses conjoinable with 'and' in
English can be linked paratactically in Lango. For example, in parataxis
the subject of the second clause must be an argument of the first. This con-
straint, which amounts to a 'topic-link' requirement, greatly limits the
range of parataxis vis-ä-vis 'and'. Conversely, parataxis in Lango is wide-
ly used in situations where English would specify the semantic relation.

It is important to stress, however, that parataxis in Lango is distinct
from coordination. For instance, Ross' Coordinate Structure Constraint,
which applies to true coordinate structures in Lango, does not apply to
paratactic constructions (Sections 9.2 and 9.9.1).

In sum, the semantic force of parataxis in Lango is the asyndetic con-
junction of two topic-linked assertions. The semantic relation between the
clauses is inferred from real world knowledge, allowing for a variety of
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interpretations all of which must be consistent with the two assertion
aspects of the construction.

The grammatical status of parataxis will be discussed further in Sec.
11.2.

9.1.4 Serialization

Serial verb constructions occur to a limited extent in Lango. * They have
much in common with paratactic constructions. The constructions share
the following characteristics:

1. both consist of a subject NP followed by a series of verb
phrases

2. each verb phrase contains a fully inflected verb
3. no overt marker of subordination or coordination links

the verb phrases
Crosslinguistically, there are many similarities in the semantic ranges of
the two constructions. Both, for instance, may be used in causative, con-
sequential, and directional constructions, among other. Below are some
example of Nupe serialization (George 1976, p. 63-4):

(1 ) tsoda bici lo dzuko
Tsoda ran went market
'Tsoda ran to the market'

(2) yigidi la ego wo
sun took grass dry
'the sun caused the grass to dry'

(3) tsoda gi je afunin
Tsoda ate food full
'Tsoda ate and he is full'

(Compare sentences (6-9) in the introduction to Sec. 9.1.3).
But the similarity ends there. The verbs in serial constructions have

I O C

obligatory agreement in tense-aspect, D whereas paratactic constructions
do not. Further, each clause may be independently negated in parataxis,
whereas with serials only one negative is allowable and has the entire con-
struction within its scope.126 In parataxis, each verb may have a different
subject, though only the first may be an overt NP. With serials, there is only
one grammatical subject, whatever the semantic subject of the following
verbs may be, as in the following Akan example (Schachter 1974, p. 258):

(4) mede aburow migu nsum
ls-take corn ls-flow water-in
Ί pour corn into the water'
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Clearly aburow 'corn' is the semantic subject of'flow', yet the verb takes
first person concord, agreeing with the subject of the first verb.

The syntactic differences noted above correlate with a crucial seman-
tic difference, namely that paratactic constructions contain two assertions,
while serial constructions contain just one. Independent aspect marking
and negation would seem a necessary consequence of a clause that con-
stitutes a separate assertion, as would a lack of obligatory subject agree-
ment. Note also that the One assertion' aspect of serialization leads to the
possibility of verb compounding (Lord 1975, 1977) where two verbs in a
serial construction constitute a lexical unit. The two assertion aspect of
parataxis would preclude such a possibility.

Lango uses serial constructions as defined above to a limited extent.
They are used, for example, to express comparative and ingressive senses:

comparative
(1) acwealorwot

ls-fat-hab ls-exceed-hab king
'I'm fatter than the king'

(2) däkö dwörj 15 icS
woman 3s-big-hab 3s-exceed-hab man
'the woman is bigger than the man'

ingressive
(3) öwät öyeji cem

lp-go-subj lp-look + for-subj food
'let's go and look for food'

(4) an awoto älijrbo däkö
I ls-go-perf ls-follow-perf woman

went and followed the woman'
followed the woman'

In the comparative and ingressive, there is obligatory subject agreement,
obligatory aspect agreement, and only one negative possible whose scope
is the entire sentence. If (1) is negated,

(5) pe acwe älä rwöt
neg ls-fat-hab ls-exceed-hab king
'I'm not fatter than the king'

we can not infer that I'm not fat or that I exceed the king in anything, in-
ferences that would be possible with a two assertion paratactic construc-
tion. The negative of (5) has the entire sentence, not just the first clause,
within its scope.

Serial constructions can be freely embedded and can take the form of
infinitives:
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(1) amitto wot yejipö cem
ls-want-prog go-infin look+for-infin food

want to go look for food'

(2) amitto ewe katto rwot
ls-want-prog fat-infin exceed-infin king

want to be fatter than the king'

It is instructive to note that the verbs in a paratactic construction cannot
take the form of infinitives analogous to the serial constructions above.
Consider, for example, the following paratactic construction:

(3) ayfto got ali>bo däkö
ls-climb-perf mountain ls-follow-perf woman
I climbed the mountain, I followed the woman

climbed the mountain toward the woman'

Suppose we wish to say (4):

(4) I want to climb the mountain toward the woman

We cannot simply embed the paratactic construction under amitto
analogous to the serial constructions in (1) and (2) above. The reason for
this is the two assertion aspect of parataxis; given the meaning of (4), we
could not separately assert each clause in the complement. In translating
(4), we might opt for a complex construction involving an infinitive and a
purpose phrase:

(5) amitto yitto got me Ivbbo däkö
ls-want-prog climb-infin mountain for follow-infin

woman
want to climb the mountain in order to follow the
woman'

(5) is not exactly synonymous with (4). One could get a meaning closer to
(4) with a paratactic construction; however each verb in the series must
be separately embedded under amitto, which would allow for the preser-
vation of the two assertion aspect of parataxis:

(6) amitto yitto got amitto Ixrbbo dakö
ls-want-prog climb-infin ls-want-prog follow-infin

woman
I want to climb the mountain, I want to follow the

woman
want to climb the mountain toward the woman'

(6) is a bit odd, however, and rather cumbersome for a paratactic con-
struction, but gives us something like the meaning of (4). Serial construc-
tions can easily be embedded as infinitives because they resemble other
sorts of complex constructions in constituting one assertion. Paratactic
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constructions cannot be embedded except when backgrounded (Sec.
9.1.3) because their two assertion aspect is not compatable with the
semantic environaments found in embedding (Sec. 11.2).

The grammatical status of serialization will be discussed further in
Sec. 11.2.

9.1.5 Reduced clauses: infinitives and gerunds

Infinitives in Lango occur in certain contexts where the logical subject of
the embedded clause is identical to the subject of the matrix clause in com-
plement constructions (Sec 9.3),

(1 ) amxtto gweey odilo
ls-want-prog kick-infin ball

want to kick the ball'
(2) ädäg kwänno bukki

ls-refuse-hab read-infin book-this
refuse to read this book'

and as nominalizations:
(1) äpwop otitowa ä cecek beer a kwän

teacher 3s-tell-perf-lp att+part little+bit good-infin
att+part read-infin

'the teacher told us briefly about the benefits of reading'
(2) dako kwannere her

woman read-infin-3sa 3sa-good-hab
'the woman's reading is good'

(3) matto tabä räc
drink-infin tobacco 3s-bad-hab
'smoking tobacco is bad'

The object of an infinitive is expressed as for verbs — objects do not
form associative relationships with their infinitives. Infinitives take ordi-
nary object inflections, may occur in the middle voice, and have benefac-
tive and ventive forms. In nominalizations only, the subject of the
infinitive can occur as an associative NP with the infinitive as head. This
is illustrated in (1) and by the complex associative (Sec. 8.7.3) in (2).
Human subjects almost always occur in complex associatives when
definite. When both a direct object and a subject are present, the subject
forms an associative relationship with the syntactic unit consisting of the
infinitive and its direct object:
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(4) nekko gwökk ä dako rac
kill-infm dog att+part woman 3s-bad-hab
'the killing of a dog by a woman is bad'

(5) dako nekko gwok'kere räc
woman kill-infin dog-3sa 3s-bad-hab
'the woman's killing of the dog is bad'

In both (4) and (5), dako 'woman' could be interpreted as having an as-
sociative relationship with gwök 'dog', so that (5) could be interpreted as
meaning 'the killing of the woman's dog is bad'. Infinitives themselves
may occur in any sort of noun slot: They may be subjects, direct objects,
associatives (as in (1) above), and objects of prepositions:

(6) atie kän me cem
ls-be+present-hab here for eat-infin
'I'm here to eat'

Phenomena that could be interpreted as raising appear to be restricted
to the 'tough-movement' (object to subject) type and do not involve infini-
tives. This will be discussed below.

Gerunds, which occur also in reduplicative constructions (Sec. 8.10),
are found in two other contexts. First, they are found in purpose construc-
tions (Sec. 9.12.4) with the preposition me 'for, in order to' when the no-
tional object of the verb rendered as a gerund is the head of the
construction:

(1) kälmeäregä
millet for grind-ger
'millet for grinding'

(2) man buk me akwänä
this book for read-ger
'this is a book for reading'

(3) ämäko gweno me äcämänä
ls-catch-perf chicken for eat-ger-lsa

caught a chicken for me to eat'
Notice that the notional subject of the gerund in the last example is
rendered as an associative pronoun affix, attesting to the nominal status
of gerunds, at least in this construction. This interpretation of gerunds
is further attested by the fact that gerunds can be object of preposition
(e.g. me).

Gerunds are also used in what appears to be the only instance of some-
thing that could be analyzed as raising in the language:

(1) cämmo gweno ber
eat-infin chicken 3s-good-hab
'eating chicken is good'
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/ f\\ v * · v ' A(2) gweno her acama
chicken 3s-good-hab eat-ger
'chicken is good to eat'

b«r 'good' is the only predicate that clearly allows this construction. Here,
as in purpose constructions, gerunds are used when the nominalized predi-
cate is separated from its object.

9.2 Relative clauses

Relative constructions consist of a noun head (or antecedent) followed by
the relative clause. The order of the other elements in the NP is discussed
in Sec. 8.7.1. The relative clause itself consists of the attributive particle

1 97ä and the particle me fused together to form the relative particle amc,
followed by a sentence, syntactically like sentences in main clauses except
that now a noun slot will be empty or filled with a pronoun interpreted as
coreferential with the head. So a sentence like

(1) loca märö gwök
man 3s-like-hab dog
'the man likes the dog'

is occurring in a relative construction will take the form

(2) loce ame märö gwok
man rel + part 3s-like-hab dog
'the man that likes the dog'

where the subject slot within the relative clause is empty and interpreted
as coreferential to the head, locä. Or alternately, it will take the form

(3) gwokk äme locä märö
dog rel+part man 3s-like-hab
'the dog that the man likes'

where the direct object slot is empty and interpreted as coreferential to
the head noun gwök. In (2), we say that the subject has been relativized
on, and in (3), the direct object has been relativized on.

When the Su and DO are relativized on, the noun slot is left empty,
as in (2) and (3) above. It is also left empty if the IO is relativized where
the IO is not the object of bot 'to' (Section 1.5.1):

(4) loca ame rwot omiö lyec
man rel-part king 3s-give-perf elelphant
'the man that the king gave the elephant to'

However, if a benefactive, an associative, or an object of a preposition is
relativized on, a pronoun coreferential to the head is obligatorily placed
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in the noun slot. This pronoun is referred to as a 'resumptive' pronoun
and takes the form of an ordinary object pronoun:

Indirect object with bot
(5) loca am« rwot ömio lyec böte

man rel+part king 3s-give-perf elephant to-3s
'the man that the king gave the elephant to'
benefactive

(6) atinn ami däkö owille buk
child rel+part woman 3s-buy-ben-perf-3s book
'the child that the woman bought a book'
associative

(7) loca amc atinnere omato cäk
man rel+part child-3sa 3s-drink-perf milk
'the man whose child drank the milk'
object of preposition

(8) däkö arne rwot olego obaqa pire
woman rel+part king 3s-pray-perf God because+of
'the woman that the king prayed to God because of

Rclativization in Lango manifests the hierarchy of NP slots established by
Keenan and Comrie (1977): The subject, direct object, and advanced in-
direct object slots do not require a resumptive pronoun whereas all other
slots do. All noun slots in simple sentences can be relativized on, as well
as noun slots in hypotactic complement clauses:

(9) lyecc äme rwot ämitto willö
elephant rel + part king 3s-want-prog buy-infin
'the elephant that the king wants to buy'

(10) lyecc äme rwot ämitto nx loca wil
elephant rel + part king 3s-want-prog comp man

3s-buy-subj
'the elephant that the king wants the man to buy'

(11) loca ame rwöt ämitto lyeccere
man rel+part king 3s-want-prog see-infin elephant-3sa
'the man whose elephant the king wants to see'

1 9ftRelativization in Lango obeys Ross' Complex NP Constraint, as
well as the Coordinate Structure Constraint for true coordinate structures
(i.e. those conjoined by ento 'but' or Or'). The Sentential Subject Con-
straint is inapplicable since sentential subjects do not occur (Sec. 9.1.1).
NP's in serial constructions and in the first clause of a paratactic construc-
tion can be relativized on:
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(1 ) loc» ame ogwag odio ojwato okelo
man rel+part O. 3spress-perf 3s-hit-perf O.
'the man that Ogwang forced to hit Okelo'

(2) Ioc9 ame tek katö okelo
man rel+part 3s-strong-hab 3s-exceed-hab O.
'the man that is stronger than Okelo'

However, there appears to be a constraint against relativizing NP's in the
second clause of a paratactic construction; no analogous constraint holds
for serial constructions:

paratactic
(3) *loca ami okelo odio ogwarj ojwätö/ojwäte

man rel+part O. 3s-press-perf O. 3s-hit-perf/
3s-hit-perf-3s

'the man that Okelo forced Ogwang to hit'

serial
(4) loco ame okelo tek katö

man rel+part O. 3s-strong-hab 3s-exceed-hab
'the man that Okelo is stronger than*

The infelicity of (3) hold with or without resumptive pronouns. Notice
that this constraint on relativization cannot be subsumed under the Coor-
dinate Structure Constraint because relativization is not possible on NP's
in either conjunct of a true coordinate construction. Topicalization is pos-
sible even out the second clause of a paratactic construction (Sec. 9.9.1);
topicalization obeys the CNPC and the CSC in true coordinate construc-
tions. However, cleft is like relativization in this regard (9.9.1). Recall
that nouns in hypotactic complements can be relativized on. Compare (3)
with (5):

(5) loca äme okelo odio ogwäq ni öjwät
man rel+part O. 3s-press-perf O. comp 3s-hit-subj
'the man that Okelo pressed Ogwang to hit'

In relative clauses, elements such as prepositions or head nouns with
relativized associatives may not be fronted, unlike their English counter-
parts. This, no doubt, simply reflects the fact that there is no relative
pronoun for them to be fronted with.

The relative particle ame may be replaced, especially in western
dialects, by aye. The relative particle is not obligatory; the attributive par-
ticle alone may suffice, or neither may be present:

(1) gwokk ame otoo
dog rel+part 3s-die-perf
'the dog that died'
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(2) gwokkaotoo
dog att+part 3s-die-perf
'the dog that died'

(3) gwokk otoo
dog 3s-die-perf
'the dog that died'

Notice that gemination of the final consonant of the head noun occurs
even when the attributive particle (or the relative particle, which contains
the attributive particle) is not present, signalling in this way an attribu-
tive, as opposed to a predicative, relation.

When the subject is relativized on, a perfective verb in the relative
clause takes on a special tonal contour (see Sec. 5.3.2). Compare (3)
with (4):

(4) gwök otoo
dog 3s-die-perf
'the dog died'

Relative clauses in Lango are always restrictive, which is to say they
always presuppose the existence of another entity that could be charac-
terized by the head noun, but not by the relative construction as a whole.
So the relative construction in sentence (1)

( 1 ) rwottame däktäl ödok
king rel+part doctor 3s-go+back-perf
'the king who is a doctor went back'

presupposes the existence of a king who is not a doctor. The English non-
restrictive counterpart:

(2) the king, who is a doctor, went back
which does not presuppose the existence of another king, does not have
a Lango counterpart. The usual translation of (2) would be:

(3) rwot däktäl. odok
king 3s-doctor-hab. 3s-go+back-perf
'the king is a doctor, he went back'

Notice, however, that (2) and (3) are not equivalent. (2) presupposes that
the king is a doctor, while (3) asserts it.

Attributive adjectives constructions, such as (1),
(1) rwott ä räc

king att+part bad
'the bad king'

could be analyzed as a relative clause construction. As mentioned above,
the relative particle ami can be replaced by the attributive particle ä in
relative constructions and rac could be analyzed as a predicate adjective.
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In other words, it could be claimed that (1) is really a variant of (2):
(2) rwöttämeräc

king rel+part 3s-bad-hab
'the king who is bad'

It turns out, however, that there are some important meaning differen-
ces between (1) and (2). (1) is ambiguous between reference and referent
modification (Bolinger 1967), whereas (2) only has referent modification.
In stating (3),

(3) rwot räc
king 3s-bad-hab
'the king is bad'

one asserts that there is an individual who is a king and that that individual
is bad. Thus, it is the actual referent, the individual who is a king, that is
being modified in (3). However, in (4),

(4) en rwott ä räc
he king att+part bad
'he's a bad king'

it is conceivable that the individual who is the king is, in fact, a good per-
son, but is bad as a king. In other words, it is the reference (being a king)
rather than the referent (the individual) that is modified in (4). (1) is am-
biguous between the two interpretations, though the reference modifica-
tion interpretation is the primary one. (2), on the other hand, can only
have referent modification. For this reason, we must distinguish between
attributive adjective constructions like (1) and relative constructions like
(2), despite the fact that ame can be replaced by a in relative constructions.

Information questions are commonly constructed with relative
clauses,

(1) äwene ame rwot oneko twol iye?
when rel+part king 3s-kill-perf snake in-3s
'when did the king kill the snake?'

(2) rjä ä rwot onekke twol
who att+part king 3s-kill-ben-perf-3s snake
'who did the king kill the snake for?'

especially when the interrogative word is subject:

(3) r)a ame omato k5no?
who rel+part 3s-drink-perf beer
'who drank the beer?'

These constructions are semantically like clefts (where a focused element
is put in initial position) and structually like them also except for the lack
of the otherwise obligatory third singular pronoun en (Sec. 9.8).

Relative clauses in Lango require overt heads except in certain time
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constructions (Sec. 9.12.1). That is, there are no 'headless' relatives in
Lango as in the following English sentence:

(1) he likes what he eats
In Lango, an overt head noun must be present:

(2) märö gin ame camo
3s-like-hab thing rel+part 3s-eat-hab
'he likes the thing/what he eats'

Further, there is no relative clause extraposition in Lango.
Cleft and pseudo-cleft constructions (Sec. 9.8) and various adverbials

(Sec. 9.12) involve relativization.

9.3 Complementation

9.3.1 Complement-types

Complementation is defined semantically as the state of affairs where a
predication functions as an argument of a predicate. The predication
is referred to as a complement and the syntactic form it takes as its com-
plement-type. Four complement-types are used in Lango: (hypotactic) in-
dicative, (hypotactic) subjunctive, paratactic, and infinitive.

The indicative complement-type is used when the complement has in-
dependent time reference vis-a-vis the matrix:

(1) päkö okobbi dakö ni dyel ocamo
girl 3s-say-ben-perf woman comp goat 3s-eat-perf
'the girl told the woman that the goat ate it'

(2) ätin ni loca öpäjio pälä
child 3s-see-perf comp man 3s-blunt-perf knife
'the child saw that the man blunted the knife'

(3) dakö opoyo ni edino kal
woman 3s-remember-perf comp 3s-thresh-perf millet
'the woman remembered that she threshed the millet'

(4) rwot binö tammo ni loci» ödök awo'ro
king 3s-come-hab think-infin comp man

3s-go+back-perf yesterday
'the king will think that the man went back yesterday'

/ f" \ N * *· A V ^ · V V V V S(5) ape aye ni okelo ocamo rec
ls-neg ls-believe-hab comp O. 3s-eat-perf fish

don't believe that Okelo ate the fish'
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By 'independent time reference' it is meant that the time reference of the
complement can vary freely relative to the time reference of the matrix,
and is in no way logically bound by the time reference of the complement
taking predicate. So in (4), the time reference of the matrix is future, but
the time reference of the complement is past. This situation could easily
be reversed:

(6) awo'ro rwot otamo ni loca bino dak
yesterday king 3s-think-perf comp man 3s-come-hab

go+back-infin
'yesterday, the king thought that the man will come back'

That is, there is nothing intrinsic in the meaning of tammo 'to think' that
requires that its complement have a certain time reference relative to it.
We can contrast this characteristic of tammo with mitto 'to want'. In sen-
tences like

(7) rwot ämxtto ni loca dok
king 3s-want-prog comp man 3s-go+back-subj
'the king wants the man to go back'

the time reference of the complement can only be future relative to that
of the matrix. This is an instance of 'dependent' time reference, which
characterized the subjunctive and infinitive in Lango. The time reference
of a complement with dependent time reference is a necessary conse-
quence of the meaning of the complement taking predicate. A comple-
ment having determined time reference typically refers to a future
world-state relative to the time reference of the complement-taking predi-
cate (CTP). For example in the sentence

(1) Jose ordered Joäo to interrogate Smith

Joab's interrogation of Smith must necessarily follow Jose's order. That
is, the complement has a future time reference relative to the time
reference of the CTP order, even if both events, the order and the inter-
rogation, took place in the past relative to the time of utterance of (1).
Josd could not, for example, order Joao to do something in the past rela-
tive to the act of ordering, thus ruling out a sentence like (2):

(2) Jose is ordering Joab to interrogate Smith yesterday

The range of determined time reference complements include those
whose time reference is necessarily the same as the complement taking
predicate, such as complements to phasal (or aspectual) predicates like
cakko 'to begin', those that are timeless in the sense that they repre-
sent general conditions or states, such as certain complements of määrö
'to like, love', and those that have no time reference because they rep-
resent non-events (as distinct from those that are simply potential) such
as certain complements -of temmo 'to try'. What all these have in com-
mon, of course, is that their time reference is determined by the mean-
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ing and use of the complement taking predicate so that only one time
reference, the one determined by the complement taking predicate, is
possible for these complements. Complement taking predicates that
represent commands, requests, intention, desires, and expressions of
necessity, ability, or obligation are among those whose complements
have determined time reference. In contrast, complements with inde-
pendent time reference include complements to predicates that assert,
report, comment on as background, or make truth-value judgements
about their complements.

So, the indicative is used as complements to utterance predicates like
kobbo 'to say', with prepositional attitude predicates like yee 'to believe'
and t ammo 'to think', with commentative (factive) predicates like bfer 'to
be good', and with predicates of knowledge such as qeeyo 'to know'.

The complementizer nl is obligatory with all indicative complements
(but see Sec. 9.3.3).

Paratactic complements were discussed in detail in Sec. 9.1.3.2. In sum,
the paratactic complement is used when the meaning of the complement
taking predicate and the complement is compatable with the two asser-
tion aspect of parataxis. For the most part, paratactic complements have
determined time reference, since the conventions for interpreting the
temporal relations that hold between the two clauses representing events
in parataxis is to assume that their linear order represents their real time
order or that the two are simultaneous. This resembles the range of tem-
poral relations possible with determined time reference. However, predi-
cates like tammo 'to think' and qeey 'to believe' can under certain
circumstances be used in paratactic constructions, especially with first per-
son singular subjects (see Sec. 9.1.3.2). Complements to these predicates
have independent time reference.

Paratactic complements occur with causative predicates like diiyo
'to press, force', immediate perception predicates like ηέηηό 'to see'
and wijijio 'to hear', phasal predicates like cakko 'to start', positive
achievement predicates like pooyo 'to remember', and positive proposi-
tional attitude predicates like tammo 'to think' when used assertively.

Subjunctive and infinitive complements both have determined time
reference. In addition, the subjunctive always has an interpretation that
can be described as 'indeterminate realization'. That is, in a sentence
containing a subjunctive complement, the action or state coded by the
subjunctive can not be inferred to have actually occurred. This is in
contrast to the paratactic complement, which always has a realized in-
terpretation:

subjunctive
(1) rwot odio loc» ni oryet

king 3s-press-perf man comp 3s-winnow-subj
'the king pressed the man to winnow'
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para tactic
(2) rwöt odio loca oryeto

king 3s-press-perf man 3s-winnow-perf
the king pressed the man, he winnowed millet
'the king forced the man to winnow'

In (2), one can infer that the man actually winnowed, but in (1), one cannot
make such an inference, though one cannot infer that the man didn't win-
now either. The subjunctive is quite neutral in this regard. Similarly with

(3) onwoqo ämittö ni loca oryet
3s-find-perf ls-want-prog comp man 3s-winnow-subj

wanted the man to winnow'
(4) onwoQO myero ni loca oryet

3s-find-perf 3s-be + necessary-hab comp man
3s-winnow-subj

'it was necessary for the man to winnow'
one cannot infer that the man actually winnowed, though again, it's pos-
sible that he did.

The complementizer ni is obligatory with the subjunctive except for
two predicates, myeero 'to be necessary' and wekko 'to let, allow'. With
myeero its use is optional — compare (4) with (5):

(5) onworjo myerö loca oryet
3s-find-perf 3s-be + necessary-hab man 3s-winnow-subj
'it was necessary for the man to winnow'

With wekko, ni is obligatory when the verb is used in its permissive sense,
(6) oweko ni okelo ocim

3s-allow-perf comp O. 3s-eat-subj
'he allowed Okelo to eat'

but can't be used when the verb is used to form non-third person imperatives:
(7) wik okelo oc£m

2s-let-imper O. 3s-eat subj
'let Okelo eat'

The subjunctive is used with desiderative predicates like mitto 'to
want', causative predicates like diiyo 'to press', and modal predicates like
myeero 'to be necessary'.

The infinitive, which has determined time reference, is used whenever
the logical subject of the complement is interpreted as coreferential to the
subject of the matrix:

(8) ämtttö binö
ls-want-prog come-infin

want to come'
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(9) imxtto bind
2s-want-prog come-infin
'you want to come'

(10) amitto bino
3s-want-prog come-infin
'he wants to come'

In determined time reference contexts, when the two subjects are not in-
terpreted as coreferential, the subjunctive must be used:

(11) ämitto nx obin
ls-want-prog comp 3s-come-subj

want her to come'
It should be noted that the infinitive is not obligatory in (8-10). However,
if the subjunctive is used in such cases, it carries the implication that the
activity will be carried out with determination and resolve:

(12) amittö ni ab in
ls-want-prog comp ls-come-subj

want to come and am determined to do so'
Unlike English, coreference between the direct object and the com-

plement subject does not result in an infinitive, the subjunctive or
paratactic complement would be used instead, depending on the mean-
ing. This is illustrated in sentences (1) and (2) above.

Depending on the meaning of the matrix predicate, the infinitive can
substitute for the paratactic complement under equi-subject conditions
without substantial change in meaning (or at least receive the same English
translation). For example,

(1) ätin öpöyö öjöbö kal
child 3s-remember-perf 3s-collect-perf millet
the child remembered it, she collected millet
'the child remembered to collect millet'

(2) ätin opoyojobbo kal
child 3s-remember-perf collect-infin millet
'the child remembered to collect millet'

(1) and (2) are roughly synonymous. But (3) and (4) carry very different
interpretations:

(3) ätin ötemö ojäbo kal
child 3s-try-perf 3s-collect-perf millet
the child tried it, she collected millet
'the child tried and succeeded to collect millet'
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(4) ätin ötemö jöbbo käl
child 3s-try-perf collect-infin millet
'the child tried to collect millet'

(3) asserts that the child collected the millet, while with (4), there is an
invited inference that the child did not succeed in collecting the millet.
The infinitive can only paraphrase the paratactic complement if the
complement taking predicate has an implicative sense, that is if the
matrix predicate necessarily implies the truth of the complement.131

Notice, however, that this paraphrase relation holds only when the
predicates are not negated. For example, (5) and (6) receive the same
English translation:

(5) ogwag ocako obücö
O. 3s-start-perf 3s-yell-perf O.
Ogwang started it, he yelled at Opio
'Ogwang started to yell at Opio'

(6) ogwarj ocako bücco
. 3s-start-perf yell-infin O.

Ogwang started to yell at Opio'
But if ocako is negated, the paraphrase relation ceases. The sentence

<5') ogwäQ pe ocako öbücö öpiö
O. neg. 3s-start-perf 3s-yell-perf O.
Ogwang didn't start it, he yelled at Opio

would have to receive an interpretation like Ogwang didn't start it, there-
fore he yelled at Opio' or something similar. (6') however, represents a
negation of the sense of the English gloss of (5) and (6),

(6') ogwarj pe ocako bücco
O. neg 3s-start-perf yell-infin O.
Ogwang didn't start to yell at Opio'

and clearly is not synonymous with (5').
Serial constructions can be embedded as infinitives, but paratactic con-

structions can not (Sec. 9.1.4).
The infinitive is used with a large range of predicates all with the

coreference conditions described above. It is found with modals like tweero
'to be able', achievement predicates like temmo 'to try' and pooyo 'to
remember', and aspectuals like cakko 'to start, begin'.

9.3.2 Switch reference

In hypotactic complements (indicative and subjunctive), the ordinary third
person subject affixes assume a new function. They are used to indicate that
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the subject of the complement is not the same as the subject of the matrix:
( 1 ) rwot okobo ni oneko abwor

king 3s-say-perf comp 3s-kill-perf lion
'the king said that he killed the lion'

In (1), king and he cannot refer to the same individual. Notice that the form
of the verb in the complement is the same as it would be as the main verb
in a sentence:

(2) oneko abwor
3s-kill-perf lion
'he killed the lion'

The ordinary third person forms are said to have 'switch-reference' func-
tion in hypotactic complements. If, however, it is intended that the sub-
ject of the matrix and the subject of the complement are coreferential,
then special 'non-switch reference' affixes are used:

(3) rwot okobo ni eneko abwor
king 3s-say-perf comp 3s-kill-perf lion
'the king said that he killed the lion'

In (3), king and he must refer to the same individual. There is also a third
person plural non-switch reference affix:

(1) gr ötämo ni orjeo däkono
they 3p-think-perf comp 3p-know-hab woman-that
'they thought that they (someone else) knew that

woman'
(2) gi otamo ni irjeo däkono

they 3p-think-perf comp 3p-know-hab woman-that
'they thought that they (themselves) knew that woman'

For the form of switch reference inflections, see Sec. 8.2.5.
The switch/non-switch reference distinction is available only for

hypotactic complements. It is not available for paratactic constructions,
serials, relative or adverbial clauses, or for adjacent sentences in discourse.

9.3.3 Embedded questions

Yes/no questions can be embedded as complements; they appear in the in-
dicative mood and the usual complementizer ni is replaced by kä ' if, which
can be translated here also by 'whether':

(1) apepo däkö kä rwot obüco apwöp
ls-ask-perf woman if king 3s-yell-perf teacher

asked the woman if the king yelled at the teacher'
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(2) däkö pärö äpärä kä pakö öregö käl
woman 3s-consider-hab consider-ger if girl 3s-grind-perf

millet
'the woman doubts whether the girl ground the millet'

Information questions can also be embedded. In such cases the interroga-
tive word is moved to the front of the embedded question in a cleft con-
struction, replacing the complementizers ni or kä:

(1) pe äneö äwene en atyekko xye
neg ls-know-hab when it ls-finish-prog in-3s

don't know when I'll finish it'
This information can also be expressed as in (2):

(2) pe arjeo kare ame atyekko iye
neg ls-know-hab time rel-part ls-finish-prog in-3s

don't know when I'll finish it'

9.3.4 Direct and indirect speech

Lango makes no formal distinction between direct and indirect speech.
Both use the complementizer ni. Further, there is no rule analogous to a
sequence-of-tense rule. The two are only distinguishable by change in
shifter elements such as locative and person indicators:

direct
(1) ököbö ni aketo pä la kän

3s-say-perf comp ls-put-perf knife here
'he said, "I put the knife here"'
indirect

(2) ököbö ni eketö pala kxrnxr
3s-say-perf comp 3s-put-perf knife there
'he said that he put the knife there'

In expressing 'future in the past', the ordinary devices for referring to the
future are used:

(3) ögwärj oköbö ni ebino d5k
O. 3s-say-perf comp 3s-come-hab go+back-infin
Ogwang said that he would/will go back'

ököbö 'he said' may be contracted with the complementizer ni to produce
ököbbi.
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9.3.5 Negative raising

Negative raising is the name applied to the situation where a negative
marker appears to be removed from the complement clause with which it
is understood to be associated and is raised to the ordinary position for
negatives within the matrix. Lango employs negative raising, as the fol-
lowing sentences illustrate:

(1) an ätämo ni okelo pe omeo pe
I ls-think-hab comp O. neg 3s-melt-perf ice

think that Okelo didn't melt the ice'

(2) an pe atamo ni okelo omeo pe
I neg ls-think-hab comp O. 3s-melt-perf ice

don't think that Okelo melted the ice'

Negative raising is found only with prepositional attitude predicates like
tammo 'to think', desiderative predicates like mrtto 'to want', and modal
predicates like myeero 'to be necessary'.

9.4 Comparative constructions

The equative relation can be indicated in two ways. The first involves bälä
'as, like':

(1) däkoni ber bälä yin
woman-this 3s-beautiful-hab as you
'this woman is as beautiful as you'

The second clause in (1) has been truncated, the second predicate ibir
'you are beautiful' having been ellipted. bälä is a conjunction; as the ex-
ample shows, it is not conjugated like simple prepositions.

The other technique for indicating the equative relation involves
serialization (Sec. 9.1.4) with the verb cällo 'to resemble' as the second
verb in the series:

(2) däkoni ber ca'H
woman-this 3s-beautiful-hab 3s-resemble-hab-2s
'this woman is as beautiful as you'

(3) däkoni pe ber ce'li
woman-this neg 3s-beautiful-hab 3s-resemble-hab-2s
'this woman isn't as beautiful as you'

(4) aber äca'li
1 s-beautiful-hab l s-resemble-hab-2s
'I'm as beautiful as you'
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Simple comparison may be indicated by means of serialization too.
The first verb in the series establishes the standard; the second verb, katto
'to surpass' or looyo 'to defeat, exceed', the item compared:

(1) äryekäka'ti
ls-clever-hab ls-surpass-hab-2s
'I'm cleverer than you'

(2) däko pe dwog kätö icS
woman neg ls-big-hab 3s-surpass-hab man
'the woman isn't bigger than the man'

(3) itikiloorwot
2s-strong-hab 2s-exceed-hab king
'you're stronger than the king'

Simple comparison can also be indicated by a non-serial construction, still
utilizing loayo or katto. The standard of comparison is a nominal object
of the preposition i:

(4) dako 155 ic5 i dwög
woman 3s-exceed-hab man in bigness
'the woman is bigger than the man'

There is no special superlative construction. The superlative is simply
a comparative where comparison is made to the relevant class of entities:

(5) lyeci d5n5 0155 i kin leyi
elephants 3p-big-hab 3p-exceed-hab in middle animals
'elephants are the biggest animal'

(6) Mohammed AH en tek 155 i wi lobo
M.A. he 3s-strong-hab 3s-exceed-hab in head world
'Mohammed Ali is the strongest in the world'

Notice that looyo in (5) and (6) is morphologically transitive, just as in (3).
Adjectives may also be used to compare clauses. In such cases the

clauses are nominalized:

(1) cämmö gwennä okelo oyotoyot 155 kwällogi ä
eat-infin chickens att+part O. fast 3s-exceed-hab

steal-infin-3p att+part O.
Okelo eats chickens faster than Opio steals them'

When two clauses are compared directly, only the second is a nominal:
^ 1 x 1 ̂  ' l ' A 1 v H ^ ^ s ^ Aokelo camo gwen 193 kwallogi a opxo
O. 3s-eat-hab chickens 3s-exceed-hab

steal-infm-3p att+part O.
Okelo eats more chickens than Opio steals'
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9.5 Ingressive constructions

wot 'to go, walk' and other motion verbs are often used pleonastically in
a serial construction resulting in an ingressive construction. In this con-
struction, wot often retains a motional sense, but its primary function
seems to be to reinforce perfective aspect — it is never found in the
progressive or habitual aspects:

(1 ) loca owoto olvb5 dako
man 3s-go-perf 3s-follow-perf woman
'the man followed the woman'

(2) d k owoto okwano
woman 3s-go-perf 3s-read-perf
'the woman read'

As a serial construction, the ingressive can also take the form of an in-
finitive

(3) mitto wot yepp cem
ls-want-prog go-infin look + for-infin food
Ί want to go look for food'

or subjunctive:

(4) mitto ηί όρχό ow t oyep cem
ls-want-prog comp O. 3s-go-subj 3s-look + for-subj food
Ί want Opio to go look for food'

9.6 Coordinating sentences

As noted in Sections 8.7.5 and 9.1.2, Lango makes little use of true con-
junction relative to English, because while ento 'but' and ορό Or' can be
analyzed as true conjunctions (though the verbal status of όρο is quite
clear), there is no Lango equivalent of English 'and'.

The 'and' relation is expressed in Lango in a number of ways depend-
ing on the sense. If mere, non-sequential conjunction is intended, simple
juxtaposition of sentences is used:

( 1 ) rwot cam rirjo. en m t k rp
king 3s-eat-hab meat, he 3s-drink-hab beer
'the king eats meat and drinks beer'

If simultaneity is indicated, a paratactic construction is frequently en-
countered involving repetition of each predicate:
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(2) rwöt onwono cemö mato cemo mato
king 3s-find-perf 3s-eat-hab 3s-drink-hab 3s-eat-hab

3s-drink-hab
'the king ate and drank'

Other sorts of 'and' relations may also be accomplished with parataxis
(Sec. 9.1.3).

When sequence is indicated (i.e. when 'and' is equivalent to 'and then'),
a special syntagm, the t£ construction, is used, te is a verb, is always con-
jugated in the habitual aspect, and takes the semantic main predicate as
its infinitive complement:

(1) an atedo rirjo ate cammo
I ls-cook-perf meat ls-and+then-hab eat-infin

cooked the meat and then I ate it'
te constructions never begin a discourse and are always interpreted as
having the aspect of the inflected verb preceding them. The function of
the te construction is to advance the narrative, indicating continuity in the
linear sequence.

Intonationally, te constructions can either function as an intona-
tional adjunct of the first clause, as in parataxis, or as a completely
separate unit:

(2) obi no te cammo
3s-come-perf 3s-and+then -hab eat-infin
'he came and then he ate'

(3) lanö öyä i Sudan, ote bino te gik gülu
L. 3s-go-perf from S. 3p-and+then-hab come-infin

3p-and+then-hab stop-infin G.
'The Lango came from the Sudan. They came and

stopped at Gulu'
(2) is an example of the two clauses functioning intonationally as a single
sentence. (3) illustrates both possibilities. Generally speaking, the shorter
the first clause, the more likely the second is to form an intonational unit
with it. Except in conditional constructions, changes in topic always result
in a new intonational unit:

(4) kwäc ocako cem. apwo te nekke
L. 3s-start-perf eat-infin. H. 3s-and+then-hab

kill-infin-3s
'Leopard started to eat. Then Hare killed him'

te constructions may even begin new episodes in discourse provided the
narrative order is not disturbed (Sec. 10.2).

te may be negated,
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(5) loca obino paco pe te ätin
man 3s-come-perf home neg 3s-and+then-hab see-infin child
'the man came home but didn't see the child'

and may occur with a time adverbial (provided it does not disturb the nar-
rative sequence):

(6) i dikkomere gin ducu öte bind rwatte
in morning-topic they all 3p-and + then-hab come-infin

meet-mid-infin
'that morning they all came to meet'

te constructions can also occur in disjunction with :
(7) kä ötwo, ite dinno öjio ite öddo äoda

if 3s-dry-perf, 2s-and+then-hab thresh-infin or
2s-and+then-hab pound-infm pound-ger

'if it dries, you either thresh it or pound it'
In the above example, the second ite can be deleted.

Serial constructions can be coded in narrative discourse with te; the
verbs in the series all appear in the infinitive:

(1) te wot nwOQQO ojxrk
3s-and+then-hab go-infin find-infin O.
'then he went to find Ojuk'

With paratactic constructions, however, each clause must either occur in
a separate te construction,

(2) te diiyo okelo, te kopjia ögwärj
3s-and+then-hab press-infin O., 3s-and+then-hab

help-infin O.
'and then he forced Okelo to help Ogwang'

or the first clause only is formed with te, the second clause taking the form
it usually would in a paratactic construction:

(3) te diiyö okelo okopa ogwäq
3s-and+then-hab press-infin O. 3s-help-perf O.
'and then he forced Okelo to help Ogwang'

Conjunction reduction in Lango can only result in conjoined NP's (Sec.
8.7.5). There is no rule of gapping or object reduction in Lango.

9.7 Conditional constructions

There are two ways to form conditional constructions in Lango. The first,
for ordinary conditionals, is to express the protasis in the indicative
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preceded by the conjunction kä 'if, and to express the apodosis with te if
it follows the protasis sequentially in time, or with the ordinary indicative
if it precedes the protasis in linear time sequence:

( 1 ) kä ica obinö te cem
if man 3s-come-perf 3s-and+then-hab eat-infin
'if the man came, then he'll eat/he ate (after he came)'

(2) kä ic5 öbino, ocemo
if man 3s-come-perf, 3s-eat-perf
'if the man came, then he had eaten (before he came)'

The second method is used for contrary-to-fact conditionals. With
these, both protasis and apodosis are preceded by kono. The verbs in both
clauses are in the ordinary indicative:

(3) kono onworjo atie i ccm, kono ämiyi
if 3s-find-perf ls-be + present-hab with food, then

ls-give-perf-2s
'if I had food, I would have given it to you'

For kono conditionals, the order is always protasis first, apodosis
second. However, kä clauses may also follow the apodosis, though this is
much rarer in texts than the order protasis-apodosis. When the protasis
follows the apodosis, it may represent an afterthought:

(4) obinö tedo kä rwot obinö
lp-come-hab cook-infin if king 3s-come-perf
'we'll cook if the king comes'

9.8 Cleft constructions

A sentence is a cleft sentence if it can be negated to mean that there is
something or someone satisfying the sentence other than the clefted (or
focused) NP.132 Thus in English

(1) it's Irving that Zeke slapped
is a cleft because

(2) it's not Irving that Zeke slapped
presupposes that Zeke slapped someone and that someone is not Irving.
Lango has cleft sentences under this definition. These consist of the clefted
NP, followed by the third singular pronoun en, followed by a relative
clause. The relative clause consists of the fused attributive and relative
particles ame and the relativized sentence:
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(1) okelo enn ame όρίό ojw to
Ο. it rel+part O. 3s-hit-perf
'it's Okelo that Opio hit'

The negation of (1),
(2) pe en okelo enn ame όρίό ojw to

neg he O. it rel+part O. 3s-hit-perf
'it's not Okelo that Opio hit'

presupposes that Opio hit someone other than Okelo.
The pragmatic effect of cleft is to establish a focussed item-in-contrast,

which is to say that in sentences like
(3) pi enn ante ojw to okelo

O. it rel+part 3s-hit-perf O.
'it's Opio that hit Okelo'

the speaker believes that the hearer either has a finite set of persons in
mind and the speaker is indicating that, of this set, Opio is the relevant
one, or that the hearer believes that someone other than Opio hit Okelo
and the speaker is setting the hearer right. Cleft is also used as an answer
to questions such as (4):

(4) ij ojw to okelo?
who 3s-hit-perf O.
'who hit Okelo?'

Either (1) above or
(5) όρίό ojw to okelo

O. 3s-hit-perf O.
Opio hit Okelo'

with Opio receiving contrasting stress can answer (4). The cleft is far more
common in this function, however.

Since it is NP's, not nouns, that are clefted, nominal modifiers are
clefted along with their head nouns:

(1) loc» dw Q έη ante aj ga k o
man att + part 3s-big-hab it rel+part cat 3s-bite-perf
'it's the big man that the cat bit'

Associative NP's may be clefted without their head nouns:
(2) ogwag en ame gwo'kere okao rw t

O. it rel+part dog-3sa 3s-bite-perf king
'it's Ogwang whose dog bit the king'

The syntactic rules governing the relative clause in clefts are the same
as those governing ordinary relative clauses, e.g. the rules governing
resumptive pronouns,
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(3) däkö ante rwöt önekke twöl
woman it rel+part king 3s-kill-ben-perf-3s snake
'it's the woman that the king killed the snake for'

and the rule governing the relative form of a third singular perfective
verb:

(4) rwöt ante önekö twöl
king it rel+part 3s-kill-perf snake
'it's the king that killed the snake'

(cf rwöt önekö twöl
king 3s-kill-perf snake
'the king killed the snake' )

The pronoun does not refer to the clefted and is invariable:
(1 ) atxnni äme däkö öpitö

child-this it rel+part woman 3s-feed-perf
'it's this child that the woman fed'

(2) itinoni ante däkö öpitö
children-this it rel+part woman 3s-feed-perf
'it's these children that the woman fed'

(3) an äme önenä
I it rel+part 3s-see-perf-ls
'it's me that he saw'

is obligatory in clefts, except when the clefted is an interrogative
word,

(1) rja ame loca önenö?
who rel+part man 3s-see-perf
'who did the man see?'

or a pronoun:
(2) pe ynm ante ajwati

neg you rel+part ls-hit-perf-2s
'it's not you that I hit*

In such cases is optional; compare (2) and (3):
(3) pe yin en ame ajwati

neg you it rel+part is-hit-perf-2s
'it's not you that I hit'

äme may be reduced to a or deleted altogether as in ordinary relatives:
(1) borp äme ödilö ni gig

clothes it rel+part 3s-pack-perf part full
'it's the clothes that she packed to the rim'
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(2) böno enn a odilo ni git)

(3) bogo enn odilo ni git)

As in relative clauses, aye may replace ame:
(4) loca /**»* X öneko gwök

J
man it rel+part 3s-kill-perf dog
'it's the man who killed the dog*

Notice that in Lango there is no ambiguity, even leaving aside intonation,
between an identification sentence, where the item identified is an NP
with a relative clause, and its corresponding cleft. Compare (4) with the
identification sentence (5):

(5) en loc» ame oneko gwök
he man rel+part 3s-kill-perf dog
'it's the man who killed the dog'

A pragmatically similar construction, the Lango equivalent of the
English pseudo-cleft, utilizes a more straightforward relative construction.
Here the focussed NP is in final position and the presupposed (back-
grounded) material is a relative with an indefinite head occupying the sub-
ject slot in an identification sentence:

( 1 ) nätt ante oneko gwök ökelö
person rel-part 3s-kill-perf dog O.
'the one who killed the dog is Okelo'

There is typically a pause following the relative clause, but without the es-
tablishment of a new downdrift intonation contour.

Clefting and topicalization can both apply to the same sentence. In
such cases, the topic appears before the clefted NP:

(2) ökelö gwök äme ökäö
O. dog it rel-part 3s-bite-perf
'it's the dog that Okelo was bitten by'
or Okelo, it's the dog that he was bitten by'

okelo is the topic, and gwök the clefted NP. The function of the topic, here
as elsewhere, is to establish the sentence orientation (Sec. 8.5.2): cleft es-
tablishes a focussed item-in-contrast. The two constructions, then, are not
operating at cross purposes and occur together naturally in discourse.
Notice that (2) cannot also mean 'it's the dog that Okelo bit' because then
the tonal contour on the verb would have to be okao, in accordance with
the rules for relativized subjects.
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9.9 Embedded cleft and topic constructions

9.9.1 Topic and cleft across sentence boundaries

Topic NP's may cross clause boundaries:
(1 ) ogwag äwijio ni äläba akobbo ni ocwe

O. ls-hear-perf comp A. 3s-say-perf comp
3s-become+fat-perf

Ogwang, I heard Alaba was saying that he was fat'
(2) ogwas) alaba ämitto ni okelo okSpe

O. A. 3s-want-prog comp O. 3s-help-subj-3s
Ogwang, Alaba wants Okelo to help him'

They may also originate in infinitive phrases:
(3) ogwäg äläbä ämitto köjipe

O. A. 3s-want-prog help-infin-3s
Ogwang, Alaba wants to help him'

(4) ogwarj äläbä öbinö me kojipe
O. A. 3s-come-perf for help-infin-3s
Ogwang, Alaba came to help him'

However, such sentences are a bit forced, though they are accepted and
understood.

Topicalization is clearly subject to Ross' (1967) Complex NP Con-
straint: NP's may not be topicalized out of relative clauses or noun com-
plements.133 The Coordinate Structure Constraint applies as well,
blocking the topicalization of an NP out of coordinated clause:

(1) öcämö rcc, enta okelo amato k5rj5
O. 3s-eat-perf fish but O. 3s-drink-perf beer
Opio ate fish, but Okelo drank beer'

(2) *ökelö öcamö rsc, entä ömätö k5rp
O. O. 3s-eat-perf fish, but 3s-drink-perf beer
Okelo, Opio ate fish but he drank beer'

Notice, however, that topicalization applies across clause boundaries in
parataxis and serialization and is much more natural here than out of sub-
ordinate clauses:

(3) kal dakö odio icS opyeto
millet woman 3s-press-perf man 3s-winnow-perf millet
the woman pressed the man, he winnowed it
'millet, the woman pressed the man to winnow it'
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(4) okelo ögwäQ tek käte
O. O. 3s-strong-hab 3s-surpass-hab-3s
Okelo, Ogwang is stronger than him'

(cf relativization Sec. 9.2). This difference between parataxis and serializa-
tion, and true coordination will be discussed in Sec. 11.2.

Resumptive pronouns are obligatory for lO's and human DO's topi-
calized across clause boundaries (note that non-human NP's such as kal
'millet' in (3) do not have DO pronominal substitutes: the transitive verb
alone suffices in such cases):

(1) alabä okelo oyito gat olxrbe
A. O. 3s-climb-perf mountain 3s-follow-perf-3s
Alaba, Okelo climbed the mountain, he followed her
'Alaba, Okelo climbed the mountain toward her'

Clefted NP's may also cross clause boundaries:
(1) ogwai) enn äme äwipö ni alabä äköbbö ni öcwe

. it rel+part ls-hear-perf comp A. 3s-say-prog comp
3s-become+fat-perf

'it's Ogwang that I heard Alaba was saying was fat'
Cleft is subject to the CNPC and the CSC. Analogous to the situation in
relativization, NP's in the second clause of a paratactic construction can-
not be clefted to the beginning of the sentence:

(2) *ogwarj ante adiö okelo ojwate
O. it rel + part ls-press-perf O. 3s-hit-perf-3s
'it's Ogwang that I forced Okelo to hit'

A noun in the first clause can, however, be clefted:
/ \ v ' 1 *· ^ v ^ j ^ .̂ · ^ j. x ^ v( ) okelo enn ame adio ojwato ogwaq

O. it rel+part ls-press-perf 3s-hit perf O.
it's Okelo that I pressed, he hit Ogwang
'it's Okelo that I forced to hit Ogwang'

Nouns in the second clause of a serial construction can, however, be
clefted:

(4) rwot ame okelo ocwe kate
king it rel+part O. 3s-become + fat-perf 3s-surpass-hab
'it's the king that Okelo is fatter than'

The reason for the different restrictions on topicalization and cleft-
ing in paratactic constructions (topicalization, but not clefting is pos-
sible out of the second clause) has to do, it would seem, with the
respective functions of topicalization and cleft. Topicalization estab-
lishes a sentence orientation; what follows the orientation is typically
new information. A clefted NP is an item-in-contrast; what follows the
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clefted NP is necessarily old information. If an NP like ogwag in (2) is
an item-in-contrast, the Lango strategy seems to be to note as back-
ground material only the second clause. For instance, one would say,

/ f \ v ^ ' ^ A S I X ^ X V * v . *(5) ogwarj enn ame okelo ojwate
O. it rel+part O. 3s-hit-perf-3s
'it's Ogwang that Okelo hit'

instead of (2). The first clause in (2) is, presumably, background and redun-
dant; the second clause alone is sufficient to identify the situation and the
referent. But with topicalization, the fact that both clauses are being as-
serted as new information makes their presence mandatory if the mean-
ing they contain is to be communicated. So topicalization is allowable
under these conditions, but cleft is not. Since there is no problem embed-
ding serial constructions, which contain a single assertion like ordinary,
non-coordinate, complex sentences, clefting NP's in the second clause is
permissible.

9.9.2 Topic and cleft within embedded clauses

Topicalization may apply within an embedded clause, fronting an N P to
the beginning ofthat clause:

(1) rwot neo ni ogwag okelo dägö
king 3s-know-hab comp O. O. 3s-hate-hab
'the king knows that Ogwang is hated by Okelo'

All types of true embedded clauses can have topics distinct from subjects
(topics underlined):

(2) otoka ante rwot okelo omio
car rel+part king O. 3s-give-perf
'the car that the king was given by Okelo'

(3) i kare rwot okelo owille, te dok
in time king O. 3s-buy-ben-perf-3s, 3s-and+then-hab

go+back-infin
'when Okelo bought it for the king, he went back'

Topicalization is not possible within infinitive phrases, nor is it possible
within the second clause of a paratactic or serial construction:

(4) "'rwot ödio loca dako opömö
king 3s-press-perf man woman 3s-marry-perf
the king pressed the man, the woman he married
'the king forced the man to marry the woman'

As usual, clefting is more restricted than topicalization. It can apply
within certain types of embedded clauses, e.g. complements to prepositional
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attitude predicates and predicates of knowledge, as well as utterance
predicates:135

(1) όρίό okobo ni okelo έηη ame* otogo mag
O. 3s-say-perf comp O. it rel+part 3s-cut-perf cane
Opio said that it's Okelo that cut the cane'

(2) rwot tamo ni okelo έηη ami okwalo gweno
king 3s-think-hab comp O. it rel+part 3s-steal-perf

chicken
'the king thinks that it's Okelo that stole the chicken'

(3) ge ni icok έηη ame rwot ocamo
ls-know-hab comp potato it rel+part king 3s-eat-perf
Ί know that it's the potato that the king ate'

Cleft is difficult or impossible elsewhere, e.g. in complements to desidera-
tive predicates,

(1) *amxtto ni okelo έηη ante kw l gweno
ls-want-prog comp O. it rel+part 3s-steal-subj chicken
Ί want that it's Okelo that steal chicken'

or in relative clauses:
(2) *gweno ame okelo en ame okwalo

chicken re-part O. it rel+part 3s-steal-perf
'the chicken that it's Okelo that stole'

9.10 Subjects and topics

In the section above, some coreference properties were described as
though they were properties of subjects. On closer examination, these
properties turn out to be properties of topics, and it is only because sub-
jects are likely to be topics that these coreference properties could infor-
mally be attributed to them.136

The first of these is control of switch reference. As described in Sec.
9.3.2, the switch/non-switch reference morphology is used in hypotactic
complements to indicate whether the subject of the subordinate clause is
the same or different than the subject of the main clause:

( 1 ) d k okobbi loca ni ebino dok
woman 3s-say-ben-perf man comp 3s-come-hab

go+back-infin
'the womani told the man that shei will go back'

i = i
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(2) däko okobbx loca ni binö d5k
woman 3s-say-ben-perf man comp 3s-come-hab

go+back-infm
'the womani told the man that shej will go back'

i * j
In fact, topics, not subjects, preferentially control switch reference mor-
phology, as the following examples show:

(1) loca däkö okobbe ni ebino dok
man woman 3s-say-ben-perf-3s comp 3s-come-hab

go-fback-infin
'the mani was told by the woman that hei will go back'

(2) loca däkö okobbe ni binö dok
man woman 3s-say-ben-perf-3s comp 3s-come-hab

go+back-infm
'the mani was told by the woman that he/shej will go back'

The qualification 'preferentially' is necessary since if the topicalized NP
cannot be interpreted as coreferential with switch/non-switch morphology
(e.g. if it is first or second person), the subject can control coreference:

(3) an ökelö ökobbä ni ebino dok
I O. 3s-say-ben-perf-ls comp 3s-come-hab

go+back-infin
was told by Okeloi that hei will go back'

(4) an ökelö ökobbä ni binö dok
I O. 3s-say-ben-perf-ls comp 3s-come-hab

go+back-infin
was told by Okeloi that hej will go back'

The second is control of coreference with floated quatifiers (Sec. 8.7.8).
This is also a property of topics, and a topicalized NP will be interpreted
as coreferential with a floated quantifier preferentially over the subject:

(1) mon oöl kede gwoggi ducu
women 3s-be + tired-hab with dogs all
'the women are tired of all the dogs'

(2) gwoggi ducu mon ool kedgi
dogs all women 3s-be + tired-hab with-3p
'all the dogs, the women are tired of them'

(3) gwoggi mon ool ducu kedgi
dogs women 3s-be+tired-hab all with-3p
'all the dogs, the women are tired of them'

Again, if the topic cannot be interpreted as coreferential with the quan-
tifier (e.g. if it is unquantifiable, or morphologically singular), then the
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subject controls coreference:
(4) an mon ool ducu keda

I women 3s-be+tired-hab all with-Is
'me, all the women are tired of

9.11 Negative NP's

Lango has no negative indefinite proforms like 'nothing', 'nowhere', etc.,
nor does it have a negative article like'no' as in 'no book*. In place of these,
Lango uses a complex construction with pe 'to not exist':

(1) atinn äme öwotö gülu pe
child rel + part 3s-go-perf G. 3s-not+exist-hab
'no child has gone to Gulu'

(2) ginnoro am« äcämo pe
thing-indef rel+part ls-eat-perf 3s-not+exist-hab

ate nothing*
(3) rjattoro äme ocämo dekko pe

person-indef rel+part 3s-eat-perf stew-that
3s-not+exist-hab

'no one ate that stew'

9.12 Expression of adverbial notions

9.12.1 Time and circumstance

Circumstantial expressions can be found either with a paratactic con-
struction,

( 1 ) ädok cen anworjo ätin
ls-go+back-perf back ls-find-perf child
'when I got back, I found the child'

or with a relative construction with kare 'time' as head:

(2) i kare äme ädok cen, änworjö ätin
in time rel+part ls-go-back-perf, ls-find-perf child
'when I got back, I found the child'

Expression of time before, time after, and simultaneity are found with
an otherwise unattested relative construction. Here, the time expression
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follows the main clause and is preceded by a relative particle ame. ame,
however, is not preceded by a relative head — this is the only instance of
a headless relative in Lango. In expressing time after, the verb in the ame
clause is inflected in the perfective aspect:

(1) däkö olwokere ame ocemo
woman 3s-wash-mid-perf rel+part 3s-eat-perf
'the woman washed after she ate'

Simultaneity is expressed with the verb in the progressive aspect:
(2) icS ocemo ame ämätto k5go

man 3s-eat-perf rel+part 3s-drink-prog beer
'the man ate while drinking beer'

In expressing time before, the ame clause is negated and the negative par-
ticle is followed by ru·, 'ever, yet':

(3) däkö ocemo ame pe nur olwokere
woman 3s-eat-perf rel + part neg yet 3s-wash-mid-perf
'the woman ate before she washed'

This construction may be preposed, but when it is, ame may not be present:
(4) däkö pe ru· olwokere, ocemo

woman neg yet 3s-wash-mid-perf, 3s-eat-perf
'before the woman washed, she ate'

Simultaneity can also be indicated with a paratactic construction. The
verbs are repeated and are usually found in the habitual aspect:

(1 ) loce cemö moto cemö matö
man 3s-eat-hab 3s-drink-hab 3s-eat-hab 3s-drink hab
'the man ate and drank'

It may also be indicated by adjacent sentences in discourse where one sen-
tence, typically the second, is expressed in the progressive aspect:

(2) loca ocamo rirjo. amatto korp
man 3s-eat-perf meat. 3s-drink-prog beer
'the man ate meat, he was drinking beer'

Temporal sequencing is discussed further in Sec. 10.2

9.12.2 Cause

Efficient cause can either be expressed via parataxis,
(1) äryekäkwänö

ls-wise-hab ls-read-hab
'I'm wise because I read'
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or by means of a subordinate clause with pi en 'because of it' acting as a
subordinating conjunction:

(2) aryek pi en äkwänö
ls-wise-hab because+of it ls-read-hab
'I'm wise because I read'

Notice that pire is the usual third person singular form of pi 'because of.
kit 'way, manner' at the head of a relative clause can, in addition to its use
in expressing manner (Sec. 9.12.6), be used to express cause:

(3) öwöt öyep cem kit ame totowa pe
ld-go-subj Id-look+for-subj food way rel+part

mother-1 pa 3s-be+present-hab
'let's go and look for food since our mothers aren't here'

9.12.3 Sufficiency

Statements of sufficiency or insufficiency are formed with paratactic con-
structions with Tr rommo, AN rom 'to be sufficient' or Tr remmo, AN rein
'to be insufficient' as the second verb in the series:

( 1 ) en omiyä dek oroma
he 3s-give-perf-ls stew 3s-be+sufficient-perf-ls
'he gave me enough stew'
* S ___ A * J V * V V _ *omiya dek re ma
he 3s-give-perf-ls stew 3s-be + insufficient-perf-ls
'he didn't give me enough stew'

Since the paratactic construction requires that the subject of the second
clause be an argument of the first, activities can not be modified in this
way. When stating that an activity or action is sufficient or insufficient,
the verb must be nominalized and made the subject of romma or remmo:

(3) kwanere orame
read-infin-3sa 3s-be+sufficient-hab-3s
'he reads enough'

9.12.4 Purpose

Purpose expressions are formed with the preposition me followed by either
infinitives or gerunds. An infinitive is used unless a noun coreferential to
the object of the verb in the purpose expression immediately precedes the
purpose expression, in which case the gerund is used:
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( 1 ) loca obino me canuno gweno
man 3s-come-perf for eat-infin chicken
'the man came to eat chicken'

(2) däkö omäkö gweno me äcämä
woman 3s-catch-perf chicken for eat-ger-lsa
'the woman caught a chicken for me to eat'

(3) däkö omäkö gweno me äcamänä
woman 3s-catch-perf chicken for eat-ger-lsa
'the woman caught a chicken for me to eat'

Gerunds can be interpreted as nominal modifiers, infinitives as adverbials.
Notice, however, that gerunds generally do not topicalize along with their
heads:

(4) gweno dakö omäkö me äcamänä
chicken woman 3s-catch-perf for eat-ger-lsa
'the chicken, the woman caught it for me to eat'

With infinitives only, me may be deleted:
(5) kwäc olwrite i burj dwogo nekko tott a äpwö

L. 3s-sneak-mid-perf out forest come+back infin
kill-infin mother att+part H.

'leopard sneaked out of the forest to come back to kill
Hare's mother'

9.12.5 Consequence and result

Statements about consequence and result are often made with the paratac-
tic construction. In these cases, the second clause is interpreted as the
result or consequence of the first:

(1) acemo tütwäl äcwe
ls-eat-hab very-much ls-become + fat-perf
I eat a lot, I'm fat

eat a lot so I'm fat'
(2) omätö kdrp omer

3s-drink-perf beer 3s-become-l-drunk-perf
he drank beer, he got drunk
'he drank beer so he's drunk*

They may also be made with the relative particle ante followed by a verb
in the perfective aspect:
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(3) o!5ko lok ami yie am£ ödök
3s-change-perf word rel+part in belly-3sa rel+part

3s-go+back-perf
'he changed his mind and (as a result) went back'

The first ams functions as the ordinary relative particle. The resultative
sense of the second ante probably results from a pragmatic inference from
the more basic 'time after' sense (Sec. 9.12.1).

9.12.6 Manner

Manner clauses are formed with kit 'way, manner' as head of a relative
clause construction:

(1) yin ibino kobbxwä kit äme myerö oti kede centewa
you 2s-come-hab say-ben-infin-lp way rel+part

3s-be+necessary-hab lp-do-subj with money-1 pa
'you'll tell us how we should use our money'



10. Structures in discourse

10.1 Reference in discourse

The relations of an NP to other NP's in a discourse may be signalled by
the type of anaphoric process used. For subjects, there is a four member
system of oppositions for the representation of NP's:

full NP
(1) loca ocem

man 3s-eat-perf
'the man ate'

reinforced subject
(2) έη loca ocem

he man 3s-eat-perf
'the man ate'

independent pronoun
/ ο \ ' *· ·*(J) εη ocem

he 3s-eat-perf
'he ate'

inflected verb
(4) ocem

3s-eat-perf
'he ate'

In the case of human DO's and advanced lO's, there is a five way opposition:

full NP
(1) aneno loca

ls-see-perf man
Ί saw the man'

topicalized DO
(2) loca ϋηέηέ

man ls-see-perf-3s
'the man was seen by me'

inflected verb
(3) anene

ls-see-perf-3s
Ί saw him'
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reinforced object
(4) anene en

ls-see-perf-3s him
Ί saw him'
topicalized DO pronoun

(5) έη nenc
him ls-see-perf-3s
'he was seen by me'

Non-human DO's have a four way opposition:

full NP
( 1 ) nen t

ls-see-perf house
Ί saw the house'

topicalized DO
/>-» ·, χ . v r v(2) at aneno

house ls-see-perf
'the house was seen by me'

topicalized DO pronoun
i c» \ * ^ * *·(3) εη aneno

it ls-see-perf
'it was seen by me'

zero anaphora
(4) aneno

ls-see-perf
Ί saw it'

Cleft is available for nouns and pronouns in most sentential positions (Sec-
tions 9.8, 9.9). In this section we will examine a number of factors that in-
fluence the distribution of these forms.

Introducing a referent

Referents in Lango are introduced to discourses by the unsurprising device
of using full NP's, unless the referent is both known and in the forefront of
attention of both speaker and hearer, in which case inflected verbs are likely
to be used. Notice that reference to speaker and hearer (first and second per-
son referents, respectively) are by definition known and in the forefront of
attention, and so full NP's are not used. When the addressee is not certain, as
in the case of a person shouting into a crowd, a vocative NP may be used, in
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addition to the usual second person reference. Vocatives precede the sentence,
occasionally follow it, most often as afterthoughts:

(1) okelo, bin kän
O. 2s-come-imper here
Okelo, come here'

In regard to introduced third person referents not in the forefront of
attention of both speaker and hearer, their syntactic placement depends
on their status as topics, or sentence orientations. Referents intended as
discourse topics are introduced as subjects. If further identification is
necessary, this is accomplished by introducing the referent as the subject
of an indentification sentence:

(1 ) ogwäg äwobi arne papperc rwot
O. boy rel + part father-3sa king
Ogwang is a boy whose father is a king'

New referents, which are not discourse topics are typically introduced as
objects:

(2) okelo ödök päco. onworjo tottere
O. 3s-go+back-perf home. 3s-find-perf mother-3sa
Okelo went back home. He found his mother'

In (2), toto 'mother' is introduced into the discourse. New referents in-
tended as main characters in a narrative may be introduced like discourse
topics.

Since Lango organizes its sentences along an old-new continuum, new
referents that are unknown to the hearer (i.e. indefinites) must be intro-
duced towartd the end of the sentence. The only exceptions are nouns
marked with -morS, which marks indefinites (Sec. 8.7.4). Nouns so marked
may occupy subject position, and since the subject is an obligatory con-
stituent of a Lango sentence, some sentence types, for instance existen-
tials, virtually require subjects marked with -moro.

Established referents

A referent is said to be established if it is in the hearer's immediate con-
sciousness, which in discourse terms usually means that it has been men-
tioned within the last three or four sentences with no other referents
mentioned with which it may be confused. In such cases, the inflected verb
is used or, for non-humans, zero anaphora, which is functionally
equivalent to the inflected verb in Lango:

(1) ojuk obinö päco
O. 3s-come-perf home
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(2) te teddo rino
3s-and+then-hab cook-infin meat

(3) te cämmo
3s-and+then-hab eat-infin
Ojuk came home. He then cooked the meat and ate it'

Established referents may also be coded as DO's, retaining topic status. In
such cases, the inflected verb will not suffice, and a topicalized pronoun
is used. For instance, the discourse above could be followed by a sentence
like

(4) en j5te nenne
him people 3s-and+then-hab see-infin-3s
'he was then seen by the people'

where the topic Ojuk is referenced by the pronoun and the third sin-
gular object marking on the infinitive.

Established referents may shift from topic to non-topic status, as in
the case of Okelo in the discourse below. As a non-topic direct object,
Okelo in (4) is referenced by the inflected verb:

( 1 ) okelo obedo pip
O. 3s-sit-per ground

(2) teyää
3s-and + then-hab go-infin

(3) te wot okko
3s-and+then-hab go-infin completely

(4) ogwäg te nenne
. 3s-and+then-hab see-infin-3s

Okelo sat on the ground. He then got up and went
away. Then Ogwang saw him'

Reestablished referents

When a referent has been a topic and then loses topic status to another
referent, as in the case of Okelo in (4) in the above discourse, several
devices are available for reestablishing the referent as topic. Suppose sen-
tence (5) continues the above discourse and reestablishes Okelo as topic.
This may be done by simply using a full NP,

(5) okelo te rirjo
O. 3s-and+then-hab run-infin
Okelo then ran'

or by using an independent pronoun:
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(5') έη te rirjo
he es-and+then-hab run-infin
'he then ran'

The independent pronouns en and gin 'they' in subject position signal a
reestablish topic, or in some cases the beginning of a new episode (Sec.
10.2).137

But suppose that sentence (4) above is followed by a number of sen-
tences with Ogwang as topic. In reestablishing Okelo as topic, either the
full NP is used (as in (5) above), or the reinforced subject is used:

(6) έη okelo te rirjo
he O. 3s-and+then-hab run-infin
Okelo then ran'

The sole function of the reinforced subject seems to be to reestablish as
topic a referent that has not been topic for at least three or four senten-
ces. The thematic suffix -mere can also be used in such cases:

(6') okelomere te rirjo
O.-theme 3s-and+then-hab run-infin
'then the aforementioned Okelo ran'

Where required by the valence scheme, NP's may be reesatablished as
topics syntactically as DO's. They will take the form of topicalized NP's:

(7) okelo ja owijie wot i burj
O. people 3s-hear-perf-3s 3s-walk-prog in forest
Okelo was heard walking in the forest'

Notice the use of jo 'people' as a non-specific subject.

Contrast

Contrast may be indicated by intonation alone, but this device is statisti-
cally less frequently employed in Lango than in English, clefting being
the preferred device. Generally speaking, contrast by intonation is used
for the purpose of maintaining parallel structure. For example, if A says

(1) rwot όηέηό okelo i poto
king 3s-see-perf O. in garden
'the king saw Okelo in the garden'

and Β believes that Ojuk, not Okello, was seen by the king, Β might retort

(2) rwot όηέηό ojxrk i poto
king 3s-see-perf O. in garden
'the king saw Ojuk in the garden'
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maintaining the original sentence structure. (The underlined word is
given contrastive stress). However, the most likely response is (3), utiliz-
ing a cleft construction:

(3) ojxrk έη me rw t όηέηέ i p to
O. it rel+part king 3s-see-perf-3s in garden
'it's Ojuk that the king saw in the garden'

Any NP may be contrastively stressed or clefted.
When an object pronoun is in contrast an additional possibility, the

reinforced object construction, presents itself. Here the appropriate
pronoun follows the inflected verb:

έ Λ \ Χ 1 ^ Ί _ > * * 1 ν * *(4) alaba οηεηε εη
A. 3s-see-perf-3s him
'Alaba saw him'

Directionality

Pronominalization in Lango is almost exclusively left-to-right anaphoric;
cataphoric reference seems always to be the result of afterthought, not
part of planned sentence construction as it may be in English. For instance,
(1) is perfectly acceptable in English:

(1) when he; got back, Ojuki ate

In Lango, however, the controller NP precedes the pronoun or inflected
verb:

(2) i kare ante oj-u-k odwogo, ti cem
in time rel+part O. 3s-come+back-perf,

3s-and + then-hab eat-infin
'when Ojuk came back, he ate'

10.2 Organizing events in discourse

In this section, I will discuss the mechanisms by which Lango marks se-
quential narration and non-sequential narration (simultaneity, repetition,
overlap, and lookback) in narrative discourse. In particular, I will ex-
amine the three morphological aspects, the use of onworjo (Sec. 8.2.4) and
ϊ kare 'at the time, when' (Sec. 9.12.1), and the te construction (Sec. 9.6).

In many languages, the function of indicating sequential narration
is performed by the perfective aspect. But in Lango, this function is
performed by the te construction, which indicates that there is no break
in the linear sequence of events in a narration. A narrative discourse
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typically begins with a perfective, followed by a series of sentences with
te until a break in the narrative is reached. Sentences with te are inter-
preted as having the aspect of the inflected verb that precedes them,
despite the fact that te itself is inflected in the habitual aspect. Thus in
the discourse below, the te clauses are interpreted as perfective:

( 1 ) okelo od5k cen i bug
O. 3s-go+back-perf back to forest

(2) te wot nekkö dyel ä qättoro
3s-and+then-hab go-infin kill-infin goat att+part

person-indef
(3) te dwogo päco

3s-and+then-hab come+back-infin home
Okelo went back to the forest. He went to kill

someone's goat, and then came back home'
A break in the narrative sequence can be accomplished by a clause which
repeats information already known. This function is frequently performed
by clauses headed by i käre:

(4) i käre äme odwogö paco
in time rel + part 3s-come+back-perf home
'when he got back home'

(4) repeats information contained in (3). Such repetitions are frequently
encountered in Lango narrative discourse and serve the function of mark-
ing off episodes, or sequences of sentences with a common theme. Notice
that the verb in (4) is perfective. (4) would ordinarily be followed by
another sequence of sentences with te, until the end of the new episode:

(5) te cämmo dyel
3s-and + then-hab eat-infin goat

(6) te nino
3s-and+then-hab sleep-infin

(7) i käre äm£
in time rel+part 3s-sleep-perf

(8) te cakko kxrppo bur
3s-and+then-hab start-infin dig-infin hole
'he ate the goat and then slept. After sleeping, he

started to dig a hole'
(7) is another repetition clause with i käre and the perfective, marking
off another episode. Such clauses almost always contain the perfective. (8)
continues the narration in the new episode.

The functions of the perfective, then include the introduction of dis-
courses and episodes. The perfective is also used in an augmentative
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function, expanding on an event originally coded with te, usually for
dramatic effect. Such sentences do not advance the narrative. For exam-
ple, (8) can be followed by (9) which serves this augmentative function:

(9) okxrpo, okvrpb
3s-dig-perf, 3s-dig-perf
'he dug (it), he dug (it)'

In addition to the discourse continuity function with te and the new
episode and augmentative functions with the perfective (both typically
repetitive), there is the background function. Backgrounded material is
outside the mainstream of the narrative sequence, and expresses situa-
tions or states explaining motives, attitudes, and desires, or events which
are subsidiary (typically simultaneous with mainstram, in-sequence
events) or negative, that is, those expressing negative results. Any of the
three aspects may be used for backgrounded material. The perfective is
used to code susidiary events, the habitual is used for states, and the
progressive for unbounded activities (Sec. 8.2.4). For instance, (9)
above may be followed by sentences expressing backgrounded material:

(10) ceq äryep
sun 3s-shine-prog

(11) kwxrk ömäke
sweat 3s-catch-perf-3s

(12) pe twero nworjrjo
neg 3s-be + able-hab fmd-infin

(13) para onwOQo cire
worries 3s-find-perf 3s-oppress-hab-3s
'the sun shone, and he started to sweat. He was not

able to find it, and worries beset him'
Notice that none of the above advances the narrative sequence — even
the perfective in (11), but rather thay help explain it and provide the detail
to flesh it out and make it interesting. The narrative might continue as
follows:

(14) okelo te tyekko kxrppD bur
O. 3s-and + then-hab finish-infin dig-infin hole

(15) te wot yeppo ojiirk
3s-and + then-hab go-infin look-t-for-infin O.
Okelo then stopped digging the hole and went to look

for Ojuk'
Notice that the narrative sequence with te resumes immediately after the
augmentative and backgrounded material in (9-13).
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Sentences with the lookback function are formed with onworjo (Sec.
8.2.4). When an event is presented out-of-sequence, having occurred prior
to the last event recorded in the narrative sequence, te cannot be used.
Instead the sentence is formed with onworjo and the verb is put in the per-
fective.141 For instance, sentence (15) can be followed by (16), a lookback
sentence:

(16) öjuk onworjo owoto gülu
O. 3s-find-perf 3s-go-perf G.
Ojuk had gone to Gulu'

The discourse functions and their syntacticalizations can be sum-
marized below:

discourse function syntacticalization
-introducing discourse any of the aspects,

depending on the sense

-repetition, new episode perfective

-discourse continuity, te construction
uninterrupted narrative
sequence

-augmentative perfective

-backgrounded material any of the aspects,
depending on the sense

-lookback onworjo with perfective

It should be noted that te is used to indicate uninterrupted temporal
sequence even when following a verb inflected in the habitual or progres-
sive, as the following example shows:

(1) kä dörj oyänö leyini ote pokko
when thus 3p-skin-hab animals-this 3p-and + then-hab

divide-infin
'When they skin animals, they divide them'

In this example, the te clause is given an habitual interpretation because
the inflected verb that precedes it is habitual; even so, it establishes a rela-
tion of temporal succession with that inflected verb.

10.3 Transitive and intransitive verb forms

One additional comment on the use of transitive and intransitive verbal
forms should be made to put the matter in proper perspective.
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In Sec. 8.2.1, the 'relevance' of an argument was used as a criterion
for the choice of a Tr, AN, or SA form. But notice that relevance is not
determined grammatically as a device for promoting cohesion between
sentences in discourse. Instead, relevance refers to the overall relevance
of the argument for the discourse as a whole (or at least a subpart of the
discourse), not for any given sentence in context. For instance, in answer-
ing the question

A. Did you eat the chicken?

the answer can not be

B. Yes, I ate.

but rather

B. Yes, I ate it.

If the argument was relevant for the question, it must be relevant for the
answer, because relevance is defined for discourses and not in terms of in-
tersentential predictability. Similarly, in Lango, a Tr must be the response
to a Tr question, not an AN, even though the Tr DO is predictable in this
context:

A. icamo gwfeno Tr
2s-eat-perf chicken
'did you eat the chicken?'

B \. S \. r-f-iacamo Tr
ls-eat-perf
Ί ate it'

The cohesive property of predictability in context is handled by
pronominalization, which for non-human DO's is accomplished by a
simple Tr verb. The predictability or relevance of an entity for the dis-
course as a whole is handled by choosing an intransitive valence scheme.
If the original question was

A. icemo? AN
2s-eat-perf
'did you eat?'

the response would be

B. acemo AN
ls-eat-perf
Ί ate'

and not
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B. äcämö Tr
ls-eat-perf

ate it'

The relevance of an entity is a semantic/pragmatic affair, not a grammati-
cal cohesive one, such as substitution (nominal or verbal) and ellipsis. And
their choice of valence scheme is as fundamentally a discourse matter as
choice of verb.



11. Additional issues

11.1 The status of subjects and topics in Lango syntax

As the leftmost NP in unmarked sentences, the subject usually plays the role
of topic in Lango. But the subject and topic roles are more easily separable in
Lango than in English, since any argument of the predicate or associative NP
in the matrix clause or parallel clauses (Sec. 11.2) can easily assume the topic
role by being moved to sentence-initial position, and, somewhat less accept-
ably, so can arguments in subordinate predications.

We have already discussed (Sec. 8.5.2) how topics in Lango differ from
those in 'topic-prominent' languages such as Mandarin: In Mandarin,
topics need not be arguments or associatives, whereas in Lango they must
be. However, topics in Lango and Mandarin share a number of charac-
teristics, which we will briefly summarize here. First, they must be inter-
preted as definite or generic, at least when distinct from the subject
(Noonan 1977). Second, they are interpreted as the sentence orientation,
delimiting the frame within which the rest of the sentence is interpreted;
in more traditional terms, they are what the sentence is about. And third,
they occupy leftmost position in the sentence. This latter characteristic
has an exception in Lango, namely clefted NP's, which can precede a topic-
subject, though must follow topicalized NP's.

The function of the subject divorced from its usual role as topic is as
the highest grammatical slot in a role identification system which matches
highest grammatical slot to highest available semantic role. In Lango,
the role hierarchy has agent as the highest role, experiencer next, fol-
lowed by patient, locative, instrument, etc. Instrument subjects scarcely
exist in Lango.

In this section we will examine a number of properties of topics and
subjects and provide some suggestions as to why each set is associated
with the NP it is.145

Topic properties

The topic is the only NP whose definiteness is assured simply because of
the grammatical slot it occupies. Out of context, of the arguments in (1),

(1 ) loc» däkö ömiö buk
man woman 3s-give-perf book
'the man was given a book by the woman'

only the topic must receive a definite interpretation. Subjects must receive
a definite interpretation only when they are also topics. This guarantee
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of definiteness, setting topics apart from other arguments in the sentence,
was referred to as the 'referential prominence' of the topic by Schachter
(1977). It is this referential prominence of the topic that results in the in-
terpretation of the topic as the sentence orientation, since as the only bit
of necessarily definite, backgrounded or presupposed information, it is
the focal point of linkage of the sentence with previous discourse and back-
ground information. As such, it provides the frame within which the sen-
tence is interpreted.

It is interesting to note that all languages seem to provide a mechanism
(apart from the simple use of demonstratives) to definitize at least one
noun per sentence. When languages lack a system of articles, topic
markers, or other indicators of presupposed status, initial position seems
to fill this function.146 This is true for languages as diverse as Russian,
Mandarin, and Lango. The syntax and pragmatics of initial position topics
show remarkable similarities in all these languages.

The essence of the syntactic properties of the topic is coreferentially
with other topics. The topic is the link binding the sentence to other sen-
tences in discourse, whereas the subject plays a role wholly internal to the
sentence. So, it is the topic, not the subject, that controls coreference with
adjacent and subordinate clauses:

(1) d k Iocs όηέηό. c mmo dck
woman man 3s-see-perf. 3s-eat-prog stew
'the woman was seen by the man. She was eating stew'

(2) dak loca όηέηό. Ιέ d k
woman man 3s-see-perf. 3s-and+then-hab

go+back-infin
'the woman was seen by the man, and then she went

back'
(3) dak loca όηέηό ante a mattό k5rp

woman man 3s-see-perf rel-part 3s-drink-prog beer
'the woman was seen by the man while she was

drinking beer'
Notice that if dak were not topicalized and the subject loca were the
topic, loc» would be interpreted as the subject of the second clause in
(1-3). As shown in Sec. 9.10, the topic also controls coreference with
switch/non-switch reference morphology. This control of coreference
is a predictable consequence of assuming the sentence orientation,
which provides the linkage not only with previous, but also with sub-
sequent, discourse.

In Sec. 9.10, it was also noted that topics control coreference with
floated quantifiers. This is also a consequence of assuming the sentence
orientation, as pointed out by Schachter (1977) for Tagalog. The NP quan-
tified by a form like all has the property of being necessarily referential
(definite) or generic in interpretation. Sentence orientations like topics are
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always definite or generic, but in Lango an unqualified noun that is not
the sentence orientation may receive either a definite or indefinite inter-
pretation. If a quantifier were allowed to float away from any position other
than the sentence orientation, the noun would no longer obligatorily
receive a definite interpretation and hence a conflict could arise between
this interpretation and the obligatory definite interpretation associated
with quantified nouns. In the case of floating from a topicalized NP or a
subject NP in the absence of a topicalized NP, no such conflict arises.

Subject properties

Lango is an indirect role marking language and the subject is the highest
ranking argument slot (Noonan 1977). This means that the subject must
be an argument of the verb — unlike the topic, which need have no spe-
cial relationship to the verb, but must have some recoverable relation to
the predication that follows so that the predication can be about the topic.
Further, the subject in Lango is an indispensable constituent; not only is
the matrix verb always inflected for subject, but subjects are almost always
referential — i.e. there are no 'dummy' subjects in Lango and few im-
personal constructions. Recall that even weather expressions (Sec. 8.13)
are not impersonal in Lango. Only predicates with extraposed sentential
subjects are impersonal and of these only modal expressions are idiomatic
(Sec. 9.1.1).

Where the topic provides the link with discourse and so controls
coreference across sentence boundaries, the subject controls coreference
within the sentence. This is because the subject is an integral part of the
predication, its semantic role determined by the valence scheme of the
verb, and so on, whereas the topic may originate outside the valence set,
i.e. from an associative construction or from a subordinate clause. So the
subject, not the topic, controls coreference with reflexives. Compare the
following sentences:

(1) okelo okwao äläbä pire kene
O. 3s-ask-perf A. about-3s self-3sa
Okeloi asked Alaba about himself;'

(2) äläbä okelö okwao pire kens
A. O. 3s-ask-pcrf about-3s self-3sa
'Alaba was asked by Okelo; about himself;'

In both (1) and (2), the reflexive pronoun can only refer to Okelo, the
subject. If Alaba is the intended object of pi, the reflexive cannot be used:

(3) okelo okwao äläbä pire
O. 3s-ask-perf A. about-3s
Okelo asked Alaba; about himself;'
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The intended referent of pire in (3) could, of course, be someone other
than Alaba, but could not be Okelo.

The subject is also interpreted as coreferential with the subjects of
verbs in all following verb phrases where there is no intervening S-bound-
ary. This includes the second clause in serial constructions (n.b. not
paratactic constructions — see Sec. 9.1.3 and 11.2) and infinitives, whether
complements or adjuncts:

serial
( 1 ) ogwarj okelo owoto ojwato

O. O. 3s-go-perf 3s-hit-perf
Ogwang was hit by Okelo'
complement

(2) ogwai) okelo amitto jwatte
O. O. 3s-want-prog hit-infin-3s
Ogwang, Okelo wants to hit him'
adjunct

(3) ogwag okelo ojwato me yommo yx äläbä
O. O. 3s-hit-perf for soften-infin stomach A.
Ogwang was hit by Okelo in order to please Alaba'

Okelo, the subject, and not Ogwang, the topic, is interpreted as the sub-
ject of the second verb in the series in (1) and the infinitives in (2) and (3).

Viewed from a traditional transformational perspective, Lango has
remarkably few subject creating processes. As noted in Sec. 8.6, there is
no passive in Lango. As argued in 1.2.1, the Tr/SA distinction cannot be
viewed as an active/passive contrast, nor can the active/middle distinction
(Sec. 8.2.2): Both lack the sense of the passive. Topicalization comes closest
to the sense, but does not result in the assumption of subject status by a
topicalized object.

Similarly, raising phenomena are notably absent. There are no
Lango equivalents to the English 'Floyd seems to like whiskey' and 'Ros-
coe is likely to be inebriated'. There is, in any case, a general disinclina-
tion to express judgements impersonally in Lango: The two sentences
mentioned above would normally be expressed in Lango with expressions
like know/believe/think that Floyd . . . ' or the like.

In terms of the typology presented by Li and Thompson (1976), Lango
is a subject prominent language. Reference to subjects on the verb is
obligatory, and impersonal constructions are rare. But because it is poor
in grammatical operations that refer solely to subjects, it can only be con-
sidered weakly subject dominant. The topic plays a prominent role in
Lango syntax, and grammatical processes like relativization, interroga-
tion, and the like operate on objects as freely as subjects.
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11.2 The grammatical status of parataxis and serialization

The paratactic construction represents something of a hybrid. On the one
hand, it has characteristic features of non-coordinate constructions:
Phonologically, it behaves as a simple sentence. Syntactically, there are
constraints on the second clause (no overt subject NP, the subject must be
interpreted as an argument of the first clause) which are reminiscent of
truncated embedded predications, frequently represented by infinitive
phrases or the like. And semantically, the paratactic construction can
sometimes be translated by simplex constructions in English or sentences
containing complement clauses. But on the other hand, there is the two
assertion aspect of parataxis and a range of interpretations that is similar
to clauses conjoined by 'and' in English.

So the paratactic construction seems to partake of both coordinate and
non-coordinate status. Clearly, the second clause is not straightforwardly
grammatically subordinate to the first: There can be no subordinator like
the complementizer ni, the verb does not assume a special form like the
subjunctive or infinitive, nor can the switch/non-switch reference opposi-
tion be exploited as with hypotactic indicative complements. Subordinate
status would, in any case, be difficult to reconcile with the two assertion
semantics of parataxis. And just as clearly, parataxis differs from true coor-
dination in Lango. The Coordinate Structure Constraint controls cleft and
relativization in true coordinate structures, but does not apply to paratac-
tic constructions since NP's in the first clause may be clefted or relativized
on. Since the second clause in a paratactic construction seems neither to
be clearly subordinate nor clearly coordinate with the first, a new sort of
relationship can informally be proposed, namely that of 'parallel' struc-
tures. Parallel structures have the same grammatical rank, but are not coor-
dinate since there are syntactic constraints governing form and
interpretation of parallel structures, as opposed to the pragmatic con-
straints that govern the form and interpretation of true coordinate struc-
tures.150 They share with structures involving subordination syntactic
constraints on one clause (the second in parallel structure) but differ from
subordination in that the affected clause will not show any overt signs of
subordination. The fact that the second clause is of equal rank with the first
means that its verb will necessarily be fully inflected as a main verb and,
in the case of parataxis, that the interpretation of the second clause will be
unaffected by the first. Both of these characteristics serve to differentiate1^1parallel structures from main-subordinate relationships. 01

Parallel structures are fundamentally hybrids, partaking of aspects of
both subordination and coordination. Syntactically, there is some re-
semblance to main-subordinate relationships, but semantically they are
more like coordinate structures in that their meaning is horizontally rather
than vertically organized. That is, it is arranged in a linear sequence of bits
with relations between the bits left mostly to inference rather than organized
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around a main clause which acts as a sort of semantic pivot and filter.15"
1 ^^Main-subordinate relationships are characterized by the latter.

Verbs in serial constructions are also parallel, but as pointed out in
Sec. 9.1.4, and elsewhere, serial and paratactic constructions have
numerous differences. Serials seem most compatible with an interpreta-
tion as parallel verb phrases. This would naturally account for the
obligatory aspect and subject agreement, the possibility of only one nega-
tive per sentence, etc. Paratactic constructions are more compatible with
an interpretation as parallel clauses, which would account for the pos-
sibility of each clause having different aspect and different subjects, for
the possibility for separately negating each clause, etc. This analysis would
also be compatible with the interpretation of paratactic constructions as
constituting two assertions.

Having examined the differences between parataxis and serialization
in Lango and, presumably, elsewhere, we can now speculate on a possible
diachronic relation between the two. I would like to suggest parataxis as
a possible source for serialization. Serial constructions could develop
by reanalysis of paratactic constructions, especially where the syntactic con-
straints on serialization match, or nearly match, the pragmatic require-
ments of certain constructions.

In the case of the comparative and ingressive, we find a match of this
sort. In these constructions, the subject of both clauses will necessarily be
the same, as will the aspect marking on both predicates. Independent nega-
tion, hardly possible given the sense of the ingressive, is not likely with
the comparative. And the semantic effect of one versus two assertions is
minimal in these cases. Reanalysis as serial constructions would just syn-
tacticize the pragmatic status quo. The only obvious syntactic consequence
would be the placement of the negative — from

(1) adworj pe äl5 rwot
ls-fat-hab neg ls-defeat-hab king
'I'm fatter than the king*

when the construction is paratactic, to

(2) pe adwOQ alo rwöt
neg ls-fat-hab ls-defeat-hab king
'I'm fatter than the king'

following reanalysis.
In other cases, the syntactic requirements of serialization will be met,

if not as consistently, at least regularly. For instance,

(3) mac omio oboke otwo
fire 3s-give-perf leaf 3s-dry-perf
the fire gave it to the leaf (=did something to the leaf),

it dried
'the fire dried the leaf
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a causative paratactic construction, 6 meets the syntactic specifications
for a serial as would quite likely the majority of instances of causative
parataxis. Reanalysis would leave the overall semantic complexity of these
sentences virtually unchanged, so that (3) as a serial could carry basically
the same information as before. Such constructions are potential can-
didates for reanalysis. Structurally, the jump from parallel clauses to paral-
lel verb phrases is not very great, particularly when the full potential of
the second clause, e.g. its ability to freely select a subject, is already limited
by the constraints on parataxis.

Reanalysis from paratactic to serial will most likely occur where one
of the verbs assumes a regular role in a construction so that it can be given
a sentence functional interpretation. By this, I mean direct object marker,
indirect object marker, marker of comparative, marker of aspect, etc. In
Lango, ID- 'exceed' (and its synonym kat-) have assumed the role of marker
of comparative, and wot- 'go', when followed by another perfective verb,
serves to reinforce perfective aspect, though it retains a motional sense
as well. Its omission, however, in the ingressive construction would not
significantly affect the meaning of the sentence. Lango lacks the 'take'
construction (Lord 1973), found frequently in West African serializing lan-
guages and used there to mark direct objects and instruments and as a
causative marker, as well as other functions. Because of its widespread use
and its ability to take on sentence functional interpretations, this verb is
a fine candidate for reanalysis. Perhaps the frequent use of serialization
in some West African languages has gone hand-in-hand with the frequent
use of the 'take' construction. Lango lacks any verb in parataxis or
serialization with the generality of the 'take' construction. The various
words for 'take' in Lango play no special role in parataxis or serialization,
'give', another frequent participant in serial constructions across lan-
guages, does have a regular role in a paratactic construction in Lango.
But miy- 'give' does not mark indirect objects in Lango, unlike similar
verbs in West African serializing languages, and has a regular role only
in the causative construction, which has not been reanalyzed as serial (see
footnote 156). It may be that the lack of a 'take' construction or something
similar is an important factor in the predominance of parataxis over
serialization in Lango.

We come now to the matter of the difficulty of embedding paratactic
constructions. As noted in the sections above, paratactic constructions can
be embedded as relative clauses and as complements to factive and ut-
terance predicates. They cannot be converted into infinitives or subjunc-
tives, unlike serials — the paratactic construction would in any case be
incompatible with the irrealis interpretation of the subjunctive. It is easy
to understand why paratactic constructions can be embedded as comple-
ments to utterance predicates, where they would simply serve as reports
of assertions. But their restriction otherwise to relative clauses and fac-
tive complements is, on the surface at least, rather puzzling. In these en-
vironments, they represent old, backgrounded information. One possible
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reason why they occur here and not in other sorts of embedded environ-
ments is that, as background information, the interpretation of the con-
struction is semantically unaffected by the matrix predication. Since it is
a feature of the paratactic construction when non-embedded that each
clause is taken to be separately asserted, even to the point where the second
clause is not semantically (as opposed to pragmatically) affected by the
first, this relationship between the clauses can be preserved when the con-
struction is backgrounded but not when the construction is semantically
affected by the matrix predication.





Notes

1. The discussion in this and other sections of the phonology draws freely
on Okello (1975), an especially valuable source since Okello is a native
speaker of Lango. However, because this grammar utilizes the speech of
several Langi, has a broader scope and a different theoretical basis, the
details of the phonology presented here differ in a number of respects
from those presented by Okello.

2. Lango has been in fairly close contact with English over the last half
century, and as a result certain English sounds traditionally not heard in
Lango may occasionally be encountered especially among educated
speakers. For example, the labio-dental fricative [v] can be heard in
[gävmente] 'government' alongside the more usual pronunciations
[gabmente] and [gäbämente].

3. Words may consist simply of a root morpheme or a root morpheme plus
stem vowel (Sec. 5.1.2). To either the root of the root plus stem vowel
various affixes may be added: all affixes are vowel final (Sec. 5.1.3).

4. bwogo was the only word consistently recorded with a [bw] cluster. Since
Lango [b] corresponds to Acholi [b] and [bw], it is reasonable to suppose
that Lango [bw] merged with [b]. Either bwogo exceptionally escaped the
[bw] to [b] shift or [bw] has been reinserted under Acholi influence. Also,
[bwöm] was recorded alongside [born] 'wing', the former being labelled as
'sounding like Acholi' by the one speaker who was questioned about the
form.

5. The sequence [ny] does not occur. Since C in Cy combinations is phoneti-
cally palatalized, [ny] would be very close phonetically to [ji] and would
presumably by interpreted as such.

6. Environment B applies also to consonants which were historically stem
initial, but synchronically would probably not be analyzed as such:

[aw6no] 'guinea fowl' (ä- is an historic prefix)
'lion' (e- is an historic prefix)

[w] and [rj] are found in B, but are excluded from C, which includes all
other intervocalic positions. Notice that the (historic) stem-initial syllable
is stressed (stressed syllables have underlined vowels in this text).
Synchronically it may be stress, rather than morphological boundaries that
defines environment B, though a purely stressed based characterization
might run into difficulties with reduplications like:
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ä-gi-gic
l s-cold-redup-hab
Tm sort of cold'

It should be emphasized, however, that in most cases stress and environ-
ment B are straightforwardly determinable on the basis of morphological
structure.

7. Gemination in the formation of transitive infinitives seems historically
to be simply another case of gemination via cluster simplification. Driberg
(1923) lists forms like [libdö] corresponding to modern [lib»o] 'to lie in
wait', though Lango speakers do not now accept the former. In verbs,
where C2 of the CiVC2 root is 0, [y] is found in environments where
gemination of C2 would be expected. Compare the following:

ägälö delayed it' ätpoö 'I woke up smn'
gal»o 'to delay it' tpo«yo 'to wake up smn'

Synchronically, the transitive infinitive suffix could be viewed as -yo,
the /y/ conditioning cluster simplification. As noted in several places in
this grammar, /y/ patterns with the anterior consonants and not with
its fellow palatals (see, for example, footnote 9), suggesting an origin
for -yo that corresponds to the form above given by Driberg. Alterna-
tively, one could view the appearance of [y] in [tpö»yö] as a case of /y/
epenthesis (Sec. 1.4.5).

8. These, too, seem to result historically from cluster simplification. The
benefactive stem, for example, derives historically from the root plus the
preposition pi:

- kel - pi - a -* okel»a
3s-bring-for-lso
'he brought it for me'

In modern Lango, the historic /p/ in the suffix is never pronounced as such
even when it is suffixed to a root where C2 =0, e.g. me 'melt':

ime*ya
2s-melt-ben-perf-lso
'you melted it for me'

See Sec. 1.4.5.

9. See Sec. 8.7.2 for a discussion of associative constructions. This, too,
seems to be historically just a case of cluster simplification. The modern
Lango attributive particle ä is a recent conflation of earlier pä
'associative' and ma 'adjectival', both recorded by Driberg and found still
in closely related Acholi. The geminated consonant may also be devoiced
— see Sec. 1.4.3.
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The third singular progressive prefix seems to have derived from yaa
'go', so that here, too, cluster simplification seems to have been at work,
with lyl patterning, as noted above, with the anterior consonants.

10. There are a very few words for which gemination would have to be in-
dicated lexically. All of these are either borrowings,

pamma 'cotton' (from Swahili pamba)
tanna 'bed' (from Swahili ki-tanda)
koppo 'cup' (from English cup of)
cüggu 'black ant' (from Swahili chuguu 'ant heap')

or are complex in origin, though the latter may not be easily segmentable:
okko 'completely, entirely, utterly'
wokki 'a few minuts ago'

'plant yielding strong rods'
Such words may represent the vanguard of lexical gemination in Lango,
though there is a tendency, especially with the borrowings, to degeminate:
tanna becomes tänä 'bed' for many speakers. (See also Sec. 4.3.) At this
stage, such cases of gemination are still few, and the great majority of
cases of gemination are morphophonemically predictable.

1 1. Only one exception, cäwa 'time, clock', was recorded. This, however,
is clearly a borrowing, ultimately from Arabic. An alternate pronuncia-
tion caa also exists, and seems to be more common.

12. When one of the flanking vowels is /i/, /n/ may be retained in careful
speech:

/wärj+ä/ — *· [wää] 'my eye'
/wärj+£/ -+ [wtt] 'his eye'

but:
/wan+i/ -» [wärji] or [waTT] 'your eye'

13. Recall that [q] does occur intervocallically in environment B:
/i + rjülü/ -» [irjulü]
2s-spit-perf
'you spat'

14. In ordinary Lango orthography, / / is always written in such words:
nyango nyarjo
orunga or ogurja
oranga oraga
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Literate Langi insist that an / / is present in such cases, but whether this
results from their training in the orthography or from some deeper intui-
tion about phonological segments, I cannot say.

15. Actually, as pointed out in endnote 9, modern ä represents a confla-
tion of earlier pa and ma, both in form and function. Gemination and
devoicing are understandable before historic pä, the associative particle.
Gemination and voicing would be expected before the historic adjectival
particle ma, but in fact devoicing, not the expected voicing, occurs before
attributive adjectives:

pig ä räc -»· pikk a räc (not *pigg a räc)
juice att+part 3s-bad-hab
'bad juice'

gwök ä räc —* gwokk ä räc (not *gwogg a räc)
dog att+part 3s-bad-hab
'bad dog'

This attests the complete merger of the two forms.
The loss of the initial consonant noted above is a regular feature of

Lango vis-ä-vis its relatives. A number of prepositions, particles, and noun
prefixes have lost such particles:

Lango Acholi
ä pa/mä 'attributive particle'
i ki 'in, about, with, to, from'
ä-tin lä-tin 'child'

Not all such words have lost their initial consonants, however:
pi pi 'according to'
ka ka 'if

The loss of these consonants has had a lingering effect on Lango phonol-
ogy. See Sec. 1.6 for discussion of the 'zero consonant' phenomenon.

16. Between /i/ and /a/ there is, inevitably, a slight excrescent [y].

17. Gregerson (1974) notes similar alternations in other Western Nilotic
languages.

18. An analysis involving epenthesis is more convenient from a
synchronic perspective than an alternative analysis which posits the /r/
in underlying forms because, these forms apart, the putative /r/ does
not figure in any other phonological processes (e.g. gemination). That
/r/ was present in some of these forms historically is clear: Lango pi
'according to' corresponds to Shilluk per 'like, similar'; the /r/ surfaces
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in the irregular plural of päkö 'girl', apira 'girls', etc. In some of the
other forms with epenthetic /r/, in particular the other propositions,
the /r/ may have spread analogically.

19. Jakobson (1978) reports that Luo has no vowel corresponding to Lango
/a/ (Tucker and Bryan's /ä/). Knappen (1963) omits mention of any similar
vowel in his brief discussion of Alur vowels. Acholi, however, agrees with
Lango in having /a/.

It should be noted that /a/ is the least common of the basic vowels
in Lango, amounting to only about 2% of the root vowels in the lan-
guage. It is very rare in nominal roots, somewhat more common in
verbs, especially in intransitive stems, and most common in expressive
vocabulary.

20. Similar descriptions exist for other Souther Lwo languages — for
example, Knappert's (1963) for Alur.

21. Ladefoged seems to have switched the glosses for some of his laryn-
gealized/non-laryngealized pairs, but his intent to distinguish creaky
Class B from non-creaky A seems clear, nonetheless.

22. In Section 1.1, it was noted that voiced consonants are sometimes
heard with a murmured voice quality. This feature is likely a stylistic one.
In my admittedly limited experience, it seemed limited to female
speakers, though I haven't investigated the matter sufficiently to state
this as a fact. In any case, this occurence of murmured voice quality did
not correlate with Class A vowels. In no one's speech was it an invariant
feature.

23. However, as Lindau (1978) notes, a forward movement of the tongue
root (which results in a wider pharynx and a lowering of the larynx) results
in a lowering of fi, having an effect, then, similar to the raising of the
tongue. Advanced tongue root position will be discussed below.

24. In case the reader had begun to wonder, native speakers have no
difficulty in distinguishing minimal pairs such as these.

25. The vowels in this figure are plotted according to a technique described
in Ladefoged (1975), the vertical axis represents fi while the horizontal
axis represents fg minus fi.

26. Jacobson found that Luo speakers differ as to whether tongue height
or pharynx width serves as the primary distinguishing characteristic,
though both seem to be employed to some degree by all speakers.
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27. Tucker (1958) records ittä for my yitto 'to climb'. His form is identi-
cal to the current Acholi pronunciation and was identified as such by the
one informant who was presented with it. In fact, Lango always seems to
have glides where Acholi has root initial high vowels. Comparative
evidence is rather mixed as to which language has the older form, but it
is interesting to note that in this respect Lango agrees with its Northern
Lwo cousins instead of its Southern Lwo siblings:

ear
nose

ear
nose

Lango
yit
wum

Shilluk

wum

Acholi
it
um

Dinka
yic
wum

Adhola
i.t
um

Nuer

jit
yum

Alur

it
um

Nandi
i.t

Luo
it
um

Päkot
yi«t

28. An example of a symmetric vowel harmony system is Turkish, where
any vowel occupying a certain position determines the set of vowels for
the entire word.

29. One exception of sorts is described under Roman numeral V below.

30. None of my informants accepted these forms, but Okello (1975), a
native speaker, finds them acceptable.

31. For some speakers, stem vowel -o is possible also with root vowel c:

pyetto or pyetto
'to sieve (tr)'

32. In very slow, deliberate speech, coalescence need not occur. All the
forms given below represent ordinary, conversational speech tempo.

33. The phonological effect of ä when it is intervocalic is to prevent coales-
cence between stem vowels and following prefixes, as in example (4). It
is only when it occurs between two consonants that it surfaces without
coalescence:

ä pe ot5o -*· paruja pe o'too
crocodile att+part not 3s-die-perf-rel
'a crocodile that's not dead'

34. There are, however, a number of trisyllabic words containing down-
stepped highs that are synchronically unanalyzable into component
mophemes and, therefore, never show an alternation between the
pattern and anything else:
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äle'te 'flute'
äbwo'ri 'eland' [_~~]
öbi'a 'a grass used for thatching'

[The pattern is also unaffected by tone sandhi.] In such cases, those
favoring concrete models might wish to posit underlying sequences.
In a more abstract analysis, a L HL H tonal contour can be posited for
these words, the surface tone contour resulting from the application of
the rule of Underlying Fall Simplification, as discussed in Sec. 4.4 below.

35. For this reason there is no need to posit a mid tone in Lango since the
downstepped high is not a freely occuring tone.

36. As noted in Sec. 2.2, underlying or contracted contour tones occur with
long vowels. Thus the difference between

atck [_—M
ls-strong-hab
'I'm strong'

and
äräc [ _ ~ \ 1
ls-bad-hab
Tm bad'

(where the contour in tek 'strong' is underlying, but that in räc 'bad' comes
about via tone sandhi) is more a consequence of vowel length than of any
real tonal difference. The long vowel in tek persists only at the end of in-
tonational phrases, merging with the sort found in äräc when phrase in-
ternal, and is shortened if the vowel loses its contour tone in sandhi. As
far as tone sandhi and other phonological processes are concerned, the
two falling tones are treated identically. They are potentially contrastive
only with certain intransitive verbs where they can be used to distinguish
perfective from habitual aspect (Se. 5.3.2). Only in that context are they
transcribed differently in this grammar.

Where vowels are lengthened, as, for example, before word final /r/,
falling tones resemble those in (1):

d6g äbwor -> dog abwör
mouth lion
'a lion's mouth'

37. Synchronically, the generalization that surface LH is found only in
words with L H alternants is too strong since some subjunctives, those en-
ding in resonants (Sec. 5.3.2), do not take the -i suffix and so do not ex-
hibit the alternation. So, for example, there is no *yei 'carry it on the
head!' alongside ye, nor is there an *ökwäni alongside okwän '(that) he
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read'. Still, the alternation is part of the subjunctive paradigm even if all
verbs do not undergo it.

38. As late as the 1950's, Tucker (1955) recorded a set of monosyllabic
nouns with a LH tone pattern. Words such as his get 'side' I've recorded
only with L get, though these words behave in tone sandhi as though they
were still LH. See the discussion of the LH nouns in Sec. 4.4.2 below (end-
note 44).

Also, there is a set of verb prefixes which must be analyzed as mor-
phophonemically LH, though they never surface as LH, appearing in verb
citation forms as L. See Sec. 5.3.1.

39. doggola'mere 'the door', -mere is one of the few disyllabic suffixes.

40. The word loc» is an exception. The H_ L pattern in citation forms could
arise regularly only given an underlying H_ L with intervening gemina-
tion, or from an underlying HL L, as appears to be the case with loca.
Word internal, non-morphologically conditioned gemination is not found
in native vocabulary (but see endnote 10).

41. As pointed out in Sec. 1.2.3, lexical gemination in Lango as results
from clusters originating in compounds. Words like pämmä 'cotton' im-
mediately strike a Lango speaker as non-native.

42. See Goldsmith (1976) and the papers in Clements and Goldsmith
(1984).

43. Other treatments of Lango tone sandhi can be found in Tucker (1955),
Maddieson et al (1974), Okello (1975), and Dwyer (1983).

In the rules that follow, formal elegance is sacrificed for descriptive
convenience and clarity of exposition. The only formal device employed
is extrinsic ordering.

44. Which means that the citation forms of nouns like ty£n, git, etc. will
have L, an instance where the citation form and the underlying form differ.
This state of affairs is apparently recent for this set of nouns, as noted in
endnote 38.

A list of nouns with underlying LH tone is given below:

tyen 'leg, foot' tug 'horn' lern 'cheek'
läk 'tooth' c5g 'knee' bwöm 'wing'
bad 'arm' ySn 'prepuce' - but 'side, flank'
jag 'branch' dan 'palate' wit 'ear of grain'
get 'side' man 'scrotum' b5 'new leaves'
kin 'space between'

Notice that all of these forms would ordinarily occur as the head of an
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inalienable associative construction (Sec. 8.7.2) as most of them denote
body parts.

45. Okello (1975, pi 75ff) accepted some forms which were rejected by my
informants, e.g. atil tidi 'the antelope is small' (p. 179) — my informants
preferred atil 'tidi, as did Tucker's. Tucker (1955, p. 148) gives ätin 'tidi;
Okello would have, presumably, ätin tidi.

46. H(L)'s constitute the only real exception to the generalization made
in Sec. 4.4.1 that the underlying tone pattern is preserved in Lango.

Chet Creider (pers. comm.) has suggested that the behavior of H(L)
nouns could be formally accounted for by positing a floating L tone. This
solution could account for the regular behavior of these nouns as well as
their irregular behavior in prepausal position. Their behavior with in-
alienable associative suffixes would remain anomalous, however.

47. More accurately Ci(G)VC2- 'C' is interpreted here formally to mean
both obtruent and glide.

48. The main difference between verbs and adjectives in Lango is that
verbs have no lexical tone but adjectives do. See Sec. 5.4.1.

49. These stem vowels are characteristic of the Lwo languages. In some of
these, e.g. Shilluk, the stem vowel falls into the category of the 'semi-mute'
or 'shadow' vowels described by Vine (1984). In Lango, the stem vowel is
fully pronounced, but it is a frequent victim of deletion via coalescence, in
both internal and external sandhi (Sec. 2.6, 2.7, and below Sec. 5), and con-
traction (Sec. 5.1.2.2).

50. Okello (1975, p. 144) records the interesting form odoge 'elders', which
has both the plural agent noun prefix and the ordinary plural suffix -e.
The usual form is odorp. I've recorded a few such forms as well, e.g. owote
'friends' (from wot 'go, walk').

51. The suffix -mere appears to be a new form in Lango, replacing earlier
•ne. It derives from the conjugated preposition mere 'for him/her*.

52. In alienable possession with pronominal affixes, the word tyeii 'leg'
occasionally appears as tyene-, as in:

tyenena
leg-lsa
'my leg of meat'

One informant identified this as Old Lango'.
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53. This chart represents a sort of consensus view since there was a cer-
tain amount of variation in these forms among my informants. The form
given here seems acceptable to everyone. The source of this variation,
where geographical, social, or whatever, has not yet been investigated.

54. Recall that H(L) nouns exhibit the same behavior before alienable as-
sociative affixes (Sec. 4.5).

55. Note that final -a is not treated as a stem vowel even though it is not
stressed.

56. Okello (1975) claims that -£ is generic in sense and -ni is simply plural
in sense, but provides no examples that illustrate this claim. On the basis
of the data available to me, the claim does not seem to be supported.

57. torje was also recorded. A number of nouns seem to be able to take
either -e or -ni; I have not been able to determine either a meaning or
stylistic difference between such plural pairs.

58. Also lüdi'sticks'.

59. Also yen 'trees'.

60. dyarj also has the plural dyagi.

61. äyitti is the usual form.

62. For convenience, these forms are treated here as nominal suffixes as
indeed they are in the majority of instance of their use. But these forms,
and the topicality affixes too, may attach to other parts of speech as well,
as discussed in Sec. 8.7.1. They are probably best considered NP final
clitics.

63. There are very few exceptions: kwiya 'to not know', yee 'to believe',
dagi 'to refuse, not want', and dokoro 'to cross over'. Some of the
peculiarities of these forms will be discussed below.

64. They represent tonally a contraction of the derived tone of the verb
stem in the perfective aspect.

65. It is perhaps worth demonstrating at this stage that the subjunctive
suffixes -i and -u are stem vowel replacements and do not have inde-
pendent high tone. Recall that the tone for a disyllabic subjunctive is L H,
the latter being the stem vowel tone or, rather, the tone of its replace-
ment. We have, then, forms like
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(1 ) ogiki
3s-stop-subj
'(that) he stop'

as well as
(2) ogik

3s-stop-subj
'(that) he stop'

where -i has been deleted and its tone absorbed into the root. Now
consider:

(3) ogik*
3s-stop-subj-1 so
'(that) he stop me'

Here the stem vowel tone is obligatorily absorbed into the root in the
presence of a pronominal object. Now compare (1) and (3): in (1) the -i
suffix bears the stem vowel tone so the root vowel is L. If -i had inde-
pendent tone, like the pronominal object -ä, then we would expect instead
of (1) a form like

(4) ogiki

where the root vowel bears the full subjunctive tonal contour LH. (4) is,
in fact, a grammatical form, but it cannot mean (1): it means instead '(that)
he stop you'. So, it seems clear that -i takes the stem vowel tone which
otherwise would have to be absorbed into the root vowel.

66. As this example shows, the benefactive may have an 'anti-benefactive'
sense. It in fact expresses the affected animate non-agent/non-patient.

For the /y/ in ötääyi, see Sec. 1.4.5

67. As noted in Sec. 5.3.2, binö is irregular.

68. See Sec. 1.5.1 for consonant changes associated with ventives.

69. Driberg (1923) distinguishes between a middle in -ere and a passive
in -e. (Since Driberg does not write tone or vowel quality, I'm assuming
his forms correspond in this way to the modern forms.) Neither my data
nor comparative data lend support to such a distinction.

The middle suffixes -ere and -e both derive historically from -re, a
reflexive suffix which developed from a noun meaning 'body' (cf. Shilluk
re 'body', pi rei).

Both suffixes might be taken to derive synchronically from /re/,
though this would require a couple of ad hoc rules.

70. ätinä was also recorded.
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71. This is surely related to the -g- element in the plural forms of the
independent demonstrative and associative pronouns. Note also the in-
dependent 3p pronoun gin.

72. Etymologically, it does not appear to be the attributive particle. Acholi,
which would have mä corresponding to Lango attributive a in these cases,
also has the a"- prefix before numerals, not ma.

73. In order to account for the lack of gemination in abicel, we might sup-
pose (given that the form is synchronically derived and not lexical, which
is doubtful) that the final /c/ in abi exhibits the 0/y/c alternation (Sec.
1.4.4). Note also the aharmonic vowels in this word, which reflect the
word's origin in a compound.

74. Notice that 6 and 9 have aharmonic vowels typical of compounds,
but 7 (given that /i/ is from abic) does not.

75. One informant gave the form as pyerä. However, since the form in
actual use is always followed by a word beginning with the prefix a-, the
final vowel of pyerä would always be lost in coalescence (Sec. 2.7).

76. In Acholi, the word for 1000 is elfo.

77. Though 4 we n (Driberg's orthography) lacks the a- prefix.

78. The spread of Acholi numbers has probably been encouraged by the
common schooling of Acholi and Lango children, though even in Driberg's
time some Langi were using Acholi numbers (p. 312).

79. Notice that coalescence (Sec. 2.7) is not responsible for the loss of
a-: the tone of a- is not preserved and in any case, the vowel /a/ is
preserved in coalescence in external sandhi.

80. Givon 1979 comments on the unusualness of external negation in
natural language.

81. Even in its role as a simple negative marker, pecan take subject agree-
ment affixes (Sec. 8.2.6).

82. This is something of an oversimplification since it's quite possible that
not all languages have subjects (Schachter 1976, Noonan 1977) and even
among those that clearly do employ subjects, some sentences may still be
subjectless (Noonan 1978).

83. In English, where detransitivizing is not accompanied by a change in
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verbal morphology, the presence or absence of an intransitive valence
scheme for verbs like eat and punch is governed by pragmatic factors, such
as whether the activity described by the verb is sufficiently interesting or
descriptive without reference to an object, and whether the object itself is
relevant or predictable. For instance, the verb hit resembled punch in that
it did not use an intransitive valence scheme. But after its adoption by the
game of baseball as a name for a characteristic activity within the game,
an intransitive valence scheme came to be used with this verb, but only
within the context of the game:

(1) he hit twice in the seventh inning
This issue will be discussed further in Sec. 8.2.1.3.

84. Generalized valence schemes usually have a characteristic meaning
component.

85. The expression 'secondary argument' verb was chosen as a way of
referring to the most salient characteristic of these verbs, namely, that
their subjects correspond to the direct objects (secondary arguments)
of the corresponding transitives. (The subject is the 'primary
argument'.) The term 'patientive' was considered and rejected since not
all such secondary arguments are patients: some, as noted below, are
agents.

The terms Tr, AN, and SA correspond to the traditional terms
'applicative', 'qualitative', and 'neuter', respectively, but some inves-
tigators have used the term 'qualitative' so as to make it more-or-less
synonymous with neuter (e.g. Malandra 1955 and Mantovani 1963).
The traditional terms are rejected here because their meanings are not
immediately obvious to non-Niloticists and where they are used else-
where they are often used with a somewhat different sense. In earlier
work on Lango, I have referred to secondary argument (SA) verbs as
'secondary orientation' (SO) verbs. I hope this change in terminology
will cause no confusion or inconvenience.

In what follows, the terms Tr, AN, and SA will be used both as labels
for generalized valence schemes and as labels for particular verbs exhibit-
ing these valence schemes.

86. The final vowel may be -o, -o, -v, or -u depending on vowel harmony
considerations (Sec. 2.5.2 and Noonan and Bavin 1979). -vr and -u are
found only in a few roots whose root vowel is M or /u/ (Sec.2.8.2). For
simplicity, we will refer to this vowel, known as the 'stem vowel' (Sec.
5.1.2) simply as -o. There are only three transitive verbs that do not have
-o. kwiyä 'to not know' has -a, yee 'to believe' has no final vowel (the e is
a root vowel), dagi 'to refuse, not want' lacks gemination of Cg and has
final -i. The -i is deleted when the DO is not pronominal:
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(1) ädägi Tr
ls-refuse-hab

refuse it'
(2) ädäg ringo Tr

ls-refuse-hab meat
refuse meat'

The gemination of Cg indicated for Tr stems is found only in the in-
finitive and forms built, historically and synchronically, off the infinitive
such as the progressive aspect and the periphrastic future construction.
We have, then, for Tr kanno 'to hide':

(1) akano bakci Tr
ls-hide-perf box

hid the box'

(2) akänno bakci Tr
ls-hide-prog box
'I'm hiding the box'

(3) abino kanno bakci Tr
ls-come-hab hide-infin box
'I'll hide the box'

In the perfective and habitual aspects and the subjunctive, Cg is not
geminated for Tr verbs, but the final -o is retained throughout the con-
jugation, except in the subjunctive.

When the verb root lacks C2, -y- is found in place of gemination: Tr
köayö, AN k55 'to leave out, isolate, pick out among'. This is true also for
the benefactive (Sec. 8.2.3).

A very small number of roots lack.gemination of C2 altogether, suf-
fixing instead -oro to the root: Tr dokoro 'to cross over'. See Sec. 5.3 for
a detailed discussion of the morphology of verbs.

87. See Sec. 5.3.1 and references given there for a detailed description of
the morphology of Tr, AN, and SA verbal forms.

88. Lango, in fact, has no morphological passive. The usual functions of
a passive are taken over in part by SA verbs, in part by the middle voice
(Sec. 8.2.2), and in part by topicalization (Sec. 8.6 and Noonan and Bavin
1978b).

Notice that the universal characterization of passive by Perlmutter and
Postal (1977) would include the Tr/SA relation. Evidence given in the text
indicates that it is not passive. If the Lango Tr/SA relation is indeed not
active/passive, then we have here evidence that passive is fundamentally
a meaning relation, the structural relation being secondary.
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89. wippo 'to hear' has no AN or SA counterpart, but has an abilative mid-
dle, wipere 'to be able to be heard', nenno doesn't have an abilative mid-
dle, but the functions of one are partly filled by its SA nen 'to be visible,
appear'. The reason, no doubt, that AN neno has found a place in the lan-
guage is that it has taken on a secondary sense, namely 'to be awake',
together with its primary sense of seeing as opposed to being blind.

90. Three other Tr/SA pairs, not in this class, require animate Su's for their
Tr's: Tr nennö 'to see', SA nen 'to be visible'; Tr gweeyo 'to smell', SA gwe
'to be smelly'; and Tr potto 'to fail', SA poto 'to fail, fall'. The latter have
an imperfect semantic relation — potto does not also mean 'to drop'.

91. Aside from the form, the separate lexical entry for each of these verbs
is attested by the fact that each member of the pair can acquire or lose
meanings independently of the other: potto/poto mentioned in endnote
90; Tr mycllo 'to dance', AN myel 'to tremble'; and Tr taoyo 'to numb',
SA t5ä 'to die'. However, unpredictable meaning relations between such
pairs are not common.

92. Only the trio Tr , AN nenö 'to see', SA nen 'to be visible, appear'
violates this in having both AN and SA forms.

93. Note the similar interpretation of the reflexive in French, German
and other languages.

Sec. 5.3.1 has an extensive list of Tr/SA and Tr/AN pairs.

94. See Barber 1975 for a discussion of active/middle versus active/passive
languages. Lango is clearly active/middle.

95. There are two sorts of exceptions to this. The middle has developed
an 'abilative' sense with a very few predicates. Some of these, e.g. wipere
'to be able to be heard', teile? 'to be able to be pulled, stretched', have
transitive counterparts as expected, wijipö 'to hear', tello 'to pull, stretch'.
But others do not, eg. binne7'to be able to come' has no transitive counter-
part, only binö 'to come'.

The other exception is more idiosyncratic. The verb kwar) 'to swim'
has a counterpart with middle morphology, kwanere 'to swim', but no Tr
counterpart. Both kwaij and kwarjere can refer to the ordinary act of swim-
ming, but if the body of water in which the swimming is done is mentioned,
only kwarjere can be used:

(1) locä okwagere i kuluni
man 3s-swim-mid-perf in river-this
'the man swam in this river'

(2) *loc» ökwärj i kuluni
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96. As noted in endnote 69, the middle suffixes both derive from -re.

97. The meaning 'the ice was melted' would likely be translated with a
topicalization construction (Sec. 8.5.2), which involves moving the DO pe
'ice' to the beginning of the sentence. The verb is Tr, and is conjugated
in the third person singular:

(1) peomeo Tr
ice 3s-melt-perf
'the ice was melted'

pe is a topicalized DO, and is not the subject (Sec. 8.5.2 and Noonan and
Bavin 1978b).

98. (2) is essentially equivalent to
(1) dako oc walo buk bota Tr

woman 3s-send-perf book to-ls
'the woman sent the book to me'

Notice that the -o ventive suffix differs from the usual first singular affix,
which involves the vowel a for Su, DO, possessive, and prepositional ob-
ject uses.

99. An example of the anti-benefactive sense:
(1) otooya SA-ben

3s-die-ben-perf-ls
'it died on me'

100. I speak of agreement here, though the forms considered might better
be viewed simply as bound pronouns since they seldom occur with inde-
pendent forms, unlike Su inflections (see Sec. 8.7.6).

101. See Erteschik-Shir 1979 and Green 1974.

102. Givon 1979a, p. 524.

103. I will speak informally of movement in reference to topicalization.
This is a shorthand way of saying that the topic is interpreted as a
coreferential to the argument said to be moved to topic position. This
same shorthand will be applied in later sections to clefted NP's.

104. Noonan 1977.

105. Topicalization is subject to Ross' constraints. This is discussed in
Sec. 9.9.1
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106. See Creider 1977. The generalization given in the text is likely too
strong since I have recorded instances of right dislocation which do not
seem merely to be afterthought phenomena. For example, a sentence like

(1) όηέηέ gw k
3s-see-perf-3so dog
'he saw the dog' (lit: 'he saw it, the dog')

the verb contains an object suffix interpreted as coreferential to the DO
gw k, unusual in Lango where the DO NP alone is normal. This structure
could be interpreted as containing a right dislocated NP whose trace in
the matrix is the object suffix. Pragmatically, the structure seems to be
used to insure a definite interpretation for gw k, which was being
reintroduced into the discourse from which this sentence was taken.
Without the object suffix, gw k could, in principle, be interpreted as a
new referent and assigned an indefinite interpretation. See Sec. 10.1 for
a discussion of how such situations are usually handled in Lango.

107. Noonan 1977.

108. Noonan and Bavin 1978b.

109. See Noonan 1978 and Comrie 1977 for a discussion of the distinc-
tion between passive and impersonal constructions.

110. This construction resembles 'possessor promotion' reported from
Bantu (e.g. by Hyman 1977).

111. Chet Creider (pers. comm.) has pointed out to me that Western
Nilotic languages in general do not allow subject NP's to be questioned.

112. E.g. by Malandra 1955 and Crazzolara 1955. Notice that the gerunds
in this construction cannot be considered 'cognate objects' (cf. 'dream a
dream', etc) because intransitive as well as transitive verbs have gerunds
used in this way.

113. The general properties of each of these syntactic constructions is dis-
cussed in Noonan 1985.

114. Noun complements may be a product of English influence; I have
never encountered one in free discourse, but only as a translation of an
English sentence. Omondi (1982), however, discusses noun complements
in Dholuo at some length.

115. Noonan 1981.
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116. This section is largely taken from Noonan and Bavin 1981.

117.1 am assuming that syntactic constructions, like the words that con-
stitute them, can be assigned meaning in the sense that they make a regular
contribution to the meaning of the sentences which contain them.

118. For example in
(1) äwipo däkö äjwätto loca

ls-hear-perf woman 3s-hit-prog man
I heard the woman, she was hitting the man

heard the woman hitting the man'
Aspect differences in complements to immediate perception predicates
can thus be indicated directly by the ordinary aspect system. Contrast
( l )w i th (2):

(2) äwipo dakö ojwätö loca
ls-hear-perf woman 3s-hit-perf man
I heard the woman, she hit the man

heard the woman hit the man'

119. For example, the second clause below may occur with or without
negation:

(1) jo öbinö orem
people 3s-come-perf 3s-be+insufficient-perf
people came, they are insufficient
'not enough people came'

(2) jb obino pe örem
people 3s-come-perf neg 3p-be+insufficient-perf
'enough people came'

Negation of the first clause does not negate the entire construction:
(3) pe ätek ämätö köip

neg ls-strong-hab ls-drink-hab beer
I'm not strong, I drink beer
'I'm not strong because I drink beer'

Negation will be discussed further below.

120. (3) is grammatical with the reading 'the man forced it to read the book'.

121. The construction utilizing the subject pronoun most likely arose
via a cleft construction. This would accord with its use in modern Lango
since, like clefted constituents, is often used as an item-in-contrast.
See Sec. 10.1.
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122. They can also be used with geeyo 'to believe' and similar predicates,
but here a paratactic construction rather than a subordinate one is much
preferred:

(1) ärjeö ökelö odxö okwän
ls-believe-hab O. 3s-press-perf O. 3s-read-perf
I believe it, Okelo pressed Opio, he read

believe Okelo pressed Opio to read'

123. See Dik (1968) p. 265-7 for a detailed discussion of the semantics of
this and similar sentences.

124. For general discussions of serial constructions in African languages,
see Stahlke 1970, Welmers 1973.

125. Exceptions have been noted by Bambose 1974 p.27, though it remains
to be seen whether the example he cites from Izi is really serial. Since the
distinction between serial and paratactic constructions has not previously
been made, it's possible that at least some examples described in the litera-
ture as serial may turn out to be paratactic.

126. See Stahlke 1974, p.274.

127. Consultants insist that this is a single word, me never occurs without
ä in Lango.

128. Ross 1967. Chet Creider has pointed out to me that other Nilotic lan-
guages do not obey the Complex NP Constraint. The crucial cases involve
sentences like the following,

(1) loca ökwälö gweno ame rwot öjwatö dako äme ötedö
man 3s-steal-perf chicken rel+part king 3s-hit-perf

woman rel+part 3s-cook-perf
'the man stole the chicken that the king hit the woman

who cooked'

which my informants rejected. I concede that their rejection of this sen-
tence may reflect the influence of English on my informants'judgements.
I have never recorded a sentence in free speech which violated the CNPC,
however.

129. See Noonan 1985 for further discussion of the terms used here,
and Noonan and Bavin 1978a for a detailed analysis of Lango com-
plementation.

130. See Noonan 1985 fora discussion of the argument arrays of causative
predicates.
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131. Karttunen 1971 a, 197 Ib.

132. This definition is derived from Keenan and Hull 1973, and follows
from the definition of presupposition.

133. The comments in endnote 128 apply here as well.

134. Such paratactic clauses are not really embedded. See Sec. 11.2.

135. These environments may represent assertions or reports of asser-
tions and are therefore compatable with the item-in-contrast sense of the
cleft. See Noonan 1985.

136. See Noonan and Bavin 1978b for a detailed discussion of subject and
topic properties in Lango.

137. The first and second person pronouns are used more frequently and
do not necessarily indicate a reestablished topic.

138. This is discussed in more detail in Noonan 1981.

139. Hopper 1979.

140. This must, of course, be viewed from the Lango perspective. For in-
stance, active desire is coded in the progressive, whereas statements of
need are coded in the habitual.

141. Recall that onworjo with the other aspects simply has a past tense
significance, onworjo cannot be used with the te construction since the
te clauses are always in-sequence and onwogo communicates that the
clause is out of sequence.

142. See Noonan 1977 and Li and Thompson 1976 for more discussion of
this issue.

143. Noonan 1977.

144. Notice that Lango is like English in placing experiences relatively
high in the hierarchy and unlike Irish, for example, where experiencers
are regularly excluded from subject status.

Notice that there are no sentences like
(1) *pälä ogölö ätin

knife 3s-cut-perf child
'the knife cut the child'
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The closest one can come to an idiomatic translation of the gloss in (1) is
(2) pala oiplo atin kede

knife 3s-cut-perf child with-3s
'the knife, he cut the child with it'

or
(3) pala atin oiplerS kede

knife child 3s-cut-mid-perf with 3s
'the knife, the child cut himself with it'

depending on the agency.

145. The list of topic and subject properties was originally suggested
by Keenan 1976, who did not distinguish between subject and topic
properties. See Schachter 1977 and Noonan and Bavin 1978b.

146. But see Creider 1977. The reason initial position is chosen for this
role was discussed by Bolinger 1952.

147. Compare the description of the Mandarin topic in Li and Thompson
1976 and the description of initial position in Russian in Borras and Chris-
tian 1959.
148. Dummy subjects such as English it and there seem to be a feature of
the NW European Sprachbund and are either very rare or non-existent
elsewhere.
149. One possible instance of 'tough-movement' was discussed in Sec. 9.1.5

150. There may, of course, be syntactic constraints on conjunction
reduction and gapping, but not on content, as in parallel structures.

151. See Noonan 1985 for a detailed discussion of ways matrix verbs can
affect the interpretation of subordinate predications in complementation.

152. I have in mind here semantic factors like the meanings of com-
plement taking predicates which impose interpretations on their com-
plements; complement taking predicates function as plugs, holes, and
filters (Karttunen 1973) allowing or preventing the percolating upward
of presupposition associated with complements, etc.

153. Givon 1979 speculates on the origin of subordination in coordina-
tion, an idea with a long history in linguistics (see for example Br0ndal
1952). Parallel structures as represented by parataxis could be interpreted
as a stage in this process — semantically still like coordinate structures
but developing syntactic properties like subordinate structures. Serializa-
tion can be seen as a further step in this process — see below.
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154. This was discussed in Schachter 1974, where serial constructions were
argued to consist of a set of VP's following the common grammatical
subject and dominated by the S-node. (All known serial verb languages
are subject initial.)

155. Serial constructions could also develop from 'consecutive' construc-
tions as suggested by Hyman 1971. Paratactic and consecutive construc-
tions have a number of similarities. The Lango translations of Hyman's
consecutive are the paratactic and ti constructions.

156. Causative constructions like (3) can be shown to be paratactic in the
following way. First, the second clause may be independently negated and
second, may have a different subject from the first clause:

(1) loca otnxa pe äwoto
man 3s-give-perf-ls neg ls-go-perf
the man gave it to me, I didn't go
'the man prevented me from going'
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Sample text

The following text was first recorded by Driberg (1923) and was
rendered into modern Lango by the author and Mr. George Ojuk. Mr.
Ojuk was familiar with the story and produced a version independently
which was very similar to the version given below.

LYEC GINNI AGOGO
[The Elephant and the Chameleon]

1. nwäij gin olaro pako me pom
long+ago they 3p-compete-perf girl for marriage
Long ago they were competing to marry a girl.

2. nwarj pi otwo
long+ago water 3s-dry-perf
Long ago there was a drought,

3. ekka toto ä päkö te kello pare
and+then mother att+part girl 3s-and+then-hab bring

daughter-3sa
and then the girl's mother brought her daughter

4. te kobbo ni
3s-and+then comp
and then said:

5. i)at ame tuco pi
someone rel + part bore-infin water
"Whoever bores water,

6. wek oger pakoni
2s-leave-imper 3s-build-subj girl-this
let him marry this girl."

7. lyec dog tc pooro kxrppoir pi
elephant then 3s-and+then-hab dig-infin water
Then Elephant tried to dig for water,

8. pi te löäye
water 3s-and+then-hab defeat-infin-3so
the water defeated him
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9. pe önwögö
not 3s-find-perf
and he didn't find any.

10. ägögö te pööro
chameleon 3s-and+then-hab try-infin
Then Chameleon tried it

1 1 . tücco pi
3s-and+then-hab bore-infin water
and he succeeded in boring water.

12. i kare ä odärö tücco pi
in time att+part 3s-finish-perf bore-infin water
When he finished boring water,

13. te kelli toto ä jiako pi
3s-and+then-hab bring-ben-infm mother att+part girl

water
he took it to the girl's mother,

14. tematto
3s-and+then-hab drink-infin
and she drank it.

15. ekka ägögö te tirjrjo pako
and+then chameleon 3s-and+then-hab lift-infm girl
And so Chameleon lifted up the girl

16. te teero geero
3s-and+then-hab take-infin marry-infin
and carried her off to marry.

17. ekkä lyec te binö libbö ägogö
and+then elephant 3s-and+then-hab come-infin

lie+in+wait-infin chameleon
Then Elephant came and lay in wait for Chameleon

18. tekobboni
3s-and+then-hab say-infin comp
and said:

19. wän cen öyepo pi
we formerly 1 p-look+for-perf water
"We formerly looked for water
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20. äme oloyawä
rel+part 3s-defeat-perf-lpo
which defeated us.

21. yrnirac
you 2s-bad-hab
You were bad

22. ite wötö nwoggo pi
2s-and+then-hab go-infin find-infin water
and went and found water

23. ite geerö dakö äme her
2s-and+then-hab marry-infin woman rel+part beautiful
and married a beautiful woman."

24. lyec te nekke agogo
elephant 3s-and+then-hab kill-infin-3so chameleon
Then Elephant killed Chameleon.

25. i kare lyec dog otyeko nekke
in time elephant then 3s-finish-perf kill-infin-3so
After Elephant killed him,

26. onwonp däkö otyekö yäc
3s-find-perf woman 3s-finish-perf be+pregnant-infin
he found that the woman was pregnant.

27. dakö dot] äme önworjo oyäc öpwälo Ic5
woman then rel+part 3s-find-perf 3s-be+pregnant-perf

3s-bear-perf male
The woman who had been pregnant bore a boy.

28. ekka ätin obedo
and+then child 3s-stay-perf
And the child lived

29. tedöip
3s-and+then-hab grow-infin
and grew.

30. kare otyeko d5t)5
time 3s-finish-perf grow-infin
When he grew up,
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31. lottere okobbi
mother-3sa 3s-say-perf-comp
his mother said:

32. äme onwögö oneko päpi lyec
rel+part 3s-find-perf 3s-kill-perf father-2sa elephant
"The one who killed your father was Elephant."

33. ekka te woto bot mwok
and+then 3s-and+then-hab go-infin to aardvark
So he went to Aardvark.

34. mwok te gollo ädu
aardvark 3s-and+then-hab excavate-infin hole
Aardvark then dug a hole.

35. ekka agogo te IWOQQO ogole
and+then chameleon 3s-and+then-hab call-infin kite
And then Chameleon called Kite

36. tekobbi
3s-and+then-hab say-infin-comp
and said:

37. yin ogole wöti wäk jo
you kite 2s-go-imper 2s-convoke-imper people
"You, Kite, go gather people

38. ame obinö myellö bül
rel-l-part 3p-come-perf dance-infin drum
who will come to dance the drum dance."

39. i käre otyeko wäkko jo
in time 3s-finish-perf convoke-infin people
When he had gathered the people,

40. otyeko myello bül
3p-finish-perf dance-infin drum
they finished dancing the drum dance,

41. agogo te cwaayo ogole ni
chameleon 3s-and+then-hab commission-infin kite comp
and then Chameleon sent Kite on an errand, saying:
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42. woti iryeyi mac
2s-go-imper 2s-line+up-imper fire
"Go make a line of fire."

43. elcka ogole te" ryeeyo mac
and+then kite 3s-and+then-hab line+up fire
So, Kite made a line of fire

44. mäc te waij
it fire 3s-and+then-hab burn-infin
and it burned.

45. ekkä lyec mac
and+then elephant 3s-and+then-hab see-infin fire
Then Elephant saw the fire

46. te kobbo ni
3s-and+then-hab say-infin comp
and said:

47. kara wagca ip
well fire-yonder what
"Hey, what's that fire over there?"

48. agogo dog te kobbo ni
chameleon then 3s-and+then-hab say-infin comp
Then Chameleon said:

49. apua tyenwu
dust att+part foot-2pa
"Dust from your feet."

50. mäc dög otyeko önekögi
fire then 3s-finish-perf 3s-kill-perf-3po
And so the fire killed them.

51. ekkä ägogo te yütto bül
and+then chameleon 3s-and+then-hab grab-infin drum
Then Chameleon grabbed the drum

52. te cwallo bül i ädu a mwok
3s-and+then-hab push-infin drum in hole att+part

aardvark
and then pushed it into Aardvark's hole.
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53. ekkä mäc te bino
and+then fire 3s-and+then-hab come-infin
And then the fire came

54. te wäggogi lyeci ducu ke le
3s-and+then-hab burn-infin-3po elephant-pi all with

animal-pi
and burned all the elephants and animals

55. ginkaötitöa
they and 3p-and+then-hab die-infin
and they died.

56. mwok don kede agogo te dajio okko
aardvark then with chameleon 3s-and+then-hab

go+out-infin completely
Aardvark came out of the hole with Chameleon.

57. agogo te kobbo nl
chameleon 3s-and+then-hab say-infin comp
Then Chameleon said:

58. aa koppr dot) ötüm
ah matter-this then 3s-be+finished-perf
"Ah, this matter is finish.

59. atyeko cxrllo kwor ä päpä
ls-finish-perf pay-infm murder att+part father-lsa
I revenged my father's murder."

60. man te dOQ gik
this 3s-and-f then-hab then stop-infin
And so it ended.
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Verbs are listed in their infinitival forms: where transitive/intransitive
pairs exist, the intransitive is marked for whether it has an 'activity
naming' (AN) or 'secondary argument' (SA) sense. The transitive forms
are given first.

In alphabetizing the phonetic characters, the + ATR vowels are placed
before their -ATR counterparts, though they are not otherwise differen-
tiated, /n/, /jV, and / / are treated as separate letters, and are alphabetized
in the order given.

[a] = adjective, [n] — noun, [v] = verb.

a
äbäl
abaga
äbic
abicel
abiryo
abolo
abogw5n
aboro
äbuc
äbwör
äbwo'ri
äcel
äc5k
ädek
ädi
ädirjä
ädu
ädugu
ädwo'ä
ädwög, ädoge (pl)
ägäk, agakän (pl)
ägedö
ägarä
ägogo
äjäi)ä
+· · s tt *ajo ka

attributive particle
then
sinner [cf bällö]
stupid person
five
six
seven
plaintain
nine
eight
prisoner [cf bücco]
lion
eland
one
shortly
three
how many
strained beer
burrow, hole
a small stringed instrument
askew [cf dw55y5]
old person
crow
architecture [cf geero]
bell
chameleon
cat
traditional doctor [cf jok]
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äju'lu
äkal, äkäläg (pl)
äkär
äkeddi
äkkä
äkoij, äköge (pl)
*· l ·* t ·*aku n
äkwäc
äkwoc
äkwärä
alado
äle'te
alibi
älöp
älwete
älyera
amän
ämänno
äme
ämel
ämero
ammo, amö (AN)
ammo
ämu, ämue (pl)
% * * ^amuja
ämtjrk
ämuru, ämuruta (pl)
an
ani'no
äpim äpim
äp5'5
apwalä
ärjölkop
äi)wen
äolä
äpäc/äpä
apa'dä
äpamä, äpäme (pl)
äpär, pyer (pl)
V X .̂apat
äpit

apöyä
v v vapua
apwö

kind of chicken [cf jüllü]
reed-buck
fork [n] [cfkaärö]
braided grass [cf keddo]
purposely
well, spring
dove
begger
tailor, seemstress
grandchild
bulrush
flute
beer pot
buck
knife for harvesting millet
pepper
now, right now
like that, thus
relative particle, while
burnt grass
drunk [n] [cf meero]
to yawn
to handle gently
husband's brother
sisal
shoe
thigh
first person singular pronoun
sleeping sickness
ahead, in front
measles
parent [cf pwallo]
judge
four
cough [n] [cfällo]
carver [cf pääyo]
flat [cf päddo]
wall [cf pammo]
ten
stranger [cf pat]
one who brings up, educates children [cf

pxtto]
mad person; madness, depravity [cf pooyo]
dust
hare
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äräni

ärege
äryd
atek
ätem
äteni
ätet
atil
ätin, itinö (pl)
atto
ätudu
ätumüro
ätwäl
äwäpa
äwene
äwenö
äwobi, a wöbe (pl)
äworö
äwo'ro
awula
* Aaya
äye
äyelä
äyi'ta, äyitärj (pl)
bä
baäro
bääyö
bäd
bäkko, bako (AN)
bakuli
bälä
ballo
bäm
bajia
baijere
bäij

bap
bappö, bap (SA)
bäppo
bedö
bedo
bei
bellö

woman who no longer bears children [cf
ranno]

distilled spirit
two
pipe
ring
truly, for sure, certainly
smith
antelope
child
to make a deep gash, cut
duck
hundred [old style number]
ever, never [with negative]
miser
when
guinea fowl
boy
greedy person, glutton [cf wor]
yesterday
whisk [cf wüllü]
mother
relative particle
trouble [n] [cf yellö]
squirrel
please; particle used to soften imperatives
to split
to throw
arm
to accumulate
gourd bowl
as
to spoil, rot; smell up
pelvis
debt
to act stupidly, speak stupidly
to, from
to eat stew
once and for all
to deflate unintentionally
to slap
idleness [cf bedo]
to sit, stay; be, become; live
sorghum
to frighten away, disturb, disrupt
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bep bep
ber, beco (pi)
beyo
billo
billo
bilo
bilo
bilö
bim
binne
bind
bitto
bit
bittö, bitö (SA)
biye, biyete (pi)
biyo
bo
bo
bokko, bok (SA)
bokko
bake
bol
böllo
bo rjo
booro
booyo
bor, boco (pi)
bot
botto
bücco
bücco
buk, buke (pi)
bul
bullo
bülu
bxrppo
burj
bur
bxrrä, büre (pi)
but
buto
bwogö
bwoggo
bwollo
bwotn

in an embarrassed manner
good; beautiful
to move, pass
to tame
to taste
whistle
charcoal
germinated millet
baboon
to be able to come
to come
to lure
sharp
to unshell, take off outer cover
anthill
to squeeze out, wring; strain
fresh leaves of cowpeas
net
to make red, become red
to narrate, rap
leafy twig
handle
to throw, drop; throw away
cloth, dress
to hollow out, burrow, tunnel
to wrap up
long, high, far away
to; from
to eat by scooping with the hand
to yell at, threaten
to pluck (e.g. a fowl)
book
drum
to bake
blue
to hurry up
bush
hole
cat
side, flank
to lie down, sleep
young, unripe
to unpeel
to deceive, pretend
wing
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bwDtto
bye
ca
cabbo
cebul
cak
cakko
cal
cälö
cam
carnere
cammo, cem (AN)
can
canno
cännö
cätjrjö, cäij (SA)
car
cäro
cätto, cat (AN)
cäwa/caä
ceddo
ceg

ceggo
cegi
cek, cegö/cegü (pl)
cekko
cekko, cek (SA)
cel
cello
cello
cello, cedo (AN)
cen
cente/cene
ceij
cep cep
cer
ceerö, cer (SA)
cibbo
cigu
ciiro
eil
cilo
ein

to retort insultingly
termite hill
yonder, that
to take a big amount of
with a plop
milk
to start
picture
to seem, resemble
eating
to be edible
to eat, cheat
poverty
to trouble, mistreat
to line up
to heal, recover
slow
village
to sell, trade; walk or drive like a drunk
time, clock
to hold with the tip of the fingers
wife [always with associative pronominal

suffixes]
to close, shut
near
short, brief
to tell, inform, warn
to prepare (food, beer); become ripe, ready
fence [cf cello]
to hit (with a projectile)
to fence in, surround with a fence
to roast, fry
back, behind; formerly
money
sun
in a sneaky manner; splashing
to slip
to raise from the dead
to put down
locust, grasshopper
to oppress
clean
dirt
bowel, intestines
forearm
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·* ' ' 1 'ein kali
ciro
cöbbö
coddo, cot (SA)
coda
cogo
cogo
cogo
c5k
c5kk5, coko (AN)
col
callb
con
cog
cooro
cooyo, co (SA)
cääyä, coc (AN)
cue
cxrc cvc

cüddu
cvddvr
cüggu
cxrkä
cükul
cuVcun
cullo
cxrllo
cup
CÜ1)
cvq
cvp cxrp
cupä
cuppo
cuuru
cwaayo
cwallo
cwäp
cwär, c5 (pi)
ewe
cwec
cwee
cweeyo
cwir
cwit

policeman [cf euro]
to flock
to pierce, stab, inject
to snap, break (a rope, string, thread)
to act as a prostitute
last born
bone
castor bean plant
near
to collect, gather
black
to assist at birth (woman or animal)
long ago, early
knee
to push
to wake up
to write; sow seeds
pitch black
moving slowly and deliberately with small,

mincing steps (like a child)
to fish
to hunt (animals)
black ant
sheet, linen cloth
school
penis
to fill up (e.g. a hole in the ground)
to pay; compensate
liver, heart (seat of emotions)
to stop, stand; surprise
chaff, husks
deliberately
bottle
to warn
to pound in a mortar
to send on errand, commission
to send on errand; push
formerly, long ago
husband
fat [a]
pottery, weaving, wickerwork [cf cweeyo]
to precipitate (e.g. rain, hail, mist)
to form, shape
rainy season
candy
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daäro
dääyö
däcco
däggo
dägi
dägö
däkko, däk (AN)
dakö, mon (pl)
däktal, daktale (pl)
dänö, j5 (pl)
dag
dag
dägere
debbe/debe
dede
deeyö
dek
del
deggo, deij (SA)
deo
deppö, depo (AN)
diake
didik
dieceij/dicerj
diewör
diiyo
diki
dikko/dikku
dillo
dillö
dinno, dinö (AN)
dig
dippo
dit, dito (pl)
do
dog
dabo
doggo lä
dök
dok
dokkä, dok5 (AN)
dokoro
dollä
dopjio

separate; finish
to widen
to drop
to hate
to refuse
swampy
to transfer, change residence, migrate
woman
doctor
person, people
also
palate
to shout, make loud noise
can
bad
to adorn
stew
skin
to fill up, swell; be swollen, fat, rounded
ornament [cf deeyo]
to collect, gather
wet, drenched
every day, always, all the time
afternoon
midnight
to press, force, convince; kneel
tomorrow
morning
to numb
to press down, pack
to thresh
much, a lot
to smash
big, old, important
friendly assurance
mouth
leprosy
door
cattle
again
to become
to cross over
to roll up, fold
to come in/out; rise (of sun) [cf dopo]
to go in/out; set (of sun)
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dog
dog
doggo
doggo, dogo (AN)
ditto
ducu
dud
dul, dule (pi)
dujl
dwälä
dwallo
dwe, dwete (pi)
dwekkö, dwek (AN)
dwoggö
dwogo
dwokko, dok (SA)
dwög, dogo (pi)
dwooyo
dyäg, dy»gi (pi)
dyel, dyeggi (pi)

eero
ekka
ellö
ello
em
emir

en
«n
into
egato
gabmente
gallo, gal (SA)
gämmö
gammo
gette
gedö
geero, ged6 (AN)
gem
genno
geggo
ger
gero
gin

well, quite, then, now, after all, already
to remain behind
to hit
to grow [cf dwög]
to suck
all, both, every
buttocks
club, stump, short log
to swirl up (e.g. dust, smoke)
confusion [cf dwallo]
to confuse
moon; month
to break up a fight
to bring back
to come back, return
to bring back; go back
big, old [cf doggo]
to twist
cow
goat
yes
to start
and then; so
to open, uncover
to spread, push aside, plunge through
thigh
hippo
to push aside, plunge through
here
third person singular pronoun
as for, even; but
lion
government
to delay, cause to dally; destroy, dally
to reply
to take away, confiscate, earn
to stumble
building [n] [cf geero]
to build; marry, have sex with (a woman)
stinginess
to trust
to prevent, stop
fierce
ferocity
third person plural pronoun
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gin, gigu (pi)
giddo
gikko, gik (SA)
gxnnx

gite
gollo
gömmö, göm (SA)
gönne
gönno
gonna
göpere
goppo

goöro
gor
goro
goro
got, godi (pl)
gooyo, g6c (AN)

gulu
gulü
gülü
güuru, gür (AN)
güüru, gür (AN)
gxr-trrir
gwärä, gwätti/

gware (pl)
gweeyo, gweo (AN)
gweeyo, gwec (AN)
gwek
gweno, gwen (pl)
gweppo
gwcg
gweo
gwok
gwok, gwoggi (pl)
gwokko
^

icxna
ic5, co (pl)
icoc
icok

thing
to tickle
to stop, stop at
and, with
tightly, firmly, flush, to the rim
really, for sure
to dig up, excavate
to bend
to zigzag [cf gönnö]
to deceive, go in a roundabout way, zigzag
to sneak a glance
to give birth [cf goppo]
to untie, undress, interpret
thin, emaciated
stiff, immovable; dried up
to dig
ground squirrel
cave, gorge
weak, lazy, crippled
mountain
to hit, beat
even
pot
to sprout
disease of goats
to drive in (e.g. a nail)
to stir up vegetables in oil
to round up, collect
gourd

to bark at, bark
to kick, lash out
gazelle
chicken
to scratch
stone
bark [n]
shoulder
dog
to look after, protect, keep
in, about, with, to, from
story
man, male, husband
porcupine
sweet potato
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xdike, idike (pi)
ikuno/ikuna
ilwä
imap
v ·* 1 1 xiwu ku
iyä
iyi
jägö,jaggi(pl)
jam!
Jan
* vja«)
jemmö, jem (AN)
jola

jiiro,jiro(SA)
(SA)

jobb5,jobo(AN)
• v 11 vjobi
jok, jogi (pi)
jökkö
jökoröko
pppa, jop (SA)
jükkü

jullü
jwaäyö
jwättö
jwikkö,jwik(SA)
ka
kaarö
kaayo
kaayo, käc (AN)
kaca/kuca
kadi
käggo
kaka
käkko, käk (SA)
käkwene
käl
käl
källo
kämxirlärä
kän
kanno

leech
mist
oak
liver
lung(s) [cf wukkü]
or
in, to, from [cf i, yic]
chief's assistant
property, package
to branch out
branch [cf jän]
to refuse, oppose; go on strike
prison, jail
to lean against
to cause to sneeze, sneeze
to harden, flex (muscles)
people
to collect, gather, sweep up, scoop up
buffalo
(pagan) god, spirit
to leave behind for someone to keep
wooden straw for drinking beer
to emaciate, get thin, weaken
to pick up (wheat, sesame)
to stop (accidentally)
to make prosper by giving special care
to polish, shine
to hit (with fist, stick)
to stunt, shrivel, emaciate
and, instead of; if, when
to bifurcate, fork
to bite, sting
to harvest (millet, sorghum, wheat)
there
even if
plant yielding strong rods
instead of [cf ka]
to split, break in two (wood, squash)
where
millet
kraal
to step over, jump over, cross
capsicum pepper
here; place
to hide
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käp
kärä
käre
kattö, katö (AN)
kec
kec, kecu
keddo
kede/ke
kekcn
kello
ken

kero
ketto
ketto, ket (SA)
kic
kidi
kiiro
kin
kit
kit
kooyo, ko5 (SA)

kobbo, kob (AN)
kobbo, koko (SA)

koddo, kodo (AN)
k5dd5

kokko, kok/köko/
kokö (AN)

käkkä
> · *kojo

kolo
kom
kam, kome (pl)
konä
konno
konnö/künnö/kannö
kono
konö

koij
koi)o
kop

five [old style number]
then; whereas; expresses surprise, shock
time; when, after
to surpass, surpass; stand out, be important
hunger
bitter, angry
to braid, scarify
with
alone; only
to bring
alone; self
thin
to cackle, cluck
to put
to destroy, scatter; fall apart, blow off
bee, honey
stone, rock
to spray
space between
kind
the way, how; since
to leave out, isolate; distinguish from

surrounding objects, pick out among
to speak, say, tell, promise
to transfer; migrate, change residence,

translate
to blow (of wind)
to hook (a fish on a line), walk arm-in-arm,

help someone along
to cry, weep over

to redeem, ransom; claim back
cold [n]
anger, rage, irritation
certainly
chair
corner
what about; perhaps
there
how [+adj]!; perhaps
if; then
to help
first of all, before
beer
matter, dispute, importance [cf kobbo]
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koppo
kör
kor
kot
kuc
kuddi
kül, külli (pi)
kvrllo/kxrllxr

kulu
kummü
kunno
kvjipv, kupö (AN)
kvr
kxr-Ora
kvtto, kütö (AN)
kwaayo, kwac (AN)
kwaayo, kwäc (AN)
kwäc, kwace (pi)
kwakko
kwallo, kwo (AN)
kwän
kwän
kwanno, kwän (AN)
kwappo
kwaij
kweero
kweeyo, kwee (SA)
kwene
kweri, kwei (pi)
kwiyä
kwo
kw5
kwok
kwön

kwooro, kworo (AN)
kwaoyb, kwoc (AN)
kwör
laaro
läc
l»ddo
lak
lak
lakko

cup
breast, chest, middle
trunk of a tree
rain [n]
peace
insect
wart hog
to peel with knife (of potatoes, not oranges,

cassava
stream, river
to feel depressed, grieved
again
to dig
negative imperative [cf kxruro]
to guard, wait
to blow
to beg, ask for
to herd
leopard
to hug, embrace
to steal
ground millet meal
education
to read, study, count
to take away, get, pick up
to swim
to refuse, avoid
to cool, calm down
where
hoe
not to know
theft [cf kwallo]
to be alive, be important
to sour, rot, go bad (of food, drink)
ground millet
to start, begin with
to sift
to sew
hostile act, murder; hostility
to compete for
wide
to hang down (e.g. head)
blade of a knife
tooth
to become too familiar
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lakko
l kk
lallo, l l (SA)
lanno
l g , lagi (pi)
l
lao, lani (pi)
lat
Ιέ, le (pi)
le, leyi (pi)
leb
leey
leggo
leggo, lego (AN)
lek
lekk , lek (AN)
15kko
lello

Ιέΐΐό, lel (AN)
lemmo
Ιέχαιηό
Ιέητύ-η
lep
ler
libbo
libbo
libere
liiy
likko
likko
lill
lillo
liituno

lit
liyu
lobo

loc
loca
logoro (Tr)
l kk
Ibkka

to inherit, take over from another
to rinse
to scatter, spread; go astry
to embarass
Lango
saliva
cloth
to stroll, go for a walk
animal
axe
tongue
to strain
to swing
to pray to, bewitch
cheek
to dream
to roll something on the ground
to stir up; make a stew with peanut butter

or simsim
to rejoice over, rejoice
to nauseate
to lick, taste on the tip of the tongue
orange
clean
vein
to smear much oil on the body
to lie in wait poised for pouncing
to move
to pour off, drain off
to stomp (with the foot)
to struggle with
to remove husks from grain
to make dirty
to visit
unprepared, unmixed
to be quiet
sick, painful
smooth, slick, bright with oil
earth
soft, tender, ripe
to rule [cf looya]
man
to swing
to talk about
to turn around, change
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löorö, lör (SA)

loöro
looyo
lope lope
Ixrbbxr/lurbbb
lükkö
lum, lume (pi)
lüt
Ixrt, ludi (pi)
luuru
Iwada Iwada
Iwaje
Iwarjo, Iwärji (pi)
Iweero, Iwero (AN)
Iweji
Iwet
Iwxt
1 wittc
Iwokko
Iworjrjo, Iworjo (AN)
Iwooro
lyec, lyeci (pi)
lyeero

lyel
lyello, lyedö (AN)
lyet
lyeto
lyettö
maaro
määyo
mäc, mace (pi)
mäcä
mäkäc
mäcxrrjgwä
mäkkö
mälagä
malo
man
man, magi (pl)
manno
mäno/mano, magö/

magö (pl)
mär

to roll, push something on wheels; roll or
glide down

to take care of (e.g. clothes)
to defeat, smash; exceed
like a snake, slow and deliberate
to follow, pursue
to dampen
grass
lung fish
stick
to root up, mess up
like a snake, slowly and deliberately
clumsily
fly
to slash so as to clear (e.g. a compound)
fight [n]
nail (on finger, toe)
root
to sneak
to wash; escort
to call
to fear, honor
elephant
to hang up; swing (purposefully), swirl (a

skirt)
grave
to shave
hot, warm
warmth, heat [n]
to get heated
to love, like, enjoy
to seize, rob
fire
that one
scissors
orange
to capture, catch (game, fish); affect
eating utensil (spoon or fork)
above, on high
scrotum
this
to walk around; surround
that

love [n]
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mat
matto
matto, mato (AN)
me
meda
medde
meero, mer (AN)
meeyo, meö (SA)
meeyo
meg
mejä
mel
meine
meppo, mep (SA)
mero
mia
miryo
mir mir
mit
mitto
miyu
mo, moe (pi)
moggo
mokko
mokko, mök (SA)
mokko
mokd
mollo, mal (SA)
mom/mam
monno
mop
moore
mooyo
mor

mot, mote (pi)
mat
motoka, motokae (pi)
moto-moto
motto
mukkü, muk
mulu
m\rn\r, munni (pi)
mwak mwak
mwok

drink [n] [cf matto]
to score; die [cf matto]
to drink, smoke (tobacco)
for, in order to, of
swallow
to continue
to intoxicate; be drunk, get drunk
to cause to glow; glow
to melt
own [a]
table
large boat, mailboat
which
to light; flash
drunkenness [cf meero]
hundred
to give
glistening
delicious [cf mitto]
to want, need
slick [cf liyii]
oil, butter, fat, grease
casava
to entangle, get stuck
to enfeeble, sicken; be sickly, feeble, thin
to light, set on fire; confirm a fact
flour
to carry off with the current; flow, float
negative particle/verb
to prevent, hinder
raid; army
to be distorted, be out of shape
to spread out in the open to dry
to thunder, boom (of nature, machines,

drums)
gift
slow, fat
car
elephantiasis
to greet
to break off
to crawl, go on hands and knees
white man
noisily
aardvark
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mwol
mwolo
mwomere
mwonuno
mwönnö
myeero
myello, myel (AN)
myenno
näkä
näm

x x /C1 A \neero, nsr (SA)
nekkö
neu

, nenö (AN),
n£n (SA)

nero
ni
ni

niärj
niärj
niiyo
nino
nino

no
n5k
nog
numu
nüüru, nur (SA)
nwaq
nwäi)
n war)
nworjrjö

X X V / C * A \jiaayo, jia (SA)
Jläk

pakö, äjura (pl)
jianuno, pamö (AN)
pajia
pajipo
pag, jiarje (pl)

pap
päpö

humble, gentle
gentleness, humility
to rush away
to rush towards [cf mwämere]
to cover with clay or plaster; plug up
to be suitable, must, be obliged
to dance, shake, tremble
to stir while cooking
until; for a while
river, lake
to wither, wilt
to kill; break, cut; oppress
a while ago
to see; be awake; be visible

uncle
this
that [complementizer]; particle introducing

adverbial expression; in, with
sugarcane
to understand
to flatten
day
to sleep
how
that
few
thick [cf nwärj]
raw
to make drowsy; become drowsy
ripped apart
thick, strong, tough
long ago
to find; receive, get
to expand, make or be plentiful; open wide
to bear profusely, be laden with fruit or

flowers
girl[cfpak]
to chew
tomato
to wear down, blunt, take the edge off
crocodile
morning sun
lazy
laziness [cf pap]
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par
peero, pero (AN)
pen
pig
pikko, piko/pikö

(AN)
pirn
pirn

pom
pommb, porno (AN)
ponno
porjijo

par
päöyö
put
pütto
pwagx
pwallo, pwäl (AN)
ija, gägi (pl)
rjakko
gat
5e
gee
ijeeyo

get, ijedi (pl)

QIC

i (pl)
rpkkö, rjok/rjoko (AN)

V Xrjoayo
rjullu
QÜnnu

gwec
gwecco, Qwec (AN)
Qweddo, Qwedo (AN)

daughter
to laugh at, laugh
new
grain, fruit
to move away slightly from, move away

slightly
forehead
sesame
name
later
marriage [cf pommb]
to marry
to step on
to soften
might, possibly, perhaps; can
chain
to cramp
indication [cf pütto]
to show, indicate
maize
to bear a child, give birth
who
to grind roughly
someone
backside
back
to know
side
worn out hoe, small hoe
proximity
cold [a]
cold [n]
later
what
to vomit
to cut
to dishearten
to spit
to cut off, amputate, truncate, break off,

cripple
neck
smell [n] [cf gweeyo]
to run from, run
to collect vegetables, pick leaves off

vegetables
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rjwe
Qweeyo

gwon
öbägä
obätö
ober
obi'a
öbia
obäke
ocere
oddö, odo (AN)
5dd5
odilo, Odile (pl)
ödüku
odur
ögikö
ogole
ogxrpa
ogwag
ogwec
okeka, okekki (pl)
okene
okerc
okko
5k5
ökök
okSno

okwe'ce
okwodö, okwoddi (pl)
olik, olikß (pl)
olio
olio, 01 (SA)
allo, 615 (SA)
016k
olwit
omerä
ömin

opp5, op (SA)

v s ^ooro

smelly [cf gweeyo]
to smell
flying termite
termite
God
yam
mosquito
a grass used for thatching
money
leafy vegetable
rice
to pound
to scoop
ball, soccer ball
gun
dung heap [cf düürü]
spoon
kite (bird)
near
merekat
mashing stick
mat
some
baby
completely, entirely, utterly
outside, out
worker termite
pumpkin
pangolin
bitch
tick
bat
tiredness, boredom [cf olio]
to bore; be tired of
to make cough, cough
wild vine, grape
eagle
you know what?
brother
to fetch
to drop, pour, spill, drool; go bald; rain

for a short time
or [cf poo]
oh!
to send
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ööyö
opokä

opük
är, äc (pl)
oragä
5t, üdi (pl)
o tit
otycn
öwec
öyegö/öyeyei)

V X Vpaaro
paayo, päc (AN)
päcco, paco (AN)
päco, paci (pl)
päddo
pala
pälä, pali (pl)

pämma/pämä
pämmo
päpö, pappi (pl)
par
pärä
pät
P«

pern

peppo
Pi
Pi

piji

pittö
pitto, pitö (AN)
piye
pien/pyen, piene (pl)
po
pokkö
pol

, (AN)

to warm
gourd prepared for use
slave
tire
tortoise
wife's brother
sterile (of a young woman)
house
firefly
elbow
broom [cf weyo]
earthquake [cf yeggö]
to think deep thoughts; worry, grieve
to carve
to peel, take off rind
village; home
to flatten
red ochre
knife
main support for a hut
cotton
to join, pile up, fit side-by-side
father
brightly
worry [n] [cf pääro]
different, separate
negative particle/verb
frozen precipitation (i.e. hail or snow)
bridge
navel
to ask (a question)
water; sweat, urine, tears
according to, on account of, because
juice
ground, world, weather, ambience; down

on the ground
why
to feed
to plant
to jump
skin, hide
scar, cicatrice
to divide, separate
many, numerous; most
to hide (from), avoid
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pooro
pooyo
pooyo
poto
potto, poto/poto (SA)
puc, puc£ (pi)
puggu
pul
pvnxr, pünni (pi)
püttü/pütto
püürü/püüro
pwod/pxrd
pwöddo
pwop
pwöppo, pwöp (AN)
pwattä, pwot (SA)
rääyo
räc, racu (pl)
rännö, ran (SA)
rem, reci (pl)
redo
reddo
reeyö
reggo, rego (AN)
remä
remmo, rem (SA)
remmö, rem (SA)
remo
rep

retto
ridde
riddö
riiyo
rik
rirjrjo, riijo (AN)
rirjo
riyü
ronunä, rom (AN)
römo
romä, rommi (pl)
rooyö
rorä
roya, roye/röci (pl)
rv

to try
to remember
to spoil
garden
to drop, fall, set; fail
cat
to nourish, look after well
peanut
bush pig
to uproot (vegetables), pluck (feathers, fur)
to plough, dig a field
yet; still, just
to beat
teaching [cf pwoppo]
to teach
to smooth
to collect from people
bad, ugly
to stunt, hold back; to stop giving birth
fish
to shout
to open wide (usually said of eyes)
to burn
to grind
red
to cause pain to; hurt, pain
to be insufficient for, be insufficient
blood
thin
to fall [cf retto]
to drop, throw to the ground
tobe tight[cfriddo]
to put together, press together
to tie or wrap around, sheave
long ago
to run from, run
meat
light, swift, pleasant
to suffice
to meet, fight
sheep
to bend
gossip
heifer
ever, yet
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rucco
ruje
rükkü
rüt, rudi (pi)
rüü
rirxryu·, rv (AN)
rwätte
rweppö, rweji/rwepö

(SO)
rwot, rwöde (pi)
ryebbo
ryeeyo
ryek
ryekko

ryekö
ryeji
ryetto, ryeto (AN)
ta
tagere
tällö, täl (SA)
tarn
tämmo
tännä
tarjrjo/tägrjo

tägrjo
tar
tara
te

tebbo
teddö/teddü, tedo (AN)
teerö
teero
_ ,* .» . vteeyo
tok
tekko
teko
tello
temmo, temö (AN)
tenno
tenno
teijgö

to confuse
in a Izy manner, carelessly
to dress, put on clothes, cover
twin
to delay, stay with
to get someone moving; hurry
to meet with
to lose; get lost, be lost

king
to turn upside down
to line up, put in a line or row
wise, clever
to split down middle, rip open, disembowel,

clean (a fish)
wisdom, intellegence [cf ryek]
to shine
to winnow
affirmative particle
to stagger
to dry out, wither; broil; be bald
idea, thought [cf tammo]
to believe, think
bed
to dodge, sentence, take to court; give birth

to twins
to spread out the hand
white
lamp
to the point of; under
and then [v]
to indent
to cook
to take
to spread out, open (an umbrella)
to make a light incision
hard, strong, difficult
to start
strength, hardness
to pull, stretch; lead, conduct
to try
to heat (water)
to support, prop up, raise
to divert, turn aside, spoil (a child)
to beat (cloth, sesame)
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teppo
tetto, tetö (AN)
tettö
ti
tic
txdx, tino (pi)
tie
tigo, tiggi (pi)
- X V
tlgU

. V *· *>txzro
tiiye
tiiyo, tic (AN)
tik
tim
timmo
tin
tin
tinnö
tignö
tittö
tojjo
tök
tokka, toko (AN)
t51
tanno
tot)
tog, toqni (pi)
tonno
. ^ ^too
t55yo, t55 (SA)
t5pp5, tap (SA)
tot/toto
toyö
tu
tücco
tügü, tüggi (pl)
tüggö
tükkö, tüko (AN)
tula
turn
txrmm5
tünü
tui|

to copulate
to forge
to gulp, drink rapidly
old
work, occupation [n] [cf tiiyo]
small
be present, have [defective verb]
bead
necklace
to straighten
to get done [cf tiiyo]
to work, do; use
chin
bush, wild country
to work, do, make
small [cf tidf]
today
to lift
to sulk
to tell, narrate, preach
to beat up
nape, back of head
to ladle out (food)
string, rope
to pour drop by drop
bird's egg
spear
to chop or cut (with axe or hoe)
to shrivel up
to numb, deaden; die
to spoil, let lie fallow; rot
mother
dew
toward
to penetrate, bore into
pawpaw
to disperse, stir up
to play
owl
to be finished
to cut (with a knife)
to reach, arrive
side
home
horn
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txrggo
tür
tur
tütümid
tütwäl/twätwäl
tüü
tvxrrtr, txrr (SA)
twäij
tweero
tweeyö, twfec (AN)
twöl
twön, twoni (pi)
twooyo, two (SA)
twaoyo, two (SA)
twolö
twömmö
tyag
tyekko
ty«n
wäc
wäk

wakko
wallo, walo (SA)
wan
wanno
wap
wapjio
wäq
warj
waQQO, wäg (SA)
wärägä
warö
wayä
weero
weeyo
weeyö, weyo (AN)
wekko
wel
welo, wele (pl)
wer
wi
wie
wiirö
willo, wil (SA)

to suffocate
front [n]
piled up dirt, e.g. by irrigation ditch
thousand
very, awfully; very much
to sprout
to break; overthrow
a sort of large lungfish
to be able
to tie, bind; imprison
snake
bull
to sicken; be sick
to dry
open [a]
to scoop (water, grain)
durra stalk
to finish
leg, foot
sour, lazy
work performed by invited people [cf

wakko]
invite for work or ceremony
to boil; become angry
first person plural pronoun
to injure
longing, craving
to crave
eye
fire [cf waggo]
to burn; be upset, sad, angry
letter, paper
shoe, boot
fence
to sing
to deflate (accidently)
to sweep
to leave; let, allow, stop
amount, price
visitor
song [cf weerö]
top [cf wie]
head
to move something in a circle, swirl
to lose, forget
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willö
wxno
wijijiö
wipo
wit
wod, wot (pi)
wök
wökki
w5kki
won, wegi (pi)
woo

**· *> v ^ /waoya, WDD (AN)
woppo
wor
wor
woro
wot/woto

woyö
wu/wun/wunu
WÜCCÜ

wüdu
wükkü
wüllu
w um
wümmo
yää
yäbbo
yäc
yacü
yam
yämo

yät, yadi/yen (pl)
y4t
yec
yecco, yec (SA)

s vyee
yeeyö
yekko, yekö (AN)
yello
yen, yene (pl)
yejijio
yeij

to buy
stiff hairs, bristles, whiskers; barbels offish
to hear
bird
ear of grain
son; nephew (brother's son)
gap in teeth
a few minutes ago
so much (that)
father of; owner
to be dry on the surface only
to make a lot of noise over
to follow
greedy
night
greed
to go, walk
to pull out
dry cow dung
second person plural pronoun
to throw
ostrich
to pour out, pump out
to stir up
nose
to cover
to leave, go away; get up; come from
to open
to be pregnant
pregnancy [cf yäc]
long ago, formerly, once
wind, air
to butcher, skin
stick, tree
long ago, formerly, a long time ago
load [n] [cf yeeyö]
to tear
to believe
to carry something on the head
to sieve
to trouble, bother, mistreat
long log for building, fire
to look for
to be satisfied, full
to shake
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yer head hair; feather
yettö to insult
yea, yeeyi (pi) boat
yib tail
yic belly, interior
yimmö to stare at fixedly
yit ear
yit scorpion
yitö smoke [n]
yrtto, yrto (AN) to climb
yo behind; path, way, road
yöm soft, pleased, happy
y5n foreskin
yot light» fast» easy, healthy
yüccü to throw
yütto to grab
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a few minutes ago
a while ago
aardvark
above, on high
according to, on account of, because
accumulate
act as a prostitute
act stupidly, speak stupidly
adorn
affirmative particle
afternoon
again
again
ahead, in front
all, both, every
alone; only
alone; self
also
amount, price
and, instead of; if, when
and then [v]
and then; so
and, with
anger, rage, irritation
animal
antelope
anthill
architecture [cf geero]
arm
as
as for, even; but
ask (a question)
askew [cf dwooyo]
assist at birth (woman or animal)
attributive particle
axe
baboon
baby
back
back, behind; formerly

wokki
neu
mwok
mälo
Pi
bakko, boko (AN)

deeyo

diecen/diceij
dok
künno
äjiim äpim
ducu
keken
ken
dag
wel
ka
te
ekka
gxnni
kolo
le, le (pi)
atil
biye, biyete (pi)
V f J Xagedo
bad
bala
ento
pejipo
adwo'a
c5115
ä

, leyi (pi)
bim
okere
gee
ein
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backside
bad
bad, ugly
bake
ball, soccer ball
bark [n]
bark at, bark
bat
be able to come
be able
be alive, be important
be distorted, be out of shape
be dry on the surface only
be edible
be finished
be insufficient for, be insufficient
be pregnant
be present, have [defective verb]
be quiet
be satisfied, full
be suitable, must, be obliged
be tight [cfriddo]
bead
bear a child, give birth
bear profusely, be laden with fruit or

flowers
beat (cloth, sesame)
beat
beat up
beautiful, good
because; according to, on account of
become
become too familiar
bed
bee, honey
beer
beer pot
beg, ask for
beggar
behind; path, way, road
believe, think
believe
bell
belly, interior
bend

dede
rac, racü (pl)
büllö
ödilö, Odile (pl)
gweo
gweeyö, gweö (AN)
ölik, ölike (pl)
binne
tweerö
kw5
mööre
wöö
cämcre
tüm
reminö, rein (SA)
yäc
tie

myeero
ridde
tigö, tiggi (pl)
jiwallo, jiwäl (AN)
jiak

pwoddo
tojjo
ber, beco (pl)
P4

dokko, dako (AN)
lakko
tännä
kic
kDIJD

alibi
kwääyo, kwac (AN)
akwac
yo
tammö
yee
agara
yic
gommo, gom (SA)
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bend
bifurcate, fork
big, old [cf doggo]
big, old, important
bird
bird's egg
bitch
bite, sting
bitter, angry
black ant
black
blade of a knife
blood
blow (of wind)
blow
blue
boat
boil; become angry
bone
book
bore; be tired of
bottle
bowel, intestines
boy
braid, scarify
braided grass [cf keddö]
branch [cf jän]
branch out
break off
break up a fight
break; overthrow
breast, chest, middle
bridge
brightly
bring back
bring back; go back
bring
broom [cf weyö]
brother
buck
buffalo
build; marry, have sex with (a woman)
building [n] [cf geero]
bull
bulrush

rööyö
kaaro
dwon, dorp (pi)
dit, dito (pi)
wipo
toil
okwe'ce
kaayo
k£c, kecu
cüggu
cSl
lak
remo
köddö, kodo (AN)
kvtto, kütö (AN)
bülu
ye», yeeyi (pi)
wällo, walo (SA)
cogo
buk, büke (pl)
öllö, öl (SA)
cupä
ein
äwobi, äwöbe (pl)
keddo
akeddi
ja«,
jän
mükku, mük
dwekkö, dwek (AN)
tvvrrtr, tvrr (SA)
kör
pem
pär
dwöggö
dwokko, dok (SA)
kello
öwec
6min
alöp
• -vjobi
geerö, gedö (AN)
gedö
twon, twoni (pl)
alado
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burn
burn; be upset, sad, angry
burnt grass
burrow, hole
bush
bush pig
bush, wild country
butcher, skin
buttocks
buy
cackle, cluck
call
can
candy
capsicum pepper
capture, catch (game, fish); affect
car
carry off with the current; flow, float
carry something on the head
carve
carver [cf pääyo]
casava
castor bean plant
cat
cat
cat
cattle
cause pain to; hurt, pain
cause to glow; glow
cause to sneeze, sneeze
cave, gorge
certainly
chaff, husks
chain
chair
chameleon
charcoal
cheek
chew
chicken
chief's assistant
child
chin
chop or cut (with axe or hoe)
clean

reeyö
wäggo, wäg (SA)
amel
ädu
bug
pvnv, punni (pi)
tim

(pi)

dud
willo
kero
Iwoggo, Iworjo (AN)
debbe/debe
cwit
kamvlara
makko
motoka, motokae
mallb, mol (SA)
yeeyo
paayo, päc (AN)
apac/apa
moggo
cog5
äjägä
bvra, bure (pi)
puc, puce (pi)
dök
remmo, rem (SA)

^ ^ N ^ A /O A Vmeeyo, meo (SA)
juro, jiro (SA)
goro
kom
cvg

kom, kome (pi)
agogo
bilo
lek
pammö, pamo (AN)
gweno, gwen (pi)

ätin, xtino (pi)
tik
toggö
cil
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clean
climb
close, shut
cloth, dress
cloth
club, stump, short log
clumsily
cold [a]
cold [n]
cold [n]
collect from people
collect, gather
collect, gather
collect, gather, sweep up, scoop up
collect vegetables, pick leaves off

vegetables
come back, return
come
come in/out; rise (of sun) [cf dope»]
compete for
completely, entirely, utterly
confuse
confuse
confusion [cf dwällo]
continue
cook
cool, calm down
copulate
corner
cotton
cough [n] [cfollo]
cover with clay or plaster; plug up
cover
cow
cramp
crave
crawl, go on hands and knees
crocodile
cross over
crow
cry, weep over

cup
cut
cut (with a knife)

lep
yztto, yito (AN)
ceggo

lao, ttni (pi)
dül, düle (pi)
Iwaje
flic
Qicö
kojo
raayo
cokk6, cokö (AN)
deppo, depö (AN)
J5bb5, jobo (AN)
ijweddo, qwedo (AN)

dwogo
bino
dojipö
laaro
okko
dwallo
rüccö
dwala
medde
teddo/teddü, tedo (AN)
kweeyö, kwee (SA)
teppo
kona
pämmä/pämä
äolä
mwonno
wümmo
dyag, dyarji (pi)
poayb
wapjio
mulu

(pi)par),
dökoro
agäk, ägäkän (pl)
kökkö, kok/koko/

kokö (AN)
koppö

txrminä
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cut off, amputate, truncate, break off,
cripple

dampen
dance, shake, tremble
daughter
day
debt
deceive, go in a roundabout way, zigzag
deceive, pretend
defeat, smash; exceed
deflate (accidently)
deflate unintentionally
delay, cause to dally; destroy, dally
delay, stay with
deliberately
delicious [cf mit to]
destroy, scatter; fall apart, blow off
dew
different, separate
dig
dig
dig up, excavate
dirt
disease of goats
dishearten
disperse, stir up
distilled spirit
divert, turn aside, spoil (a child)
divide, separate
doctor
dodge, sentence, take to court; give

birth to twins
dog
door
dove
dream
dress, put on clothes, cover
drink [n] [cf matto]
drink, smoke (tobacco)
drive in (e.g. a nail)
drop
drop, fall, set; fail
drop, pour, spill, drool; go bald; rain

for a short time
drop, throw to the ground

QUnnu

lukko
myello, my el (AN)
par
nino
bapa
gönno
bwollo
lööyö
weeyö
bappö, bap (SA)
gällo, gäl (SA)
rüü
cvp c-u-p
mit
kettö, ket (SA)
toyo
pat
gooro
kvppxr, kupö (AN)
gollo
cilo
gülü
qooyo
tüggo
arege
terjijo
pokkö
däktal, däktale (pl)
tar)i)6/tai)i}ö

gwok, gwoggi (pl)
daggolä
v ^ *aku n
lekkö, lek (AN)
rükkü
mat
mätto, matö (AN)
güürü, gür (AN)
däccö
potto, poto/potö (SA)

, äp (SA)

rettö
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drum
drunk [n] [cfmeero]
drunkenness [cfmeero]
dry [v]
dry cow dung
dry out, wither; broil; be bald
duck
dung heap [cf duürü]
durra stalk
dust
eagle
ear of grain
ear
earth
earthquake [cf yerjrjo]
eat by scooping with the hand
eat, cheat
eat stew
eating
eating utensil (spoon or fork)
education
eight
eland
elbow
elephant
elephantiasis
emaciate, get thin, weaken
embarass
enfeeble, sicken; be sickly, feeble, thin
entangle, get stuck
even
even if
ever, never [with negative]
ever, yet
every day, always, all the time
expand, make or be plentiful; open

wide
eye
fall [cf retto]
fat [a]
father of; owner
father
fear, honor
feed
feel depressed, grieved

bill
amero
mero
twääyö, two (SA)
woyo
tallo, tal (SA)
atudu
odur
tya«|
apü»
olwit
wit
yit
lobo
öyego/öyeyei)
bötto
cammo, cem (AN)
barjrjo
cam
malägä
kwän
aboro
abwo'ri
otyen
lyec, lyeci (pi)
mota-mätä
joppo, jop (SA)
lännö
mokko, mok (SA)
mokko
g^
kadi
ätwäl
rv
didik
paayo, pa (SA)

rette
ewe
won, wegi (pi)
päpo, pappi (pi)
Iwöorö
pittö
kummü
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fence [cf cello]
fence in, surround with a fence
fence
ferocity
fetch
few
fierce
fight [n]
fill up (e.g. a hole in the ground)
fill up, swell; be swollen, fat, rounded
find; receive, get
finish
fire [cf waqrjo]
fire
firefly
first of all, before
fish
fish
five [old style number]
five
flat[cfpaddo]
flatten
flatten
flock
flour
flute
fly
flying termite
follow, pursue
follow
for, in order to, of
forearm
forehead
foreskin
forge [v]
fork[n][cfkäärö]
form, shape
formerly; back, behind
formerly, long ago
four
fresh leaves of cowpeas
friendly assurance
frighten away, disturb, disrupt
front [n]
frozen precipitation (i.e. hail or snow)

eel
cello
wäya
gero
ämmö
nök
g«'
Iwep
cullo
deggo, deg (SA)
nwoggo
tyekko
wäg
mäc, mace (pi)
out
kog
cüddü
rein, reci (pi)
käp
abic
v ' I J *apa da

« V %niiyo
paddo
cxro

ale'te
Iwago, Iwaiji (pi)
ijwen
lirbbxr/lxrbba
woppo
me
ci«,
pirn
y5n
tettö, tetö (AN)
akär
cweeyö
cen
cwäp
agwen
bo
do
bellö
tür
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gap in teeth
garden
gazelle
gentleness, humility
germinated millet
get done [cf tiiyö]
get heated
get someone moving; hurry
gift
girl [cf jiäk]
give birth [cf gojijio]
give
glistening
go in/out; set (of sun)
go, walk
goat
god (pagan), spirit
God
good; beautiful
gossip
gourd bowl
gourd

gourd prepared for use
government
grab
grain, fruit
grandchild
grass
grass used for thatching
grave
greed
greedy person, glutton [cf wor]
greedy
greet
grind
grind roughly
ground millet
ground millet meal
ground squirrel
ground, world, weather, ambience;

down on the ground
grow [cf dwög]
guard, wait
guinea fowl

wok
poto
gwek
mwolo
bilo
tiiye
lyetto
ririryif, nur (AN)
mot, mote (pi)
paid, apir» (pi)
goper*
mxxyö
mir mir
d5pö
wot/woto
dyel, dyeggi (pi)
jak, jogi (pi)
6bat)a
her, beco(pl)
roro

gwara, gwatti/
gw4re(pl)

6p5k5
gäbmente
yütto
pig
akwara
lüm, lume (pi)
obi'9
lyel
woro
aworo
wor
motto
reggo, rego (AN)
Qakko
kwon
kwän
g^
piji

d5ni)6, do 1)5 (AN)
kxrvrro
\ saweno
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gulp, drink rapidly
gun
handle
handle gently
hang down (e.g. head)
hang up; swing (purposefully), swirl

(a skirt)
hard, strong, difficult
harden, flex (muscles)
hare
harvest (millet, sorghum, wheat)
hate
he, she, it
head hair; feather
head
heal, recover
hear
heat (water)
heifer
help
herd
here
here; place
hide (from), avoid
hide
hippo
hit (with a projectile)
hit (with fist, stick)
hit, beat
hit
hoe (worn out), small hoe
hoe
hold with the tip of the fingers
hole
hollow out, burrow, tunnel
home
hook (a fish on a line), walk

arm-in-arm, help someone along
horn
hostile act, murder; hostility
hot, warm
house
how [+adj]!; perhaps
how many
how

tetto
ödüku
bol
ammo
l»ddo
lyeerö

tok
jiggo,jig(SA)
apwo
kaayo, kac (AN)
daggö
en
yer
wie
caggo, cäg (SA)
wippo
tenno
roya, roy^/roci (pi)
koppa
kwaayo, kwäc (AN)
en
kän

, (AN)
känno
emir
cello
jwatto
gooya, gac (AN)
doggo
get, gedi (pi)
kweri, kwei (pi)
ceddo
bur
booro
tug
kaddo

tug
kwör
lyet
5t, üdi (pi)
kono
adi
niggä
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hug, embrace
humble, gentle
hundred [old style number]
hundred
hunger
hunt (animals)
hurry up
husband
husband's brother
I, me
idea, thought [cf tammo]
idleness [cf bedo]
if; then
in a lazy manner, carelessly
in a sneaky manner; splashing
in, about, with, to, from
in an embarrassed manner
in front; ahead
in, to, from [cf i, yic]
indent
indication [cf pütto]
inherit, take over from another
injure
insect
instead of [cf ka]
insult
intoxicate; be drunk, get drunk
invite for work or ceremony
it, he, she
join, pile up, fit side-by-side
judge
juice
jump
kick, lash out
kill; break, cut; oppress
kind
kind of chicken [cf jüllü]
king
kite (bird)
knee
knife for harvesting millet
knife
know
kraal
ladle out (food)

kwakko
mwöl
ätumürö
mia
kec
cxrddxr
bvppo
cwar, co (pi)
amu, amue (pi)
an
tarn
bedo
kono
ryje
cep cep
i
bep bep
apim apim
iyi
tebbo
put
läkko
wanno
küddi
käka
yettö
meero, mer (AN)
wakko
en
panun
aijolkop
P»g
piye
gweeyo, g wee (AN)
nekko
kit
v · * 11 *ajulu
rwot, rwöde (pi)
ogole
cog
alweti
pälä, (pi)
neeyo
kal
takko, toko (AN)
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lamp
Lango
large boat, mailboat
last born
later
later
laugh at, laugh
laziness [cf päp]
lazy
leafy twig
leafy vegetable
lean against
leave behind for someone to keep
leave, go away; get up; come from
leave out, isolate; distinguish from
leave; let, allow, stop surrounding

objects, pick out among
leech
leg, foot
leopard
leprosy
letter, paper
lick, taste on the tip of the tongue
lie down, sleep
lie in wait poised for pouncing
lift
light, fast, easy, healthy
light, set on fire; confirm a fact
light, swift, pleasant
light; flash
like a snake, slowly and deliberately
like a snake, slow and deliberate
like that, thus
line up
line up, put in a line or row
lion
lion
liver, heart (seat of emotions)
liver
load [n] [cf yeeyo]
locust, grasshopper
long ago, early
long ago, formerly, a long time ago
long ago, formerly, once
long ago

tarä
, 16Qi (pi)

mel
cögö

pit
pesrö, perö (AN)
papd
pap
bake
öböke
jeijijo
jokko
yaä
koöyö, kOD (SA)
wekkö

idike, idike (pi)
ty£n
kwac, kwace (pi)
dobo
wärägä
lemmö
büto
libbo

yöt
mökkö
riyü
meppo, meji (SA)
Iwada Iwada
15pe 15pe
ämannö
cänno
ryeeyo
abwor
eqato
cup
imäp
yec
cigu
con
yat
yäm
nwäg
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long ago
long, high, far away
long log for building, fire
longing, craving
look after, protect, keep
look for
lose, forget
lose; get lost, be lost
love [n]
love, like, enjoy
lungfish
lungfish, large
lung(s) [cf wukkü]
lure [v]
mad person; madness, depravity [cf

pooyo]
main support for a hut
maize
make a deep gash, cut
make a light incision
make a lot of noise over
make cough, cough
make dirty
make drowsy; become drowsy
make prosper by giving special care
make red, become red
man
man, male, husband
many, numerous; most
marriage [cf pomma]
marry
mashing stick
mat
matter, dispute, importance [cf kobbo]
measles
meat
meet, fight
meet with
melt
merekat
midnight
might, possibly, perhaps; can
milk
millet
miser

rik
bor, bocö (pl)
yen, yene (pl)
wap
gWDkkö
yeppo
willö, wil (SA)
rweppo, rwep/rwepo
mar
maaro
lüt
twag
twu'ku
bitto
äpoya

(SO)

pwagi
atto
teeyo
waayo, wao (AN)
olio, 615 (SA)
lillo
nüürü, nur (SA)
jüllü
bokko, bok (SA)
loce
zco, co (pl)
pol
pom
pammo, pomo (AN)
ogwec
okeka, okekki (pl)
kop
ap5'5
rirjo
romo
rwatti
meeyo
ogwarj
diewor
poo
cäk
kal
awapa
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mist
money
money
moon; month
morning
morning sun
mosquito
mother
mother
mountain
mouth
move away slightly from, move away
move
move, pass
move something in a circle, swirl

slightly
moving slowly and deliberately with

small, mincing steps (like a child)
much, a lot
nail (on finger, toe)
name
nape, back of head
narrate, rap
nauseate
navel
near
near
near
neck
necklace
negative imperative [cf kxr-tfro]
negative particle/verb
negative particle/verb
nephew (brother's son); son
net
new
night
nine
noisily
nose
not to know
nourish, look after well
now, right now
numb, deaden; die
numb

ikuna/ikuna
cente/cene
obia
dwe, dwete (pi)
dikko/dikku
pago
ober
äyä
töt/toto
got, godi (pi)
dog
pikko, piko/pikö
libere
beyö
wiiro (AN)

cxrc cxrc

dig
Iwet

tok
bokko
lemmo
pan
cok
cegi
og-u-qa
rjüt
.v ^tigu
kxrr
mom/mam
pe
wod, wot (pi)
bo
pen
wör
abonwon
mwak mwak
wum
kwiyä
puggu
amän
tooy», tää (SA)
dillö
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oak
oh!
oil, butter, fat, grease
old person
old
once and for all
one
one who brings up, educates children

[cfpittö]
only; alone
open [a]
open, uncover
open wide (usually said of eyes)
open
oppress
or [cf poo]
or
orange
orange
ornament [cf deeyo]
ostrich
outside, out
owl
own [a]
palate
pangolin
parent [cf pwallo]
pawpaw
pay; compensate
peace
peanut
peel, take off rind
peel with knife (of potatoes, not

oranges, cassava)
pelvis
penetrate, bore into
penis
people
pepper
person, people
pick up (wheat, sesame)
picture
pierce, stab, inject
piled up dirt, e.g. by irrigation ditch
pipe

ilwa
00
mo, moe (pi)
adwOQ, adoge (pi)
ti
bop
acel

kcken
twolo
ello
reddo
yabbo
euro

iyä
lemvn
mäciJrijgwä
deo
wudü
5k5
tulä
meg

okaij
apwäla
tügü, tüggi (pl)
cvllo
kuc
pul
pacco, pdcö (AN)
kxrllo/kvrllxr

bam
tüccö
cul/cun
• *

P
alyera
däno, j5 (pl)
jukkü
cal
cabba
tur
atek
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pitch black
plaintain
plant [v]
plant yielding strong rods
play
please; particle used to soften

imperatives
plough [v], dig a field
pluck (e.g. a fowl)
policeman [cf euro]
polish, shine
porcupine
pot
pottery, weaving, wickerwork [cf

cweeyo]
pound in a mortar
pound
pour drop by drop
pour off, drain off
pour out, pump out
poverty
pray to, bewitch
precipitate (e.g. rain, hail, mist)
pregnancy [cf yäc]
prepare (food, beer); become ripe,

ready
press down, pack
press, force, convince; kneel
prevent, hinder
prevent, stop
prison, jail
prisoner [cf bucco]
property, package
proximity
pull out
pull, stretch; lead, conduct
pumpkin
purposely
push aside, plunge through
push
put down
put
put together, press together
raid [n]; army
rain [n]

cue
äbölö
ptttö, pitö (AN)
kaggo
tükko, tükö (AN)
ba

püürik/puüro
bücco
ciri'kali
jwääyö
icSc
gulu
cwec

cüürü
öddo, odö (AN)
tönnö
liiyo
wükkü
can
leggö, lego (AN)
cwee
yecü
cekkö, cek (SA)

dillo
düyo
monno

jbla
äbuc

wottb
tellö
6k5n5
äkka
emmo
cöorö
cibbo
ketto
riddo
mop
kot
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rainy season
raise from the dead
raw
reach, arrive
read, study, count
really, for sure
red ochre
red
redeem, ransom; claim back
reed-buck
refuse, avoid
refuse
refuse, oppose; go on strike
rejoice over, rejoice
relative particle
relative particle, while
remain behind
remember
remove husks from grain
reply
retort insultingly
rice
ring
rinse
ripped apart
river, lake
road, path, way; behind
roast, fry
roll, push something on wheels; roll

or glide down
roll something on the ground
roll up, fold
root
root up, mess up
round up, collect
rule [cflooyo]
run from, run
run from, run
rush away
rush towards [cf mwomere]
saliva
scar, cicatrice
scatter, spread; go astry
school
scissors

cwir
ceero, cer (SA)
numu
tÜBÜ
kwänno, kwan (AN)
gite
päla
rema
kakko
akil, akälaq (pi)
kwesro
dagi
jernrno, jem (AN)
lello, leid (AN)
aye
arne
dOQ
pooyo
lillo
gammo
bwDttD
ocere
atem
läkkö
nwaij
narn
yo
cellö, cedö (AN)
looro, lör (SA)

lokko
dollo
Iwrt
lüüru

«I V %gvimr
loc
rzQQO, riijo (AN)
Qwecco, ijwec (AN)
mwomere
mwömmo
laö
po
lallo, läl (SA)
cukul
makac
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scoop (water, grain) [v]
scoop
score; die [cf mat to]
scorpion
scratch
scrotum
see; be awake; be visible
seem, resemble
seize, rob
self; alone
sell, trade; walk or drive like a drunk
send on errand, commission
send on errand; push
send
separate; finish
sesame
seven
sew
shake
sharp
shave
she, he, it
sheep
sheet, linen cloth
shine
shoe
shoe, boot
short, brief
shortly
shoulder
shout, make loud noise
shout
show, indicate
shrivel up
sick, painful
sicken; be sick
side
side, flank
side
sieve
sift
sing
sinner [cf ballo]
sisal
sit, stay; be, become; live

twommo
oddo
mätto
yit
gwejipö
man

, neno (AN), nen (SA)
cald
maayo
ken
cattö, cat (AN)
cwaayo
cwallo
V ^ Vooro
daaro
pirn
abxryo
kwboya, kwoc (AN)
yeijijo
bit
lyello, lyedö (AN)
en
romä, rommi (pi)
cxrka
ryeji
ämijrk
waro
cek, cego/cegu (pi)
acok
gwok
daijere
redo
pütto
too
lit
twooyo, two (SA)
get
but
tug
yekko, yeko (AN)
kwaaro, kworo (AN)
weerö
abal
amuja
bedö
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six
skin
skin, hide
slap
slash so as to clear (e.g. a compound)
slave
sleep
sleeping sickness
slick [cfliyü]
slip
slow
slow, fat
small[cftidi]
small
smash
smear much oil on the body
smell
smell [n] [cf ijweeyo]
smelly [cf gweeyo]
smith
smoke [n]
smooth
smooth, slick, bright with oil
snake
snap, break (a rope, string, thread)
sneak a glance
sneak
so; and then
so much (that)
soft, pleased, happy
soft, tender, ripe
soften
some
someone
son; nephew (brother's son)
song [cf weero]
sorghum
sour, lazy
sour, rot, go bad (of food, drink)
space between
speak, say, tell, promise
spear
spit
split
split, break in two (wood, squash)

abicel
del
pxen/pyen, piene (pi)
bappo
Iweero, Iwero (AN)
dpi
nino
anx'no
rniyu
cer
car
mat
tin
tidi, tino (pi)
dippo
libbo
Qweeyo
ijwec
Owe
atet
yito
pwotta, pwot (SA)
Uyu
twol
coddö, cot (SA)
gonna
Iwxtte
ekka
wbkki
yom

okene

wod, wot (pi)
wer
bei
wäc
kwok
kin
kobbo, kob (AN)
to., tögni (pi)
nullu
bäärö
kakko, käk (SA)
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split down middle, rip open,
disembowel, clean (a fish)

spoil, let lie fallow; rot
spoil
spoil, rot; smell up
spoon
spray
spread out in the open to dry
spread out, open (an umbrella)
spread out the hand
spread, push aside, plunge through
sprout
sprout
squeeze out, wring; strain
squirrel
stagger
stare at fixedly
start, begin with
start
start
start
steal
step on
step over, jump over, cross
sterile (of a young woman)
stew
stick
stick, tree
stiff hairs, bristles, whiskers; barbels

offish
stiff, immovable; dried up
stinginess
stir up vegetables in oil
stir up
stir up; make a stew with peanut

butter or simsim
stir while cooking
stomp (with the foot)
stone
stone, rock
stop (accidentally)
stop, stand; surprise
stop, stop at
story
straighten

ryfekko

töppd, top (SA)
poöyö
bällö
ögiko
kxiro
mööyö
teero

ello
gulu
tüü
biyo
äyi'tä, äyrtäg (pl)
tagere
yimmo

cakko
eerö
tekkö
kwallo, kwo (AN)
ponno
källo
orat)a
dek
Ixrt, ludi (pl)
yät, yodi/yen (pl)
wind

gem
güürü, gür (AN)
wullü
lellö

myennö
likkö
gweg
kidi

CUQ
gikko, gik (SA)
icinä
* vtxiro
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strain
strained beer
stranger [cf pat]
stream, river
strength, hardness
string, rope
stringed instrument, small
stroll, go for a walk
struggle with
stumble
stunt, hold back; to stop giving birth
stunt, shrivel, emaciate
stupid person [cf baggerS]
suck
suffice
suffocate
sugarcane
sulk
sun
support, prop up, raise
surpass, surpass; stand out, be

importatnt
swallow
swampy
sweep
sweet potato
swim
swing
swing
swirl up (e.g. dust, smoke)
table
tail
tailor, seamstress
take a big amount of
take away, confiscate, earn
take away, get, pick up
take care of (e.g. clothes)
take
talk about
tame [v]
taste [v]
teach
teaching [cf pwöppö]
tear
tell, inform, warn

leeyo

apat
kulft
tsko
tol
adugu
lat
likko
gatte
ranno, ran (SA)
jwikko,jwxk(SA)
äbaga
dotto
rommo, rom (AN)
txrgrjo
niäg
tiggo
ceg
tennö
kättö, käto (AN)

medä
dägo
weeyö, weyo (AN)
ic5k
kwarj
leggo
logoro (Tr)
düp
mqä
yib
akwoc
cabbo
gammo
kwappo

. *· K Xteero
lokko
billo
billö
pwoppo, pwop (AN)
pwop
yecco, yec (SA)
cekkö
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tell, narrate, preach
ten
termite
termite hill
that [complementizer]; particle

introducing adverbial expression;
in, with

that

that
that one
the point of; under
the way, how; since
theft [cfkwällo]
then
then; whereas; expresses surprise,

shock
there
there
they, them
thick [cf nwäij]
thick, strong, tough
thigh
thigh
thin, emaciated
thin
thin
thing
think deep thoughts; worry, grieve
this
this
thousand
three
thresh
throw
throw, drop; throw away
throw
throw
thunder, boom (of nature, machines,

drums)
tick
tickle
tie, bind; imprison
tie or wrap around, sheave
tightly, firmly, flush, to the rim

titto
apar, pyer (pi)
nwan
bye
nl

mano/manö, magö/
m4gd (pi)

no
macä
t£
kit
kwo
a
kärä

käcä/kücä
konnö/künnö/kannö
gin
nog
nwäg
ämuru, ämurutä (pl)
em
gor)
keg
rep

pääro
man, mägi (pl)
ni
tütumia
adek
dinno, dinö (AN)
baayo
bollo
wüccü
yüccü
mör

ökwodo, okwöddi (pl)
giddo
tweeyo, twec (AN)
riiyö
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time, clock
time; when, after
tire
tiredness, boredom [cf olio]
to, from
to; from
today
tomato
tomorrow
tongue
tooth
top
tortoise
toward
traditional doctor [cf jok]
transfer, change residence, migrate
transfer; migrate, change residence,

translate
trouble [n] [cfyello]
trouble, bother, mistreat
trouble, mistreat
truly, for sure, certainly
trunk of a tree
trust
try
try
turn around, change
turn upside down
twin
twist
two
ugly, bad
uncle
understand
unpeel
unprepared, unmixed
unshell, take off outer cover
untie, undress, interpret
until; for a while
uproot (vegetables), pluck (feathers,

fur)
vein
very, awfully; very much
village
village; home

cawa/caa
kare
opxrc
olio
bag
bot
tin
papa
diki
lib
lak
wi
öpuk
tu
v * * ·1 ^ajo ka
dakko, dak (AN)
kabba, käkä (SA)

äyelä
yellö
canno
% . / %ateni
kor
genno
pooro
temmo, temö (AN)
lokko
ryebbo
rut, rudi (pi)
dwaoyo
aryS
räc, racü (pi)
nero
niäij
bwDggO

lirjü
bitto, bito (SA)

näka
püttu/pütto

ler
tütwal/twätwäl
caro
paco, paci (pi)
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visit
visitor
vomit
wake up
walk around; surround
wall [cf pammo]
want, need
warm
warmth, heat [n]
warn
wart hog
wash; escort
water; sweat, urine, tears
we, us
weak, lazy, crippled
wear down, blunt, take the edge off
well, quite, then, now, after all, already
well, spring
wet, drenched
what
what about; perhaps
when
when, after; time
where
where
which
while; relative particle
whisk [cf wüllü]
whistle
white
white man
who
why
wide
widen
wife [always with associative

pronominal suffixes]
wife's brother
wild vine, grape
wind, air
wing
winnow
wisdom, intellegence [cf ryek]
wise, clever
with a plop

limmo
welo, wel£ (pi)

, rjok/ijoko (AN)
cooyo, co (SA)
mannö
äpämä, apäme (pl)
mittö
öoyö
lyetö
cüppö
kül, külli (pl)
Iwakko
P»
wän
gbro
jiajijio
dog
akoij, äkÖQe (pl)

(pl)
konno
äwene
käre
käkwene
kwene
meine
äme
äwulä
bilo
tär
mvnv, münni (pl)
rja, ägf (pl)

lac
daäyo
ceg

»r, oc (pl)
olok
yämo
bwom
ryetto, ryeto (AN)
ryekö
ryek
cdbul
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with
wither, wilt
woman
woman who no longer bears children

[cf ranno]
wooden straw for drinking beer
work, do, make
work, do; use
work, occupation [n] [cf tiiyo]
work performed by invited people

[cf waklco]
worker termite
worry [n] [cf paaro]
wrap up
write; sow seeds
yam
yawn
yell at, threaten
yes
yesterday
yet; still, just
yonder, that
you (pi)
you (sg)
you know what?
young, unripe
zigzag [cfgonno]

kede/ke
neerö, ner (SA)
dako, mon (pi)
äräni

jiköroko
txnuno
tiiyo, tic (AN)
tic
wak

ökök
pärä
booyo
coayo, coc (AN)
öbätö
ammo, omö (AN)
bücco
e
* * i *awo ro
pwod/pi>d
ca
wu/wun/wunu
yin
omera
bwögö
gönne
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Accompaniment, 180-1
Activity naming stems, 125-31
Adjectives, 103-7

Adjectives & verbs, 103-5
Conjugated forms, 105-6
Deverbal, 106-7
Singular & plural forms,

105
Advanced tongue root, 24-7,

30-5, 40
Adverbial·», 152-3, 176-86,

242-7
Placement, 152-3

Agent nouns, 75-77
Aspect, 91-8, 136-41
Associatives, 77-83, 109, 156-9

Complex, 159-61
[+ATR]/[-ATR], 24-7, 30-5, 40
Basic order, 119-23

Deviations from, 149-53
Benefactive stems, 98-101,

134-5
Body-part imagery, 189-91
'Breathy' vowels, 24
Cause, 243-4
Clefts, 233-40

Embedded 237-40
Coalescence, 35-40, 61
Circumstance, 242-3
Commitment, 184-5
Comparatives, 228-30
Complementation, 220-8

Complement-types, 220-5
Direct & indirect speech,

227-8
Embedded questions, 226-7
Negative raising, 228
Switch reference, 225-6

Completeness, 184-5
Compounds, 115-6
Conditionals, 232-3

Conjunction
see Coordination

Consequence, 245-6
Consonants, 6-23

Devoicing, 17-9
Epenthetic, 20, 22
Inventory, 6, 15
Morphophonemics, 16-20
Non-productive alternations,

21-23
Voicing assimilation, 17-9
'Zero consonants', 23

Contraction, 71-2
Coordination, 162-5, 193-4,

230-2
Adjectives, 162-5
Noun phrases, 162-5
Sentences, 230-2

'Creaky' vowels, 24
Degree, 181-3
Demonstratives, 86, 108-9

Independent forms, 108-9
Suffixes, 86

Determiners, 86-7, 161
Direct & indirect speech,

227-8
Direct object inflection,

91-8, 141-2
Direction, 177-80
Downdrift & downstep, 46-7
Events in discourse, 252-5
Existential clauses, 147-9
'Floating' subject inflection,

142-3
Geminates, 11-14
Gerunds, 102-3, 174-6, 213-5
H(L) class nouns, 63-7
Hypotaxis, 191-3
Indefinite suffix, 86-7
Indirect object inflection,

91-8, 141-2
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H(L) class nouns, 63-7
Hypotaxis, 191-3
Indefinite suffix, 86-7
Indirect object inflection,

91-8, 141-2
Indirect object placement,

149-50
Infinitives, 87-91, 213
Ingressives, 230
Instrument, 176-7
Interrogative clauses, 172-4
Laryngealized vowels, 24
Location, 177-80
Locative clauses, 147-9
Manner, 181-3, 246-7
Middle voice, 101-2, 132-3
Mood, 91-8, 143-4
Nasalization, 29
Negative NP's, 242
Negative raising, 228
Noun phrase, 153-70

Associatives, 156-9
Basic order, 154-6
Complex associatives, 159-61
Pronominals, 165-6

Nouns, 73-87
Agent nouns, 75-7
Associative paradigms, 77-83
Deadjectival, 73-4
Deverbal, 73-4
Personal names, 77
Plurals, 83-6, 166-9

Number, 83-6, 166-9
In adjective stems, 105

Number concord, 166-9
Numerals, 110-114

Cardinal, 110-2
Distributive, 112-3
Multiplicative, 113-4
Ordinal, 112

Parataxis, 194-210, 262-4
Passive senses, 153
Personal names, 77
Possessive clauses, 147-9
Predicate adjectives, 144-7

Predicate nominals, 144-7
Prepositional phrases, 170-2
Prepositions, 107-8
Probability, 183-4
Pronouns, 108-10, 165-6

Associative, 77-83, 109
Demonstrative, 108-9
Interrogative, 109-10
Personal, 108

Pro-predicate, 188-9
Purpose, 244-5
Quantifiers, floated, 169-70
Questions

see Interrogative clauses
Questions, embedded, 226-7
Reduplication, 114-5, 174-6
Reference in discourse, 247-52
Relative clauses, 215-20
Result, 245-6
Roots, 69
Secondary argument stems,

125-31
Sentence particles, 186-7
Serialization, 210-3, 262-4
Spacial deixis, 86-7
Stem vowel, 40, 69-72
Stress, 42-4
Subordination, 191-3
Subject inflection, 91-7,

141-2
Subjects, 119-23, 240-2,

258-62
Sufficiency, 244
Switch reference, 141-2,

225-6
Tense, 136-41
Thematic suffix, 86-7
Time, 185-6, 242-3
Tone, 44-67

Downdrift & downstep, 46-7
Inventory, 44
Patterns in citation forms,

47-9
Sandhi, 49-67

Topicality, 86-7
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Topicalization, 150-2, 237-40,
240-2, 258-62

Transitive & intransitive
stems, 87-91, 123-32,
255-8

Ventive stems, 98-101, 134-5
Verb complex, 123-44
Verbs, 87-103

Aspect, 91-8, 136-41
Benefactive, 98-101
Gerunds, 102-3
Middle voice, 101-2
Mood, 91-8, 143-4
Person, 91-8, 141-2
Tense, 136-41

Transitive & intransitive
forms, 87-91

Ventive, 98-101
Vowel harmony, 30-5
Vowels, 24-41

Adjacent, 35-40
[+ATR]/[-ATR], 24-7, 30-5, 40
Inventory, 24, 29
Length, 27-29
Nasalization, 29
Non-productive alternations,

40-42
Stem vowel, 40, 69-72
Vowel harmony, 30-5

Weather expressions, 187-8
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